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specific extensions to.the MIB as defined in Appendix IV. 
The format for these extensions follows the SMI 
recomendations for object identifiers so that the 
Workstation extensions fall in the subtree 

5 1.3.6.1.4.1.x.1. where x is an enterprise specific node 
identifier assigned by the IAB. 

Appendix V is a summary of the network variables 
for which data is collected by the Monitor for the 
extended MIB and which can be retrieved by the 

10 Workstation. The summary includes short decriptions of 
the meaning and significance of the variables, where 
appropriate. 
Tbe Management WOrkstation: 

The Management Workstation is a SUN Sparcstation 
15 (also referred to as a Sun) available from Sun 

Microsystems, Inc. It is running the Sun flavor of Unix 
and uses the Open Look Graphical User Interface (GUI) and 
the SunNet Manager as the base system. The options 
required are those to run SunNet Manager with some 

20 additional disk storage requireaent. 
The network is represented by a logical map 

illustrating the network components and the relationships 
between them, as shown in Fig. 17. A hierarchical 
network map is supported with navigation through the 

25 layers of the hierarchy, as provided by SNM. The 
Management Workstation determines the topology of the 
network and informs the user of the network objects and 
their connectivity so that he can create a network map. 
To assist with the map creation process, the Management 

30 Workstation attempts to determine the stations connected 
to each LAN segment to which a Monitor is attached. 
Automatic determination of segment topology by detecting 
stations is performed using the autotopology algorithms 
as described in copending u.s. Patent Application S.N. 

35 ***, *** entitled "Automatic Topology Monitor for Multi-
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segment Local Area Net~ork" filed on January 14, 1991 
(Attorney Docket No. 13283-NE.APP), incorporated herein 
by reference. 

In normal operation, each station in the network 
5 is monitored by a single Monitor that is located on its 

local segment. The initial determination of the Monitor 
responsible for a station is based on the results of the 
autotopology mechanism. The user may override this 
initial default if required. 

10 The user is informed of new stations appearing on 
any segment in the network via the alarm mechanism. As 
for other alarms, the user may select whether stations 
appearing on and disappearing from the network segment . 
generate alarms and may modify the times used in the 

15 aging algorithms. When a new node alarm occurs, the user 
must add the new alarm to the map using the SNM tools. 
In this manner, the SNM system becomes aware of the 
nodes. 

The sequence of events following the detection of 
20 a new node is: 

1. the location of the node is determined 
automatically for the user. 

2. the Monitor generates an alarm for the 
user indicating the new node and providing 

25 some or all of the following information: 

30 

mac address of node 
ip address of node 
segment that the node is believed to 
be 

located on 
Monitor to be responsible for the 
node 

3. the user must select the segment and add 
the node manually using the SNM editor 
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4. The update to the SNM database will be 
detected and the file reread. The 
Workstation database is reconstructed and 
the parse control records for the Monitors 

5 updated if required. 
5. The Monitor responsible for the new node 

has its parse control record updated via 
SNMP set request(s). 
An internal record of new nodes is required for 

10 the autotopology. When a new node is reported by a 
Network Monitor, the Management Workstation needs to have 
the previous location information in order to know which 
Network Monitors to involve in autotopology. For 
example, two nodes with the same IP address may exist in 

15 separate segments of the network. The history makes 
possible the correlation of the addresses and it makes 
possible duplicate address detection. 

Before a new Monitor can communicate with the 
Management Workstation via SNMP it needs to be added to 

20 the SNM system files. As the SNM files are cached in the 
database, the file must be updated and the SNM system 
forced to reread it. 

Thus, on the detection of a new Monitor the 
following events need to occur in order to add the 

25 Monitor to the Workstation: 
1. The Monitor issues a trap to the 

Management Workstation software and 
requests code to be loaded from the sun 
Microsystems boot/load server. 

30 2. The code load fails as the Monitor is not 
known to the unix networking software at 
this time. 

3. The Workstation confirms that the new 
Monitor does not exceed the configured 

35 system limits (e.g. 5 Monitors per 

.) 
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Workstation) a~d terminates the 
initialization sequence if limits are 
exceeded. An alarm is issued to the user 
indicating the presence of the new Monitor 

5 and whether it can be supported. 
4 • The user adds the Monitor to the 

SNMP.HOSTS file of the SNM system, to the 
etc/hosts file of the Unix networking 
system and to the SNM map. 

10 5. When the files have been updated the user 
resets the Monitor using the set tool 
(described later). 

6. The Monitor again issues a trap to the 
Management Workstation software and 

15 requests code to be loaded from the Sun 
boottload server. 

7. The code load takes place and the Monitor 
issues a trap requesting data from the 
Management Workstation. 

20 8. The Monitor data is issued using SNMP set 
requests. 

Note that on receiving the set request, the SNMP proxy 
rereads in the (updated) SNMP.HOSTS file which now 
includes the new Monitor. Also note that the sHMP· hosts 

25 file need only contain the Monitors, not the entire list 
of nodes in the system. 

9. on completion of the set request(s) the Monitor 
run command is issued by the Workstation to bring 
the Monitor on line. 

30 The user is responsible for entering data into the 
SNM database manually. During operation, the Workstation 
monitors the file write date for the SNM database. When 
this is different from the last date read, the SNM 
database is reread and the Workstation database 

35 reconstructed. In this manner, user updates to the SNM 
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database are incorporated into the Workstation database 
as quickly as possible without need for the user to take 
any action. 

When the Workstation is loaded, the database is 

5 created from the data in the SNM file system (which the 
user has possibly updated). This data is checked for 
consistency and for conformance to the limits imposed by 
the Workstation at this time and a warning is generated 
to the user if any problems are seen. If the data errors 

~0 are minor the system continues operation; if they are 
fatal the user is asked to correct them and Workstation 
operation terminates. 

The monitoring functions of the Management 
Workstation are provided as an extension to the SNM 

15 system. They consist of additional display tools (i.e., 
summary tool, values tool, and set tool) which the user 
invokes to access the Monitor options and a Workstation 
event loq in which all alarms are recorded. 

As a result of the monitoring process, the Monitor 
20 makes a l~rge number of statistics available to the 

operator. These are available for examination via the 
Workstation tools that are provided. In addition, the 
Monitor statistics (or a selected subset thereof) can be 
made visible to any SNMP manager by providing it with 

25 knowledge of the extended MIB. A description of the 
statistics maintained are described elswhere. 

Network event statistics are maintained on a per 
network, per segment and per node basis. Within a node, 
statistics are maintained on a per address (as 

30 appropriate to the protocol layer - IP address, port 
number, ••• ) and per connection basis. Per network 
statistics are always derived by the Workstation from the 
per segment variables maintained by the Monitors. 
Subsets of the basic statistics are maintained on a node 

35 to node and segment to segment basis. 
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If the user requests displays of segment to 
segment traffic, the Workstation calculates this data as 
follows. The inter segment traffic is derived from the 
node to node statistics for the intersecting set of 

5 nodes. Thus, if segment A has nodes 1, 2, and 3 and 
segment B has nodes 20, 21, and 22, then summing the node 
to node traffic for 

10 

1 -> 20,21,22 

2 -> 20,21,22 

3 -> 20~21,22 

produces the required result. On-LAN/off-LAN traffic for 
segments is calculated by a simply summing node to node 
traffic for all stations on the LAN and then subtracting 
this from total segment counts. 

15 Alarms are reported to the user in the following 
ways: 
1. 

2. 

Alarms received are logged in a Workstation log. 
The node which the alarm relates to is highlighted 
on the map. 

20 3. The node status change is propagated up through 
the (map) hierarchy to support the case where the 
node is not visible on the screen. This is as 
provided by SNM. 

25 

summary Tool 
After the user has selected an object from the map 

and invokes the display tools, the summary tool generates 
the user's initial screen at the Management Workstation. 
It presents a set of statistical data selected to give an 
overview of the operational status of the object (e.g., a 

30 selected node or segment). The Workstation polls the 
Monitor for the data required by the Summary Tool display 

screens. 
The Summary Tool displays a basic summary tool 

screen such as is shown in Fig. 18. The summary tool 
35 screen has three panels, namely, a control panel 602, a 
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values panel 604, and_a dialogs panel 606. The control 
panel includes the indicated mouse activated bottons. 
The functions of each of the buttons is. as follows. The 
file button invokes a traditional file menu. The view 

5 button invokes a view menu which allows the user to 
modify or tailor the visual protperties of the tool. The 
properties button invokes a properties menu containing 
choices for viewing and sometimes modifying the 
properties of objects. -The tools button invokes a tools 

10 menu which provides access to the other Workstation 
tools, e.g. Values Tool. 

The Update rnterval field allows the user to 
specify the frequency at which the displayed statistics 
are updated by polling the Monitor. The Update Once 

15 button enables the user to retrieve a single screen 
update. When the Update Once button is invoked not only 
is the screen updated but the update interval is 
automatically set to "none". 

The type field enables the user to specify the 
20 type of network objects on which to operate, i.e., 

seqment or node. 
The name button invokes a pop up menu containing 

an alphabetical list of all network objects of the type 
selected and apply and reset buttons. The required name 

25 can then be selected from the (scrolling) list and it 
will be entered in the name field of the summary tool 
when the apply button is invoked. Alternatively, the 
user may enter the name directly in the summary tool name 
field. 

30 The protocol button invokes a pop up menu which 
provides an exclusive set of protocol layers which the 
user may select. Selection of a layer copies the layer 
name into the displayed field of the summary tool when 
the apply operation is invoked. An example of a protocol 

35 selection menu is shown in Fig. 19. It displays the 
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available protocols in. the form of a protocol tree with 
multiple protocol familes. The protocol selection is two 
dimensional. That is, the user first selects the 
protocol family and then the particular layer within that 

5 family. 
As indicated by the protocol trees shown in Fig. 

19, the capabilities of the Monitor can be readily 
extended to handle other protocol families. The 
particular ones which are implemented depend upon the 

10 needs of the particular network environment in which the 
Monitor will operate. 

The user invokes the apply button to indicate that 
the selection process is complete and the type, name, 
protocol, etc. should be applied. This then updates the 

15 screen using the new parameter set that the user 
selected. The reset button is used to undo the 
selections and restore them to their values at the last 
apply operation. 

The set of statistics for the selected parameter 
20 set is displayed in values panel 604. The members of the 

sets differ depending upon, for example, what protocol 
was selected. Figs. 20a-q present examples of the types 
of statistical variables which are displayed for the DLL, 
IP, UDP, TCP, ICMP, NFS, and ARP/RARP protocols, 

25 respectively. The meaninq of the values display fields 
are described in Appendix I, attached hereto. 

Dialogs panel 606 contains a display of the 
connection statistics for all protocols for a selected 
node. Within the Management workstation, connection 

30 lists are maintained per node, per supported protocol. 
When connections are displayed, they are sorted on 11Last 
Seen11 with the most current displayed first. A single 
list returned from the Monitor contains all current 
connection. For TCP, however, each connection also. 

35 contains a state and TCP connections are displayed as 
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Past and Present based ~pon the returned state of the 
connection. For certain di~logs, such as TCP and NFS 
over UDP, there is an associated direction to the dialog, 
i.e., from the initiator (source) to the receiver (sink). 

5 For these dialogs, the direction is identified in a DIR. 
field. A sample of information that is displayed in 
dialogs panel 606 is presented in Fig. 21 for current 
connections. 
Values Tool 

10 The values tool provides the user with the ability 
to look at the statistical database for a network object 
in detail. When the user invokes this tool, he may 
select a basic data screen containing a rate values panel 
620, a count values panel 622 and a protocols seen panel 

15 626, as shown in Fig. 22, or he may select a traffic 
matrix screen 628, as illustrated in Fig. 23. 

In rate values and count values panels 620 and 
622, value tools presents the monitored rate and count 
statistics, respectively, for a selected protocol. The 

20 parameters which are displayed for the different 
protocols (i.e., different groups) are listed in Appendix 
II. In general, a data element that is being displayed 
for a node shows up in three rows, namely, a total for 
the data element, the number into the data element, and 

25 the number out of the data element. Any exceptions to 
this are identified in Appendix II. Data elements that 
are displayed for segments, are presented as totals only, 
with no distinction between RX and Tx. 

When invoked the Values Tool displays a primary 
30 screen to the user. The primary screen contains what is 

considered to be the most significant information for the 
selected object. The user can view other information for 
the object (i.e., the statistics for the other 
parameters) by scrolling down. 
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The displayed information for the count values and 
rate values panels 620 and 622 includes the following. 
An alarm field reports whether an alarm is currently 
active for this item. It displays as "*" if active alarm 

5 is present. A current Value/Rate field reports the 
current rate or the value of the counter used to generate 
threshold alarms for this item. This is reset following 
each threshold trigger and thus gives an idea of how 
close to an alarm threshold the variable is. A Typical 

10 Value field reports what this item could be expected to 
read in a "normal" operating situation. This field is 
filled in for those items where this is predictable and 
useful. It is maintained in the Workstation database and 

is modifiable by the user using the set tool. An 

15 Accumulated Count field reports the current accumulated 
value of the item or the current rate. A Max Value field 
reports the highest value recently seen for the item. 
This value is reset at intervals defined by a user 
adjustable parameter (default 30 minutes). This is not a 

20 rolling cycle but rather represents the highest value 
since it was reset which may be from 1 to 30 minutes ago 
(for a rest period of 30 minutes). It is used only for 
rates. A Min Value field reports the lowest value 
recently seen for the item. This operates in the same 

25 manner as Max Value field and is used only for rates. 

30 

35 

A Percent (%) field reports only for the following 
variables: 

off seg counts: 
100(in count 1 total off seg count) 
100(out count 1 total off seg count) 
lOO(transit count I total off seg count) 
100(local count I total off seg count) 

off seq rates 
100(transit rate 1 total off seg rate), etc. 

protocols 
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100(frame.rate this protocol J total frame 
rate) 

On the right half of the basic display, there the 
following addtional fields: a High Threshold field and a 

5 Sample period for rates field. 
Set Tool 

The set tool provides the user with the ability to 
modify the parameters controlinq the operation of the 
Monitors and the Management Workstation. These 

10 parameters affect both user interface displays and the 
actual operation of the Monitors. The parameters which 
can be operated on by the set tool can be divided into 
the following categories: alarm thresholds, monitoring 
control, segment Monitor administration, and typical 

15 values. 
The monitoring control variables specify the 

actions of the segment Monitors and each Monitor can have 
a distinct set of control variables (e.g., the parse 
control records that are described elsewhere). The user 

20 is able to define those nodes, segments, dialogs and 
protocols in which he is interested so as to make the 
best use of memory space available for data storage. 
This mechanism allows for load sharing, where mulitple 
Monitors on the same segment can divide up the total 

25 number of network objects which are to be monitored so 
that no duplication of effort between them takes place. 

The monitor administration variables allow the 
user to modify the operation of the segment Monitor in a 
more direct manner than the monitoring control variables. 

30 Using the set tool, the user can perform those operations 
such as reset, time changes etc. which are normally the 
prerogative of a system administrator. 

Note that the above descriptions of the tools 
available through the Management Workstation are not 

35 meant to imply that other choices may not be made 
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regarding the particu~ar information which is displayed 
and the manner in which it is displayed. 
Adaptiyely setting Network Monitor Tbresholds: 

The Workstation sets the thresholds in the Network 
5 Monitor based upon the performance of the system as 

observed over an extended period of time. That is, the 
Workstation periodically samples the output of the 
Network Monitors and assembles a model of a normally 
functioning network. Then, the Workstation sets the 

10 thresholds in the Network Monitors based upon that model. 
If the observation period is chosen to be long enough and 
since the model represents the "average" of the network 
performance over the observation period, temporary 
undesired deviations from normal behavior are smoothed 

15 out over time and model tends to accurately reflect 
normal network behavior. 

Referring the Fig. 24, the details of the training 
procedure for adaptively setting the Network Monitor 
thresholds are as follows. To begin training, the 

20 Workstation sends a start learning command to the Network 
Monitors from which performance data is desired (step 
302). The start learning command disables the thresholds 
within the Network Monitor and causes the Network Monitor 
to periodically send data for a predefined set of network 

25 parameters to the Management Workstation. (Disabling the 
thresholds, however, is not necessary. One could have 
the learning mode operational in parallel with monitoring 
using existing thresholds.) The set of parameters may be 
any or all of the previously mentioned parameters for 

30 which thresholds are or may be defined. 
Throughout the learning period, the Network 

Monitor sends "snapshots" of the network's performance to 
the Workstation which, in turn, stores the data in a 
performance history database 306 (step 304). The network 

35 manager sets the length of the learning period. 
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Typically, it should be.long enough to include the full 
range of load conditions that the network experiences so 
that a representative performance history is generated. 
It should also be long enough so that short periods of 

5 overload or faulty behavior do not distort the resulting 
averages. 

After the learning period has expired, the network 
manager, through the Management Workstation, sends a stop 
learning command to the Monitor (step 308). The Monitor 

10 ceases automatically sending further performance data 
updates to the Workstation and the Workstation processes 
the data in its performance history database (step 310). 

The processing may involve simply computing averages for 
the parameters of interest or it may involve more 

15 sophisticated statistical analysis of the data, such as 
computing means, standard deviations, maximum and minimum 
values, or using curve fitting to compute rates and other· 
pertinent parameter values. 

After the Workstation has statistically analyzed 
20 the performance data, it computes a new set of thresholds 

for the relevant performance parameters (step 312). To 
do this, it uses formulas which are appropriate to the 
particular parameter for which a threshold is being 
computed. That is, if the parameter is one for which one 

25 would expect to see wide variations in its value during 
network monitoring, then the threshold should be set high 
enough so that the normal expected variations do not 
trigger alarms. on the other hand, if the parameter is 
of a type for which only small variations are expected 

30 and larger variations indicate a problem, then the 
threshold should be set to a value that is close to the 
average observed value. Examples of formulae which may 
be used to compute thresholds are: 

* Highest value seen during learning period; 

! 
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* Highest value seen during learning period + 

10,; 

Highest value seen during learning period + 

SO%; 

* Highest value seen during learning period + 

user-defined percent; 

* Any value of the parameter other than zero; 

* Average value seen during learning period + 

sot; and 

* Average value seen during learning period + 

user-defined percent. 
As should be evident from these examples, there is a 
broad range of possibilities regarding how to compute a 
particular threshold. The choice, however, should 

15 reflect the parameter's importance in signaling serious 
network problems and its normal expected behavior (as may 

be evidenced from the performance history acquired for 
the parameter during the learning mode). 

After the thresholds are computed, the Workstation 
20 loads them into the Monitor and instructs the Monitor to 

revert to normal monitoring using the new thresholds 
(step 314). 

This procedure provides a mechanism enabling the 
network manager to adaptively reset thresholds in 

25 response to changing conditions on the network, shifting 
usage patterns and evolving network topology. As the 
network changes over time, the network manager merely 
invokes the adaptive threshold setting feature and 
updates the thresholds to reflect those changes. 

30 The Diagnostic Analyzer Module: 
The Management Workstation includes a diagnostic 

analyzer module which automatically detects and diagnoses 
the existence and cause of certain types of network 

problems. The functions of the diagnostic module may 
35 actually be distributed among the Workstation and the 
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Network Monitors which are active on the network. In 
principle, the diagnostic analyzer module includes the 
following elements for performing its fault detection and 
analysis functions. 

5 The Management Workstation contains a reference 
model of a normally operating network. The reference 
model is generated by observing the performance of the 
network over an extended period of time and computing 
averages of the performance statistics that were observed 

10 during the observation period. The reference model 
provides a reference against which future network 
performance can be compared so as to diagnose and analyze 
potential problems. The Network Monitor (in particular, 
the STATS module) includes alarm thresholds on a selected 

15 set of the parameters which it monitors. Some of those 
thresholds are set on parameters which tend to be 

indicative of the onset or the presence of particular 
network problems. 

During monitoring, when a Monitor threshold is 
20 exceeded, thereby ingicating a potential problem (e.g. in 

a TCP connection), the Network Monitor alerts the 
Workstation by sending an alarm. The Workstation 
notifies the user and presents the user with the option 
of either ignoring the alarm or invoking a diagnostic 

25 algorithm to analyze the problem. If the user invokes 
the diagnostic algorithm, the Workstation compares the 
current performance statistics to its reference model to 
analyze the problem and report its results. (Of course, 
this may also be handled automatically so as to not 

30 require user intervention.) The Workstation obtains the 
data on current performance of the network by retrieving 
the relevant performance statistics from all of the 
segment Network Monitors that may have information useful 
to diagnosing the problem. 
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The details of a specific example involving poor 
TCP connection performance will now be described. This 
example refers to a typical network on which the 
diagnostic analyzer resides., such as the network 

5 illustrated in Fig. 25. It includes three segments 

labelled Sl, S2, and SJ, a router Rl connecting Sl to s2, 

a router R2 connecting 52 to SJ, and at least two nodes, 
node A on Sl which communicates with node B on S3. On 
each segment there is also a Network Monitor 324 to 

10 observe the performance of its segment in the manner 
described earlier. A Management Workstation 320 is also 
located on Sl and it includes a diagnostic analyzer 
module 322. For this example, the sympton of the network 
problem is degraded peformance of a TCP connection 

15 between Nodes A and B. 

20 

25 

A TCP connection problem may manifest itself in a 
number of ways, including, for example, excessively high 
numbers for any of the following: 

errors 
packets with bad sequence numbers 
packets retransmitted 
bytes retransmitted 
out of order packets 
out of order bytes 
packets after window closed 
bytes after window closed 
average and maximum round trip times 

or by an unusually low value for the current window size. 
By setting the appropriate thresholds, the Monitor is 

30 programmed to recognize any one or more of these 
symptons. If any one of of the thresholds is exceeded, 
the Monitor sends an alarm to the Workstation. The 
Workstation is programmed to recognize the particular 
alarm as related to an event which can be further 

35 analyzed by its diagnostic analyzer module 322. Thus, 
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the Workstation presents the user with the option of 
invoking its diagnostic capabilities (or automatically 
invokes the diagnostic capabilities). 

In general terms, when the diagnostic analyzer is 
5 invoked, it looks at the performance data that the 

segment Monitors produce for the two nodes, for the 
dialogs between them and for the links that interconnect 
them and compares that data to the reference model for 
the network. If a significant divergence from the 

10 reference model is identified, the diagnostic analyzer 
informs the Workstation (and the user) about the nature 
of the divergence and the likely cause of the problem. 
In conducting the comparison to "normal" network 
performance, the network circuit involved in 

15 communications between nodes A and B is decomposed into 
its individual components and diagnostic analysis is 
performed on each link individually in the effort to 
isolate the problem further. 

The overall structure of the diagnostic algorithm 
20 400 is shown in Fig. 26. When invoked for analyzing a 

possible TCP problem between nodes A and B, diagnostic 
analyzer 322 checks for a TCP problem at node A when it 
is acting as a source node (step 402). To perform this 
check, diagnostic algorithm 400 invokes a source node 

25 analyzer algorithm 450 shown in Fig. 27. If a problem is 
identified, the Workstation reports that there is a high 
probability that node A is causing a TCP problem when 
operating as a source node and it reports the results of 
the investigation performed by algorithm 450 (step 404). 

30 If node A does not appear to be experiencing a TCP 
problem when acting as a source node, diagnostic analyzer 
322 checks for evidence of a TCP problem at node B when 
it is acting as a sink node (step 406). To perform this 
check, diagnostic algorithm 400 invokes a sink node 

35 analyzer algorithm 470 shown in Fig. 28. If a problem is 
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identified, the Workst~tion reports that there is a high 
probability that node B is causing a TCP problem when 
operating as a sink node and it reports .the results of 
the investigation performed by algorithm 470 (step 408). 

Note that source and sink nodes are concepts which 
apply to those dialogs for which a direction of the 
communication can be defined. For example, the source 
node may be the one which initiated the dialog for the 
purpose of sending data to the other node, i.e., the sink 

10 node. 
If node B does not appear to be experiencing a TCP 

problem when acting as a sink node, diagnostic analyzer 
322 checks for evidence of a TCP problem on the link 

between Node A and Node B (step 410). To perform this 
15 check, diagnostic algorithm 400 invokes a link analysis 

algorithm 550 shown in Fig. 29. If a problem is 
identified, the Workstation reports that there is a high 
probability that a TCP problem exists on the link and it 
reports the results of the investigation performed by 

20 link analysis algorithm 550. (step 412). 
If the link does not appear to be experiencing a 

TCP problem, diagnostic analyzer 322 checks for evidence 
of a TCP problem at node B when it is acting as a source 
node (step 414). To perform this check, diagnostic 

25 algorithm 400 invokes the previously mentioned source 
algorithm 450 for Node B. If a problem is identified, 
the Workstation reports that there is a medium 
probability that node B is causing a TCP problem when 
operating as a source node and it reports the results of 

30 the investigation performed by algorithm 450 (step 416). 
If node B does not appear to be experiencing a TCP 

problem when acting as a source node, diagnostic analyzer 
322 checks for a TCP problem at node A when it is acting 
as a sink node (step 418). To perform this check, 

35 diagnostic algorithm 400 invokes sink node analyzer 
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algorithm 470 for Node A. If a problem is identified, 
the Network Monitor reports that there is a medium 
probability that node A is causing a TCP problem when 
operating as a sink node and it reports the results of 

5 the investigation performed by algorithm 470 (step 420). 
Finally, if node A does not appear to be 

experiencing a TCP problem when acting as a sink node, 
diagnostic analyzer 322 reports that it was not able to 
isolate the cause of a TCP problem (step 422). 

10 The algorithms which are called from within the 
above-described diagnostic algorithm will now be 

described. Referring to Fig. 27, source node analyzer 
algorithm 450 checks whether a particular node is causing 
a TCP problem when operating as a source node. The 

15 strategy is as follows. To determine whether a TCP 
problem exists at this node which is the source node for 
the TCP connection, look at other connections for which 
this node is a source. If other TCP connections are 
okay, then there is probably not a problem with this 

20 node. This is an easy check with a high probability of 
being correct. If no other good connections exist, then 
look at the lower layers for possible reasons. Start at 
DLL and work up as problems at lower layers are more 
fundamental, i.e., they cause problems at higher layers 

25 whereas the reverse is not true. 
In accordance with this approach, algorithm 450 

first determines whether the node is acting as a source 
node in any other TCP connection and, if so, whether the 
other connection is okay (step 452). If the node is 

30 performing satisfactorily as a source node in another TCP 
connection, algorithm 450 reports that there is no 
problem at the source node and returns to diagnostic 
algorithm 400 (step 454). If algorithm 450 cannot 
identify any other TCP connections involving this node 

35 that are okay, it moves up through the protocol stack 
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checking each level for a problem. In this case, it then 
checks for DLL problems at the node when it is acting as 
a source node by calling an DLL problem checking routine 
510 (see Fig. 30) (step 456). If a DLL problem is found, 

5 that fact is reported (step 458). If no DLL problems are 
found, algorithm 450 checks for an IP problem at the node 
when it is acting as a source by calling an IP problem 
checking routine 490 (see Fig. 31) (step 460). If an IP 
problem is found, that ~act is reported (step 462). If 

10 no IP problems are found, algorithm 450 checks whether 
any other TCP connection in which the node participates 
as a source is not okay (step 464). If another TCP 
connection involving the node exists and it is not okay, 
algorithm 450 reports a TCP problem at the node (step 

15 466). If no other TCP connections where the node is 
acting as a source node can be found, algorithm 450 
exits. 

Referring to Fig. 28, sink node analyzer algorithm 
470 checks whether a particular node is causing a TCP 

20 problem when operating as a sink node. It first 
determines whether the node is acting as a sink node in 
any other TCP connection and, if so, whether the other 

connection is okay (step 472). If the node is performing 
satisfactorily as a sink node in another TCP connection, 

25 algorithm 470 reports that there is no problem at the 
source node and returns to diagnostic algorithm 400 (step 
474). If algorithm 470 cannot identify any other TCP 
connections involving this node that are okay, it then 
checks for DLL problems at the node when it is acting as 

30 a sink node by calling DLL problem checking routine 510 
(step 476). If a DLL problem is found, that fact is 
reported (step 478). If no DLL problems are found, 
algorithm 470 checks for an IP problem at the node when 
it is acting as a sink by calling IP problem checking 

35 routine 490 (step 480). If an IP problem is found, that 
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fact is reported (step 482). If no IP problems are 
found, algorithm 470 checks whether any other TCP 
connection in which the node participates as a sink is 
not okay (step 484). If another TCP connection involving 

5 the node as a sink exists and it is not okay, algorithm 
470 reports a TCP problem at the node (step 486). If no 
other TCP connections where the node is acting as a sink 
node can be found, algorithm 470 exits. 

Referring to Fig._ 31, IP problem checking routine 
10 490 checks for IP problems at a node. It does this by 

comparing the IP performance statistics for the node to 
the reference model (steps 492 and 494). If it detects 
any significant deviations from the reference model, it 
reports that there is an IP problem at the node (step 

15 496). If no significant deviations are noted, it reports 
that there is no IP problem at the node (step 498). 

As revealed by examining Fig. 30, DLL problem 
checking routine 510 operates in a similar manner to IP 
problem checking routine 490, with the exception that it 

20 examines a different set of parameters (i.e., DLL. 

parameters) for significant deviations. 
Referring the Fig. 29, link analysis logic 550 

first determines whether any other TCP connection for the 
link is operating properly (step 552). If a properly 

25 operating TCP connection exists on the link, indicating 
that there is no link problem, link analysis logic 550 
reports that the link is okay (step 554). If a properly 
operating TCP connection cannot be found, the link is 
decomposed into its constituent components and an IP link 

30 component problem checking routine 570 (see Fig. 32) is 
invoked for each of the link components (step 556). IP 
link component problem routine 570 evaluates the link 
component by checking the IP layer statistics for the 
relevant link component. 
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The decompositipn of the link into its components 
arranqes them in order of their distance· from the source 
node and the analysis of the components proceeds in that 
order. Thus, for example, the link components which make 

5 up the link between nodes A and B include in order: 
segment 81, router Rl, seqment 82, router R2, and segment 

83. The IP data for these various components are 
analyzed in the following order: 

IP data for segment Sl 

10 IP data for address Rl 

15 

IP data for source node to Rl 
IP data for 51 to 52 
IP data for S2 
IP data for address R2 
IP data for S3 
IP data for S2 to. 53 
IP data for 81 to 83 

As shown in Fiq. 32, IP link component problem 
checkinq routine 570 compares IP statistics for the link 

20 component to the reference model (step 572) to determine 
whether network performance deviates significantly from 
that specified by the model (step 574). If significant 
deviations are detected, routine 570 reports that there 
is an IP problem at the link component (step 576). 

25 Otherwise, it reports that it found no IP problem (step 
578). 

Referring back to Fiq. 29, after completinq the IP 

problem analysis for all of the link components, logic 
550 then invokes a DLL link component problem checkinq 

30 routine 580 (see Fiq. 33) for each link component to 
check its DLL statistics (step 558). 

DLL link problem routine 580 is similar to IP link 

problem routine 570. As shown in Fig. 33, DLL link 
problem checking routine 580 compares DLL statistics for 

35 the link to the reference model (step 582) to determine 
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whether network performance at the DLL deviates 
significantly from that specified by the model (step 
584). If significant deviations are detected, routine 
580 reports that there is a DLL problem at the link 

5 component (step 586). Otherwise, it reports that no DLL 
problems were found (step 588). 

Referring back to Fig. 29, after completing the 
DLL problem analysis for all of the link components, 
loqic 550 checks whether-there is any other TCP on the 

10 link (step 560). If another TCP exists on the link 
(Which implies that the other TCP is also not operating 
properly), loqic 550 reports that there is a TCP problem 
on the link (step 562). Otherwise, logic 550 reports 
that there was not enough information from the existing 

15 packet traffic to determine whether there was a link 
problem (step 564) 

If the analysis of the link components does not 
isolate the source of the problem and if there were 
components for which sufficient information was not 

20 available (due possibly to lack of traffic over through 
that component), the user may send test messages to those 
components to generate the information needed to evaluate 
its performance. 

The reference model against which comparisons 
25 are made to detect and isolate malfunctions may be 

generated by examining the behavior of the network over 
an extended period of operation or over multiple periods 
of operation. During those periods of operation, average 
values and maximum excursions (or standard deviations) 

30 for observed statistics are computed. These values 
provide an initial estimate of a model of a properly 
functioning system. As more experience with the network 
is obtained and as more historical data on the various 
statistics is accumulated the thresholds for detecting 

35 actual malfunctions or imminent malfunctions and the 
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reference model can be revised to reflect the new 
experience. 

What constitutes a significant deviation from the 
reference model depends upon the particular parameter 

5 involved. Some parameters will not deviate from the 
expected norm and thus any deviation would be considered 
to be significant, for example, consider ICMP messages of 
type "destination unreachable," IP errors, TCP errors. 
Other parameters will no~ally vary within a wide range 

10 of acceptable values, and only if they move outside of 
that range should the deviation be considered 
significant. The acceptable ranges of variation can be 
determined by watching network performance over a 

sustained period of operation. 

15 

20 

25 

30 

The parameters which tend to provide useful 
information for identifying and isolating problems at the 
node level for the different protocols and layers include 
the following. 

~ 

error rate 
header byte rate 
packets retransmitted 
bytes retransmitted 
packets after window closed 
bytes after window closed 

!!I!f 
error rate 
header byte rate 

IP 
error rate 
header byte rate 
fragmentation rate 
all ICMP messages of type destination 
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unreachable, parameter problem, 
redirection 

error rate 
runts 

For diagnosing network segment problems, the above
identified parameters are also useful with the addition 
of the alignment rate an~ the collision rate at the DLL. 
All or some subset of these parameters may be included 

10 among the set of parameters which are examined during the 
diagnostic procedure to detect and isolate network 
problems. 

The above-described technique can be applied to a 
wide range of problems on the network, including among 

15 others, the following: 

20 

TCP Connection fails to establish 
UDP Connection performs poorly 
UDP not working at all 
IP poor performance/high error rate 
IP not working at all 
DLL poor performance/high error rate 
DLL not working at all 

For each of these problems, the diagnostic approach would 
be similar to that described above, using, of course, 

25 different parameters to identify the potential problem 
and isolate its cause. 
The Eyent Timing Module 

Referring again to Fig. 5, the RTP is programmed 
to detect the occurrence of certain transactions for 

30 which timing information is desired. The transactions 
typically occur within a dialog at a particular layer of 
the protocol stack and they involve a first event (i.e., 
an initiating event) and a subsequent partner event or 
response. The ev~nts are protocol messages that arrive 
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at the Network Monitor. are parsed by the RTP and then 
passed to Event Timing Module (ETM) for processing. A 
transaction of interest might be, for e~ample, a read of 
a file on a server. In that case, the initiating event 

5 is the read request and the partner event is the read 
response. The time of interest is the time required to 
receive a response to the read request (i.e., the 
transaction time). The transaction time provides a 
useful measure of network performance and if measured at 

10 various times throughout the day under different load 
conditions gives a measure of how different loads affect 
network response times. The layer of the communicaton 
protocol at which the relevant dialog takes place will of 
course depend upon the nature of the event. 

15 In general, when the RTP detects an event, it 
transfers control to the ETM which records an arrival 
time for the event. If the event is an initiating event, 
the ETM stores the arrival time in an event timing 
database 300 (see Fig. 34) for future use. If the event 

20 is a partner event, the ETM computes a difference between 
that arrival time and an earlier stored time for the 
initiating event to determine the complete transaction 
time. 

Event timing database 300 is an array of records 
25 302. Each record 302 includes a dialog field 304 for 

identifying the dialog over which the transactions of 
interest are occurring and it includes an entry type 
field 306 for identifying the event type of interest. 

Each record 302 also includes a start time field 308 for 
30 storing the arrival time of the initiating event and an 

average delay time field 310 for storing the computed 
average delay for the transactions. A more detailed 

description of the operation of the ETM follows. 
Referring to Fig. 35, when the RTP detects the 

35 arrival of a packet of the type for which timing 
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information is being k~pt, it passes control to the ETM 
along with relevant information from the packet, such as 
the dialog identifier and the event type (step 320). The 
ETM then determines whether it is to keep timing 

5 information for that particular event by checking the 
event timing database (step 322). Since each event type 
can have multiple occurrences (i.e., there can be 
multiple dialogs at a given layer), the dialog identifier 
is used to distinguish between events of the same type 

10 for different dialogs and to identify those for which 
information has been requested. All of the dialog/events 
of interest are identified in the event timing database. 
If the current dialog and event appear in the event 
timing database, indicating that the event should be 

15 timed, the E'l'M determines whether the event is a starting 
event or an ending event so that it may be processed 
properly (step 324). For certain events, the absence of 
a start time in the entry field of the appropriate record 
302 in event timing database 300 is one indicator that 

2 0 the event represents a start time; otherwise, it is an 
end time event. For other events, the ET.M determines if 
the start time is to be set by the event type as 
specified in the packet being parsed. For example, if 
the event is a file read a start time is stored. If the 

25 event is the read completion it represents an end time. 
In general, each protocol event will have its own 
intrinsic meaning for how to determine start and end 
times. 

Note that the arrival time is only an estimate of 
30 the actual arrival time due to possible queuing and other 

processing delays. Nevertheless, the delays are 
generally so small in comparison to the transaction times 
being measured that they are of little consequence. 

In step 324, if the event represents a start time, 
35 the ETM gets the current time from the kernal and stores 
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it in start time field. 308 of the appropriate record in 
event timing database 300 (step 326). If the event 
represents an end time event, the ETM obtains the current 
time from the kernel and computes a difference between 

5 that time and the corresponding start time found in event 
timing database 300 (step 328). This represents the 
total time for the transaction of interest. It is 
combined with the stored average transaction time to 
compute a new running average transaction time for that 

10 event (step 330). 
Any one of many different methods can be used to 

compute the running average transaction time. For 
example, the following formula can be used: 

New Avg. = [(5 *Stored Avg.) +Transaction 
15 Time]/6. 

After six transaction have been timed, the computed new 
average becomes a running average for the transaction 
times. The ETM stores this computed average in the 
appropriate record of event timing database 300, 

20 replacing the previous average transaction time stored in 
that record, and it clears start time entry field 308 for 
that record in preparation for timing the next 
transaction. 

After processing the event in steps 322, 326, and 
25 330, the ETM checks the age of all of the start time 

entries in the event timing database 300 to determine if 
any of them are too "old" (step 332). If the difference 
between the current time and any of the start times 
exceeds a preselected threshold, indicating that a 

30 partner event has not occurred within a reasonable period 
of time, the ETM deletes the old start time entry for 
that dialogjevent {step 334). This insures that a missed 
packet for a partner event does not result in an 
erroneously large transaction time which throws off the 

35 running average for that event. 
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If the average ~ransaction time increases beyond a 
preselected threshold set for timing events, an alarm is 
sent to the Workstation. 

Two examples will now be described to illustrate 
5 the operation of the E'l'K for specific event types. In 

the first example, Node A of Fig. 25 is communicating 
with Node B using the NFS protocol. Node A is the client 
while Node B is the server. The Network Monitor resides 
on the same segment as node A, but this is not a 

10 requirement. When Node A issues a read request to Node 
B, the Network Monitor sees the request and the RTP 
within the Network Monitor transfers control to the ET.M. 
since it is a read, the ETM stores a start time in the 
Event Timing Database. Thus, the start time is the time 

15 at which the read was initiated. 
After some delay, caused by the transmission 

delays .. of getting the read message to node B, node B 
performs the read and sends a response back to node A. 
After some further transmission delays in returning the 

20 read response, the Network Monitor receives the second 
packet for the event. At the time, the ETM recognizes 
that the event is an end time event and updates the 
average transaction time entry in the appropriate record 
with a new computed running average. The ETM then 

25 compares the average transaction time with the threshold 
for this event and if it has been exceeded, issues an 
alarm to the workstation. 

In the second example, node A is communicating 
with Node B using the Telnet protocol. Telnet is a 

30 virtual terminal protocol. The events of interest take 
place long after the initial connection has been 
established. Node A is typing at a standard ASCII (VT100 
class) terminal which is logically (through the network) 
connected to Node B. Node B has an application which is 

35 receiving the characters being typed on Node A and, at 
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appropriate times, indicated by the logic of the 
applications, sends characters back to the terminal 
located on Node A. Thus, every time noqe A sends 
characters to B, the Network Monitor sees the 

5 transmission. 
In this case, there are several transaction times 

which could provide useful network performance 
information. They include, for example, the amount of 
time it takes to echo characters typed at the keyboard 

10 through the network and back to the display screen, the 
delay between typing an end of line command and seeing 
the completion of the application event come back or the 
network delays incurred in sending a packet and receiving 
acknowledgment for when it was received. 

15 In this example, the particular time being 
measured is the time it takes for the network to send a 
packet and receive an acknowledgement that the packet has 
arrived. Since Telnet runs on top of TCP, which in turn 
runs on top of IP, the Network Monitor monitors the TCP 

20 acknowledge end-to-end time delays. 
Note that this is a design choice of the 

implementation and that all ev.ents visible to the Network 
Monitor by virtue of the fact that information is in the 
packet could ~ measured. 

25 When Node A transmits a data packet to Node B, the 
Network Monitor receives the packet. The RTP recognizes 
the packet as being part of a timed transaction and 
passes control to the ETM. The ETM recognizes it as a 
start time event, stores the start time in the event 

30 timing database and returns control to the RTP after 
checking for aging. 

When Node B receives the data packet from Node A, 
it sends back an acknowledgment packet. When the Network 
Monitor sees that packet, it delivers the event to the 

35 ETM, which recognizes it as an end time event. The ETM 
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calculates the delay t~me for the complete transaction 
and uses that to update the average transaction time. 
The ET.M then compares the new average t~ansaction time 
with the threshold for this event. If it has been 

5 exceeded, the ETM issues an alarm to the Workstation. 
Note that this example is measuring something very 

different than the previous example. The first example 
measures the time it takes to traverse the network, 
perfora an action and return that result to the 

10 requesting node. It measures performance as seen by the 
user and it includes delay times from the network as well 
as delay times from the File Server. 

The second example is measuring network delays 
without looking at the service delays. That is, the ETM 

15 is measuring the amount of time it takes to send a packet 
to a node and receive the acknowledgement of the receipt 
of the message. In this example, the ETM is measuring 
transmissions delays as well as processing delays 
associated with network traffic, but not anything having 

20 to do with non-network processing. 
As can be seen from the above examples, the ETM 

can measure a broad range of events. Each of these 
events can be measured passively and without the 
cooperation of the nodes that are actually participating 

25 in the transmission. 
The Address Tracker M9dule CATMl 

Address tracker module (ATM) 43, one of the 
software modules in the Network Monitor (see Fig. 5), 
operates on networks on which the node addresses for 

30 particular node to node connections are assigned 
dynamically. An Appletalk~ Network, developed by Apple 
computer company, is an example of a network which uses 
dynamic node addressing. In such networks, the dynamic 
change in the address of a particular service causes 

35 difficulty troubleshooting the network because the 
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network manager may no~ know where the various nodes are 
and what they are called. In addition, foreign network 
addresses (e.g., the IP addresses used ~y that node for 
communication over an IP network to which if is 

5 connected) can not be relied upon to point to a 
particular node. ATM 43 solves this problem by passively 
monitoring the network traffic and collecting a table 
showing the node address to node name mappings. 

In the following description, the network on which 
10 the Monitor is located is assumed to be an Appletalk~ 

Network. Thus, as background for the following 
discussion, the manner in which the dynamic node 
addressing mechanism operates on that network will first 
be described. 

15 When a node is activated on the Appletalk~ 
Network, it establishes its own node address in 
accordance with protocol referred to as the Local Link 
Access Protocol (LLAP). That is, the node guesses its 
own node address and then verifies that no other node on 

20 the network is using that address. The node verifies the 
uniqueness of its guess by sending an LLAP Enquiry 
control packet informing all other nodes on the network 
that it is going to assign itself a particular address 
unless another node responds that the address has already 

25 been assigned. If no other node claims that address as 
its own by sending an LLAP acknowledgment control packet, 
the first node uses the address which it has selected. 
If another node claims the address as its own, the first 
node tries another address. This continues until, the 

3 o node finds an unused address. 
When the first node wants to communicate with a 

second node, it must determine the dynamically assigned 
node address of the second node. It does this in 
accordance with another protocol referred to as the Name 

35 Binding Protocol (NBP). The Name Binding Protocol is 
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used to map or bind human understandable node names with 
machine understandable node addresses. The NBP allows 
nodes to dynamically translate a string.of characters 
(i.e., a node name) into a ·node address. The node 

5 needing to communicate with another node broadcasts an 
NBP LOokup packet containing the name for which a node 
address is being requested. The node having the name 
being requested responds with its address and returns a 
Lookup Reply packet containing its address to the 

1.0 original requesting node. The first node then uses that 
address its current communications with the second node. 

Referring to Fig. 36, the network includes an 
Appletalk• Network seqment 702 and a TCP/IP segment 704, 
each of which are connected to a larger network 706 

1.5 through their respective gateways 708. A Monitor 710, 
including a Real Time Parser (RTP) 71.2 and an Address 
Tracking Module (ATM) 714, is located on Appletalk 
network segment 702 along with other nodes 711. A 
Management Workstation 716 is located on seqment 704. It 

·2o is assumed that Monitor 710 has the features and 
capabilities previously described; therefore, those 
features not specifically related to the dynamic node 
addressing capability will not be repeated here but 
rather the reader is referred to the earlier discussion. 

25 Suffice it to say that Monitor 71.0 is, of course, adapted 
to operate on Appletalk Network seqment ?02, to parse and 
analyze the packets which are transmitted over that 
seqment according to the Appletalk• family of protocols 
and to communicate the information which it extracts from 

30 the network to Management Workstation 716 located on 
seqment 704. 

Within Monitor 710, ATM 714 maintains a name table 
data structure 730 such as is shown in Fig. 37. Name 
Table 720 includes records 722, each of which has a node 

35 name field 724, a node address field 726, an IP address 
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field 728, and a time field 729. ATM 714 uses Name Table 
720 to keep track of the mappings of node names to node 
address and to IP address. The relevance of each of the 
fields of records 722 in Name Table 720 are explained in 

5 the following description of how ATM 714 operates. 
In general, Monitor 710 operates as previously 

described. That is, it passively monitors all packet 
traffic over segment 702 and sends all packets to RTP 712 
for parsing. When RTP 712 recognizes an Appletalk 

10 packet, it transfers control to ATM 714 which analyzes 
the packet for the presence of address mapping 
information. 

The operation of ATM 714 is shown in greater 

detail in the flow diagram of Fig. 38. When ATM 714 
15 receives control from RTP 712, it takes the packet (step 

730 and strips off the lower layers of the protocol until 
it determines whether there is a Name Binding Protocol 
message inside the packet (step 732). If it is a NBP 
message, "ATM 714 then determines whether it is new name 

20 Lookup message (step 734). If it is a new name Lookup 
message, ATM 714 eXtracts the name from the message 
(i.e., the name for which a node address is being 
requested) and adds the name to the node name field 724 
of a record 722 in Name Table 720 (step 736). 

25 If the message is an NBP message but it is not a 
Lookup message, ATM 714 determines whether it is a Lookup 
Reply {step 738). If it is a Lookup Reply, signifying 
that it contains a node namejnode address binding, ATM 
714 extracts the name and the assigned node address from 

30 the message and adds this information to Name Table 720. 
ATM 714 does this by searching the name fields of records 
722 in Name Table 720 until it locates the name. Then, 
it updates the node address field of the identified 
record to contain the node address which was extracted 

35 from the received NBP packet. ATM 714 also updates time 
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field 729 to record the time at which the message was 

-p1:ocessed. 
After AT.M 714 has updated the ad~ress field of the 

appropriate record, it determines whether any records 722 
5 in Name Table 720 should be aged out (step 742). ATM 714 

compares the current time to the times recorded in the 
time fields. If the elapsed time is greater than a 
preselected time period (e.g. 48 hours), ATM 714 clears 
the record of all information (step 744). After that, it 

10 awaits the next packet from RTP 712. 
As ATM 714 is processing each a packet and it 

determines either that it does not contain an NBP message 
(step 732) or it does not contain a Lookup Reply message 
(step 738), ATM 714 branches to step 742 to perform the 

15 age out check before going on to the next packet from RTP 
712. 

The Appletalk to IP gateways provide services that 
allow an Appletalk Node to dynamically connect to an IP 
address for communicating with IP nodes. This service 

20 extends the dynamic node address mechanism ·to the IP 
world for all Appletalk nodes. While the flexibility 
provided is helpful to the users, the network manager is 
faced with the problem of not knowing which Appletalk 
Nodes are currently using a particular IP address and 

25 thus, they can not easily track down problems created by 

the particular node. 

30 

ATM 714 can use passive monitoring of the IP 
address assignment mechanisms to provide the network 
manager a Name-to-IP address mapping. 

If ATM 714 is also keeping IP address information, 
it implements the additional steps shown in Fig. 39 after 
completing the node name to node address mapping steps. 
ATM 714 again checks whether it is an NBP message (step 
748). If it is an NBP message, ATM 714 checks whether it 

35 is a response to an IP address request (step 750). IP 
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address requests are typically implied by an NBP Lookup 
request for an IP gateway. The gateway responds by 
supplying the gateway address as well as. an IP address 
that is assigned to the requesting node. If the NBP 

5 message is an IP address response, ATM 714 looks up the 
requesting node in Name Table 720 (step 752) and stores 
the IP address assignment in the IP address field of the 
appropriate record 722 (step 754)." 

After storing the·IP address assignment 
10 information, ATM 714 locates all other records 722 in 

Name Table 720 which contain that IP address. since the 
IP address has been assigned to a new node name, those 
old entries are no longer valid and must be eliminated. 
Therefore, ATM 714 purges the IP address fields of those 

15 records (step 756). After doing this cleanup step, ATM 
714 returns control to RTP 712. 

Other embodiments are within the following claims. 
For example, the Network Monitor can be adapted to 
identify node types by analyzing the type of packet 

20 traffic to or from the node. If the node being monitored 
is receiving mount requests, the Monitor would report 
that the node is behaving like node a file server. If 
the node is issuing routing requests, the Monitor would 
report that the node is behaving like a router. In 

25 either case, the network manager can check a table of 
what nodes are permitted to provide what functions to 
determine whether the node is authorized to function as 
either a file server or a router, and if not, can take 
appropriate action to correct the problem. 
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APPENDIX I 

SNMP MIB Subset Suppor~ed 

This is the subset of the standard MIB which can be 
obtained by monitoring. 

Refer to RFC 1066 Management Information Base for an 
explanation on the items which follow. 

system group: 
none 

Interfaces group 
if'l'ype 
ifPhysAddress 
ifoperstatus 
ifinOctets 
ifinOcastPkts 
ifinNUcastPkts 
ifOutoctets 
ifoutUcastPkts 
ifOutNtJcastPkts 

Address Translation group 
none 

IP group 
ipForwarding 
ipDefaultTTL 
ipinReceives 
ipinHdrErrors 
ipinAddrErrors 
ipForwDatagrams 
ipReasmReqds 
ipFragCreates 

IP Address Table 
ipAddress 
ipAdEntBcastAddr 

IP Routing Table 
none 

ICMP group 
icmpinMsgs 
icmplnErrors 
icmpinDestUnreachs 
icmpinTimeExcds 
icmpinParmProbs 
icmpinSrcQuenchs 
icmpinRedirects 
icmpinEchoes 
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icmpinEchoReps 
icmpinTimestamps 
icmpinTimestampReps 
icmpinAddrMasks 
icmpinAddrmaskReps 
icmpOutMsqs 
imcpOutDestrunreachs 
icmpoutTimeExcds 
icmpoutParmProbs 
icmpoutSrcQuenchs 
icmpoutRedirects 
icmpoutEchoes 
icmpOutEchoReps 
icmpOutTimestamps 
icmpOutTimestampReps 
icmpOutAddrMasks ··· 
icmpOutAddrmaskReps 

TCP group 
tcpActiveopens 
tcpPassiveOpens 
tcpAttempFails 
tcpEstabResets 
tcpCUrrEstab 
tcpinSegs 
tcpOutSeqs 
tcpRetransseqs 
tcpconnTable 

UDP group 
udpinDataqrams 
udpinErrors 
U:dpOutDataqrams 
udpOutErrors 

EGP group 
egpinMsqs 
egpinErrors 
egpOutMsgs 
egpoutErrors 

PCT/US92/02995 
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APPENDIX II 

XXB Definitions for Network Monitor 

1. co .. on HXB Definitions 

Definitions 

MIB BUCKETS PER RATE 12 
MI:B-PROTOCOLs PER DIALOG 10 
MibBucketsPerRate- 12 
MibProtocolsPerDialoq 10 

MIB MAX PROTOCOL 10 
MIB-MAX-MOST ACTIVE 5 
MIB:MAX:DIALOG 3 

structures Use4 

typedef struct { 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 

} KibTim.eOfDay 

year 
month 
date 
day 
hour 
minute 
second 
unused 

typedef 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 

struct mib count32 type { 
acciim - ( Long term accum. count) 
current ( Present running count) 
highThld 

} KibCount32 

typedef 
Uint64 
Uint64 
Uint64 

struct mib count64 type { 
accii:m - ( Long term accum. count) 

} MibCount64 

typedef struct 
UintJ2 
Uint32 
UintJ2 
Uint32 
} MibMeter 
typedef struct 
UintJ2 

current ( Present running count) 
highThld 

mib_meter_type { 
current 
high 
low 
highThld 

mib average meter type { 
- current-
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Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 

- 91 -
high 
low 
highThld 

} MibAveraqeMeter 

typedef struct mib_percent~type { 
Uint32 current 
Uint32 high 
Uint32 low 
Oint32 highThld 

} MibPercent 

typede~ struct mib_rolling_rate_type { 
U1ntJ2 current 
Uint32 high 
Uint32 low 
uint32 highThld 

} MibRollingRate 

typedef MibRollingRate MibRatePers 
typedef MibRollingRate MibRatePerH 

typedef Uint32 MibShortRatePers 
typed~£ Uint32 MibShortRatePerM 

PCT/US92/02995 

typedef struct mib_short_count32_type { 
Uint32 current ( Present running count) 
Uint32 accum ( Long term accum •. count) 
} MibShortCount32 

typedef struct mib_bucket_rate_type { 
Uint32 current ( Present rate) 
Uint32 rates[MIB BUCKETS PER RATE]( 12 5 minute 
count buckets ) - - -
Uint32 maxRates[MIB_BUCKETS_PER_RATE]( 12 5-min. 
max 
rate buckets ) 
} MibBucketRate 

Moat Active Table Definitions 

typedef struct mib_most_active_entry_type { 
MibAddress address 
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MibCount32 
HibRatePers 

} MibMostActiveEntry 

- 92 -

packetcount 
packetRate 

typedef struct mib_most_active_table_type { 
uint32 numEntries 
Uint32 nextEntry 

PCf/US92/02995 

MibMostActiveEntry mostActiveEntry(MIB MAX MOST ACTIVE] 
} MibMostActiveTable - - -

Protocol Table Definition• 

typedef struct mib_protocol_entry_type { 
Uint32 protocol 
MibCount32 packetcount 

' KibRatePerS packetRate 
} MibProtocolEntry 

typede~ struct mib_protocol_table_type { 
U1nt32 numEntries 
Uint32 nextEntry 
MibProtocolEntry protocolEntry[MIB_MAX_PROTOCOLJ 
} MibProtocolTable 

Dialog ~able Definitions 

typedef struct mib_transport_type { 
Uint32 transportprotocol 
Uint32 applicationProtocol 
Uint32 initiator 
Uint32 connectionRetries 
Uint32 addrl window 
Uint32 addr2-window 
Uint32 state-
Uint32 closeReason 
} MibTransportType 

typedef struct mib dialog entry type { 
MibAddress - addresses 
Uint32 protocolEntries 
Uint32 
protocols[MIB PROTOCOLS PER DIALOG] 
MibTimeOfDay - - gmt 
Uint32 startTime 
Uint32 lastTime 
uint32 alarmssent 
MibCount32 packets 
MibRatePerS packetRate 
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MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePers 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePers 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePerS 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibTransportType 
} KibDialoqEntry 

- 93 -
bytes 
byteRate 
errors 
errorRate 
fragments 
fragmentRate 
rexmits 
rexmitRate 
flowctrls 
flowctrlRate 
transport 

Value• for the initiator field 

connectioninitiatorUnknown o 
connectioninitiatorAddr1 1 
ConnectioninitiatorAddr2 2 

valuea for the conaectionCloaeReaaon field 

ConnectionCloseUnknown o 
ConnectionCloseFin 1 
connectionCloseRst 2 

Value• for the conaectioDBtate field 

ConnectionStateUnknown o 
connectionstateconnectinq 1 
ConnectionStateData 2 
connectionStateclosinq 3 
connectionstateclosed 4 

typedef struct mib dialog table type { 
uint32 - - - numEntries 
Uint32 nextEntry 

PCf/US92/0l99S 

MibDialoqEntry dialoqEntry[MIB_MAX_DIALOG) 

} MibDialoqTable 

2. Data link layer aib definitions for Hatvork Monitor 
aib. 

2.1 dll seqment -summary Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 

frames 
frameRate 
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MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
MibShortcount32 
Mil:>BucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
HibShortcount32 
MibBuclcetRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
HibShortcount32 
MibShortRatePers 
HibShortCount32 
MibShortRatePerS 

} HibDllSegSumStats 

- 94 -

bytes 
byteRate 

errors 
errorRate 

protocol Count 
mostActivecount 
pairCount. 
rcvOffSegs 

rcvOffSegRate 
x:mtOffSegs 

xmtOffSegRate 
transits 

transitRate 
beasts 

-bcastRate 
mcasts 

mcastRate 
collisions 

collisionRate 
alignmtErrors 

alignmtErrorRate 

2.2 411 Sagaent -Values Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibCount32 
HibRatePers 
HibCount32 
MibRatePers 
Hibeount32 
MibRatePers 
HibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
HibRatePers 
KibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
KibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

frames 
frameRate 
bytes 
byteRate 
errors 
error Rate 
rcvOffSegs 
rcvOffSegRate 
xmtOffSegs 
xatOffSegRate 
transits 
transitRate 
beasts 
bcastRate 
mcasts 
mcastRate 
collisions 
collisionRate 
alignmtErrors 
alignmtErrorRate 
enetFrames 
enetFrameRate 
llcFrames 
llcFrameRate 
runtFrames 
runtFrameRate 
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} MibDllSeqValStats 

2.3 411 A44r••• - summary Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 

} MibD11AddrSumStats 

frames 
frameRate 

bytes 
byteRate 

errors 
error Rate 

protocol Count 
mostActivecount 
paircount 
rCVOffSeqs 

rcVOffSeqRate 
xmtOffSeqs 

xmtOffSeqRate 
xatBcasts 

xmtBcastRate 
x:mtxcasts 

xmtMcast.Rate 

2.4 411 A44reaa- Values Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCountJ2 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCountJ2 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
Mibcount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

revFrames 
revFra.meRate 
rcvBytes 
revByteRate 
revErrors 
rcvErrorRate 
xmtFrames 
xmtFrameRate 
xmtBytes 
x:mtByteRate 
xmtErrors 
xmtErrorRate 
x:mtBcasts 
xmtBcastRate 
x:mtMcasts 
xmtMcastRate 
rcVOffSeqs 
rcVOffSegRate 
x:mtOffSegs 
x:mtOffSeqRate 
enetFrames 
enetFrameRate 
llcFrames 
llcFrameRate 
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MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

} MibDllAddrValStats 

- 96 -
runtFrames 
runtFrameRate 
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3. XP layer aib definition• for Network Monitor aib. 

3.1 ip seqaent - suaaary Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibShortcount32 
MibBQcketRate 
HibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
HibShortcount32 
HibBucketRate 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Oint32 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 

MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucket:Rate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucket:Rate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 

} Mibipseqsuastats 

pkts 
pktRate 

bytes 
byteRate 

errors 
error Rate 

protocolcount 
mostActivecount 
pairCount 
rCVOffSeqs 

rCVOffSeqRate 
xmtOffSeqs 

:xmtOffSeqRate 

transits 
transitR.ate 

flowctrls 
flowctrlRate 

beasts 
bcastR.ate 

mcasts 
mcastRate 

frqmts 
frqmtRate 

3.2 ip seqaent - Values Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MwRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
Mibcount32 
MibRatePers 

pkts 
pktRate 
bytes 
byteRate 
errors 
errorRate 
rcVOffSegs 
rcVOffSegRate 
xmtOffSegs 
xmtOffSegRate 
transits 
transitRate 
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MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePers 

} MibipSegValStats 

- 97 -

beasts 
bcastRate 
mcasts 
mcastRate 
hdrBytes 
hdrByteRate 
frqmts 
frqmtRate 

3.3 ip Addr••• - su..ary Tool 

typedef struct { 
KibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
KibShortCount32 
KibBucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
MibShortCount32 
KibBucketRate 
KibShortCount32 
MibBucket.Rate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortcount32 
HibBucketRate 
KibShortcount32 
KibBucket.Rate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 

} MibipAddrSUmStats 
3.4 ip A44reaa - Valuea 

typedef struct { 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePers 
Hibeount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

pkts 
pktRate 

bytes 
byteRate 

errors 
error Rate 

protocol count 
mostActivecount 
pair count 
rcVOffSeqs 

rcvoffSeqRate 
xmtOffSeqs 

xmtOffSeqRate 
flowctrls 

flowctrlRate 
fr91Dts 

frqmtRate 
xmtBcasts 

xmtBcastRate 
xmtMcasts 

xmtMcastRate 

Tool 

rcvPkts 
rcvPktRate 
rcvBytes 
rcvByteRate 
rcvErrors 
rcvErrorRate 
xmtPkts 
xmtPktRate 
xmtBytes 
xmtByteRate 
xmtErrors 
xmtErrorRate 
rcvHdrBytes 
rcvHdrByteRate 
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MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

} MibipAddrValStats 

- 98 -

xmtHdrBytes 
xmtHdrByteRate 
rcvFr9111ts 
rcvFr9111tRate 
xmtFrgmts 
xmtFr91DtRC!te 
xmtBcasts 
xmtBcastRate 
xmtMcasts 
xmtMcastRate 
rcvOffSegs 
rcVOffSeqRate 
xmtOffSeqs 
xmtOffSegRate 

PCf /US92/0:Z995 

4. ICHP layer aib definitions for Retvork Monitor aib. 

4.1 icap Seqaent - su.aary Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibShortCount32 pkts 
KibBucketRate pktRate 

MibShortcount32 bytes 
MibBucJcetRate byteRate 

MibShortCount32 errors 
MibBucketRate errorRate 

Uint32 mostActiveeount 
Uint32 paircount 

MibShortcount32 rcvOffSegs 
MibBucketRate rcVOffSegRate 
MibShortCount32 xmtOffSegs 
MibBucketRate xmtoffSeqRate 
MibShortcount32 transits 
MibBucketRate transitRate 

MibShortcount32 echoReq 
MibShortcount32 echoReply 
MibShortCount32 destunr 
MibShortcount32 srcQuench 
MibShortCount32 redir 
MibShortCount32 timeExceeded 
MibShortcount32 paramProblem 
MibShortcount32 timestampReq 
MibShortCount32 timestampReply 
MibShortcount32 addrMaskReq 
MibShortcount32 addrMaskReply 

} MibicmpSegSumStats 
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4.2 icap Segment - Val~•• Tool 

typedef struet { 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCountJ2 
MibR.atePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 

MibRatePers 
MibCount32 

MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
Mibcount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 

pkts 
pktRate 

bytes 
byteRate 

errors 
errorRate 

rCVOffSegs 
revOffSegRate 
xmtOffSegs 
xmtOffSegRate 
transits 
transitRate 

echoReq 
echoReqRate 
echoReply 
eehoReplyRate 

destUnrHet 
destUnrNetRate 
destunrHost 
destUnrHostRate 
c:lestUnrProtocol 
destUnrProtocolRate 
destUnrPort 
destUnrPortRate 
c:lestUnrFrgmt 
destUnrFrgmtRate 
destUnrSrcRoute 
aestunrsrcRouteRate 
destUnrNetUnknown 
destUnrNetUnknownRate 
destUnrHostUnknown 
destUnrHostUnknownRate 
destUnrSrcHostisolated 

destunrsreHostisolatedRate 
destUnrNetProhibited 

destUnrNetProhibitedRate 
destUnrHostProhibited 
destunrHostProhibitedRate 
destunrNetTos 
destUnrNetTosRate 
destUnrHostTos 
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MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibR.atePers 
MibCount32 
MibR.atePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

. } MibicmpSegValstats 
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destUnrHostTosRate 

srcQuench 
srcQuenchRate 

redirNet 
redirNetRate 
redirHost 
redirHostRate 
redirNetTos 
redirNetTosRate 
redirHostTos 
redirHostTosRate 

timeExceededinTransit 
timeExceededinTransitRate 
timeExceededinReass 
timeExceededinReassRate 

param.Problea 
paramProble.:Rate 
paramProblemoption 
paramProblemOptionRate 

timestampReq 
timestampReqRate 
timestampReply 
timestampReplyRate 

addrMask.Req 
addrMaskReqRate 
addrMaskReply 
addrMask.ReplyRate 

4.3 icap A44reaa - Su:a.&ry Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibShortCount32 
KibBucketRate 

MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 

MibShortcountJ2 
MibBucketRate 
Uint32 
Uint32 

MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 

pkts 
pktRate 

bytes 
byteRate 

errors 
error Rate 

mostActivecount 
paircount 

rcVOffSegs 
rcVOffSegRate 
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MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 

MibShortCount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortCount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortCount32 
KibShortcount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortCount32 
MibShortCount32 

} MibicapAddrsumstats 

typedef struct { 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
KibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
KibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCountJ2 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
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xmtOffSegs 

xmtOffSegRate 

echoReq 
echoReply 
destUnr 
srcQuench · 
redir 
paramProblem 
timeExceeded 
timestampReq 
timestampReply 
addrMaskReq 
addrMaskReply 

rcvPkts 
rcvPktRate 
rcvBytes 
rcvByteRate 
rcvErrors 
rcvErrorRate 

xmtPkts 
xmtPktRate 
xmtBytes 
xmtByteRate 
xmtErrors 
xmtErrorRate 

rcvoffSegs 
rCVOffSegRate 
xmtOffSegs 
xmtOffSegRate 

rcvDestUnrNet 
rcvDestUnrNetRate 
rcvDestUnrHost 
rcvDestUnrHostRate 
rcvDestUnrProtocol 
rcvoestunrProtocolRate 
rcvDestUnrPort 
rcvDestUnrPortRate 
rcvDestUnrFrgmt 
rcvDestUnrFrqmtRate 
rcvDestUnrSrcRoute 
rcvDestUnrsrcRouteRate 
rcvDestUnrNetUnknown 
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MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
Hi.bCount32 

MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibR.atePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibR.atePerS 
MibCountJ2 
MibRatePers 

MibCountJ2 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCountJ2 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

PCf/US92/0Z995 
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rcvoestUnrNetUnknownRate 
rcvoestUnrHostUnknown 
rcvDestUnrHostUnknownRate 
rcvoestunrsrcHostisolated 

rcvoestunrsrcHostisolatedRate 
rcvOestUnrNetProhibited 
rcvoestUnrNetProhibitedRate 
rcvDestUnrHostProhibited 
rcvoestUnrHostProhibitedRate 
rcvDestUnrNetTos 
rcvDestUnrNetTosRate 
rcvDestUnrHostTos 
rcvDestUnrHostTosRate 

rcvTimeExoeededinTransit 
rcvTiaeExceededinTransitRate 
rcvTimeExceededtnReass 
rcvTimeExceededinReassRate 

rcvParamProblem 
rcvParamProblemRate 
rcvParamProblemOption 
rcvParamProblemOptionRate 

rCVSrcQuench 
rcvSrcQuenchRate 

rcvRedirNet 
rcvRedirNetRate 
rcvRedirHost 
rcvRedirHostRate 
rcvRedirNetTos 
rcvRedirNetTosRate 
rcvRedirHostTos 
rcvRedirHostTosRate 

rcvEchoReq 
rcvEchoReqRate 
rcvEchoReply 
rcvEchoReplyRate 

rcvTimestampReq 
rcVTimestampReqRate 
rcvTimestampReply 
rcvTimestampReplyRate 

rcvAddrMaskReq 
rcvAddrMaskReqRate 
rcvAddrMaskReply 
rcvAddrMaskReplyRate 
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MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibR.atePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 

MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

Mibeount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 

PCf/US92102995 
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xmtDestUnrNet 
xmtDestUnrNetRate 
xmtDestUnrHost 
xmtDestUnrHostRate 
xmtDestUnrProtocol 
xmtDestUnrProtocolRate 
xmtoestUnrPort 
xmtDestUnrPortRate 
xmtDestUnrFrCJDlt 
xmtDestUnrFrqmtRate 
xmtoestUnrSrcRoute 
xmtDestUnrSrcRouteRate 
xmtDestUnrHetUnknown 
xmtDestUnrNetUnknownRate 
-xmtDestUnrHOstUnknown 
xmtDeatUnrHostUnknownRate 
xmtoestUnrSrcHostisolated 

xmtDestonrsrcHostisolatedRate 
xmtDestUnrNetProhibited 
xmtDeatUnrHetprohibitedRate 
xmtDestUnrHostprohibited 
xmtDestUnrHostProhibitedRate 
xmtOestUnrNetTos 
xmtDestunrNetTosRate 
xmtDestunrHostTos 
xmtDestUnrHostTosRate 

xmtTimeEXceededinTransit 
xmtTtaeExceededinTransitRate 
xmtTtaeExcaededinReass 
xmtTtmeExceededinReassRate 

xmtParamProblem 
xmtParamProblemRate 
xmtParamProblemOption 
xmtParamProblemOptionRate 

xmtsrcQuench 
xmtsrcQuenchRate 

xmtRed.irNet 
xmtRedirNetRate 
xmtRedirHost 
xmtRedirHostRate 
xmtRedirNetTos 
xmtRedirNetTosRate 
x:mtRedirHostTos 
xmtRedirHostTosRate 

x:mtEchoReq 
xmtEchoReqRate 
x:mtEchoReply 
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} 

MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
KibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
HibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

- ~04 -

xmtEchoReplyRate 

xmtTimestampReq 
xmtTimestampReqRate 
xmtTimestampReply 
xmtTimestampReplyRate 

xmtAddrMaskReq 
xmtAddrMaskReqRate 
xmtAddrMaskReply 
xmtAddrMaskReplyRate 

s. TOP layer aib definition• for Retvork Konitor alb. 

s .1 tcp segaent - sua:aary 'l'ool 

typedef struct { 

MibShortcount32 pkts 
MibBucketRate pktRate 
MibShortcount32 bytes 
MibBucketRate byteRate 

MibShortcount32 errors 
MibBucketRate errorRate 

Uint32 protocol Count 
Uint32 mostActivecount 
Uint32 paircount 

MibShortcount32 rcVOffSeqs 
MibBucketRate rcVOffSegRate 
MibShortcount32 xmtOffSeqs 
MibBucketRate xmtOffSegRate 
MibShortcount32 transits 
MibBucketRate transitRate 

MibShortcount32 flowctrls 
MibBucketRate flowctrlRate 

MibShortcount32 frgmts 
MibBucketRate frgmtRate 

MibShortcount32 rexmts 
MibBucketRate rexmtRate 

} MibTcpSeqsumstats 

5.2 tcp seqment - Values Tool 
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typedef struct { .. 

MibCount32 pkts 
MibRatePers pktRate 

MibCount32 bytes 
MibRatePers byteRate 

MibCount32 errors 
MibRatePers errorRate 

MibCount32 rcVOffSeqs 
MibRatePers rcVOffSeqRate 
MibCount32 xm.tOffSeqs 
MibRatePers xm.tOffSegRate 
MibCount32 transits 
MibRatePers transitRate 

MibCount32 hdrBytes 
MibRatePers hdrByteRate 
MibCount32 frqmts 
MibRatePers frqmtRate 

MibCount32 flowctrls 
MibRatePers flowctrlRate 

MibCount32 rexm.ts 
MibRatePers rexmtRate 

MibCount32 rexmtBytes 
MibRatePers rexmtByteRate 

MibCount32 keepAlives 
MibRatePerS keepAliveRate 

MibCount32 windowProbes 
MibRatePers windowProbeRate 

MibCount32 outOfOrder 
MibRatePers outOfOrderRate 

MibCount32 afterWindow 
MibRatePers afterWindowRate 

Mibcount32 afterClose 
MibRatePers afterCloseRate 

MibCount32 urqs 
MibRatePers urgRate 

MibCount32 rsts 
MibRatePerS rstRate 
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Mi:bCount32 
MibRatePerH 
Mi:bCount32 
MibRatePerH 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerH 
Mi:bCount32 

} MibTopSegValStats 

typedef struot { 

KibShortcount32 
Mib:suoket.Rate 

MibShortCount32 
MibBuoketRate 

MibShortCount32 
MibBuoketRate 

Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 

MibShortcount32 
Kib:SuoketRate 
KibShortCount32 
MibBuoketRate 

MibShortcount32 
MibBuoketRate 

MibShortcount32 
MibBuoketRate 

MibShortCount32 
MibBuoketRate 

} MibTopAddrSumStats 

PCT/US92/02995 
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suocessfulConneotions 

suooessfulConneotionRate 
oonneotionRetries 
oonnectionRetryRate 
failedConneotions 
failedConnectionRate 
aotiveconneotions 

pkts 
pktRate 

bytes 
byteRate 

errors 
errorRate 

protocol Count 
mostAotivecount 
paircount 

roVOffSegs 
roVOffSegRate 

xmtOffSegs 
xmtOffSegRate 

flowctrls 
flowctrlRate 

frqmts 
frqmtRate 

rexmts 
rexmtRate 

5.4 tcp Address• Values Tool 

typedef struot { 

MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

rcvPkts 
rovPktRate 
xmtPkts 
x:mtPktRate 
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MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibR.atePerS 

MibCount32 
MibR.atePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

PCf/US92/02995 
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rcvBytes 
rcvByteRate 
xmtBytes 
xmtByteRate 

rcvErrors 
rcvErrorRate 
xmtErrors 
xmtErrorRate 

rcvOffSeqs 
rcVOffSeqRate 
xmtOffSeqs 
xmtOffSegRate 

rcvHdrBytes 
rcvHdrByteRate 
xmtHdrBytes 
xmtHdrByteRate 

rcvFrgmts 
rcvFrgmtRate 
xmtFrgmts 
xmtFrqJiltRate 

rcvRexmts 
rcvRexmtRate 
xmtRexmts 
x:mtRex:mtRate 

rcvRexmtBytes 
rcvRex:mtByteRate 
xatRexmtBytes 
xmtRexmtByteRate 

rcvReepAlives 
rcvReepAliveRate 
xmtReepAlives 
xmtReepAliveRate 

rcVWindowProbes 
rcVWindowProbeRate 
xmtWindowProbes 
xmtwindowProbeRate 

rcvoutOfOrder 
rcvoutOfOrderRate 
xmtoutOfOrder 
xmtoutOfOrderRate 

rcvAfterWindow 
rcvAfterWindowRate 
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MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 

MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MihRatePers 

MibCount32 
MibRatePerH 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerH 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerH 
MibCount32 

PCf/US92/02995 
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xm.tAfterwindow 
xmtAfterWindowRate 

rcvAfterClose 
rcvAfterCloseRate 
xm.tAfterClose 
xm.tAfterCloseRate 

rcvUrqs 
rcvUrqRate 
xmtUrgs 
xmturqRate 

rcvRsts 
rcvRstRate 
xm.tRsts 
xmtRstRate 

successful Connections 
successfulConnectionRate 
connectionRetries 
connectionRetryRate 
failedConnections 
failedConnectionRate 
activeconnections 

'· ODP layer aib definitions for Hatvork Konitor aib. 

'·1 udp seqaent -suaaary Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBUcketRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 

} MibUdpSegSumStats 

pkts 
pktRate 

bytes 
byteRate 

errors 
errorRate 

protocolcount 
mostActivecount 
pairCount 
rcVOffSeqs 

rcVOffSeqRate 
xmtOffSegs 

x:mtOffSegRate 
transits 

transitRate 
flowctrls 

flowctrlRate 
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6.2 udp seqaent - Values Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortcountJ2 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRa.tePerS 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
Mibeount32 
MibRatePers 

} MibUdpSegValStats 

typedef struct { 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucket.Rate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRa.te 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortCount32 
MibBucketRate 
MibShortcount32 
MibBucketRate 

} MibUdpAddrSumStats 

pkts 
pktRate 
bytes 
byteRate 
errors 
errorRate 
protocol Count 
mostActivecount 
paircount 
rcVOffSegs 
rcVOffSegRate 
x:mtOffSegs 
x:mtOffSeqRate 
transits 
transitRate 
flowctrls 
flowctrlRate 
hdrBytes 
hdrByteRate 

pkts 
pktRate 

. bytes 
byteRate 

errors 
errorRate 

protocol count 
mostActiveCount 
paircount 
rcVOffSeqs 

rcVOffSegRate 
xmtOffSegs 

x:mtOffSegRate 
flowctrls 

flowctrlRate 

6.4 udp Address- Values Tool 

typedef struct { 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 

rcvPkts 
rcvPktRate 
rcvBytes 

PCT /US92/02995 
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MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCountJ2 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCountJ2 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
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rcvByteRate 
rcvErrors 
rcvErrorRate 
xmtPkts 
xmtPktRate 
xmtBytes 
xmtByteRate 
xmtErrors 
xmtErrorRate 
rcvHdrBytes 
rcvHdrByteRate 
xmtHdrBytes 

1. Monitor aib definition• for ••tvork Monitor aib. 

typedef struct { 
int 
char 

} MibPhoneNumber 

typedef struct { 
MacAddress 
IpAddress 
Uint32 
oint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
MibPhoneNumber 
IpAddress 
oint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 

} MibWsParameters 

typedef struct { 
MibAddress 
oint32 
MibDeviceType 
Oint32 

} MibParseControl 

typedef struct { 

length 
no[SO] 

lanMacAdc:lr 
lanipAddr 

lanTftpTimeout 
lanTftpRetryLimit 
lanSnmpTimeout 
lanSnmpRetryLimit 

serialPhoneNo 
serialipAddr 

serialTftpTiaeout 
serialTftpRetryLimit 
serialSnmpTimeout 
serialSnmpRetryLimit 

type 

address 
flags 

parsecontrol 

Uint32 numEntries 
uint32 nextEntry 
MibParseControl mibParsecontrol(MIB MAX PCR] 
} MibParseControlOpaque - -

typedef struct { 
MacAddress 
Byte 

macAddr 
data[256] 
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Uint32 
derived 
} MibAutoTopoloqy 

7.1 Konitor Control Group 

typedef struct { 
Uint32 
MibTimeOfDay 
uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
MibWsParameters 
MibWsPar811eters 
Uint32 
Uint32 
uint32 
MibAutoTopoloqy 
} MibMonitorControl 

- lll -

length 

monReset 
monTOD 

trapPermit 
dupAddrTrapPermit 
newNodeTrapPermit 
shakeTime 
wsMonLink 
minTrapinterval 
runMonitor 
primaryWsParams 
secondaryWsParams 
debug Level 
parsectrl 
monitorseg:ment 
autoTopology 

PCT /US92/02995 

7.2 konitor statiatica Group 

typedef struct { 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibRatePerS 
MibCount32 
MibRatePers 
MibCount32 
MibShortcount32 
MibShortcount32 

a. Alara Kib Definitions 

dllDropped 
dllDroppedRate 
ipDropped 
ipDroppedRate 
icmpDropped 
icmpDroppedRate 
tcpDropped 
tcpDroppedRate 
udpDropped 
udpDroppedRate 
arpDropped 
arpDroppedRate 
nfsDropped 
nfsDroppedRate 
dbProblem 
cpuUtilization 
memoryUtilization 
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8.1 counter a1ar.a structure 

typedef struct { 
Uint32 
MibTimeOfDay 
Uint32 
MibAddress 
MibAddress 
Uint32 
Uint32 
MibCount32 
Uint32 

OPTIONAL 
Byte 

OPTIONAL 
} MibAlarmCounter 

8.2 Rate alar.a atructure 

typedef struct { 
Uint32 
MibTi:meOfDay 
Uint32 
MibAddress 
MibAddress 
uint32 
Uint32 
MibRollingRate 
Uint32 
Uint32 

OPTIONAL 
Byte 

OPTIONAL 
} MibAlarmRate 

alarm_class 
gmt 

time ticks 
mon address 
adciress 
type 
number 
value 
user_data_lenqth 

user_data[MAX_ALARM_DATA] 

alarm class 
gmt -

time ticks 
mon address 
adc:Iress 
type 
nUIIber 

value 
rate_type 
user_data_lenqth 

user_data[MAX_ALARM_DATA] 

8.3 Power-up alar.a structure 

typedef struct { 
Uint32 
MibTimeOfDay 
Uint32 
MibAdd.ress 
uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 

alarm class 
gmt -

time ticks 
mon address 
alarm reason 
load type 
cpu iiw rev 
mon:lilik_hw_rev 
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uintJ2 
MibPhoneN\lllll:)er 
uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
uintJ2 
Uint32 

} MibAlarmPowerUp 
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mgmt_link_hw_rev 

mon_phone_no 
error type 
error-code 
error:J>ara:m_1 
error_para:m_2 
error_param_J 

8.4 Lint-up alara structure 

typedef struct { 
Uint32 
MibTimeOfDay 
uint32 
MibAddress 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 
MibPhoneNumber 
Uint32 
Uint32 
uint32 
Uint32 
Uint32 

} MibAlarmLinkUp 

alarm class 
qmt -

time ticks 
mon address 
alarm reason 
load type 
cpu iiw rev 
mon-liiik hw rev 
mgmt_link_hw_rev 

mon_phone_no 
error type 
error-code 
errorJ>aram_l 
error_para:m_2 
error_param_J 

a.5 Rew node alara structure 

typedef struct { 
Uint32 
MibTimeOfDay 
Uint32 
MibAddress 
MibAddress 

} MibAlarmNewNode 

alarm_class 
gmt 

time ticks 
mon address 
node_address 
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APPENDIX III 

PROTOCOL VARIABLES 

The following is a list of some of the network 
variables for which data is gathered by the Monitor and a 
brief explanation of the variable, where appropriate. 

DLL variables 

Frames 
A frame is a series of bytes with predefined bit 
sequences that mark the frame's beginning and ending 
points. A DLL (data link layer) entity sends a message 
by putting it in a frame and transmitting it on the 
physical network. It's called a frame because the 
beginning and ending bit sequences "frame" the message. 

Enclosed within the frame are the messages built by 
higher level protocols, such as IP and UDP. For 
example, an IP datagram must be placed in a frame 
before it can be transmitted. 

Ethernet frames range from 64 to 1518 bytes in length. 

Bytes 

Monitor maintains a count and rate for bytes 
transmitted and received by all monitored objects. For 
example, for any node, you can monitor the number of 
bytes in or out to measure the traffic load with 
respect to that node. For a segment, you can monitor 
the number of bytes in and out of all nodes on the 
segment. 

Error Frames 

A DLL Error Frame is logged in the following cases: 
* If the frame is Ethernet, none are logged. 
* If the frame is IEEE 802.3: 

Value of length parameter in header less than 
3. 

Alignment Errors 

The number of frames observed for the selected segment 
with alignment errors. An alignment error is a frame 
with a length that is not an exact multiple of 8 bits. 
The following variables are available only for 
segments. 
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collisions 

The number of collisions observed on the selected 
segment. A collision occurs when two stations attempt 
to transmit simultaneously. A certain number of 
collisions are normal. The following variables are 
available only for segments. 

A higher than typical value can mean that the physical 
interface for a single station has malfunctioned and in 
not following the protocol. 

Broadcast frame 

A broadcast frame is a special frame that is received 
by all stations on the network. Common uses for 
broadcast frames include ARP (Address Resolution 
Protocol) and network testing. 

Multicast Frame 

A multicast frame is a special frame that is received 
by a predetermined set of stations. Multicasting is 
used to send a message to a set of stations using a 
single frame, thus reducing network loading. 

Off-segment 

Off-segment frames are frames that the Monitor observes 
on the local segment, but are destined for or 
originated by nodes not on the local segment. All off
segment frames then are either routed to, from, or 
across the local segment. 

Off-segment variables 

Off-segment variables are a measure of the amount of 
routing or bridging that is occurring. Excessive off
segment traffic may mean that certain nodes on one 
segment are communicating primarily with nodes on other 
segments. If you identify these nodes and move them to 
the segments where their primary communications 
partners are, you may lessen the overall loading on 
your network. 

Off-segment Transit Frames 

The number of frames observed on the selected segment 
not into or out of a node on the selected segment. For 
these frames, the selected segment is.an intermediate 
hop in a route between the originating and destination 
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segments. (This variable applies only to segments, not 
to nodes.) 

IP variables 

IP Packets 

An IP packet or datagram is a string of bytes that is 
transferred as a unit across the IP network. :rt has 
two parts: the IP header, which contains control 
information such as the source and destination IP 
addresses; and the data to be transferred to the 
destination user. 

Bytes 

The Monitor maintains a count and rate for bytes into 
and out of all monitored objects. For example, you can 
monitor the number of bytes into or out of a chosen 
node to measure the traffic load with respect to that 
node. You can monitor the number of bytes into and out 
of all nodes on the segment. 

IP Error Packets 

An IP error packet is logged when the monitor observes 
a packet with an error in its IP header. Possible 
errors are as follows: 
* IP header length is less than 20 bytes . 
* IP header length is greater than the length of the 

IP packet 
* Packet length is less than the IP header length. 
* If offset is set for fragmentation, but the frame 

should not be fragmented. 

IP Fragments 

If an IP datagram is too large to pass through a 
subnetwork or router, the IP router that is 
transmitting the original datagram divides it into 
fragment datagrams. The destination station 
reassembles the original datagram once it has received 
all the fragments. 

Fragmentation usually occurs because packets are being 
routed through a network segment that has physical 
technology or configuration that restricts the IP 
datagram size to one smaller that the IP datagram size 
used on the originating segment. 
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For example, the maximum frame size in an IEEE 802.5 
physical network is 16000 octets, whereas the maximum 
frame size on an Ethernet physical network is about 
1500 octets. In this case, a large frame originating 
on the IEEE 802.5 network would have to be divided into 
many fragments before it could be transmitted onto the 
Ethernet network. 

Note that a fragment is a complete and correct IP 
datagram. Do not confuse IP fragments with the 
Ethernet fragment errors. 

Higher than typical values for these parameters may 
mean that one or more commonly-used communications 
routes are forcing fragmentation to occur. 

Example: new nodes have been added that access a server 
across a fragmenting route. The number of additional 
packets causes delays on the server's segment. The 
solution is to reconnect the new nodes to a different 
segment that has a non-fragmenting route to the server. 

IP Header Bytes 

The header is the portion of the IP packet that 
contains control information used by the protocol, such 
as source and destination IP addresses. 

Broadcast and Multicast packets 

A broadcast packet is special packet that is received 
by all stations on the network. 

A multicast packet is a packet that is received by a 
predefined set of stations. Multicasting is used to 
send a message to a set of stations using a single 
packet. 

IP Off-segment Packets 

Off-segment packets are packets that the Monitor 
observes on the local segment, but are destined for, or 
originated by, stations not on the local segment. All 
off-segment packets, then, are either routed to, from, 
or across the local segment. 

Off-segment values are a measure of the amount of 
routing or bridging that is occurring. Excessive off
segment traffic may mean that certain stations on one 
segment are communicating primarily with stations on 
other segments. If you identify these stations and 
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move then to the segments where their primary 
communications partners are, you may lessen the overall 
loading on your network. 

Off-segment Transit Packets 

This parameter applies only to segment, not to nodes. 
The number of IP packets observed on the selected 
segment not destined for or originated by an object on 
the selected segment. For these packets, the selected 
segment is an intermediate hop in a route between the 
originating and destination segments. 

Off-segment Transit Packets Rate 

This parameter applies only to segments, not to nodes. 
The number of off-segment IP packets observed per 
second on the selected segment, not into or out of an 
object on the selected segment. For these packets, the 
selected segment is an intermediate hop in a route 
between the originating and destination segments. 

ICHP variables 

ICMP Packets 

ICMP (Internet control Message Protocol) packets are 
used to control, test, and report problems with, the 
network. Reading through the ICMP variable 
descriptions should give you a good idea of how ICMP is 
used. A high number of ICMP packets from any source 
wastes traffic capacity that could otherwise be used 
for data packets. 

Bytes 

The Monitor maintains a count and rate for the number 
of ICMP bytes in and out of all monitored objects. A 
high number of ICMP bytes from any source wastes 
traffic capacity that could otherwise be used for data. 

ICMP Errors 

An ICMP error is logged when the Monitor observes an 
ICMP packet with an error 1n its ICMP header. For 
example, a packet may have a length field with an 
illegal value in it. A node that generates ICMP errors 
may be having software problems. 
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off-segment 

Off-segment packets are packets that the Monitor 
observes on the local segment that.are destined for or 
sent by nodes not on the local segment. All off
segment packets are either routed to, from, or across 
the local segment. 

A high number of ICMP packets from any source wastes 
traffic capacity that could otherwise be used for data 
packets. If there are a high number of in or transit 
off-segment ICMP packets, the source is on a different 
segment. 

Destination unreachable Packets 

If for some reason a gateway cannot deliver an IP 
packet, it sends and ICMP Destination Unreachable 
packet to the sender. This packet informs the sender 
that the packet could not be delivered, and gives a 
reason. The Monitor keeps count of ICMP Destination 
Unreachable packets into and out of all objects, by 
reason. These are listed below. 

Net unreachable 

The network is having routing problems. Possible 
routing problems include: a non-operational link a node 
or router has an incorrect routing table 

Host unreachable 

See net unreachable. 

Protocol unreachable 

Port unreachable 

Frag needed 1 DF set 

This means fragmentation is needed but Don't Fragment 
flag was set. This message is sent when a router 
cannot forward a packet because it is too large for the 
next subnetwork in the route. Find out why 
fragmentation is being disallowed by the sending node -
it may not be necessary. If it is necessary, then you 
must find or create an alternate route. 

Source route failed 
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Destination net unknown 

The destination network is not in the router's current 
routing table. This may be because the source node 
entered the address incorrectly (a software problem) or 
because the router's routing table is corrupt or 
incomplete. 

Destination host unknown 

See destination net unknown 

Source host isolated 

Destination net prohibited (communication with 
destination network administratively prohibited) 

Net unreachable 1 TOS 

This means network is unreachable for this Type of 
Service. This message is sent when a router cannot 
forward a packet because the specified Type of Service 
is not available for this route. Find out why this 
Type of service is being specified. It may be 
unnecessary. 

Host unreachable I TOS 

This means host is unreachable for this Type of 
Service. 

Time to Live Exceeded Packets 

An IP packet is allowed to remain in transit for a 
fixed time. This time is called "time to live11 and is 
specified in the IP packet by the sender. If this time 
expires before the packet is delivered, the packet is 
discarded. This mechanism prevents packets that get 
"stuck" in circular routes from congesting the network 
forever. 

This mechanism is enforced by the gateways that route 
the packet through the network. Each gateway reduces 
the packet's timer value by an appropriate amount, and 
then checks to make sure that it has not reached zero. 
If the timer has reached zero, the gateway discards the 
packet and transmits an ICMP Time to Live Count 
Exceeded packet back to the sender. 
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Packets may get stuck in loops (circular routes) 
because a gateway or router has incorrect information 
in its routing table (example). 

Reassembly Time Exceeded Packets 

In routing an IP packet across a network, it is 
sometimes necessary to fraqment it into smaller 
packets. This must be done to get it across a segment 
that cannot handle the packet at its original size • 

once a packet has been fragmented, it is not 
reassembled until the fragments reach the final 
destination. Since it is possible that one or more 
fragments_will be lost before reaching the destination, 
the destination node waits only a fixed period of time 
to receive all the fragments. This is the reassembly 
time. 

If the destination node has not received all of the 
fragments when the reassembly time expires, it sends an 
ICMP Fragment Reassembly Time Exceeded packet to the 
sender. 

This problem typically occurs because one or more of 
the fragments has been lost. 

Parameter Problem Packets 

Part of each IP packet (the header) contains control 
information. A parameter is a unit of control 
information. For example, one parameter specifies the 
length of the packet, and another specifies whether or 
not fragmentation of this packet is allowed. 

If a gateway detects a serious problem with a 
parameter, and it is not reportable through one of the 
other ICMP messages (such as Destination Unreachable), 
it sends an ICMP Parameter Problem packet back to the 
sender. 

There is currently one specific reason tracked for the 
ICMP Parameter Problem packet: 

Param option missing (missing option parameter) 

Source Quench Packets 

Gateways use the source quench mechanism to slow the 
rate of incoming packets. If a gateway is receiving 
packets too fast for it to keep up with, it will send 
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an ICMP source Quench Packet to one or more nodes to 
tell them to slow down. 

Redirect Packets 

The redirect mechanism allows gateways to send 
information about routes to hosts. This works as 
follows: 

Each node maintains a table that contains, for each of 
the nodes with which it communicates, the physical 
address of a gateway. This gateway is the first step 
in the route to the destination node. When a node 
sends a datagram to a node that is not on its segment, 
it send it to the gateway indicating in its routing 
table for the destination node. 

Gateways maintain more or less complete routing 
information. They check all datagrams to be routed off 
a segment to make sure that the optimum route is being 
used. For example, if there are two gateways available 
to Node a, and Node A attempts to send a datagram to 
Node B across Gateway 1 when Gateway 2 would be better, 
Gateway 1 will detect the problem. 

When this occurs, the detecting gateway issues an ICMP 
Redirect packet to the sending node. This packet tells 
the node how it should change its routing table. 

Nodes use this mechanism to learn routes from gateways. 
All a node really needs on startup is to know the 
address of a gateway. It attempts to route all of its 
off-segment messages through this gateway, and builds 
its routing table from the ICMP Redirect packets it 
receives back. 

An ICMP Redirect packet contains a diagnostic code that 
specifies additional information. The Monitor counts 
the occurrences of each of these: 

Redirect for net 

This packet means that datagrams to nodes on this 
network should be routed differently. 

Redirect for host 

This packet means that a datagram to this host should 
be routed differently. 
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Redirect to TOS net 

This is a redirect for the network and type of service. 
This packet means that datagrams to hosts on this 
network should be routed differently in order to obtain 
this type of service. 

Redirect TOS host 

This is a redirect for the host and type of service. 
This packet means that a datagram to this host should 
be routed differently in order to obtain this type of 
service. 

Echo Packets 

The echo mechanism is used to verify that a destination 
is currently reachable, or to test the delay time 
between nodes. Echo is often referred to as "ping." 
The echo mechanism involves two ICMP packets: Echo 
Request and Echo Reply. The Monitor maintains counts 
'for both of these. 

Note that some diagnostic tools issue a series of ICMP 
Echo Request packets and then monitor and analyze the 
ICMP Echo Response packets. 

A high number of these packets wastes traffic capacity. 

Echo Request 

This is a request that the addressed node send back an 
Echo Response packet. 

Echo Response 

This is a response packet sent by a node when it has 
received an Echo Request packet. 

Timestamp Packets 

The timestamp mechanism is used by nodes to synchronize 
their clocks. Node A sends an ICMP Timestamp Request 
packet to Node B, requesting that Node B return the 
current time of its system clock. Node B sends an ICMP 
Timestamp Response packet with the requested time to 
Node A. Node A can roughly synchronize its clock with 
Node B based on the response timestamp. 
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Timestamp Request 

This is a request that the addressed node send back a 
Timestamp Response packet. 

Timestamp Response 

This is a response packet sent by a node when it has 
received a Timestamp Request packet. 

Address Mask Packets 

The IP protocol's addressing scheme allows sites to 
group multiple physical networks (segments) into a 
single addressable subnet. The subnet addressing 
scheme allows a site to determine, to an extent, which 
IP address bits identify the network (including subnet) 
and which identify nodes in the local subnet. For 
example, a site may determine that the first three 
octets in the IP address specify the network, and the 
last octet specifies the node in the network. 

The division of address bits between network and node 
is represented by an address mask. The address mask is 
a string of 32 bits, where each bit used to specify 
network is set to 1, and bits that identify node are 
set to 0. · 

A node learns the address mask for its local subnet by 
requesting the information from a gateway. To do so it 
sends an ICMP Address Mask Request message to the 
gateway. If it does not know the address·of the 
gateway, it may broadcast the request. The gateway 
replies with an ICMP Address Mask Response. 

Address Mask Request 

This is a request that the addressed node send back an 
Address Mask Response packet. 

Address Mask Response 

This is a response packet sent by a node when it has 
received an Address Mask Request packet. 

TCP Variables 

TCP Packets 

A TCP packet (sometimes referred to as a segment) is a 
string of bytes that is transferred as a unit across 
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the IP network. It has two parts: the TCP header, 
which contains control information such as the source 
and destination TCP ports; and the data to be 
transferred to the destination user. 

Bytes 

The Monitor maintains a count and rate for bytes into 
and out of all monitored objects. For example, you can 
monitor the number of bytes into or out of a chosen 
node to measure the traffic load with respect to that 
node. You can monitor the number of bytes into and out 
of all nodes on the segment. The byte count includes 
header and data bytes. 

Header Bytes 

The header is the portion of the TCP packet_ that 
contains control information used by the protocol, such 
as source and destination TCP ports. Comparing the 
number of TCP header bytes to the total number of TCP 
bytes gives an idea of the amount of TCP overhead on a 
connection. 

Error Packets 

A TCP error is logged for each packet observed with one 
of the following problems: 
* length of TCP packet is less than 20 bytes 
* TCP Header length is less than 20 bytes 
* TCP header length is greater than the length of 

the TCP packet 
* TCP header length is greater than 20 bytes but the 

length of the TCP packet is less than the TCP 
header length. 

Retransmissions 

A Retransmission is a TCP packet that contains some 
data that has already been sent at least once. A 
Retransmission may or may not be an exact duplicate of 
the packet already transmitted. 

Note that if the underlying packet delivery system 
(DLL) creates a duplicate, it is counted as a 
retransmission. 

When a TCP entity sends a data packet to its remote 
partner, it waits a predetermined period of time 
(tracked by a retransmission timer) for an 
acknowledgement (ACK) from the remote partner. If this 
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time expires without the ACK being received, it 
retransmits the data contained in the presumably lost 
packet. It may retransmit a packet identical to the 
one lost, or it may combine data from multiple lost 
packets into a new packet, or it may combine lost data 
with new data into a new packet. 

Excessive retransmissions can mean that a gateway is 
overloaded or down, that a system is overloaded, or 
that network parameters are misconfigured. In general, 
small dedicated networks should see few 
retransmissions. Larger, more diverse networks with 
routers, bridges and gateways with different 
capabilities and capacities are likely to have more 
retransmissions. 

Bytes Retransmitted 

Byte Retransmitted are TCP data bytes that have already 
been sent at least once. 

see Retransmissions. 

out of Order Packets 

out of Order Packets are packets containing bytes with 
lower sequence numbers than bytes in previously seen 
packets. 

Packets do not necessarily arrive in the order they 
were sent in. The receiving node puts the data in the 
correct order once it has received all packets. A high 
value may mean that some packets are being sent by way 
of a slower route, or that there is an overloaded or 
down bridge or router. 

out of Order Bytes 

out of Order Bytes are bytes with lower sequence 
numbers than bytes seen in previous packets. 

Data out of Window Packets 

Data out of Window Packets are packets that contains 
data that is not within the boundaries of the receiving 
partner's currently advertised window. The data is 
either acknowledged data or data that the partner is 
not ready to receive. 
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Bytes out of Window 

Bytes out of Window are bytes that are not within the 
boundaries of the receiving partner's currently 
advertised window. The data is either acknowledged 
data or data that the partner is not ready to receive. 

Packets after Close 

Packets after Close are packets observed after a 
connection has been closed. These may be packets that 
had been "lost" on the network, or it may indicate a 
malfunction in the sending station. 

RST Packets 

A packet in which the RST (reset) bit is set. 

·SYN Control Packets 

A packet in which the SYN bit is set. 

FIN Control Packets 

A packet in which the FIN bit is set. 

URG control Packets 

An URG control Packet is a packet in which the Urgent 
pointer is set. 

The packet contains data that the rece~v~ng application 
should process as soon as possible. For example, the 
control-key sequences used by some applications are 
often sent as Urgent data. 

Keepalives 

A Keepalive is a TCP packet that a user sends to check 
to see if a connection is still active. The Keepalive 
packet contains either not data or one garbage byte of 
data that is outside the remote partner's last 
advertised window. The remote partner responds with 
either an ACK, confirming that the connection is alive, 
or a RST, indicating that the connection had been 
dropped. 

Although widely implemented, the keepalive mechanism is 
not part of the TCP protocol, so you will not 
necessarily see keepalive activity. 
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Keepalives mean that a connection has been up for a 
long time without and activity. Resources may be 
unnecessarily tied up. 

Window Probes 

A Window Probe is a TCP packet that is sent to check 
the size of the remote partner's window when the last 
advertised window size was zero. The Window Probe 
packet contains one byte of data. The remote partner 
responds with an ACK packet, which contains the size of 
the remote partner's current window size. 

Non-data packets, which may include window update 
information, may be lost and are not be retransmitted. 
rt may therefore become necessary to check the remote 
partner's window size if that information has not been 
received for some period of time. This can mean that a 
node is runnind a faulty TCP implementation, that 
timers are misconfigured, or packets are being lost. 

Window Update Only Packets 

A Window Update Only packet is a packet that contains 
no data, but in which the advertised window size has 
been updated. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Summary Tool · Values Display Fields 

toul p3ekets per second at this protocol layer received and lr.lllsmiued :l.l 
segment or node 

toul bytes pc:r second :11 this protocol layer received and tr.lnsmitted :u 
segmCIIt or node 

toul enors at U'lis prouxollayer received and ll":lnsmiued :~t segment or node 

total number pxlcets per second :lt this protocol byer :~ddressed to broodc:ISt 
addn:ss 

toul number packets per second :~t this protocol byer :~ddressed to multic:ISI 
address 

total number of ICMP source quench p:~clcets received :lnd trnnsmiued from 
this segment or node. 

total number of IP fTJgmented p:~clcets ret:eived and lr:lnSmitted from this 
segment or node. 

toul number or JCM:P source quench pxkets received :ltld tr.u~srnitted on 
this UDP pon. 

toul number of IC.MP source quench p:x:kets received and tr.lnsmittcd on 
this TCP pon. 

tot3.1 number of ICM:P source quench p:~Ckets received and lr.lnSmiued on 
this NFS pon. 

t<M~ number or TCP pxl:ets n:tr:~nsrnined on lhis TCP pon. 

%1r.1ffie 3t this protocol !Jyer received by niXies on this segment 
origin:uing from other segments 

in= JOO(pxket r:lte I pJcket r:lle rev from orr scg) 

em tr:l.flic: at this protocol l.:lyer tr.lnsrniued by nodes on this segment to nodes 
on other segments 

out= lOO(pxket rate I p:~ek:et r.ne 1mtto orr seg) 

.~ tr.l!fic: at this protocol b~er origin:aing from olher segments which :~.re 
:lddressed to nodes not on tlus segment 

tr.lnsit = lOO(pxket i.lte I pxket r:Jte t.r:lnsit) 

% Tr:l!tic at this protocol byc:.r which origin:ues ::.nd tcrminotes on this 
segment 

loc~ = 100 ·(in+ out+ tr.lnsit) 

Most Ac:uve Protocols The 6ve most ::.c:tive pro1ocols running above this l.:lycr (ic the use~ o( this 
Ioyer). The protocols :l1'e disployed :IS~ and r::~~~ked in dc:cr~ing order. 

protocol % = I OO(protocol pocket r:Jtc:/p::.d;c:t r:ne) 
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The five mosa:»ctive nodes :»t this protocol bycr. The nodes i1I"C dispbyed as 
% and r:mlted in dem:;J.Sing order. 

node" = IOO(node p:1cket r:lle/p:ld:et r:lle) 

ICMP Types Seen The tol.l.l number o! lhese specific ICMP p::~cket rypes lr.lnSmined and 
res:eived on this segment cr node. 

Toul Segment B:tndwidth The " of !he av~le bandwidth used by !his protocol. JC the screen is a 
segment dJSplay II ts " used by all nodes on the segment. if it is a node 
displ:~y it is Lhe ~ used by !hat node. 

Tot:ll Active Di:llogs 

~ = 100(8 • frame rate /lCXXXXXlO) 

The number o( dialogs detected (or lhe node or segment at this protocol 
layer. 
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:5.1 Data Link Group 

5 1. 1 De0ntrtpa 
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APPENDIX V 

This screen summa.rtzes the data link parameters. 

5.1.2 Qe(gults 

ThiS 1S a ··complete values" screen. It shows all of the values for the DLL 
protocol layer. 

2 The user comes from a context of a specl.Oc segment or node and thiS 
screen must preserve that context. · · 
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Rev 
Xmt 
Total 

Error rate 
Rev 
Xmt 
Total 

802.3 frames 
Rev 
Xmt 
Total 

Standard Column Headings 

ethemet frames 
Rev 
Xmt 
Total 

802.3 frame rate 
Rev ' 
Xmt 
Total 

ethcmet frame rate 
Rev 
Xmt 
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Mcast rate 
Offseg 

Rev 
Xmt 
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Total 

Offseg rate 
Rev 
Xmt 
(Transit) 
(local) 

Total 
RuntsXmt 
!Alllgrunent) 
!Collistons) 

Protocol 

Protocol 1 
Protocol2 

Protocol n 

Pkt Count 

5 I 4 Secondan! Screen Lauout 

E.-c:tended Column Headings 

rows as for prima.ry screen 

5.2IP Group 

5.2.1 Def!lljtiqo 
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Pkt Rate % 

This screen prOVides lnfonnauon for the IP network la:,-er runn.tng on the segment or 
node. 

5.2.2 De(aylts 

Thls IS a "complete values· screen. It shows all o( the values for the IP 
protocol type 

2 The user 'comes from a context of a spect.Oc segment or node and thiS 
screen must preserve that context 
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5.2.3 erpngm screen Lguouc 

Standard Column Headings 

Pkts 
Pkt rate 
Bytes 
Byte rate 
Errors 
EITorrate 
Frags 
Frag rate 
Header bytes 
Header rate 
BcastX:mt 
Beast rate 
McastXmt 
Mcast rate 
OfTseg 
OfTseg rate 

Protocol 

Protocol I 
Protocol Z 

Protocol n 

Pkt Count 

5.2 4 Sernndaru $creen Lqyqut 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for prtmary screen 

S.3 ICMP Group 

5 3 1 DeOnjtipn 

Pkt Rate % 

This screen provtdes tnfonnaUon for the ICMP protocol s/w running on the segment or 
node. 

5 3 2 Defqults 

1 This 1S a "complete values" screen. It shows all of the values for the ICMP 
protocol type 

2 The user comes from a context of a specific segment or node and thiS 
screen must preserve that context. 
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s 3 3 PnmMJ screen wuaut 

Pkts 
Pkt rate 
Bytes 
Byte rate 
Errors 
Error rate 
Offseg 
Offseg rate 
D.U. net 
D.U. host 
D.U. Prot 
O.U. port 
D.U. frag 
D.U. Src route 
D.U. Net Unk. 

Standard Column Headings 

D.U. Host Unk. 
D.U. Src Host lsol. 
D.U. DnetAd Prob 
o.u. DhostAd Prob 
o.u. Net Unr. 
D.U. Tlme Xd Trans 
D.U. Tlme Xd Reass 
Param prob 
Param opt mlSS. 
src quench 
redlr net 
redlr host 
redlr tos net 
redlr tos host 
Echo req 
Echo Resp 
Ts req 
Ts resp 
Addr mask req 
Addr mask resp 

PCf/US92102995 
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5.3 4 Segmdwy Scrgen Lquqyt 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for prunary screen 

S.4 UDP Group 

5 4 1 DeftOj(fQn 

This screen pr01o,des informauon for the UDP protocol s/w runntng on the segment or 
node. 

s 4.2 Defaults 

1 This is a ~complete values" screen. It shows all of the values for the UDP 
protocol type 

2 The user comes from a context of a spectfic segment or node and thts 
screen ~ust preserve that context. 

5.4.3 Primaru Screen I.auout 

Standard Column Headings 

Pkts 
Pktrate 
Bytes 
Byte rate 
Errors 
Error rate 
Header bytes 
Header rate 
offseg 
offseg rate 

Protocol 

Protocoll 
Protoco12 

Protocol n 

Pk:t Count 

5.4 4 Seyndaru Screen Lgvgut 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for pnmary screen 

Pkt. Rate 
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~.5 TCP Group 

5 5 I DeCrnjt1pO 

This screen provides information for the TCP protocol s/w running on the segment or 
node. 

5 5 2 De(Q11lts 

nus ls a "complete values" screen. It shows all of the: values for the TCP 
protocol type 

2 The u~r comes from a context of a speclflc ~gment or node and this 
screen must preserve that context 
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5.5.3 PrimMI Sqeen Lguqyt 

Standard Column Head.Jngs 

number connections 
Pkts 
Pkt rate 
bytes 
Byte rate 
header bytes 
Hdrbyt rt 
errors 
Error rate 
persists 
keep allves 
rexmtts 
bytes rexmit 
aek onlypkt 
Window probes 
pkts urg only 
Window update only 
control pkts 
dup only pkts 
part dup pkt.s 
dup bytes 
out order pkts 
out order bytes 
data pkts after wtndow 
bytes after wtndow 
pkts after close 
dup acks 
ack pkts 
offseg 
offseg rate 

Protocol Pkt Count 

Protocoll 
Protoco12 

Protocol n 

5.5.4 Seconrtgru Scregn l.guout 

Extended Column HeadtngS 

rows as for prunazy screens 

Pkt Rate % 

PCf/US92/02995 
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:5.6 NFS Group 

5.6.1 De[IDHtOO 

These screens provide lnfonnauon for the NFS protocol s/w running on the segment or 
node. The screens show the breakdown of actMty by servers and cUents for 
filesystems. dtrectortes and rues. 

5.6 2 Defaults -elientlsm'tr 

This IS a "complete values" sc:reen. It shows all of the values for the NFS 
protocol type 

2 The user comes from a context of either a segment or a node and thiS 
screen must preserve that context. 
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5.6 3 Prfmgro Screen I.auout -clfentlsecver 

Standard Column Head.l.ngs 

total nfs ops 
nfs ops rate 
readopss 
read rate 
wrlte ops 
bytes read 
bte read rate 
bytes Wl1tten 
bytes written rate 
wrtte rate 
wrtte cache 
create file 
remove file 
rename rue 
create dir 
remove d.lr 
nullops 
get file attr 
set rue attr 
lookups 
read l1n.k. 
create link 
create sym Ink 
get fsys attr 
mount 
unmount 
readmount 
unmountall 
reade.xport 

file system 1 
rue system2 

file systemn 

F'lle Systems on Server 

5 6 4 Secondary Screen Lauout 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for pril'Dal'y screens 

5.6.5 Nav1gauon 

PCf /US92/02995 
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Double clicking on a rue system 1nvokes the file system screen for the selected rue 
system. 

56 6 Defnylts ·ftle wstem 

This ts a "complete values• screen. It shows all of the values for the NFS 
protocol type for this rue system. 

2 The user comes from a context of either an nfs client or server and this 
screen must preserve that context. 
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5.6 7 Prlmt:IIJJ Screym l.quaut ·file sustem 

total nfs ops 
nfs ops rate 
read ops 
read op rate 
wt1te ops 
wnte op rate 
bytes read 

Standard Column Headings 

bte read rate 
bytes written 
bytes written rate 
write cache 
create file 
remove rue 
rename file 
create dlr 
removec:Ur 
null ops 
get file attr 
set file attt 
look ups 
read Un.k 
create link 
create sym Ink 
get fsys attr 
mount 
unmount 

- 142 -

Directortes 1n Ftle System 

directory I 
directory 2 

directoryn 

5 6 8 Ses;onrlqm Screen l.guouc 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for primary screens 

5.6.9 Navtgauon 

PCT/US92/02995 

Double clicking on a directory Invokes the directory screen for- the selected dJ.rectory. 

5.6. 10 Defqults -directQOI 
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This LS a "complete values" screen. It sh.ows all of the values for the NFS 
protocol type for th1s d.trectory. 

2 The user comes from a context of an nfs Ole system and thJ.s screen must. 
preserve that context. 
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5 6. II Prjmqm ScreeD l4uout -dfrectoru 

Standard. Column Headings 

totaJ nfs ops 
nis opsrate 
read ops 
read ops rate 
wnte ops 
WT1te ops rate 
bytes read 
bte read rate 
bytes written 
bvt.es wrtttcn rate 
~tecache 
create roe 
remove rue 
rename rue 
null ops 
get file attt 
set me attr 
lookups 
rcadlJnk 
create Unk 
create sym lnk 
create svm lnk 

type 
mode 
nlinks 
uid 
gtd 
stze 
blocksiZe 
rdev 
blocks 
filetd 
aume 
mume 
cume 

file 1 
file2 

men 

Attributes 

FUes in Directory 

5 6 12 Serood4ru Screen l4uout 

PCT /US9l/02995 
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Extended Column Hc:ad.Jngs 

rows as for prtma.ry screens 

5.6.13 Navigation 

Double cUck:lng on a file Jnvokes the file screen for the selected file. 

5.6 14 Defqylts ·flle 

1 This ls a "complete values" screen. It shows all of the values for the NFS 
protocol type for this rue. 

2 ibe user comes from a context of an n!s file directory and this screen must 
preserve that context. 
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5 6 15 PrlmQD.I $creen Lgvout -ffle 

Standard Column Headings 

total nfs ops 
nfs ops rate 
read ops 
read ops rate 
wr.lte ops 
write ops rate 
bytes read 
bte read rate 
bytes wrttten 
bytes \\rrttten rate 
write cache 
null ops 
get f1le attr 
set rue attr 
look ups 
read lfnk 
create Unk 
create sym Ink 

type 
mode 
nlinks 
uid 
gtd 
SiZe 
blocksize 
rdev 
blocks 
filetd 
aume 
mtime 
ctirne 

Attributes 

5,6 16 Segmdaru Screen Lauout 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for prtmary screens 

5. 7 ARP Group 

PCf/US92/02995 
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5 7 1 lJefintqon 
- 147 -

This screen provides lnformauon for the ARP protocol s/w run.nlng on the segment or 
node. 

5. 7.2 Defqults 

1 This Is a "complete values" screen. It shows all of the values for the AR.P 
protocol type 

2 The user comes from a context of either a segment or a node and this 
screen must preserve that context. 
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57 3 Primaro Screen Lquout 

Standard Column Headings 

TBD 

5. 7.4 Segmdary Screen Lguout 

Extended Column Headings 

ro\'1.'5 as for primary screens 

5.8 RARP Group 

5.8. 1 Defrnitjon 

This screen proVides infonnatlon for the RARP protocol s/w running on the segment or 
node. 

5.8. 2 Defqylt.s 

1 This iS a "complete values" screen. It shows all of the values for the RARP 
protocol type 

2 The user comes from a context of either a segment or a node and this 
screen must preserve that context. 
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5 8 3 PrimM! Screen I.nyqut 

Standard Column Headings 

TBD 

5 8. 4 Secondmy Screen l.auqut 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for primary screens 

:S.9 Telnet Group 

5 9. 1 Deftn((iQTl 

Thts screen provides information for the Telnet protocol s/w running on the segment or 
node. 

5.9.2 Defaults 

1 'Ibis ts a "complete values" screen. It shows all of the values for the Telnet 
protocol type 

2 The user comes from a context of either a segment or a node and thiS 
screen must preserve that conte.'Ct. 

5.9.3 Prj.mgru Scrgen wuout 

Standard Column HeadJngs 

TBD 

5.9 4 Segmdnru Screen Lgyout 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for primary screens 

:S.lO FTP Group 

5. 10.1 Deftnjti.Qn 

This screen provides information for the Fi'P protocol s/w running on the segment or 
node. 
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5. lD 2 Oefqylts 

1 This 1S a "complete values~ screen. It shows aU of the values for the F'IP 
protocol type 

2 The user comes from a context of either a segment or a node and thts 
screen must preserve that context. 

5. 10.3 P11roaru Screen l,mmut 

Standard Column Headings 

TBD 

5 10.4 Secondgru Screen Lguout 

£.~ended Column Headings 

rows as for primary screens 

!5, 11 Dialogue Data Group 

5.11. 1 Definjtjpn 

This screen displays all of the Data available for a partJcular dJalogue. Thts screen 1s 
shown when the user clicks on an enay In the Summary Tool dJalogue infonnauon. 

Each dialog screen represents a single dialog. Th"us at the UDP or TCP level two nodes 
may have mulUple dialogs (each wtth a unique port patr) and each of these Will be 
represented as a seperate entity. 

Because the user cannot uniquely identify the dialog he requires from the menus (he 
does not know the port numbers involved) the only mechaniSm to Invoke these screens 
is by selection of a dialog from the apprortate summary screen. This problem also 
prevents the user from 'cllcklng' through all the dialogs on pons between a node patr 
(may be addressed ln later phase). 

5. 11.2 Defqults 

This 1s a "complete values" screen. It shows all of the values available for 
the selected connection. 

2 There are several different contexts for thiS screen. The user may select 
thJs opuon from the suJlll'I1aJ)' tools for all protocols. ThiS screen must 
reflect the node. layer and specific connection context from which the user 
entered 
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The content of thJs screen ls essenUally the same as the corresponding row 
ent.Iy from the Tra1Ilc mat.J1x screen for the DLL and IP layers. Their 
tncluston ls to provtde the user With a consistent naVigaJon paradigm 
accross the layers (and to provtde this funcUonalJty In release 1 whtch 
does ot tnclude the Traffic matrtx: support). 

The data set displayed In thts screen Will be appropnate to the protocols . 
used between the nodes. The variables shown are those selected for 
TCP /IP protocols. Where nodes converse using mulUple protocols thJs Will 
be expanded to select data from each protocl set. 
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5 11.3 PrtmWU Screen -DLL 

node name 
mac address 
tp address 
Network Protocols: 
stan time 

frames 
bytes 
errors 
flow ctl 
ip !rags 

Standard Column HeadJ.ngs 

tcp retransmissions 

5 1 1 4 Secondqru Sqeen [auout -DCL 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for prttnary screens 

5. 11 5 Priroaru Screen ·IP 

node name 
mac address 
ip address 
Transport Protocols: 
start time 

Pkts 
bytes 
header bytes 
errors 
fragments 

Standard Column Headings 

TCP ret.ransm1SS1ons 
ICMP 

5. I I 6 Secondgru Screen f..auout -[p 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for prima.J:y screens 

- 152 -

node name 
mac address 
ip address 

last seen time 

node name 
mac address 
ip address 

last seen time 

PCf/US92/02995 
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5 11 7 Prtmaru .screen -ICMp 

nus Js invoked by selection of the ICMP entry from the JP screen. 

node name 
mac address 
ip address 

Pkts 
Bytes 
Errors 
OfJseg 
D.U. net 
D.U. host 
D.U. Prot 
D.U. port 
D.U. Crag 
D. U. Src route 
D. U. Net Unk. 

Standard Colwnn Headings 

D.U. Host Unk. 
D.U. Src Host !sol 
D.U. Dnet Ad Prob 
D. U. Dhost Ad Prob 
D. U. Net Unr. 
D.U. Time Xd Trans 
D. U. Time Xd Reass 
Param prob 
Param opt mJss. 
src quench 
redir net 
redir host 
redlr tos net 
redir tos host 
Echo req 
Echo Resp 
Tsreq 
Ts resp 
Addr mask req 
Addr mask resp · 

5. 11 B SecoodQDJ Sqeen I.guout 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for prtma:ry screens 

node name 
mac address 
1p address 

PCf /US92/02995 
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5 II 9 prtmgru &reen ·C!Df' 

node name 
mac address 
lp address 
port number 
Applfcauon Protocol: 
start ume 

Pkts 
bytes 
errors 
lp frags 
flow ell 

Standard Column Headings 

5. 11. 10 SeCQDda!ll Screen lnuout ·UDP 

Extended Column Headtngs 

rows as for primaJy screens 

- 154 -

node name 
mac address 
lp address 
port number 

last seen time 

PCf/US92/02995 
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5. 11.11 Pr1mQDI Screen -rep 

node name 
mac address 
tp address 
port number 
AppUcauon Protocol: 

- 155 -

node name 
mac address 
tp address 
port number 

Connection Status: (active, closed-ok, closed reset, unknown) 
start ume last seen Ume 

Pkts 
bytes 
header bytes 
errors 

Standard Column Headings 

pkts bad seq # 
bytes not acked 
perststs 
keep alives 
pkts rexmtt 
bytes rexmtt 
ack only pkt 
Window probes 
pkts urg only 
Window update only 
control pkts 
dup only pkts 
part dup pkt.s 
dup bytes 
out order pkts 
out order bytes 
data pkts after Window 
bytes after window 
pkts after close 
dup acks 
acks unsent data 
ack pkts · 
bytes acked by acks 
current window 

PCf /US92/02995 
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5 1 z 12 SecondanJ Screen l4uqut ·TCP 

Extended Column Headings 

rows as for prtmary screens 

5.11.13 PHmgry Screen ·NFS 

node name 
mac address 
lp address 
port number 
start tlrne 

Standard Column Headings 

variables as for NFS Group 

5.11.14 Sernndg.ry Sqeen l.guout ·NFS 

Extended Column Headings 

TO\\"S as for pnma.ry screens 

5.11.15 Navigation 

- 156 -

As for NFS group a hteararchy of screens is available: 
l client to server 

2 client to file system 

3 client to dtrectory 

4 clJent to file 

IS.12 Trame M.at.l'U Group (Not lJl release 1) 

5 12.1 Definft(Qrt 

node name 
mae address 
lp address 
port number 
last seen time 

Per /US92/02995 

This screen shows traffic distrtbuUon between a selected node (or segment) and other 
nodes (or segments) 1n the network. 

For the DLL and IP layers It IS essentially a repeat of the dialogue screens. For the UDP 
and TCP layers however tt represents a summation over multiple connecUons between 
the two nodes. 

5 12 2 Defqults 
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The user comes from a context of a specl.fic segment or node plus a 
protocol level and this screen must preserve this context. 

2 II the selection propagated from the Summary Toolts a segment then the 
dtstrtbuUon ls segment to segment. 11 the selection ts a node then the 
d.Jstrtbuuon ts node to node. 

3 Values are shown 1n order of heaviest traffic to Ughtest. 

4 The tnltJal screen has the heaviest pairs of nodes or segments. Scrolled 
screens contain progresstvely JJghter traffic loads. 

5 The user can select the column by whtc:h the nodes are to be ordered and 
request reordering. This allows the user to use this screen look at flow 
control for example. 

6 Double clicking on a node or segment In the display area allows the user 
to move to this object as the focus of the tratrtc mat.rtx te If the user is 
looking at a matrtx for node A and selects node B (which ts one of the 
nodes In the matrix) they wt1l get the: traffic matnx for B. 

7 Double clicking on the node which 1s the focus of the matriX (eg A ln the 
above example) selects the next segment or node. consiStent With the 
current vtew. Node vtews click to other nodes on the segment, Segment 
vtews cUck to other segments. The segment (or) node selecuon Will be 
ordered alphabeUcally. 

8 The data maintained between two nodes (or segments) will be aged out if 
no communtcaUon between them occurs for a defined period (settablc by 
the user -eventually). 
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5 12 3 Prtman' Screen DlL 

Node(Segment) Name 

frm frm byte byte err err flow flow tffc 
rate rate rate ctl ct rt % 

node(segment) 1 
nodc(scgment)2 

node{segment)n 

This scrolls down to accomodate all nodes (or segments) required. 

5. 12.4 Secondqru Screen 

frag Crag tcp tcp 
rate rexmtt rc::xm rt 

rows as primary screen 

5. 12.5 Prjmaru Screen 1P 

Node(Segmenl) Name 

pkt pkt err err frag !rag icmp flw 

node(segment) 1 
node(segment)2 

node(segment)n 

rate rate rate ctl 

This scrolls down to accomodate all nodes (or segments) required. 

flw tlfc 
ctrt % 
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5 12 6 PrlmMI $qeen lCMP 

This 1S tnvoked by selecuon of the JCMP entry for a node (segment) pair. The user 1S 
vectored to the lP traffic matrtx screen in this case. 

5 12 7 Primaru .screen TCP 

Node(Segment) Name 

pkt pkt err 
rate 

node(segment) 1 
node(segmcnt)2 

node(segment)n 

err act rxmt nant flw 
rate conn rate ctl 

This scrolls down to accomodate all nodes (or segments) requtred. 

flw UTe 
ct rt % 

# 
corms 
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5. 12.8 Primaru Screen UPP 

Node(Segment) Name 

node(segmentU 
node(segment)2 

node{segmentln 

pkt pkt err 
rate 

PCf/US92/0l995 

- 160 -

err actv flow Dow t.trc 
rate conn ctl ctl rt % 

This scrolls down to accomodate all nodes (or segments) requtted. 
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5 12 9 PrfmanJ Screens NFS 

5. 12.9. 1 Cll.ent to SfQ.If?r 

Node(Segmcnt) Name 

node( segment) 1 
node(segment)2 

node(segment)n 

pkt pkt 
rate 

- 161 -

err 
rate 

actv now 
conn cU 

Ftle systems on thiS node 

file system 1 
file system 2 

file systemn 

This scrolls down as required. 

5. 12.9.1.1 Navigation 

PCI'/US92/02995 

flow t.ffc 
ctl rt % 

Double cllckJng on a file system inVokes the file system screen for the selected rue 
system. 
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5 12 9 2 Client to fUg Sustem 

Node(Segment) Name 
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Double clicking on a file Invokes the file screen for the selected flle. 
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Claims 

1 1. A method for monitoring communications which 

2 occur in a network of nodes, each communication being 

3 effected by a transmission of one or more packets among 

4 two or more communicating nodes, each communication 

5 complying with a predefined communication protocol 

6 selected from among protocols available in said network, 

7 said method comprising 

8 detecting passively and in real time the contents 

9 of packets, and 

10 deriving, from said detected contents of said 

11 packets, communication information associated with 

12 multiple said protocols. 

1 2. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of 

2 deriving communication information includes deriving 

3 communication information from associated with multiple 

4 layers of at least one of said protocols. 

1 3. A method for monitoring communication dialogs 

2 which occur in a network of nodes, each dialog being 

3 effected by a transmission of one or more packets among 

4 two or more communicating nodes, each dialog complying 

5 with a predefined communication protocol selected from 

6 among protocols available in said network, said method 

7 comprising 

8 detecting the contents of packets, and 

9 deriving from said detected contents of said 

10 packets, information about the states of dialogs 

11 occurring in said network and which comply with different 

12 selected protocols available in said network. 

1 4. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of 

2 deriving information about the states of dialogs 

3 comprises 
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4 maintaining a current state for each dialog, and 
5 updating the current state in response to the 

6 detected contents of transmitted packets. 

1 5. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of 

2 deriving information about the states of dialogs 

3 comprises 

4 maintaining, for each dialog, a history of events 

5 based on information derived from the contents of 

6 packets, and 

7 analyzing the history of events to derive 

8 information about the dialog. 

1 6. The method of claim 5 wherein said step of 

2 analyzing the history includes counting events. 

1 7. The method of claim 5 wherein said step of 

2 analyzing the history includes gathering statistics about 

3 events. 

1 8. The method of claim 5 further comprising 

2 monitoring the history of events for dialogs which 

3 are inactive, and 

4 purging from the history of events dialogs which 

5 have been inactive for a predetermined period of time. 

1 9. The method of claim 4 wherein said step of 

2 deriving information about the states of dialogs 

3 comprises 

4 updating said current state in response to 

5 observing the transmission of at least two data related 

6 packets between nodes . 

1 10. The method of claim 5 wherein said step of 

2 analyzing the history of events comprises 
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3 analyzing sequence numbers of data related packets 

4 stored in said history of events, and 

5 detecting retransmissions based on said sequence 

6 numbers. 

1 11. The method of claim 4 further comprising 

2 updating the current state based on each new 

3 packet associated with said dialog, and 

4 if an updated current state cannot be determined, 

5 consulting information about prior packets associated 

6 with said dialog as an aid in updating said state. 

1 12. The method of claim 5 further comprising 

2 searching said history of events to identify the 

3 initiator of a dialog. 

1 13. The method of claim 5 further comprising 
2 searching the history of events for packets which 

3 have been retransmitted. 

1 14. The method of claim 4 wherein 

2 the full set of packets associated with a dialog 

3 up to a point in time completely define a true state of 
4 the dialog at that point in time, 

5 said step of updating the current state in 

6 response to the detected contents of transmitted packets 

7 comprises generating a current state which may not 

8 conform to the true state. 

1 15. The method of claim 5 wherein the step of 
2 updating the current state comprises updating the current 

3 state to "unknown". 

1 16. The method of claim 14 further comprising 

2 updating the current state to the true state based on 
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3 information about prior packets transmitted in the 
4 dialog. 

1 17. The method of claim 15 further comprising 
2 updating the current state to the true state based on 
3 information about prior packets transmitted in the 
4 dialog. 

1 18. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of 

2 deriving information about the states of dialogs 
3 occurring in said network comprises parsing said packets 
4 in accordance with more than one but fewer than all 
5 layers of a protocol. 

1 19. The method of claim 3 wherein each said 
2 communication protocol includes multiple layers, and each 
3 dialog complies with one of said layers. 

1 20. The method of claim 3 wherein said protocols 
2 include a connectionless-type protocol in which the state 
3 of a dialog is implicit in transmitted packets, and said 
4 step of deriving information about the states of dialogs 
5 includes inferring the states of said dialogs from said 
6 packets. 

1 

2 

3 

21. The method of claim 4 further comprising 
parsing said packets in accordance a protocol and 
temporarily suspending parsing of some layers of 

4 said protocol when parsing is not rapid enough to match 
. 5 the rate of packets to be parsed. 

1 

2 22. A method of analyzing the performance of a 
3 network of nodes which communicate via dialogs, each 
4 dialog being effected by a transmission of one or more 
5 packets among two or more communicating nodes, each 
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6 dialog complying with a predefined communication protocol 

7 selected from among protocols available in said network, 

8 said method comprising 

9 monitoring the operation of the network with 

10 respect to specific items of performance during normal 

11 operation, 

12 generating a model of said network based on said 

13 monitoring, and 

14 setting acceptable threshold levels for said 

15 specific items of performance based on said model. 

1 23. The method of claim 22 further comprising 

2 monitoring the operation of the network with 

3 respect to the specific items of performance during 

4 periods which may include abnormal operation. 

1 24. Apparatus for monitoring communication 

2 dialogs which occur in a network of nodes, each dialog 

3 being effected by a transmission of one or more packets 

4 among two or more communicating nodes, each dialog 

5 complying with a predefined communication protocol 

6 selected from among protocols available in said network, 

7 said apparatus comprising 

8 a monitor connected to the network medium for 

9 passively, and in real time, monitoring transmitted 

10 packets and storing information about dialogs associated 

11 with said packets, and 

12 a workstation for rece~v~ng said information about 

13 dialogs from said monitor and providing an interface to a 

14 user. 

1 25. The apparatus of claim 24 wherein said 

2 workstation further comprises 

3 means for enabling a user to observe events of 

4 acitve dialogs. 
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1 26. Apparatus for monitoring packet 
2 communications in a network of nodes in which 
3 communications may be in accordance with multiple 
4 protocols, said apparatus comprising 
5 a monitor connected to a communication medium of 
6 the network for passively, and in real time, monitoring 
7 transmitted packets of different protocols and storing 
8 information about communications associated with said 
9 packtes, said communications being in accordance with 

10 different protocols, and 
11 a workstation for receiving said information about 
12 said communciations from said monitor and providing an 
13 interface to a user, 
14 said monitor and said workstation including means 
15 for relaying said information about multiple protocols 
16 with respect to communication in said different protocols 
17 from said monitor to said workstation in accordance with 
18 a single common network management protocol. 

1 27. A method of diagnosing communication problems 
2 between two nodes in a network of nodes interconnected by 

3 links, comprising 
4 monitoring the operation of the network with 
5 respect to specific items of performance during normal 
6 operation, 
7 generating a model of normal operation of said 
8 network based on said monitoring, and 
9 setting acceptable threshold levels for said 

10 specific items of performance based on said model. 

1 28. The method of claim 27 further comprising the 
2 steps of 
3 monitoring the operation of the network with 
4 respect to the specific items of performance during 
5 periods which may include abnormal operation, and 
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when abnormal operation of the network with 
respect to communication between the two nodes is 
detected, diagnosing the problem by separately analyzing 
the performance of each of the nodes and each of the 
links connecting the two nodes to isolate the abnormal 
operation. 

29. A method of timing the duration of a 
transaction of interest occurring in the course of 
c~mmunication between nodes of a network, the beginning 
of said transaction being defined by the sending of a 
first packet of a particular kind from one node to the 
other, and the end of said transaction being defined by 

the sending of another packet of a particular kind 
between the nodes, comprising 

passively and in real time monitoring packets 
transmitted in the network, 

beginning to time said transaction upon the 
appearance of said first packet, 

determining when the other packet has been 
transmitted, and 

ending the timing of the duration of the 
transaction upon the appearance of the other packet. 

30. A method for tracking node address to node 
name mappings in a network of nodes of the kind in which 
each node has a possibly nonunique node name and a unique 
node address within the network and in which node 
addresses can be assigned and reassigned to node names 
dynamically using a name binding protocol message 
incorporated within a packet, said method comprising 

monitoring packets transmitted in said network, 
and 
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10 updating a table linking node names to node 

11 addresses based on information contained in said name 

12 binding protocol messages in said packets. 
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3 
_____ .....,. 

4 

5 ----
6 -----
7 

.,.._ __ 
8 ---------
9 

_____ .....,.. 

FIG 16 
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NODE NODE NODE NODE 
1 3 5 7 

- ... 
""" 

NODE NODE NODE 
2 4 6 

FIG 17 
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121 SUMMARY TOOL 

(File 'V) (View\7) (Properties\?) (Tools'V) Update Interval: None, Qpdate Once ) 

Type: @egment I Node I (Name.) Robin ( Protocol...) Data Link ~ ""I 602 

(Apply) (Reset) 

' 
1- ' 604 

Values 

I Present I Past I 
-1- .... 606 

Dialogs 1 Connections 

II I 

FIG 18 
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Application ..... .. 

Presentation -----

Data Link ••••. __ • __ • ______ •••••••••••••••••• ___ •••• _____ •• _ ••••••••• -·--·· __________ -------•••••• 

FIG 19 
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Data Unk 

Current 5Min. 
Frame Rate: nn,nnn Is nn.nnn IS 

Byte Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is 
Errors: nnn,nnn nnn,nnn 

Broadcast Frm. Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is 
Multicast Frm. Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is 

Off Segment Frames 
In: nnn % nnn % 

Out: nnn % nnn % 
**Transit: nnn% nnn % 

Most Active Protocols (Frm. Rate) 

1234567890123456 nnn % 
<protocol> nnn% 
<protocol> nnn% 
<protocol:> nnn % 
<protocol> nnn% 

Total Segment Bandwidth: nnn % 

IP 
Current 5Min. 

Packet Rate: nn,nnn /s nn,nnn /s 

Byte Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is 
Errors: nnn,nnn nnn,nnn 

Broadcast Pkt. Rate: nn,nnn /s nn,nnn /s 
Multicast Pkt. Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn /s 

Flow Controls: nnn,nnn nnn,nnn 
Fragments: nnn,nnn nnn,nnn 

Off Segment Packets 
In: nnn% · nnn % 

Out: nnn% nnn% 
··rransit: nnn % nnn % 

Most Active Protocols (Pkt. Rate) 

1234567890123456 nnn ·0k 
<protocol> 
<protocol> 
<protocol> 
<protocol> 

nnn % 
nnn % 
nnn % 
nnn % 

Total Segment Bandwidth: nnn % 

PCT /US92/02995 
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15Min. 1 0 Min. Max 60 Min. Max Accum.Val. 
nn,nnn Is nn,nnn /s nn,nnn /s n,nnn,nnn 
nn,nnn /s nn,nnn Is nn,nnn /s n.nnn,nnn 

nnn,nnn n.nnn,nnn 
nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is n,nnn,nnn 

.. 
nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is n,nnn,nnn 

nnn% nnn% nnn% n,nnn,nnn 
nnn% nnn% nnn °/co n,nnn,nnn 
nnn% nnn % nnn% n,nnn,nnn 

Most Active Nodes (Frm. Rate) 

1234567890123456 nnn% 
<node> nnn% 

<node> nnn% 

<node> nnn% 
<node> nnn% 

Total Active Dialogs: nn,nnn 

15Min. 
nn,nnn Is 

nn,mn Is 

nnn,nnn 
nn,nnn /s 

nn,nnn /s 

nnn,nnn 
nnn,nnn 

nnn% 
nnn% 
nnn% 

FIG 20A 

10 Min. Max 60 Min. Max Accum.Val. 
nn.nnn Is nn.nnn ts 

nn,nnn /s nn,nnn /s 

nn,nnn /s nn.nnn Is 

nn,nnn /s nn,nnn Is 

nnn % nnn% 
nnn % nnn% 
nnn% nnn% 

Most Active Nodes (Pkt. Rate) 

1234567890123456 nnn o/o 

<node> nnn% 
<node> nnn% 
<node> nnn% 
<node> nnn% 

n,nnn.nnn 
n,nnn,nnn 
n.nnn,nnn 
n,nnn.nnn 
n,nnn,nnn 
n,nnn.nnn 
n,nnn,nnn 

n,nnn,nnn 
n,nnn,nnn 
n,nnn,nnn 

Total Active Dialogs: nn. nnn 

FIG 20B 
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UDP 
Current 5Min. 

Packet Rate: nn.nnn Is nn.nnn IS 

Byte Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is 

Errors: nnn,nnn nnn,nnn 
Flow Controls: nnn,nnn nnn,nnn 

Off Segment Packets 
In: nnn% nnn% 

Out: nnn% nnn% 

'"Transit: nnn% nnn% 

Most Active Protocols (Pkt. Rate) 

1234567890123456 nnn% 
<Protocol> nnn% 
<protocol> nnn% 
<protocol> nnn% 
<protocol> nnn% 

Total Segment Bandwidth: nnn % 

TCP 
Current SMin. 

Packet Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is 
Byte Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is 

Errors: nnn,nnn nnn,nnn 
Flow Controls: nnn,nnn nnn,nnn 

Retransmissions: nnn,nnn nnn,nnn 

Off Segment Packets 
In: nnn %. nnn% 

Out nnn % nnn% 
''Transit: nnn % nnn% 

Most Active Protocols (Pkt. Rate) 

1234567890123456 nnn o/o 

<protocol> 
<protocol> 
<protocol> 
<protocol> 

nnn% 
nnn% 
nnn% 
nnn% 

Total Segment Bandwidth: nnn % 

PCT I US92/02995 
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15 Min. 1 0 Min. Max 60 Min. Max Accum.Val. 
nn.nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn /s n,nnn,nnn 
nn,nnn Is nn,nnn /s nn,nnn Is n.nnn,nnn 

nnn,nnn n,nnn,nnn 
nnn,nnn n,nnn.nnn 

nnn% nnn% nnn% n.nnn,nnn 
nnn% nnn % nnn% n,nnn,nnn 
nnn% nnn % nnn% n.nnn.nnn 

Most Active Nodes (Pkt. Rate) 

1234567890123456 nnn % 
en ode> nnn% 
oc:node> nnn% 
<node> nnn% 
<node> nnn% 

Total Active Dialogs: nn,nnn 

FIG 20C 

15Min. 10 Min. Max 60 Min. Max Accum.Val. 
nn,nnn /s nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is n,nnn,nnn 
nn,nnn Is nn,nnn /s nn,nnn ts n,nnn,nnn 

nnn,nnn n,nnn.nnn 
nnn,nnn n.nnn,nnn 
nnn,nnn n,nnn,nnn 

nnn% nnn% nnn °/o n,nnn,nnn 
nnn% nnn% nnn °/o n.nnn,nnn 
nnn% nnn % nnn% n.nnn.nnn 

Most Active Nodes (Pkt. Rate) 

1234567890123456 nnn o/o 
<node> nnn o/o 
<node> nnn % 
<node> nnn % 

nnn% 

Total Active Connections: nn. nnn 

FIG 200. 
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ICMP 

Current 5Min. 15Min. 1 0 Min. Max 60 Min. Max Accum.Val. 

Packet Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is 

Byte Rate: nn.nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is 

Errors: nnn,nnn nnn.nnn nnn.nnn 

Off Segment Packets 
In: nnn% nnn % nnn% 

Out: nnn % nnn% nnn% 

••Transit: nnn % nnn % nnn% 

ICMP Types Seen (Count) 

Address Mask: nnn,nnn 
DsL Unreachable: nnn,nnn 

Echo: nnn.nnn 
Param. Problem: nnn.nnn 

Redirect: nnn,nnn 
Source Quench: nnn,nnn 
lime Exceeded: nnn,nnn 

Time Stamp: nnn.nnn 

Total Segment Bandwidth: nnn % 

NFS 

nn,nnll ts nn,nnn Is 
nn,nnn Is nn,nnn /s 

nnn% nnn% 
nnn% nnn% 
nnn% nnn% 

Most Active Nodes (Pkt. Rate) 

1234567890123456 nnn °/o 

<node> 
<node> 
<node> 
<node> 

nnn% 
nnn% 
nnn% 
nnn% 

FIG 20E 

n,nnn,nnn 
n,nnn,nnn 
n.nnn,nnn 

n,nnn,nnn 
n,nnn,nnn 
n,nnn,nnn 

Current 5Min. 15Min. 1 o Min. Max 60 Min. Max Accum.Val. 

Packet Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is n,nnn,nnn 
Byte Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn /s n,nnn;nnn 

Errors: nnn,nnn nnn.nnn nnn,nnn n,nnn,nnn 
Flow Controls: nnn.nnn nnn,nnn nnn.nnn n,nnn.nnn 

Off Segment Packets 
In: nnn% nnn % nnn % nnn % nnn% n,nnn,nnn 

Out: nnn% nnn% nnn % nnn % nnn% n,nnn,nnn 
.. Transit: nnn '%, nnn % nnn% nnn % nnn% n,nnn,nnn 

Most Active Nodes (Pkt. Rate) 

1234567890123456 nnn% 

<node> nnn% 
<node> nnn% 

<node> nnn% 
<node> nnn% 

Total Segment Bandwidth: nnn % Total Active Dialogs: nn. nnn 

FIG 20F 
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Arp/Rarp 
Current 5Min. 15Min. 1 0 Min. Max 60 Min. Max Accum.Val. 

Packet Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn.nnn /s nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is n,nnn,nnn 

Byte Rate: nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is nn,nnn Is n,nnn,nnn 

Errors: nnn,nnn nnn,nnn nnn,nnn n,nnn,nnn 

Off Segment Packets 
In: nnn % nnn % nnn% 

Out: nnn % nnn% nnn% 

·•rransit nnn% nnn% nnn% 

nnn% nnn% 

nnn% nnn% 

nnn% nnn% 

Mast Active Nodes (Pkt. Rate) 

1234567890123456 
<node> 
<node> 
<node> 
<node> 

nnn % 
nnn % 
nnn % 
nnn % 
nM% 

n,nnn,nnn 
n,nnn,nnn 
n,nnn,nnn 

Total Segment Bandwidth: nnn % 

FIG 20G 

Packets 
Start Last Summary 
Time Seen Dir. Partner Node Protocols Rate o/o Count Errors 
hh:mm:ss hh:mm:ss1234 12345678901234561234567890123456nn,nnn ts nnn % n.nnn.mn nnn.nnn 

10:23:04 15:31:47 To robin XNS,XEROX-PUP 325/s 6% 2,641 0 
07:21:38 13:25:51 From hawk DOD·IP,X25 87/s 3% 127 

BBN·SIMNET 
10/31190 08:22:30 ? hawk APPLETALK 13/s 

I' 
4 1% 24,192 

FIG 21 
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l2l Data Tool 

(File\7) (view\7) (Pro~erties\7) (Tools) Update Rate: None (Update Once) 

Type: jSegment I Node !Node Pairl (Name .. ) SQattQW ( Name2 .. .) 

(Protocol...) DLL 
~ (Reset) 

RateVakles High Sampling I Current TVDical Hiohest Lowest Threshold Rate 
Frame Rate (Is) 

0 117 0 
'.: 

In 0 0 F 

Out 0 117 0 0 0 ~ 

Total 0 117 0 0 0 
Off Seg. Frame Rate (Is) 

In 0 0 0 0 0 
Out 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 0 0 0 0 0 
Local Frame Rate (Is) ......_ 

I' 
In 0 0 0 0 0 620 

Out 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 0 0 0 0 0 

Byte Rate {Is) 
In 0 146,045 0 0 0 

c:::::l 

Count Values Typcal Highest lowest High Threshold I DP.Irn Delta Delta Delta Tnt;~! - CountP.r 

Frames 1-
In 17,786 5,000 2.786 ~ 

Out 14,097 0 14,097 ly 

Total 31,883 0 16,883 
Off Seg. Frames 

In 2,943 0 2,943 
Out 2,728 0 2,728 / ~ 

Total 5.671 0 5,671 
622 

Local Frames 
In 14,843 0 0 

Out 11,369 0 11,369 
Total 26;212 0 11,212 

Bytes 
In 8,467,808 0 8,467.808 

Protocols Seen ------·· Count ------· ---Rate.:._ J Delta Hi Delta Low Delta Total Current Hiahest 

DODIP 31,678 0/S 234/s 

~ ARP 205 0/s 1/s 

\ 
c_ 

624 

FIG 22 
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~ 

.; 

(628 

Seg1 Seg2 Seg3 Segn 

Seg1 frame frame frame 
byte byte byte 
error error error 

Seg2 frame frame frame 
byte byte byte 
error error error 

Seg3 frame frame frame 
byte byte byte 
error error error 

Segn frame frame frame 
byte byte byte 
error error error 

FIG 23 
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SEND LEARNING COMMAND w 
TO MONITOR 

PERIODICALLY SAMPLE & STORE 
SNAPSHOTS OF RELEVANT 

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

04 

AFTER LEARNING PERIOD HAS 
EXPIRED, SEND STOP LEARNING 

COMMAND TO MONITOR 

v308 

I r-310 
COMPUTE STATISTICS FOR ~ 
RELEVANT PERFORMANCE 1------..: ·----- ----

PARAMETERS 

ESTABLISH NEW SET OF 
THRESHOLDS FOR RELEVANT 

PARAMETERS 

SEND NEW SET OF 
THRESHOLDS TO MONITOR 

EXIT 

312 

L.J314 

FIG 24 
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24 

SEGMENTS2 

SEGMENTS3 

FIG 25 
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('400 'E/38 

402 
Its THERE TCP PROBLEM AT NODE A (SOURCE)? 

r404 +YES 

TELL USER THERE IS A HIGH 
NO PROBABILITY PROBLEM AT f--1-E 

NODE A (SOURCE) AND REPORT 
xrr 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

406 j1s THERE TCP PROBLEM AT NODE B (SINK)? \408 t YES 

TELL USER THERE IS A HIGH 
NO PROBABILITY PROBLEM AT ~E XIT 

NODE B (SINK) AND REPORT 
DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

Its THERE TCP PROBLEM oN LINK? 410 

~YES 
412 

TELL USER THERE IS A HIGH 

NO PROBABILITY OF PROBLEM ON f----EXIT 
LINK AND REPORT DETAILS OF 

INVESTIGATION 

Its THERE TCP PROBLEM AT NODE B (SOURCE)? 
414 

+YES {'41 6 

TELL USER THERE IS A 

NO MEDIUM PROBABILITY OF PROBLEM - EXIT 
ON NODE B (SOURCE) AND REPORT 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

, 
418 

I IS THERE TCP PROBLEM AT NODE A (SINK)? 

NO 
+YES (420 

4221 TELL USER THERE IS A 
MEDIUM PROBABILITY OF PROBLEM ~I 

NOT ABLE TO ON NODE A (SINK) AND REPORT 
EXIT 

ISOLATE DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 
LOCATION OF 

PROBLEM 

t FIG 26 
EXIT 
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(452 

IS ANY OTHER TCP FOR THIS YES 
SOURCE NODE OK? 

\454 

NO I REPLy NO NODE PROBLEM I 

c456 EjiT 

IS THERE A DLL PROBLEM YES 
FOR THIS SOURCE NODE 

\458 

NO REPLy DLL PROBLEM FOR NODE I 

(460 JIT 

IS THERE AN IP PROBLEM YES 
FOR THIS SOURCE NODE ( 462 

) 

NO REPLy IP PROBLEM FOR NODE I 

(464 EjiT 

ARE ANY OTHER TCP'S ON YES 
THIS SOURCE NODE NOT OK? 

(466 

NO 
REPLy TCP PROBLEM ON NODE I 

EJIT 

EXIT FIG 27 
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' 470 

IS ANY OTHER TCP FOR THIS 
SINK NODE OK? 

YES 

NO I REPLy NO NODE PROBLEM 

IS THERE A DLL PROBLEM t---___.;Y..;;;E~S _ _, 
FOR THIS SINK NODE? 

\478 

NO IREPL y DLL PROBLEM FOR NODE I 
WHEN ACTING AS SINK 

IS THERE AN IP PROBLEM YES 
FOR THIS NODE WHEN t---___.;~-...., 

ACTING AS A SINK 

NO 

ANY OTHER TCP'S ON THIS 
SINK NODE OK? 

NO 

\482 
REPLy IP PROBLEM FOR NODE I 

WHEN ACTING AS SINK 

YES 

REPLY TCP PROBLEM ON NODE 
WHEN ACTING AS SINK 

EXIT FIG 28 
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LINK ANALYSIS 
LOGIC 

30/38 

)'sso 
(552 

IS ANY OTHER TCP ON YES 
THIS LINK OK? 

\554 
NO ~554 

I REPLy NO LINK PROBLEM I 
I DECOMPOSE LINK I 

\556 

IS LINK COMPONENT YES 
PROBLEM AT IP? 

\557 

I REPLY IP PROBLEM ON LINK 
NO 

(558 

IS THERE A LINK YES 
COMPONENT PROBLEM \559 AT DLL? 

NO 
REPLy DLL PROBLEM ON LINK I 

(560 

IS THERE ANOTHER TCP YES 
ON THIS LINK? 

(562 

NO 
REPLY TCP PROBLEM ON LINK l 

~564 

REPLY THAT THERE IS FIG 29 
NOT ENOUGH INFO TO 
DETERMINE IF THERE 

IS A LINK PROBLEM 

SUBSTITUTE SHEET 
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(\490 
) 492 

CHECK IP STATISTICS AGAINST 
MODEL 

494 

ARE TI-IERE ANY SIGNIFICANT 1---N_o _ ___, 
DEVIATIONS FROM IP MODEL? 

YES 

EXIT 

FIG 31 

(\510 
) 512 

CHECK DLL STATISTICS 
AGAINST MODEL 

514 

ARE TI-IERE ANY SIGNIFICANT 
DEVIATIONS FROM DLLMODEL? 

YES 

EXIT 

FIG 30 

498 

REPLY NO IP 
PROBLEM AT NODE 

EXIT 

NO 

518 

REPLY NO DLL 
PROBLEM AT NODE 

EXIT 
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(\ 32/38 

) 570 

CHECK IP STATISTICS FOR LINK 
COMPONENT AGAINST MODEL 

c574 

ARE THERE ANY SIGNIFICANT NO 
DEVIATIONS FROM IP LINK 

COMPONENT MODEL? 

YES \576 

REPLY IP PROBLEM AT LINK \57 
COMPONENT 

8 

EJIT 

REPLY NO IP 
PROBLEM AT LINK 

COMPONENT 

FIG 32 t 
EXIT 

['sao 
(582 

CHECK DLL STATISTICS FOR LINK 
COMPONENT AGAINST MOOEL 

c584 

ARE THERE ANY SIGNIFICANT NO 
DEVIATIONS FROM DLL LINK 

COMPONENT MODEL? 

YES \586 

REPLY DLL PROBLEM AT LINK \58 
COMPONENT 

8 

EJIT 
REPLY NO DLL 

PROBLEM AT LINK 
COMPONENT 

t 
FIG 33 EXIT 
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DIALOG ENTRY START AVERAGE TRANSACTION 
.-------~~TY~P~E--~~T~IM~E--~------T~l~M~E~------

)

00 

304 30 30 310 

FIG 34 
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320 
I GET NEXT PACKET 

NO 322 
1 TIME THIS EVENT? 

YES 
324 

I IS IT A START TIME? I 
YES 

NO 

COMPUTE TRANSACTION 
~328 

TIME 

COMPUTE AVERAGE I ,330 
TRANSACTION TIME 1--" 

NO 332 
t------tl AGE ENTRIES? 

DELETE OLD _;334 
ENTRIES 

SUSSTZTUTC SHEET 

PCf /US92/02995 

\326 

ADD TIME TO EVENT 
TIMING DATABASE 

FIG 35 
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70 

MONITOR 710 

704 

MANAGEMENT 716 
WS 

FIG 36 
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724 726 728 729 

NODE NAME NODE ADDRESS IP ADDRESS TIME 722 

722 

722 

722 

FIG 37 
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73 0 
j I GET NEXT PACKET 

732 
NO I IS IT NPB? 1 

YES \736 
/734 

IS IT NEW NAME LOOK UP? l YES ADD NAME TO 
~ 

TABLE 

NO 

NO IS IT A LOOKUP 
038 

RESPONSE? 

YES 
\740 

ADD/CHANGE ADDRESS 
TO NAME TABLE 

742 

r AGE NAMES? l YES DELETE OLD 
L/744 

NAMES. 
NO I 

FIG 38 
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DO NAME TABLE WORK 

748 
NO I IS ITNPB? I 

YES 
£7 50 

NO IS IT AN IP 
ADDRESS RESPONSE? 

YES 

LOOKUP 75 
REQUESTOR NAME J. 

2 

IN NAME TABLE 

r 754 

ADD REQUESTOR NAME, 
REQUESTOR ADDRESS 

AND IP ADDRESS 
TO NAME TABLE 

756 

PURGE OLD IP 
ADDRESS 

758 

RETURN FIG 39 
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IN'l'EitNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT llltcmltioiJIIJ application No. 

PCTIUS9Z/0299S 

A. CLASSIFICATION OJ.I' SUBJECT MA'ITKR 
IPC(S) :H04J 3114; H04131l4; H04L 12156 
USC!L :370113. 1'7, 94.1; 3401825.52 

.Ac«.~n:lina to Jrmuatioaa1 Pltcot CluaifiCilion (IPC) or 1:0 both JWlouaJ c .. 11ifation &lid IPC 

B. FIELDS SEARCHED 

Minimum doc:umcalation ICIICbcd (clmjficotion 11111:m followed by almlficar!oo 1ymbolll) 

u.s. : 310160; ~'71110.1; 340182S.06. 825.07,12.5~; :364/514, 550 
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@ The present invention relates to a distributed object-based computer system in which sharable objects are 
split into client and server components (see Figure 7). Each client object contains a reference to the associated 
server object component. By copying client object components to other users. these other users obtain access 
to the relevant server-object component. This feature is described 1n the context of a distributed conferencing 
system. 

Workstation A Workstation B 

FIG 7 
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The present invention relates to a distributed computer system and relates particularly, but not 
exclusively. to a multimedia distributed object-based conference system. 

The object-based approach to system development is becoming well-established. The basic idea is to 
program the system in terms of software objects. each having its own data and methods for operating on 

5 the data. Objects intercommunicate by means of messages. An advantage in encapsulating data and 
methods in this way is that the resulting system is relatively easy to maintain and develop. An example is 
NewWave Mail (produced and sold by Hewlett-Packard) which is an object-based electronic mail applica
tions program in which messages and message components. such as text. distribution lists. etc, are treated 
as objects. 

10 An object can be regarded as a discrete entity which can individually be moved. copied. destroyed, etc. 
An object is initially some data stored on disc or other medium. If object management software wishes to 
pass a message to it, one or more processes will be initiated which read the data as part of initialization. If 
an object is fully defined by its data and has no processes associated with it. it is said to be "inactive". If an 
object has one or more processes associated with it and is defined by the state of that process or 

rs processes and data then it is said to be "active" 
A distributed object based system is one in which several workstations are interconnected over a 

network and messages between objects of the system can be sent over the network. Objects themselves 
may also be transmissible over the network. A network may comprise several interconnected intelligent 
workstations or a central computer connected to several terminals (workstations) or several interconnected 

20 server machines with intelligent workstations connected to each server. or a mixture of these possibilities. 
The term "workstation" is intended to be applicable to all of these possibilities. 

In a distributed object based system there are benefits in splitting sharable semantic and presentation 
parts so as to enable more than one user to access the semantic part of a shared object. For example. in 
the context of a distributed conferencing system a whiteboard object would have a semantic part defining 

25 the state of the object and a presentation part for defining the appearance of the object to be displayed to a 
user and for enabling the user to make input. Several users may have access to a presentation part for 
viewing the whiteboard object so that they can each make contnbulions in a manner similar to a group of 
people clustered around a real whiteboard. 

The workstations may be arranged in a client-server arrangement with semantic object parts stored on 
30 server machines and presentation object parts stored on client machines. Alternatively, semantic object 

parts may be distributed around user machines on a network of intelligent workstations. 
According to the present invention we provide an ob!ect based distributed computer system comprising 

a ne.twork of workstations and means for transmttting objects between workstations characterized by objects 
including a first object type for storing data and a second object type for presenting data to a user, wherein 

35 objects of the second type reference an associated object of the first type to enable a plurality of users of 
workstations to access data of the object of the first type. comprising means for transmitting an object of 
the second type between workstations thereby to create a reference to the associated object of the first 
type for each workstation receiving an object of the second type. 

The present invention provides an effective way of enabling further users to have access to a semantic 
40 object part, either for the purpose of autonomous working or for the purpose of participating in a joint 

activity. 
In the embodiment to be descnbed, the system comprises means for copying an object of the second 

type between workstations. In that embodiment transmitted obJects of the second type include an identifier 
for the associated object of the first type. 

15 The system according to the present invention may be in the form of a conferencing system comprising 
means enabling users of the workstations to participate in a meeting over the network wherein objects of 
the first type store meeting data and objects of the second type are for presenting meeting data. The 
invention also provides a method of convening a meeting using such a system comprising transmitting an 
object of the second type between workstations thereby to create a reference to the associated object of 

~n the first type for each workstation receiving an object of the second type. 
It is believed that poor communications are a major cause of the poor perlormanca of distributed teams 

of people working on a given project. The present invention advantageously provides an improved 
conference system for facilitating distributed meetings. 

A particular embodiment of the present invention will now be described. by way of example. with 
55 reference to the accompanying drawings in which: 

Figure 1 is a diagram of a distributed system according to lhe present invention: 
Figure 2 shows the major components of a server and workstation of the system: 
Figure 3 shows a voice and data network structure: 

2 
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Figure 4 shows video facilities for a client workstation; 
Figure 5 shows a video network structure; 
Figure 6 illustrates the main objects in the system: 
Figure 7 illustrates the functionally split nature of the objects in the system; 
Figure 8 shows the major components of the system infrastructure; 
Figure 9 shows a typical Venue: 
Figure 10 shows a CoMedian directory; 
Figures 11 - 14 illustrate message sequences for system operations; 
Figures 1 5 - 27 show screens during a typical user session. 

ro The main components of a multi-media distributed object-based conferencing system according to the 
invention will first be described. 

Referring to Figure 1. a multimedia distributed object-based conference system according to the 
present invention is indicated at 10. The system 10 comprises servers S connected over a network 12. The 
network 12 may be a wide area network (WAN) or a local area network (LAN) or a metropolitan area 

75 network (MAN). Client workstations C are connected to each of the servers S. Each site requires a server S. 
Servers S communicate with each other by opening virtual circuits between pairs of servers. Although in 

principle, client workstations C could communicate directly with each other. this creates practical problems 
and therefore each client workstation C has only one virtual channel open to its local server S to enable 
client workstations to communicate with each other via servers S. 

20 Referring to Figure 2. each server S comprises: 
hardware 14, such as an HP9000 300 HP-UX computer (HP is a trade mark of Hewlett Packard 

Company); 
operating system software 16, such as HP-UX software; 
Remote Object Access Manager (ROAM) software 18 tor managing communications wtth client 

25 workstations C connected to the server S and other servers on the network; 
COM software 20 providing ObJect management factlities: 
server objects 21 which are objects to be shared between users and which correspond to the semantic 

object parts mentioned in the introduction. 
Each client workstation C comprises: 

30 hardware 22. such as an IBM-AT compatible PC: 
operating system software 24, such as DOS software: 
windowing software 26. such as MS Windows applications software: 
an object management facility (OMF) .28. such as a Standard NewWave OMF. (Newwave is a trade 

mark of Hewlett-Packard Company used for a family of applications software): 
:Js objects software 30. such as NewWave objects and specialized client obJects 32 and a ROAM object 34 

for handling communication with objects on other computers. The client objects 32 correspond to the 
presentation object parts mentioned in the introduction. 

The user of a client workstation C therefore has a windowed user interface within which to mantpulate 
objects of the system and can cause objects to be transmttted over the network 12 via the associated 

40 server S. 
The system 10 provides multimedia lacilit'tes to users. For example. each client workstation C may have 

voice and or video communication facilities as well as data communication facilities. 
A possible voice and data network structure 40 is shown in Figure 3. In each of two sites designated A 

and B. a networked PC server 42 is connected to the local PABX. The PC server 42 contains one or more 
45 multi-port telephone interface cards (such as the VBX-300 card made by Natural Microsystems Inc.). The 

PABX is controlled by the PC server 42 and users can use their existing standard desk telephones 44 which 
are connected to the local PABX and conveniently located near their client workstations C. 

Each of the sites A and B comprises a LAN and a LAN/WAN bndge interconnecting the LAN with a 
WAN 

so In use. the PC server 42 receives commands from servers S to set up. maintain and close down 
telephone conference calls. To the PABX. the PC server 42 appears as a normal telephone user and can 
therefore dial other users adding them in to conference calls using DTMF. 

In order to conduct conferences over a wider area. PC servers 42a and 42b on respective sites A and B 
connect to each other over the public switched telephone network (PSTN) and add in their own local users 

55 to the conference. 
Referring to Figure 4. each client workstation C with video facilities has a video camera 46. two or more 

VHF TV receivers 48. a microphone 50, a preamplifier 51 and a VHF modulator 52. 
Furthermore. the client workstations C may be fitted wi:h video cards to enable a user to view video in 

3 
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windows. 
A possible video network is shown in Figure 5. The video network is based on a central video switch 54 

connected using a star topology to client workstations C. Video signals are modulated on to VHF carriers 
and transmitted over standard analogue cabling 56. The video switch 54 is a conventional cable television 

s switch. Several such switches can be cascaded in a bar arrangement for large systems. 
For long distance video communications. a device 58 for compressing and decompressing video 

signals (a "codec") may be used and the signals are transmitted using ISDN telephone lines. 
The architecture of the object-based system 10 will now be described. 
With reference to Figure 6. the structure of one user's portion of the system is represented. The 

ro functions of the objects are as follows: 
a Venue object (V) is an electronic meeting place allowing control over media channels and providing a 

location for storing shared objects. A user may have several Venue objects; 
a Phone Booth object (PB) controls the creation of Venue ObJects and oversees the setting up. 

maintenance and clos1ng down of conferences. The PB comprises a processor for handling incoming and 
rs outgoing calls; 

a Connection Manager object (CMI controls driver components (D: . .. D0 ) which handle media 
connections for the system 1 0: 

a Directory object (D) which provides a list of potential meeting participants. 
Object X represents another system object for performing a specific meeting-related function. eg. a 

20 whiteboard function. 
Figure 6 is a conceptual representation of the system 10 and the arrows represent inter-object 

communication. In the embodiment being described. the system comprises client workstations C and 
servers S and most of the objects referred to in Figure 6 are functionally-split into a server component and 
one or more client components as indicated in Figure 7. 

25 The server objects handle the centralized and distribulion - oriented aspects whereas the client objects 
handle the presentation aspects. Hence shared applications can be wntten with one server object connected 
to a plurality of client objects on different client workstations. 

In Figure 7. PB-s means a Phone Booth server object and PB-c means a Phone Booth client object. 
and so on. 

:10 In this embodiment. the client objects are implemented as NewWave objects ie. several new classes of 
NewWave objects have been added: Venue objects. ROAM objects. Whiteboard objects. Phone Booth 
objects. Thus the semantic part of these functionally split ObjeCts runs on an HP-UX server and the user 
interface runs on MS-DOS NewWave client workstations. 

The client workstations are each running an object-based system of the type described in European 
35 Patent Application No.339220A. the description of which is incorporated herein as Appendix A. Appendices 

A·D mentioned in attached Appendix A are not attached as part of this application but are incorporated 
herein by reference. Appendix A describes how objects are linked together by parent-child links and how 
objects can be copied. During a copy operation. the container of the object to be copied sends a message 
to the OMF28 asking the OMF28 to copy the reievant object and identifying the container object which is to 

40 receive the copy object. 
The 0MF28 performs the copy function and then sends a message to the target container object 

instructing it to insert the copy object as one of its child ob1ecrs. 
Mailing an object involves serialising the object. transmitting it to its destination and deserialising it. 

Serialising an object involves converting it to files. say DOS files. containing the data of the object and 
45 information about its properties and its child objects. 

Server objects are not linked by parent-child links in the manner 1n which client objects are so linked. 
All client objects contain a reference to their associated server object. Figure 8 shows the form of data item 
60 used to name objects. The data item 60 is an eight-byte array following the convention used tor Internet 
Protocol (IP) addresses. The first 64 bits 1s a machine identifier M I'D comprising a 32 bit server IP address 

50 and a 32 bit machine IP address. For a server object the sarver IP address and the machine IP address will 
be the same whereas for a client object these will be ciHerent. If there is only one domain per machine. the 
domain identifier D 1/D is zero. The object identifier 0 1.0 comprises a 32 bit generation count and a 16 bit 
tag. The 16 bit tag uniquely identifies the object within the relevant storage domain. Since tags are reusable 
when an object is deleted a generation count is used to ensure that each object is uniquely·named '" time. 

ss The generation count is simply the time in seconds. 
When a client object is closed (inactive) it appears as an icon on a user's screen. The user opens the 

object by clicking on the icon. Opening a client object causes it to send a message to its assoc1ated server 
object informing the server object that the client objec: is now active i.e. a Here Am I message. Until then. 
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the server object is unaware of the existence of the client ObjeCt In other words, links between client and 
server objects are non-persistent and 'weak' i.e. the existence of a server object does not guarantee the 
existence of a corresponding client object and vice-versa. Server objects only store the identities of 
corresponding client objects which are currently active. Opening a client object means that a user can view 
the state of the object and can make input to it. The client object regularly updates. and is updated by, the 
server object. 

Figure 9 depicts the components involved in a typical active server object which is associated with 
client objects on two different client workstations c, and Cz. Each object is given a unique object identifier 
comprising components identifying the relevant client server machine. the relevant storage domain and a 

10 number for tha particular object. On the cljent side. the system has an object management facility (OMF) 60 
for keeping a record of what objects are presently on the particular client workstatron and which is involved 
in object creation and deletion. object naming. ObJect activation and deactrvation and inter-object message 
routing. This is a standard NewWave OMF. There 1S a client Object manager library (COMLIB-C) 61 
statically linked to each client object CO providing access to the functionality ot a ROAM client object 62. In 

75 other words, the COMLIB-C 61 has been added to standard NewWave objects to form the client objects lor 
functionally split objects. Communication through the COMLIB·C 61 is network transparent. ie. objects only 
need to know the object identifiers of other objects. not their locations. 

On the server side there is a primitive object management facility (COM-S) 63 providing file manage
ment and object naming and message sending facilities 111 conjunction with the operating system software 

20 64. A server object manager library (COMLIB·S) 65 is statically linked to each server object SO enabling 
access to the functionality of the object management facility 63 and a ROAM serve' object 66. 

When client object co, wishes to send a message to the corresponding server object SO, the ROAM 
client object 62 passes the message to the ROAM server object 66 which passes the message on to the 
server object SO. Messages from the server object SO to client objects are sent in the reverse manner. If a 

25 message is to be sent between objects on the same server the COMLIB·S 65 sends it directly without 
involving the ROAM server object 66. Messages are also sent between servers via the ROAM server object 
66 and, in this way. communication between client workstations connected to different server machines is 
possible. 

The functionality of certain objects in the system will now be described. The term "click" will be used in 
Jo this specification to denote a selection made by the user ot a workstation using an input device. such as a 

mouse. The term "drag" will denote moving the input device whilst such a selection is made so as to 
"drag" an item across the screen. 

The Venue provides an electronic meeting room, inside of which person-to-person calls. group 
meetings and presentations to large groups can be held. 

J5 Venues provide a binding between the people involved in a meeting, the data which they are sharing. 
and the media channels connecting them. They are scalable from just two people up to many people. the 
exact number is subject to technical constraints. This allows a meeting to start off as a simple phone call 
between two people. build up as experts are brought in. to become a full group discussion without having to 
decide to move to a different object because the nature of the meeting has changed. 

40 The Venue is a shared object and therefore exists on a server machine. The client workstations have 
Venue client objects which provide an interface to the Venue server objects running on the corresponding 
server. There may be many Venue client objects on different client workstations lor a particular Venue 
server object 

Figure 1 0 shows the appearance of a Venue to a user. The Venue is being viewed in a window 70 
45 having a title bar 72 and a menu bar 74. At the top is a participants' area 76 where the people in the Venue 

can be seen and where their media channels can be controlled. Beneath that is a shared area 78 where 
objects for use in the meeting are stored. 

The participants in a Venue are displayed side by side, with each participant being represented by a 
still bitmap 80. a name 82 accompanied by an indication of whether that user is present in the meeting or 

so absent and status banner 84 indicating that an absent user has been invited to the meeting, and a row of 
media control buttons 86. The bitmap 80 may be replaced by a motion video window when video in 
windows is available and the video channel is in use. 

55 

Beneath the participants' area are three media buttons 86 for telephone. video and data and each one 
can be in one of four states. The states are: 
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Button Appearance Meaning 

No button This person does not have this media channel available. 
White, unhighlighted The media channel is available. but not chosen for use. 
Black The media channel has been selected. but is inactive because the person 

is not present in the Venue or the connection has not been completed yet. 
Red The media channel is t>e1ng used. 

The lower portion of the Venue is taken up by the shared object area 78. This acts as a shared folder. 
storing objects on the server and making them accessible to all users of the Venue. Inactive objects are 
represented by an icon such as icon 88 in Figure 10. Objects in the shared object area 78 may be client 
objects e.g. Whiteboard client objects. or may be standard NewWave objects. It is possible to move objects 
into and out of the shared object area 78 of the Venue-c11ent object Moving a functionally-split object such 
as a Whiteboard object into the shared object area 78 does not enta11 moving the Whiteboard·server object 
but just the Whiteboard-client object. The OMF28 instructs the Venue client object to insert the Whiteboard
client object as one of its children. The Whiteboard-client object is then serialised by the Venue-client 
object and sent to the Venue-server object. The Venue-server object updates its other active Venue-client 
object with the news that a new Whiteboard object 's available in the Venue and these Venue-client objects 
display the Whiteboard·client object icon in their shared object areas 78 accordingly. The Whiteboard
server object remains on whatever server it was initially stored. Subsequent opening of the Whiteboard 
object by any of the users cf the Venue cause a copy of the Whiteboard~client object to be serialised by 
the Venue-server and sent to the relevant client-workstation where it is deserialised providing access to the 
contents of the Wniteboard object for that user. When that user subsequently closes (deactivates) the 
Whiteboard object, the copy of the Whiteboard·client object remains on that machine for subsequent use. 

In contrast. if a NewWave object icon is moved into the shared object area 78 of a Venue-client object. 
this causes the NewWave object to be serialised and sent from the client workstation to the server machine 
which stores the relevant Venue-server object. The Venue·server object then instructs its other active 
Venue-client objects to display the relevant NewWave object icon Subsequent opening of the Newwave 
object by a user of such an active Venue-client object causes a copy of the NewWave object to be made 
and sent to the relevant client workstation. Each such user thus obtains a separate copy of the NewWave 
object and changes which a user makes are not reflected 1n the copies held on the other users' machines. 
This is a consequence of the non-functionally split nature of NewWave objects and is an implementational 
feature rather than one which 1s important to the present Invention. 

There is one Phone Booth server object on every server machine and one Phone Booth client object on 
every client workstation. The Phone Booth client object arranges for the creation and activation of Venue 
client objects on client workstations and the Phone Booth server object manages the creation of Venue 
server objects and the convening of Venues. On opening a Phone Booth client object the user is presented 
with a directory 90 of possible meeting participants as shown in Figure t 1. The directory 90 comprises a list 
92 of potential participants, an area 94 for displaying a picture of a participant. a media selection area 96 
and an options area 98 displaying three options: Convene, Select and Cancel. Unavailable media options 
are greyed out in the area 96. 

When a name is selected by choosing the Select option and then selecting a name from the directory 
90, a picture of that participant appears in the area 94 as shown. The media connections are selectable by 
checking the relevant boxes in the media selection area 96. Checking the box beside the name of the 
person in the area 94 adds that person to the list of Venue participants. In addition. the initials of the media 
options chosen (Phone, Video, Data) appear against the participant's name in the list 92. A previously 
selected participant can be de-selected by de-checking the box beside the name of that person in the area 
94. Taking the Cancel option means that none of the changes made since the window for the directory 90 
was brought up will be implemented. The Convene opl!On will be described later. 

There is also a Connection Manager object on each server machine providing the facility to interconnect 
users using different media. The Connect1on Manager object handles the generic operations involved in 
establishing non-data mterconnections. Dnvers for eac'1 medium available. eg. video, telephone, handle the 
specific operations involved i'1 carrying out switching requests during use. The Connection Manager object 
performs the following services: 

maintains a list of media resources available in the system: 
• detects when resources fail 
• monitors resource/channel availability (ie. monitors. microphones. speakers, cameras); 

sets up connections between people using different media: 
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- point-to-point 
- multi-point: all that are available 
maintains list of established connections and ensures synchronization with other networks, ie, maintains 

a model of the state of other networks; 
s optimizes switching to prevent unnecessary disconnect -connect transactions; 

provides an interface for monitoring and auditing: 
provides interface to media drivers. 
Another functionally split ObJect which is provided in this system rs the Whiteboard. A Whiteboard object 

provides users with a shared computer whiteboard facility so that a user can draw. write and type on his;her 
10 Whiteboard or acquire an image from another source and tho input will be visible to other users viewing the 

same Whiteboard on different client workstations. Thus the Whiteboard object is an information sharing 
medium which allows users to look at a picture of what tlley are discussing. 

Figure 12 shows an example of the appearance of a Whiteboard client object. The Whiteboard is being 
viewed in a window 100 having a title bar 102 and a menu bar 104. A drawing area 106 of the window 100 

15 rs devoted to displaying the contents of the Whiteboard. in this case a map showing the location of a 
Hewlett-Packard office. At the bottom of the window 100 is an area 108 indicating the range of tools which 
are available to the user of the Whiteboard. These tools comprise: 

20 

25 

a scroller 
a pointer 
a selection of different coloured pens 
an eraser 
a text selector 

110 
112 
114 
116 
118 

Apart from the pointer 112, the tools are personal to a user re each of the users viewing tho same 
Whiteboard could be using the same tool eg. a red pen. without having to wait until another of the users had 
finished using that tool. 

The scroller 110 can be used to scroll the entire window 100 around the Whiteboard. Selecting this tool 
30 turns the cursor into a compass enabling the view of the Whiteboard to be click-dragged around by the 

user. 
Only one user can move the pointer 112 at a time. A user takes control of the pointer by clicking on the 

pointer logo.- this turns the cursor into a pointer. AI this time. the other users viewing the Whiteboard 
cannot see the pointer 112. To show the pointer 112. the user needs to click it down at a chosen point in 

35 the drawing area 106. The pointer 112 then becomes visible to all of the Whiteboard users at that chosen 
position. The cursor of the user who has just moved the pointer 112 reverts to the default arrow. 

Likew1se the seven coloured pens are selectable and deselectable by clicking on the appropriate pen 
logo. enabling different users to make input in different colours. 

The eraser 116 is selectable to remove marks on the Whiteboard. Also. direct typing of text onto the 
40 Wniteboard can be done by selecting the text selector 118. 

In the area t08 there is also room for a status message 120. As users open or close the Whiteboard 
other users are notified by a status message. 

Modes of operation of a system according to the present rnvention will now be described. concentrating 
first on utilization of the Venue. 

45 Once a user selects participants and media as described with reference to Figure 11 and selects the 
Convene option a process of events is initiated to create a new Venue object. Figure 13 shows the objects 
and the numbered sequence of messages. Figure 13 depicts a server machine S and two client 
workstations A and B connected to the server machine S. On each client workstation there is initially a 
Phone Booth client object PB-c. On the server machine S there is initially a Phone Booth server object PB-s 

so and a Connection Manager object CM. 
On selecting the Convene option using client workstation A. which causes an input (dotted line 

referenced 1) to the Phone Booth client object PB-c. a message (referenced 2) is sent from the Phone 
Booth client object PB-c to the Phone Booth server object PB-s on the server machine S causing the Phone 
Booth server object to create a new Venue server object V-s using a Venue Start message (referenced 3). 

55 The Phone Booth server object PB-s then sends a Ring message (referenced 4) to the Phone Booth client 
object PB-c on client workstation B causing a dialogue box to appear on the screen of client workstation B 
inviting the user to take part in the proposed meeting. That user accepts or declines the invitation causing a 
corresponding message (referenced 5) to be sent from the Phone Booth client object PB-c' on client 
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workstation B to the Phone Booth server object PB-s. If the invitation is accepted a Create Venue message 
(referenced 6) is sent from the Phone Booth server object PB·s to the Phone Booth client object PC-c' 
which causes it to create a new Venue client object V-c' on client workstation B involving sending a Here Is 
Parent message (referenced 7) to the new Venue· client object V-c~ to notify it of the identity of the Venue 

s server object V·s. The new Venue client object V·c' then sends a message (referenced 8) to the Venue 
server object V-s requesting information about the contents of the Venue. The reply from the Venue server 
object V·s is referenced 9 in Figure 13. 

Messages corresponding to those referenced 6·9 are sent between the server S and client workstation 
A so as also to create a new Venue-client object V-c on that workstation and these messages are 

10 referenced 1 0·13 in Figure 13. 
Finally. the Venue server object V-s sends a request (referenced 14) to the Connection Manager object 

CM to set up the chosen media connections and the Connection Manager ObJect instructs the relevant 
media drivers accordingly (dotted line referenced 15). 

The users of client workstations A and B can then communicate using the newly created Venue. 
15 It is also possible to convene an existing Venue by selecting the Convene option within the Venue. 

This initiates a sequence of events which will be described with reference to Figure 14. Again. a server 
machine S and two client workstations A and B are represented 

The user selection of the Convene option is referenced 1 in Figure 14. This causes the Venue client 
object V-c to send a Convene Request message (referenced 2) to the Venue server object V·s which 

20 notifies the Phone Booth server object PB-s of the convene request in a message referenced 3 which 
identifies the intended meeting participants. The Phone Booth server object PB-s sends a Ring message 
(referenced 4) to the Phone Booth client objects PB-c on the workstations of the intended meeting 
participants causing a dialogue box to be displayed on these workstations invit1ng the users to partake in a 
meeting. When these users accept or decline the invitation this causes a reply message (referenced 5) to 

25 be sent from each Phone booth client object PB-c' to the Phone Booth server object PB-s. 
The next step is for the Phone Booth server object PB-s to instruct (message referenced 6) the Phone 

Booth client objects PB·c' to create new Venue client objects V-c· on machines where a Venue client object 
linked to the Venue server object V-s is not already stored. Such new Venue client objects V-c' then send a 
message (referenced 8) to the Venue server object V-s requesting information about the contents of the 

30 Venue so that the a~Cpropriate icons can be displayed in the shared area 78 of Figure 10 on the respective 
client workstations. The reply message containing information about the contents of the Venue from the 
Venue server object V·s is referenced 9 in Figure 13. 

The Venue server object V-s then sends a request (referenced 10) to the Connection Manager object 
CM to set up the chosen media connections and the Connection Manager object instructs the relevant 

.15 media drivers (not shown) accordingly (dotted line referenced 11 L The distributed meeting can then 
proceed. 

A user can also set up a new Venue by selecting a Create a New menu option in NewWave Office 
(Figures 14-17 of Appendix A) On opening the new Venue-client object a Venue-server object also needs to 
be created. Figure 15 depicts the process. A server machine is indicated by S and a client workstation by 

40 c. 
The act ot opening the new Venue-client object V·c causes it to send a message (referenced 1) to the 

Phone Booth client cbject PB-c which triggers a message (referenced 2) to be sent from the Phone Booth 
client object PB·c to the Phone Booth server object PB-s requesting creation ol a new Venue server object 
V-s. The Phone Booth server object PB-s creates a new Ver'lue server object V-s using a Venue Start 

45 message (referenced 3}. Next the new Venue-server object V-s sends a Here Is Parent message 
(referenced 4) to the Venue-client object V·c containing the 10 of the Venue-server object. The new Venue 
client object V-c then sends a message (referenced 5) to the Venue server object V-s requesting 
information about the contents of the Venue and there is a corresponding reply (referenced 6) from the 
Venue server object. 

so It is possible to add new meeting participants to an active Venue by selecting an Add New Member 
menu option. This causes a directory of potential participants to be displayed as shown in Figure 11 to 
enable the selection of one or more further partic1pants and assoc1ated media connections. Information on 
these choices is conveyed from the Venue client object to the Venue server object which updates the 
control panels of the relevant Venue client objects. Chosen new meeting participants are not aware of any 

ss change until someone convenes a meeting. 
When a user elects to close a Venue by selecting a CLOSE option this causes a message to be sent 

from the relevant Venue-client object to its Venue-server object informing the Venue-server object that the 
Venue-client object is deactivating. The Venue-server object then messages the Connection Manager object 
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to disconnect the media connections for the Venue-client object which is deactivating. The Venue-server 
object sends messages to all of its other Venue-client objects informing them of the deactivation of the 
particular Venue-client object so that these other Venue-client objects alter their appearance to indicate that 
the relevant meeting member is now absent. 

Another way of setting up a distributed meeting is for a user to copy an existing Venue-client object to 
the desired meeting participants. A Venue-client object is a reference to a Venue-server object. Copying a 
Venue-client object to other workstations creates a reference to the relevant Venue-server object on those 
other workstations because in the copying process the Venue-client object's reference to its Venue-server 
object is preserved. 

10 There are different ways in which a Venue-client object can be copied to other workstations. One way is 
to include the Venue-client object in an electronic mail message. For this option, an electronic mail 
message is created in the normal manner e.g. using Hewlett-Packard's NewWave Mail and a Venue-client 
object is included in the message using a standard copy operation. When the or each addressee receives 
the message. they place the Venue-client in their collection of objects in preparation for the forthcoming 

rs meeting. At the relevant time, the meeting participants open their Venue-client objects to commence the 
meeting. On opening the Venue-client objects. their 32 bit machine IP address is automatically updated and 
the Venue-client objects send a Here Am I message to the associated Venue-server object. 

Another option is for the user wishing to set up a distributed meeting to copy the relevant Venue-client 
object and to serialise the copy of the Venue-client object to a file on floppy disc (or other shared medium 

20 such as a network drive). This file may then be transported to the workstations of the intended meeting 
participants and deserialised thereby providing each of these participants with a copy of the Venue-client 
object and thereby means for accessing the associated Venue-server objects in order to take part in the 
distributed meeting. 

A new Whiteboard·Ciient object can also be created us1ng the "Create A New" option in NewWave 
25 Office. On opening the Whiteboard-client object a new Whiteboard server object needs to be created. The 

process is analogous to that described with reference to Figure 15 replacing references to Venue objects 
with references to Whiteboard objects. 

A new Whiteboard object can also be created inside a Venue by selecting the "Create a New" option 
inside the Venue. In this case. the Venue-client object automatically activates the new Whiteboard·client 

30 object in order to initiate creation of a new Whiteboard server object (again using a process analogous to 
that shown in Figure 15). 

In the same manner as a Venue-client object can be copied and transmitted in an electronic mail 
message or via floppy disc, a Whiteboard·client ObJeCt can be so utilised. Again the advantage. pf creating a 
reference to the relevant Whiteboard server object for the recipients of the copied Whiteboard-client objects 

35 is obtained since each copy of the Whiteboard-client object contains a reference to the Whiteboard server 
object (as described with reference to Figure 8). 

Also as previously described, a Whiteboard-client object can be moved into the shared items area of a 
Venue object by a user causing copies of the Whiteboard·client object to be made available to the other 
users of the Venue object thereby giving access to the asscciated Whiteboard server object to these users. 

40 An exemplary user session will now be described with reference to Figures 16 to 33 involving 
hypothetical users Martin. Richi and Ed. 

Figure 16 shows a screen of a client workstation (Martir-'s) running Hewlett Packard NewWave Software. 
A window t26 has: 

a title bar 128 carrying the title "NewWave Office"; 
45 a menu bar 130 offering the following options: 

Action, Edit, Objects, View, Settings. Task and Help: 
a system menu box 132; 
size boxes 134 and 136: 
a vertical scroll bar 138 with scroll arrows 140 and 142 and a scroll box 144: 

so a horizontal scroll bar 146 with scroll arrows 148 and 150 and a scroll box 152: 
The window 126 displays icons for some standard tools at the top Waste Basket 154, Agent 156, 

Printer 160, In Tray 162, Out Tray 164, File Drawer 166. The icons I 68, I 70 and 172 respectively on the left 
hand side represent work-related items: 

"Project Meeting" a Venue-client object representing a reference to a Venue server object on the 
ss local server machine; 

"Design Notes" a Whiteboard·client object representing a reference to a Whiteboard server 
object on the local server machine: 

"Design Principles" a NewWave document object fully contained on the client workstation. 
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To "open" an object. the user double clicks on the relevant icon. Referring to Figure 17. Martin has 
opened the Project Meeting Venue which is shown in a window 174. The window 174 has a menu bar 176 
which has similar options to the menu bar 130 of the window 126 except a Meeting option instead of the 
Setting option. The window 174 displays a participants area 178. showing only Martin. and a shared items 

5 area 180 which is empty. Underneath a bit map 182 of Martin is a name bar 184 which includes a 
notification of presence and three media control buttons 185-7 tor Phone. Video and Data respectively. Only 
the Data button 187 is highlighted in this example. ie. blacked out in Figure 17. 

On selecting the Meeting option from the menu bar 176 of the window 174, a CoMedian directory 
window 190 appears, Figure 18. The reference numerals for the CoMedian directory which were used in 

10 Figure 11 will be retained here. Martin selects the name Richard Jennings from the list 92 of potential 
participants causing a picture of Richard to appear in the area 94 together with crosses in the video and 
data boxes in the area 96 to indicate Richard's media selections. This means that Richard wil! be contacted 
through the system tor data sharing with both video and audio travelling over video connections. Martin then 
clicks on the Convene button in the options area 98 to add RIChard to the Venue which causes Richard's 

75 image to join Martin's image in the Venue as shown at 192 in Figure 19. Richard is marked as absent at 
194 and a banner 196 is displayed indicating that he has been invited. Martin has selected both video and 
data connections for himself in order to match what was selected for Richard. This causes the video and 
data buttons 186 and 187 to be highlighted in a first colour to show that they are currently in use albeit only 
locally to Martin's own workstation. Richard's video and data media buttons 186a and 187a are highlighted 

20 in a second colour to indicate that they have been requested but are not yet in use. 
While waiting for Richard to join the Venue. Martin is moving the Design Notes and Design Principles 

objects 170 and 172 into the shared items area 180 of the Venue by clicking on each object and dragging it 
to the area 180. 

Moving now to Richard's workstation shown in Figure 20. the invitation to join the Venue has reached 
25 his machine and has caused a bell 200 to appear at the bottom of his screen. The bell 200 is flashing and 

making a nnging sound to attract his attention. Richard clicks on the bell 200 and the result is shown in 
Figure 21. An invitation message box 202 is brought up telling Richard that he has been invited to a 
meeting and giving the name of the meeting and the name of the person who convened the meeting. The 
invitation message box 202 comprises two options: Accept and Decline. Richard clicks on the Accept option 

30 to accept the invitation to join the meeting. 
Referring to Figure 22 accepting the invitation causes a Venue client object automatically to be created 

and a window 204 to be opened for Richard. The chosen media connections have been set up so that 
Richard can now see and hear Martin and the objects that Martin has placed into the shared items area 180 
are available to him. Figure 23 shows that Martin can see the same Venue having the same contents on his 

35 workstation. Referring to Figure 24. during the meeting, Martin has opened a window 206 on the Design 
Notes whiteboard object. Martin informs Richard of this so that Richard can also view the whiteboard object 
and then both Martin and Richard can scnbble on the whlteboard and view each others input. When their 
meeting is fin1shed both Martin and Richard close and save the Venue. 

Figure 25 shows the Venue object t 68 saved in Richard's NewWave office. In Figure 26. Richard has 
-10 just opened his NewWave office and IS viewing the Venue 168 in a window 208. Martin is not present 

(although he would be if. coincidently. he had his Venue open at the same time as Richard. In that situation. 
the relevant media connections would automatically be set up). Referring to Figure 27, Richard has selected 
the Meeting menu item using the cursor 210 so as to bring up the CoMedian directory 212 and he has 
selected Ed Davies in the manner previously described. Ed Davies does not have video capability. instead 

45 he is selected by telephone. Clickmg on the Select button will cause Ed to be added to the Venue without 
beginning a Convene operation. 

Referring to Figure 28, Richard is about to initiate a Convene operation by selecting the Action item 
from the menu bar 214 of the window 208. and selecting the Convene option from the corresponding menu 
216. Since Ed does not have video capabilities, the audio from his telephone would be mixed into the video 

so feed into Martin and Richard and their audio signals would be sent to Ed's telephone during their distributed 
meeting. 

Turning now to Figure 29. a new session is beg1nning on Richard Jenning's workstation. A window 220 
contains Richard's NewWave Office. Richard has created an outgoing message represented by the icon 222 
called "Meeting Request" (using the "Create a New" option from the Action Menu - see Figures 14 to 17 of 

ss Appendix A). In Figure 30, on opening the outgoing message 222 it is displayed in a w1ndow 224. Richard 
has completed the distribution list 226 and written a cover note 228. 

Referring to Figure 31. a new Venue-client object represented by the icon 230 is created (again using 
the "Create a New" option). The Venue-client object 230 is copied and dragged into the window 224 
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displaying the message. This is achieved by clicking on the icon 230 and pressing the control key whilst 
dragging the icon into the message. (This is an alternative method from the user perspective to the copy 
procedure described with reference to Figures 18-20 of Appendix A.) The bar 232 labelled "Part 3" in 
Figure 32 shows that the message now contains a copy of the Venue-client object. The message window 

s 224 is then closed (Figure 33). To send the message 222 it can be dragged onto the Out Tray icon 234. 
This causes a copy of the message. including the Venue-client object which it contains, to be sent to the 
people on the distribution list. The Out Tray object 234 initiates the serialisation of the message 
components to enable these to be transmitted over the network. On receipt at the respective destinations, 
the In Tray object represented by icon 236 deserialises the message components so that these can be 

ro viewed and manipulated by the recipients. The recipients can drag the Venue-client object out of the 
message and into the1r main NewWave Office window (220j. At the appointed time. the three participants 
open their Venue-client objects to begin a distributed meeting. During the meeting, the users can open 
shared objects e.g. a Whiteboard object. and modify these interactively as well as interacting through their 
telephone and video interconnections. For example. 1nput made by each user to a Whiteboard-client object 

rs is relayed to the Whiteboard server-object which updates all of the other corresponding active Whiteboard
client objects of the changes. 

Although only Venue shared objects and Whiteboard shared objects are available to a user in this 
embodiment. 1t is envisaged that further possibilities lor shared objects are a fax object. a discourse 
structurer object and tocls to control the external media such as a virtual monitor manager and a video 

20 cassette recorder controller. 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

It is envisaged that a system according to the present invention may not entail the use of dedicated 
server machines but that server ob;ects could run on user workstations given a suitable inter-object 
messaging infrastructure. 
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APPENDIX A 

10 

15 

~ Brief Description of the Drawings 

25 

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a computer in accordance 

with the preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

Figures 2 and 2A show block diagrams which illustrate 

the relationship between objects, applications and data 

~ files in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the 

present invention. 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

Figure 3 shows a plurality of objects linked in 

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 

invention. 
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Figure 4 shows a series of objects serving as folders, 

as parents of objects containing data, in accordance with a 

preferrec embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 5 illustrates the screen display which results 

10 from linking of various objects in accordance with a 

15 

20 

25 

30 

40 

45 

so 

55 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 6 s~ows the l!nking of objects in order to 

create the screen display stown in Figure 5. 

Figure 7 shews how three objects may be linked together 

in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 

invention. 

Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate how an object may be 

copied in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention. 

Figure 10 and Figure 11 illustrate the copying of a 

public object in accorda~ce to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention. 

~igures 12 through Figure 71 show the appearance on a 

screen of a session in which a user manipulates objects in 

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 

invention. Also shown are block diagrams.of how objects 

appearing to the user are linked in accordance to the 

preferred em~odiment of the present invention. 

Figure 72 is a block diagram of an Object Management 

facility (OMF) in accordance with the preferred embodiment 

of the prese~t invention. 
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Figure 73 shows a block diagram of the organization of 

HPOMF.CAT, a syste~ file included in the OHF shown in Figure 

7 2. 

Figure 74 shows the relation between a global parent 

to and global objects in accordance with the preferred 

embodi~ent of the present invention. 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

Figure 75 is a block diagram which shows how system 

files within the OMF shown in Figure 72 accesses data files 

and applications from a ~eoory shown in Figure 1. 

Fig~re 76 is a block diagram of the organization of the 

memory show~ in Figure 75. 

Figure 77 and Figure 78 show objects and links in 

accordance wi~h the preferred embodiment of the present 

invention. 

Figure 79 is a block diagram of the organization of 

HPO~F.XRF, a syste~ file included in the OMF shown in Figure 

72. 

Figure 80 shows a view specification record in 

accordance with th~ preferred embodiment of the present 

invention. 

Figure 81 shows the use of a snapsho} in accordance 

with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 82 shows the data path of a view when there is 

no snapshot, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of 

the present invention. 
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Figure 83 shows the data path of a view when there is a 

snapsho~, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention. 

10 

Description of the Preferred Embodiment 

Figure 1 shows a computer 18 having a monitor 14, a 
15 

keyboard 19 and a mouse 20. A portion or computer main 

memory 17 is shown by an arrow 9 to be within computer 18. 

m Within computer memory main 17 !s shown an object management 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

facility (OMF')100, an application 101, an appli.catior. 102, 

an application 103, an application 104, an application 105 

and an application 106. 

Each of applications 10~ to 106 store data using 

objects. For instance, in Figure 2, application 101 is 

shown to have stored data using an object 202, an object 

203, an object 204 ar.d an object 205. Similarly, 

application 106 is shown to have stored data in an object 

207, an object 208, an object 209 and an object 210. OHF 

100 stores informati~n indicating which objects go with 

which application. Objects which are associated with a 

single application are considered to be o~jects of the ~ame 

type, or the same class. For instance, object 202, 203, 20~ 

and 205 are or the same class because each is associated 

with application 101. Similarly objects 207, 208, 209 and 

210 are of the same class because each is associated with 

application 106. All objects or the same class use the same 

55 application. When an application is being run by computer 

15 
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18, OMF 100 informs the application which object the 

5 application should access for data. That object is then 

conside~ed to be active. An object is inactive when the 

10 
application the object is associated with is not being run 

by computer 18, or when the application the object is 

associated with is being run, but is not being run with the 

15 data of that object. 

Active objects can communicate with each other using 

messages. For exa~ple if two instances of application 101 
20 

are beir.g r~n by computer 18, one with the data of object 

202 and the other with the data of object 203, object 202 

25 and object 203 are both active. Therefore object 202 may 

send a ~essage 211 to object 203. Similarly, if computer 18 

is runr.ing application 101 with the data of object 202, and 
30 

is running a?plication 1C6 with the data of object 207, 

object 202 and object 207 are both active. Therefore, 

35 object 202 may send a message 212 to object 207. 

Messages, such as message 211 and 212 may be formatted 

to be sent and received by all types or objects. This 
40 

allows for free communication between all active objects. 

This also allows new object types to be defined and added to 

45 the system without requiring that the existing object types 

be updated to use the new type. 

~t 
so 

Each object has associated with~ set of data files. 

For instance, object 210 is shown to have associated with it 

a data file 221, a data file 222 and a data file 223. Data 

55 
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in data files 221, 222 and 223 are in a format which can be 

interpreted by application 106. 

Each ob~ect has associated with it a list of 

prope:-ties. Each prope;ty has a name and a value which may 

be accessed by specifying the name. In addition, each class 

of objects has associated with it a list of properties that 

are co~~on to all objects of that class. For instance, in 

figure 2A, object 205 and application 101 are shown. Object 

205 has associated with it a property 231, a property 232, 

and a property 233. Application 101 has associated w:th it 

a prope:-ty 131, a property 132 and a property 133. 

Property lists can contain any number or properties. 

Each property value can be from zero to 3,2762 bytes in 

length. Properties are used to store descriptive 

information about objects and classes, such as names, 

commen~s and so ~n. 

O~jects may have references to other objects. These 

references are called links. Links are directional: one 

object is called the parent, the other the child. Each link 

has a reference name which is a number that is assigned by 

the parent object to identify each of its. children. All of 

an object's children, its children's children, and so on are 

collectively called that object's descendents. Similarly, 

an object's parents, its parents' parents, and so on, are 

collectively called that object's ancestors. In the 

preferred embodiment of the present invention, an object 

which may be manipulated by a user, can have zero or more 
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children and one or more parents. An object is not 
5 

allo~ec to become its own descendent. 

In Figure 3 is shown an object 301, an object 302 1 an 

10 object 303, an object 304, an object 305, an object 306, an 

object 307 1 an object 308 and an object 309. Objects 301-

309 have links with reference names which are numbers shown 
15 

in parenthesis by each link. Object 301 has a link 310, 

with reference name "1", to object 302. Object 301 has a 

20 1 i n k 3 1 1 , w i t h r e f e r e n c e n a m e " 2 " , t o o b j e c t 3 0 3 • 0 b j e c t 

302 has a link 312, with reference name "7", to object 304. 

Object 302 has a link 313, with reference name "8~, to 
:25 

object 305. Object 303 has a link 314, with reference name 

"1", to object 306. Object 303 has a link 315, with 

~ reference name "4", to object 307. Object 304 has a link 

316, with reference name ~1" 1 to object 308. Object 305 has 

a link 317, with reference name "7", to object 308. Object 
35 

306 has a link 318, with reference name "8", to object 309. 

Object 307 has a link 319, with reference name "9", to 

~ object 306. Object 307 has a link 320, with reference name 

"13", to object 309. Object 308 has a link 321, with 

reference name "1", to object 309. Objec~ 308 has a link 
45 

50 

bS 

322, with reference name "3", to object 303. 

Object 30' is a parent of 302 and 303. Object 303 is a 

child of object 301 and of object 308. Each of objects 302-

309 are descendents of object 301. 

303 are objects 306, 307 and 309. 

18 
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ancestors all of oojects 301-308. Object 303 has for 

ancestors objects 301, 302, 304, 305 and 308. And so on. 

Active objects can dynamically make and delete links to 

other objects. When a link to an object is deleted, OMF 100 

checks if the object has any other parents. If not, OMF 100 

destroys the object by deleting the data files of the object 

and reclaimir.g other storage space associated with the 

object. 

For Object links may be used for va~ious purposes. 

exa~p!e, folders ~ay be in the ~orm of objects. The 

childre~ of objects used as folders may be objects 

containir.g data for use with various applications, or the 

objects may be other folders. Figure 4 shows an example 

of the use of objects as folders. An object 401 (also 

called folde~ 401), an object 402 (also called folder 402), 

an object 403 (also called folder 403) and an object 404 

(also called folder 404) are used as folders. Folder 401 

contains an object 405, used to contain data, an object 406, 

used to contain data, an object 407, use~ to contain data, 

and folder 402. folder 402 contains an object qos, used to 

contain ~ata, folder 403 and folder 404. Folder 403 

45 contains an object ~09, used to contain data, and an object 

410, use~ to contain data. Folder 404 contains an object 

411, used to contain data, an object 412, used to contain 
50 

data and an object 413, used to contain data. 

A more sophisticated use of links is to construct 

ss compound objects. For instance in Figure 5, a document 510 

19 
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contains lines of text 511, lines of text 512, a graphics 

figure 513, a graphics figure 514 and spreadsheet data 515. 

As shown in Figure 6, text and formatting data is stored in 

10 an object 611, graphics data for graphics figure 513 is 

storec in an object 612, graphics data for graphics figure 

514 is stored in an object 613 and spreadsheet data 515 is 
15 

stored in object 614. Links that are used to build compound 

objects always have some kind of data transfer associated 

20 with the link and hence are called data links. In Figure 6 

is shown a cata lir.k 615, a data link 616 and a data lin~ 

6 17. In docu~ent 510, data from object 612, object 613 and 
25 

object 614 are merely displayed, therefore data link 614, 

data link 615 and data link 616 are visual data links. In a 

30 visual data link, the parent will send requests to its child 

to display data within the parent's window. 

In Figure 7, an object 701, which contains data for a 
35 

first spreadsheet, is linked through data link 704 to an 

object 702, which contains data for a se:ond spreadsheet, 

40 and is linked through data link 705 to an object 703, which 

contains data for a third spreadsheet. The first 

sp~eadsheet uses data from the second sprtadsheet and from 
45 

the third spreadsheet. Since the first spreadsheet does 

more than merely display data from the second and the third 

50 
spreadsheets, data link 704 and data link 705 are called 

data-passing data links. 

OHF 100 does the "bookkeeping" when objects are copied 

55 or mailed. When an object is copied, OMf 100 makes copies 

20 
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of data files associated with the object. If the object 

being copied has children, OMF 100 also makes copies of the 

object's descendents, and builds links between the new 

objects to give the new compound object the same structure 

as the original. 

For instance, Figure 8 shows object 308, from Figure 3, 

and the descendents of object 308. When OMF makes a copy of 

object 308, OMF copies each of object 308•s descendents and 

the links show~ in Figu~e 8. F~gure 9 shows a copy of 

object 308. Object 3D8a is a copy of object 308. Object 

303a is a copy of object 303. 

obje=t 306. Object 307a is a 

Object 306a is a copy of 

copy of object 307. Object 

309a is a copy of object 309. Link 321a is a copy of link 

321. Link 322a is a copy of link 322. Link 31~a is a copy 
30 

of link 314. Link 315a is a copy of link 315. Link 318a is 

a copy of link 318, Link 319a is a copy of link 319. Link 

~ 320a is a copy of link 320. 

40 

In the preferred embodiment, the default behavior 

results in the copy of a ~arent'! children when the parent 

1! copied. However, when a child is designated as "public" 

it is not copiec. Rather, a copy of the parent includes a 

~ link to the child. For instance, in Figure 10, a parent 

object 161 is to be copied. Parent object 161 1! linked to 

a child object 162 through a link 163. Child object 162 is 
50 

55 

a public object. As shown in Figure 11, copying of parent 

object 161 results in new object 161a bei~g linked to object 

21 
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162 through a new link 163a. Object 161a is a copy of 
5 

10 

object 161. Link 163a is a copy of link 163. 

In Figure 12 through Figure 71, it is shown how objects 

are displayed to a user on monitor 1~. In Figure 12 a 

"NewWave Office" desktop is shown to include icons labelled 

as "File Drawer", "Waste Basket", "Diagnostic", "Printers", 

"Star" and "My Folder". A user (not shown) has manipulated 

a cu~sor 781, using keyboard 19 or mouse 20, to select "My 

20 F o l c e r" • 

25 

30 

35 

40 

50 

Figure 13 shews how t~e objects displayed on monitor 14 

are linked. NewWave Office (shown as an object 700) is the 

parent of "file Drawer" (shown as an object 701) through a 

link 711, of "Waste Basket" (sho\.ln as an object 702) through 

a link 712, of "Diagnostic" (sho\.ln as an object 703) through 

a link 713, of "Printers" (shown as an object 704) through a 

link 714, of "~Y folder". (shown as an object 705) through a 

link 715 and of "Star" (sho\.ln as an object 706) through a 

link 716. 

In Figure 14, the user, using cursor 781, has selected 

"Create a New ••• " in a pull down menu 782. As a result of 

this selection a dialog box 779 appears a~ shown in Figure 

15. Using cursor 781, the user has highlighted the icon 

"Layout" and using keyboard 19 has typed in the name "Paste 

Up" as a name for a new object to be created. Cursor 781 

now points to a region labelled "OK". Once this region is 

selected, a new object titled »paste Up" is created, as is 

55 shown in Figure 16. 

22 
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In Figure 17, "Paste Up" !s shown as an object 707 

linkec as a child of NewWave Office through a link 717. 

The basic clipboard operations are Cut, Copy, and 

Paste. The user ~ust select the data that is to be coved or 

copied, and then give either the Cut command or the Copy 

comma:~d. Cut moves the selected data to the clipboard 

(deleti~g it from its original location). Copy makes a copy 

or the selected data on the clipboard. The user must then 

select the location where he wants the da~a to be caved or 

copied to, and g:ve the ?aste command. This command copies 

the contents of t~e clipboard to the selected location. 

In Figure 18 a user is shown to have selected "Paste 

Up". The selection is represented by the icon for "Paste 

Up" bei:-tg displayed using inver:~e video. With cursor 781, 

the user se:ects "Copy" from a pull down menu 783. In 

Figure 18A a Clipboard object 720 is shown to be a parent of 

an object 708 through a link 721. Object 708, is a copy of 

object 707 ("Paste Up"). 

As shown in Figure 19, next the user selects "Paste" 
u. 

from pull down menL783. The result, shown in Figure 20, is 

the addition of an object 708, pointed to. by cursor 781, 

which is a copy of the original "Paste Up" object 707. 

In Figure 21, the new object is shown as object 708 

linked as a child of NewWave Office through a link 718. 

In Figure 22, "My Folder", has been opened by double 

clicking the icon for "My Folder" using cursor 781. The 

result is a new window 785 representing "MY Folder". 

23 
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In Figure 23, using cursor 781, "Paste Up" (object 708) 

is shown being dragged to window 785. !n Figure 2~, the 

proce~s is complete and "Paste Up" (object 708) is now in 

window "~Y Folder". In Figure 25, "Paste Up", shown as 

object 708, is now a child of "My Folder" through link 728. 

The user sets up multiple links by using the Share 

command. This command is an extension of the clipboard 

metaphor commor. in software packages today for moving and 

copyir.g da~a around the syste~. The clipooard is a special 

buffer that the system uses to hold cata that is in transit. 

Ir. one way, the Share command operates similarly to the 

Cut or Copy command described above. That is, using Share, 

Cut, or Copy, the user selects some data first and then 

gives the Share command, which results in something bei~g 

put on the clipboard. In the case of the Share co~oand, 

however, what is put on the clipboard is neither the actual 

data nor a copy of the actual data. Instead, it is a link 

to the selected data. When this lir.k is pasted, a permanent 

connection is made between the Original data and the 

location of the Paste. Through use of OMF 100, this link is 

used by the involved applications to prov!de easy access to 

the original data (in its full application) and automatic 

updating when the original data is modified. 

In Figure 26, the NewWave Office window has been 

activated. "Paste Up" (object 707) has been selected, as 

evidenced by "Paste Up" (obj~ct 707) being in inverse video. 

55 u s 1 n g c u r s o r 7 8 1 , " S h a r e " r rom me n u 7 8 3 1 s s e 1 e c t e d • In 

24 
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')_(;, A 
Figure~· Clipboard object 720 is shown to be a parent of 

"Paste Up" object 707 through a link 722. 

In Figu~e 27, window 785 has been activated. From a 

menu 787, "Paste" is selected. The result, shown in Figure 

28, is an icon 707a appearing ir. window 785, which indicates 

that "Paste Up" (object 707) is shared by window 785 and the 

NewWave Office w~ndow. In Figure 28A, as a result of the 

paste, "Paste Up" is now shown to be both a child of 

Clipboard 720 through link 722 and a child of "My Folder" 

705 thro~gh a link 727. In Figure 29, showing just the 

interconnection of objects visible to the user, "Paste Up" 

(object 707) is shown to be a child of "My Folder" 705 

through link 727. Since "Paste Up" (object 707) is shared, 

not copied, "Paste Up" (object 707) remains a child of 

NewWave Office through link 717. 

One key feature of data links is automated data 

transfer. When a child object is open and the user changes 

a part of it which is "shared out", then it makes a call to 

OMF 100. OMF 100 checks if any of the object's parents 

"care" about this particular change. If they care and if 

they are also open, OMF 100 sends to the parents a message 

informing them that new data is available. The parent can 

then send messages to the child to produce or display the 

data. This feature allows the user to establish compound 

objects with complex data dependencies, and then have 

changes made to any sub-part be automatically reflected in 

other parts. For example, changing a number in a 

25 
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spreadsheet could cause a graph to be re-drawn, and updated 

as a figu;e in a document. And since an object can have 

many parents, a single object can be used as "boiler plate" 

for any number of other objects. A change in the boiler 

plate will be reflected in all the objects which have links 

to it. Automated data transfer is illustrated in the 

following discussion. 

In Figure 30, window 785 for "My Folder" has been 

closed. In Figure 31, cursor 781 is used to select "Create 

a New .•. " froc pull down menu 782. As a result of this 

selection dialog box 779 appears as shown in Figure 32. 

Using cursor 781, the icor. H?Text has been highlighted and 

using keyboard 19 the na:ne "Sample Text" has been typed in 

as the name for a new object to be created. Cursor 781 now 

points to a region labelled "OK". Once this region is 

selected, a new object titled "Sa~ple Text" is created, as 

is shown in Figure 33. 

In Figure 34, "Sample Text" (object 709) is shown to be 

a child of NewWave Office through a link 719. In Figure 34, 

since "My Folder" has been closed, "Paste Up" (object 708), 

link 728 and link 727 are not shown. How~ver, these still 

exist, but are not currently visible to a user. 

In Figure 35, placing cursor 781 on the icon "Sample 

Text" and double clicking a button on mouse 20 results in 

"Sample Text" being openec. In Figure 36, an open window 

789 for "Sample Text" is shown. 

26 
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In Figure 37 a window 791 for "Paste Up" (object 707) 

has been oper.ed by double clicking on the icon for "Paste 

Up". In Figure 38, using Cursor 781, controlled by mouse 

20, a portion 790 of the text of "Sample Text" has been 

selected. The portion in inverse video stating "New Wave 

Office environment" is portion 790. 

15 In Figu:-e 39, cursor 781 is used to select the 

20 

selection "Share" in a pull down menu 792. In Figure 40, 

an area 793 in wincow 791 is selected using cursor 781. In 

Figure 41, a selection "Paste" is selected from a pull down 

menu 794 using cursor 781. In Figure 42, "Sample Text" is 

25 l i n k e d t o " ? a s t e U p " ( o b j e c t 7 0 7 ) a n d d i s p 1 a y e d t e x t 7 9 0 i s 

displayed in "Paste Up" window 791. In Figure 43 "Sample 

Text" (object 709) is shown to be a child of "Paste Up" 
30 

(object 707) through a 1:nk 729. In Figure 42, displayed 

text 790 is shown in gray because "Star" window 789 is open. 

~ In Figure 44, "Star" window 789 is closed so displayed text 

790 is clearly displayed. 

In Figure 45, a region 795 of window 791 is selected 
40 

using cursor 781. Figure 46 shows cursor 781 dragging the 

icon "Star" into region 795 of window 791: 

45 I n F' i g u r e 4 1 , d a t a f r o m " S t a r " ( o b j e c t 7 0 6 ) i s n o w 

50 

displayed in region 795 of window 791. As may be seen in 

Figure 48, "Star" (object 706) is now a child of "Paste Up" 

(object 707) through a link 726. 

In Figure 49, a user has placed cursor 781 over region 

55 795 o~ window 791 and double clicked a button on mouse 20. 
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The result is the opening and display of "Star" (object 706) 
s 'S""o 

in a window 796. Figu~e ~ shows the use of cursor 781 to 

select selection "Ellipse" in a menu window 797 which 

10 results in the data within "Star" (object 706) being changed 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

from a star to an ellipse. As shown in Figure 51, the 

result is a change both in data displayed in window 796 and 

data displayed in region 795 of window 791. 

I~ Figure 52, cursor 781 is used to define a region 797 

in w.:.ncow 79i. !:J Figure 53, curse~ 781 is used to select a 

select:.on "Create a New ... " in pull down menu 798. As a 

result of this selection dialog box 799 appears in Figure 

54.· Dialog box 799 contains icons ror the two classes or 

objects available which are able to display data in region 

797 or window 791. Using cursor 781, the icon "HP Shape" 

has been highlighted. Usi~g keyboard 19 the name "New 

Shape" has been typed in as the name for a new object to be 

created. Cursor 781 now points to a regions labelled "OK". 

Once this region is selected, a new object titled "New 

Shape" is created. Data for "New Shape" is displayed in 

region 797 of window 791 as is shown in Figure 55. In 

Figure 56, "~ew Shape", (object 750) is s~own to be a child 

of "Paste Up" (object 707) through a link 760. 

In Figure 57 a window 800 for "New Shape" was opened by 

placing cursor 781 over region 797 of window 791 and 

clicking twice on a button on mouse 20. In Figure 58, 

cursor 781 is used to select the selection "Triangle" from a 

pull down menu 801. The result, a~ shown in Figure 59, is 

28 
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that a triangle is now displayed both in window 800 and in 

region 797 of window 791. 

In Figure 60, window 800 has been closed. In Figure 

61, ~New Shape" is selected by placing cursor 781 over 

region 797 of window 796, and clicking a button on mouse 20. 

In Figure 62, cursor 781 is used to select selection "Share" 

75 from pull down menu 794. In Figure 63, cursor 781 is used 

20 

to select a region 802 of window 791. In Figure 64, cursor 

781 is used to select selection "Paste" from pull down menu 

The re~ult, as shown in F~gure 65, is the sharing or 

"New Shape" w:.th data from "New Shape" being displayed in 

25 r e g i on 7 9 7 a n d i n !" e g i on 8 0 2 o f w i n do w 7 9 1 • I n F 1 g u r e 6 6 , 

"New Shape" (object 750) is shown to have an additional link 

110, from its parent "Paste Up" (object 707). 
30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

7 8 1 • 

In Fig~re 67, region 797 has been selected using cursor 

Cursor 781 is then used to select selection "Cut" from 

pull down mer.u 794. The result, as seen in Figure 68, is 

that region 781 has been removed from window 791. In Figure 

69, cursor 781 is used to select selection "Paste" from pull 

down menu 783. The result, shown in Figure 70, is an icon 

for "New Shape", pointed to by cursor 781: In Figure 71, 

"New Shape (object 750) is shown to now be a child of 

NewWave Office (object 100), through a link 780. 

In Figure 72, OMF 100 is shown to contain seven system 

files: syste~ file 601, system file 602, system file 603, 

system file 604, system file 605, system file 606 and system 

file 607. OHF interrace 599 serves as interface of OMF to 
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other programs ru~ning on computer 18. System files 601-607 

~erve as a data base that provides various information. 

They provide information about object properties such as 

what class each object is what is the name of each object. 

System files 601-507 provide information about classes of 

objects such as what application is associated with each 

class of objects, what icon represents objects of a 

particular class and lists of what messages (such as those 

shown in Figure 2) can be processed by objects of a 

particular class. Systero files 601-607 also contain 

information about links betweer. parent and child objects 

including a list of parents and reference names of each link 

from a parent for each object; a list of children and 

reference names of each lir.k to a child for each object; and 

additional information to manage data exchange across data 

links. Additionally, system files 601-607 contain general 

information such as what files are i~stalled in the 

operating system for eaeh class that is installed, and what 

objects have requested automatic restart when the OHF 100 is 

restarted. 

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention 

system file 601 is referred to as HPOMf.CAT, system file 602 

~ is referred to as HPOMF.CLS, system file 603 1s referred to 

as HPOMF.XRF, system file 604 is referred to as HPOHF.PRP, 

50 

55 

system file 605 is referred to as HPOMF.INS, system file 606 

is referred to as HPOMF.SDF and system file 607 is referred 
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to as H?CMFICO.NWE. A description of each syste~ file is 

now given. 

System file 601, !iPOHF.CAT, is also referred to as 

SYSCAT. H?OHF.CAT is a catalog of all the existing objects 

in the system. In Figure 73, H?CHF.CAT is shown to be 

record oriented. HPOMF.CAT has a plurality of file records. 

In Figure 73, file record 0 through file record 8 are shown, 

15 although HPO~F.CAT may contain many more file records than 

are shown in Figure 73. File record 0 is a header which 

contai~s var:ous s:g~atures a~d is used to manage a list of 
20 

free file records. A sig~ature is some known value which if 

present indicates that the file is not corrupted. File 

~ record 1 through file record 8 and additional file records 

(not shown) either define an existing object, or are free. 

In the preferred embod:ment H?OMr.CAT can grow dynamically, 
30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

as more file records are needed, but cannot shrink. 

File. record 1 defines a special object calle~ the 

global parent. The global parent has a form different than 

every other object, and may be regarded as a "pseudo" 

object. Figure 74 shows the global parent to be the parent 

of global object 250 through link 260, glpbal object 251 

through link 261, global object 252 through link 262, global 

object 253 through link 263, global object 254 through link 

264 and global object 255 through link 265, as shown. 

Global objects 250-255 are also within HPOMF.CAT. Each 

global object 250-255 may be a parent of one or more objects 

in HPOMF.CAT. Each object in HPOMF.CAT which is not a 
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global object, is a descendent of global object. Although 

Figu~e 74 shows only six global objects, the number of 

global objects operating on a system is a matter of system 

configuration. Any object in the system can refer to a 

global object by~using the reference name of the link to 

that global object from the global parent. 

As may be seen from Figu~e 73, file records in 

HPOHF.CAT are numbered consecutively. These numbers serve 

as tags, which identify each object. 

!~ the pre~erred embodiment of the present invention, 

each record is 128 bytes in length. The fields for file 

record 0 are listed in Table 1 below: 

l?irstFreeEntry 

Fileid 

Version 

lHaxRecordNumber 

Table 1 

Contains t~e record number of 
the first free record in 
HPOM:.CAT, or "0" if there are 
no free records. 

Contains the null terminated 
string "HPOHF.CAT". This serves 
as a signature. 

Contains the file format version 
number, which also serves as a 
signature. 

Contains the number of the 
highest record ever allocated 
from within HPOHF.CAT (this 
highest record may or may not be 
free). 

Table 2, below, contains the fields for file records in 

50 HPOMF.CAT for file records other tha~ file record 0: 

55 
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lFirstFreeEntry 

TypeinClass 

SysCatflags 

properties 

fastprops 

EP 0 497 022 A1 

Tab:e 2 

Is "-1" if this record defines 
an object, otherwise this record 
is free and this field is the 
record number of the next free 
record, or "0" if there are no 
more free records. If the 
record is free, none of the 
other fields in the record is 
meaningful. 

Specifies the class of this 
object. This is the number or 
the record in HPOMF.CLS that 
indicates to which class the 
object belongs (see discussion 
of class above). 

Specifies if the object is 
global if the bit masked by the 
number 20 (hexadecimal) is set 
in this byte. In the preferred 
e~bodiment all other bit 
positions must contain "0" and 
are not used. 

Specifies the number of 
prope;ties, the length of the 
property r.ames and the location 
in HPOMF.PR? or the object's 
properties. See the description 
of HPOMF.PRP below for further 
definition of the structure of 
this field. 

Certain 'object properties, such 
as name, are so heavily accessed 
that they are stored directly in 
this field, rather than 
indirectly in the properties 
file. Properties stored in this 

·field are called "fast 
properties." 

System file 602, HPOMF.CLS is also referred to as 

SYSCLASS. This system file is a list of all installed 

classes in the system. It is record oriented. The first 

record, numbered 0, is a header which contains various 
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signatures (see above) and is use= to manage a list of free 

records. All other records either de~ine an installed class 

or are free. In the preferred e~bodiment HPOMF.CLS can grow 

dynamically, but cannot shrink. 
10 

Each file record in HPOMF.CLS is thirty-two bytes in 

length. HPOMF.CLS file record 0 (the header) contains the 

75 following fields listed in Table 3: 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

lFirst::'reeEntry 

Fileld 

Versio:-1 

1 Max!i eco rcNum be r 

Table 3 

Contains the record number of 
the first free record in 
H?OMF.CLS, or "0" if there are 
no f:-ee records. 

Contains the null terminated 
string "HPO~F.CLS" 

Contains the file format version 
number. 

Contain~ the number of the 
highest record ever allocated 
from within HPOMF.CLS (this 
highest record may or may not be 
free). 

Table ~. below, contains the fields for file records in 

HPOMF.CLS for file records other than file record 0: 
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Table 4 

Is "-1" if this record defines 
an installed class, otherwise 
this record is free and this 
field is the record number of 
the next free record, or "0" if 
there are no more free records. 
If the record is free, none of 
the other fields in the record 
is meaningful. 

Specifies the name of the 
application associated with 
objects or this class as a null
terminated string. 

Specifies the number of 
properties, the length of the 
property names and the location 
in HPOMF.PRP of the object's 
properties. See the description 
of HPOMF.PRP below for further 
definition of the structure of 
this field. 

In Figure 75, the relationship of HPOMF.CAT and 

HPOMF.CLS is shown. Within each object entry within 

HPOMF.CAT, the record number, which is an object's tag, 

m serves as an identifier 650 of data files in a mass storage 

memory 170 associated with the object. The field 

"TypeinClass" serves as an identifier 651 of the class entry 
40 

in HPOMF.CLS, which identifies the class of each object. 

Within each class entry in HPOMF.CLS, the.rl~ld 

45 " Mod u 1 e F' i 1 e N a m e " s e r v e s a s a n i d e n t 1 r 1 e r 6 5 2 o f t h e 

application file in mass storage memory 170 which is 

associated with the class. 
50 

In Figure 76, the organization of a portion of mass 

storage memory 170 is shown. A root directory 660 contains 

55 pointers to an HPNWDATI\ direct-ory 661 and HPNWPROG directory 
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668. H?NWPROG directory 668 is the location of storage for 

applications files, represented by arrows 669. HPNWOA TA 

contains a plurality of HPOMFddd directories, represented by 

ro directories 662, 663, 664, 665 and 666. In the HPOMFddd 

directories are stored data files associated with objects. 

The "ddd" in HPOHfddd stands for a three digit, leading 
75 

zeros, hexadecimal number. Each HPOMFddd directory has a 

different "ddd" hexadecimal number. The "ddd" number 

20 1nd!cates which HPOMfddd directory stores data files for a 

particular object. Data files for a particular object are 

stored in the HPOHFddd directory which has a "ddd" number 
25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

equal to the tag for the object divided by an integer 

numbe~, e.g., fifty four. Within each HPOMFddd directory, 

files are stored by tag numbers, e.g. data file names have 

the format xxxxxxxx.lll, where "xxxxxxxx" is an eight digit 

leading zeros hexadecimal tag, and "111~ are a rererence 

chosen by the application. 

System file 603, HPOMF.XRF is also rererred to as 

SYSXREF. This file is a list of all the links existing in 

the .system. It is record oriented, but does not have a 

header record. Each record rile is either free, or derines 

an existing link, or is used as an overrlow record rrom the 

previous record to speciry additional view specification 

inrormation. Records that contain view specirications are 

called view specification file records. View specification 

file records can be identified only by a previous record 

ss w h 1 c h d e r 1 n e s a n e x 1 s t i n g d a t a 1 i n 1<: ; vi e w s p e c i r i c a t i on r i 1 e 

36 
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records cannot be identified by the content within a view 

specification file record. HPOMF.XRF is inQreased in size 

16K bytes at a time. A newly allocated portion of HPOMF.XRF 

is filled with zeros. File records within HPOHF.XRF which 

are free or which define a link have the following fields 

listed in Table 5: 

Parent Tag 

Child Tag 

Reflhme 

Table 5 

Contains the tag (HPOMF.CAT 
record number) or the parent 
object of this link. If this 
field is o, then this record 
does not derine a link and is 
free. 

Contains the tag of the child 
object or this link. If 
ParentTag in this record is 0, 
and this field is also o, then 
no record beyond this record in 
HPOMF.XRF defines a link. 

Contains the reference name that 
the parent has assigned to the 
link. This ~ield is meaningless 
if ParentTag or ChildTag is 
zero. Otherwise, if the top 
three bits of this value are 
110, the next record in the file 
is a view specification. 

File records within HPOMF.XRF which are view 

specification file records have the follo~ing fields listed 

in Table SA: 
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Dataid 

Snapshot 

Mise 

VS_N£WDATASET 

EP 0 497 022 Al 

Table 5A 

Contains the value that the 
child has assigned to identify 
the part of itself that is being 
viewed through the link. 

Contains the tag (HPOMF.CAT 
record number) of the object 
which 1~ the view's snapshot, or 
if zero, the view has no 
snap3hot. For further 
discussion or snapshots, see 
below. 

Composed of several bit fields 
described below: 

Set if child has told OMF 
that new data is available, 
but has not been announced 
to the parent. The 
hexadecimal number 8000 
0000 is a mask which 
indicates which bits are 
used for this bit field. 

VS_NEWDATAANNOUNCED Set if child has told OMF 
to announce new data to 
parent, but parent was 
inactive and was not 
notified. The hexadecimal 
number 4000 0000 is a mask 
which indicates which bits 
are used for this bit 

VS_SNAPSHOTOLD 

VS_WANTMESSAGES 

f1 el d. 

Set if child has told OHF 
that the view's snapshot is 
out-of-date. The 
hexadecimal number 2000 
0000 i~ ~ mask which 
indicates which bits are 
used for this bit field. 

Set if child has told OHF 
that it wants to process 
view messages when snapshot 
is out-of-date. The 
hexadecimal number 1000 
0000 is a mask which 
indicates which bits are 
used for this bit field. 
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VS TEXTDISKLOC 

VS_INITIALIZED 

VS RESERVED 

VS VIEWCL ASS 

File position in HPOMf.PRP 
where a view's 32 character 
textual data IO is located. 
This contains zero if no 
t~xtual data ID has been 
defined by the child. The 
low order five bits or the 
file position are always 
zero and are thus not 
stored in the Mise field. 
The hexadecimal number OFFF 
FFEO is a mask which 
indicates which bits are 
used for this bit field. 

Set if the view 
specification has been 
initialized. If clear, all 
information in the view 
specification is zero. The 
hexadecimal number 0000 
0010 is a mask which 
indicates which bits are 
used ror this bit field. 

Reserved for future 
expansion. The hexadecimal 
num~er 0000 0008 is a mask 
which indicates which bits 
are used for this bit 
field. 

Specifies the view class 
the child assigned to the 
view. The view class 
defines what view methods 
are available to the 
parent. The hexadecimal 
number 0000 0001 is a mask 
which indicates which bits 
are used for this bit 
field. 

For example, in Figure 77, Object 671 is a folder and 

has a tag of "6". Object 671 15 a parent of an object 672 

through a link 67~ and a parent or an object 673 through a 

link 575. Object 572 has a tag of ~12". Link 674 as a 

reference name "1". Object 673 has a tag of "19". Link 
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675 has a reference name "7". Reference names are picked by 

the parent object and need to be unique for the particular 

parent object; however, other parents may have a link with 

the same reference name provided each reference name is 

unique for each parent. 

Figure 79 shows a block diagram of HPOHF.XRF 603 •. 

HPOMF.XRF contains an entry for each link between parents 

and children. In HPOMF.XRF 603 column 731 contains the tag 

of the parent for each link. Column 732 contains the tag or 

the child for each link. Column 733 contains the reference 

name for each link. The first three bit positions or column 

733, shown in Figure 79 as sub-column 734, indicate whether 

a view specification file record is present ("110") whether 

no view specification file record follows ("000") or whether 

the link is between is a link from the global parent to a 

global object ("100"). 

As may be seen, entry 735 is an entry which describes 

link 674 shown in Figure 77. That is, in column 731 or 

entry 735 there is the parent tag "6". In column 732 there 

is the child tag "12" and in column 733 there is the 

reference name "1". Since object 671 i~ p folder, there is 

45 n o v 1 e w , t h e r e f o r e t he t h r e e b i t s w 1 t h 1 n s u b c o 1 u m n 7 3 4 w o u 1 d 

be "000". 

Similarly, entry 736 is an entry which describes link 
50 

675 shown in Figure 77. That is, in column 731 or entry 736 

there is the parent tag "6". In column 732 there is the 

ss child tag "19" and in column 733 there is the ref'erence name 
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"7". Since object 671 is a folder, there is no view, 

therefore the three bits within subcolumn 734 would be 

"000". 

1o In Figure 78, Object 676 is a document and has a tag of 

15 

20 

25 

.JO 

"17". Object 676 is a parent of an object 677 through a 

link 679 and a parent of an object 678 through a link 680. 

Object 677 has a tag of "8". Link 679 as a reference name 

"1". Object 678 has a tag of "21". Link 680 has a 

reference name "3". 

In Figure 79, an entry 737 describes link 679 shown in 

Figure 78. That 1.s, in column 731 of entry 737 there is the 

parent tag "17". In column 732 there is the child tag "8" 

and in column 733 there is the reference name "1". Object 

676 is a document, and assuming there is a view associated 

with link 679, the three bits within subcolumn 734 contain 

the three bits "110" and ~ntry 738 is a view specification 

-'5 record. 

Similarly, an entry 739 describes link 680 shown in 

Figure 78. That is, in column 731 of entry 739 there is the 
40 

parent tag "17". In column 732 there is the child tag n21" 

and in column 733 there is the reference name "3"· Assuming 

~ there is a view associated with link 680,. the three bits 

within subcolumn 734 contain the three bits "1 10" and entry 

740 is a view specification record. 
50 

In rigure 80, view specification record 740 is shown to 

include a field 741 which conta~ns a data identification ror 

~ the view, a field 742 which indicates whether there is a 
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snapshot used in the view, and a field 743 which contains 

5 miscellaneous information about the view. The data 

identification number is used by the child object or the 

link, to determine what data is sent through the link. 
10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

.15 

Figures 37 - 43 show the establishment or a link with 

a view. As has been discussed before, in Figure 37 window 

791 for "Paste Up" (object 707) has been opened by double 

clicking on the icon for "Paste Up". In Figure 3B, using 

Cursor 781, controlled by mouse 20, portion 790 or the text 

of "Sample Textn has been selected. The portion in inverse 

video stating "New Wave Office environment" is portion 790. 

In Figure 39, cursor 781 is used to select the 

selection "Share" in a pull down menu 792. Once "Share" is 

selected, chile object 709 ("Sample Text") creates a data 

identification number which identifies portion 790 of the 

text to child object 709. Child object 709 also ca~ses OMF 

100 to put a link to child object 709 on clipboard 720-

Child object 709 communicates to OHF 100 through command set 

rorth in Appendix E, attached hereto--. Child object 709 

w also informs OHF 100 what data identification number ls 

associated with the new link between the child 709 and 

clipboard 720. If there is a snapshot as~ociated with the 
45 

11 n k , chi 1 d 7 0 9 will a 1 so i n r o rm 0 MF 1 0 0 i r there 1 s a 

snapshot associated with the link. Snapshots are discussed 

so more fully below. As a result OMF 100 will make an entry in 

H?OMF.XRF 603 for a link between clipboard 720 and child 

object 709. The view specification record for the link will 
55 
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include the data identification number given to OMF 100 by 

child 709. 

In Figure ~0, area 793 in window 791 1~ selected using 

cursor 781. In Figure 41, a selection "Paste" is selected 

from a pull down menu 794 u~ing cursor 781. At this point 

parent object 707 {"Paste Up") requests OMF 100 for a link 

making him the parent of what is on clipboard 720. The view 
r.J&: 

specification record for thet;>etween clipboard 720 and child 

709 is copied for link 729 between parent 707 and child 709. 

In Figure 43 "Sample Text" (object 709) is shown to be a 

child of "Paste Up" (object 707) through link 729. 

In Figure 42, "displayed text 790 is displayed in 

"Paste Up" window 791. In accomplishing this, parent object 

707 makes a call to OMF 100 asking that a message be sent to 

the object identified by the reference name for link 729. 

This message requests the child object 709 to display data 

from this link into a location specified by parent object 

707. OMF 100 takes the message from parent 707, adds the 

data identification number rrom the view specification 

record for link 729, and delivers the message to child 709. 

Child 709 displays the data in the speciried location, in 

this case area 793. The name of the mess~ge sent from 

parent 707 to OMF 100 to child 709 is "DISPLAY_VIEW", 

further described in Appendix B, attached hereto. 

Another message "PRINT_SLAVEft, also described in 

Appendix B, may be used when it is desired to print data on 

a printer rather than display data on a terminal screen. 
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In addition, Parent 707 may send a "GET_SIZE" message 
5 

to child object 709. In a "GET_SIZE" message, parent object 

707 identifies a reference na~e for link 729 and indicates 

10 coordinates for a display. OMF 100 takes the GET SIZE 

15 

20 

;>5 

30 

35 

40 

message from parent 707, adds the data identirication number 

from the view specification record ror llnk 729, and 

delivers the message to child 709. Child 709 returns to 

parent 707 the size of the portion or the specified area 

that child 709 would use to display the data. This allows 

parent 707 to modify the region reserved for displaying data 

from child 709 when child 709 is not able to scale the data 

to fit in the region specified by parent 707. 

When~ data from a child object is being displayed by a 

parent object, and the child object changes the displayed 

data, the child objects notifies OMF 100 that there has been 

a change in the data object. For example, as described 

above, in Figure 47, data from "Star" (object 706) now 

displayed in region 795 of window 791. And, as may be .seen 

in Figure 48, "Star" (object 706) i.s a child of "Paste Up" 

(object 707) through a link 726. Since data is being passed 

from child object 706 to parent object 707, link 726 is a 

~ data link which includes a view specifica~ion. 

In Figure 49, the method for changing data in child 

object 706 is shown. A user places cursor 781 over region 
50 

795 of window 791 and double clicks a button on mouse 20. 

The result is the opentng and display or "Star" (object 706) 

ss in a windo\J 796. Using cursor 781 to select selection 
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"Ellipse" in a menu window 797 results in the data within 

s "Star" (object 706) being changed from a star to an ellipse. 

As shown in Figure 51, the result is a change both in data 

displayed in window 796 and data displayed in region 795 or 
10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

window 791. 

Child object 706 accomplishes this change by making a 

call to OMF 100 stating that data associated with the data 

identification number associated with link 726 1s changed. 

OHF 100 looks up all of the links that use the data 

identification number. !r the parent object or any or the 

links is not active, OMF 100 sets the bit 

VS_NEWDATAANNOUNCED for that link in HPOHF.XRF. When the 

parent object is activated, the parent object can then 

request the new data. 

If the parent o~ject is active, OMF 100 will send a 

message to the parent object saying that new data is 

available. OMF 100 will identify to the parent object the 

reference name of the link for which there i~ additional 

data. The parent object ~ends a message to the child object 

1f it wants the ne~ data displayed. In the present case 

parent object 707 is active , and has requested the new data 

to be displayed in region 795 of window 7!l1. A rurther 

description or the View Specifications are round in 

Appendixes 8, C and D. 

sa The advantage or the present invention is that parent 

object 707 is able to communicate with child object 706 

through OMF 100, without parent object 707 or child object 
55 
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706 knowing the identity or any other detail~ about each 

other. The parent object identiries the link using only the 
5 

reference name or the link. The child object identifies the 

link using just the data identification number or the link. 

10 OMF 100 does all the translation and identification of which 

links and which objects are involved. 

System file 604, HPOMF.PRP, is also referred to as 

15 
SYSPROP. HPOHF.PRP contains all the object and class 

properties except ror the fast object properties which are 

contained in HPOMF.CAT. Each record in system file 601 
20 

(HPOMf.CAT) and system file 602 (HPOMF.CLS) has a properties 

field, as described above. Each properties field contains 

~ the fields describe~ in Table 6 below: 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

DirDiskLoc 

n?rops 

PoolSize 

Table 6 

Contains the position (byte 
offset) within HPOHF.PRP o( the 
property li~t directory. 

Contains the number of 
properties in the ~roperty list. 
This is the number or entries in 
the directory entry array 
described below. 

Contains the combined length of 
all the names of the properties 
in the property list, including 
a null-termin~ting byte for each 
name. This is the size of the 
directory name pool described 
be 1 ow. 

For each object and for each class, at the OirDiskLoc 

position in the HPOHF.P~? file is the property directory for 

that object or that class. The directory has two major 
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portions: the entry array, followed by the name pool. The 

5 entry array has one entry for each property in the property 

10 
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list. Each entry has fields set out in Table 7 below: 

Value Len 

ValueD1skLoc 

CacheOffset 

Table 7 

Specifies the length in bytes of' 
the associated property. This 
can be zero. 

Contains the position within 
HPOMF.PRP of the value of' the 
associated property. If 
ValueLen is zero, this is also 
zero, and there is no value 
stored anywhere. 

This field is only used at run 
ti~e and is not meaningful in 
the t"ile. 

Immediately following the entry array is the name pool. 

This portion of HPOMF.PRP contains the null-terminated names 

of p~operties in the property list, in the same order as the 

entry array. Properties may include such things as titl~s, 

user comments, date and time or creation, the user who 

created the object, etc. For more information on 

properties, see Appendix o. 

HPO~F.PRP grow5 dynamically as need. At the beginning 

of HPOMF.PRP there is a 128 byte bitmap which controls the 

allocation of the first 1024 pages of HPO~F.PRP. Each page 

is 32 bytes in length. These pages immediately follow the 

bit map. The bitmap is an array of words with the most 

!ignificant bit of each word used first. Thus, bits 15 

through C of the first word of the bitmap control the 

allocation of pages 0 through 15 of the file, respectively. 
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When storage in the first 1024 pages is insufficient, a 
5 

second bitmap is added to the file following page 1023. 

This bitmap controls the allocation or pages 1024 through 

10 2047, which immediately follow the second bitmap. 

15 

20 

25 

30 

Additional bitmaps and pages are added in the same way, as 

needed. 

Each directory and property value is stored as a single 

block in the file, i.e., as a contiguous run or pages that 

are all allocated in the same bit~ap. This causes the 

restriction that no directory or value can exceed 32K bytes 

(1024 ti~es 32) in length. 

System file 605, HPOMP.INS, is also referred to as 

SYSINSTL. HPOMF.INS contains a list of the files that were 

copied to the system when each class was installed. This 

information is used so that these files can be deleted when 

the class is de-installed. 

35 The very beginning of HPOMF.INS is a double word value 

which serves as a validity/version identifier. In the 

preferred embodiment the value of this double word must be 
40 

45 

50 

0101ABCD hex to be valid. In Table 8, this number is stored 

as shown because of the protocols for storage in the 

particular processor used by the prererre~ embodiment, i.e. 

an 80286 microprocessor made by Intel Corporation. 

Following the double word comes a series of variable 

length records. There is one record for each installed 

class. The first word of each record is the length of the 

ss res t o !' the r e co r d , i n by t e s • T hi s 1 s f o 11 owed by t he n u 1 1-
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terminated class name of the installed class. Then follows 

s the file names of the files copied to the OMF directories, 

each ter~inated by a null byte, and preceded by a byte which 

gives the length of the file name, including the length byte 
10 

and the null terminator. If the file na~e begins with the 

special character "'", the file 1s assumed to be located in 

15 the HPNWPROG directory. If the file name begins with the 

special character "+" the file is assumed to be located in 

the HPNWDATA directory. 
20 

For example, assume two classes are installed: class 

"AB" and class "CDE". Class "AB" caused two files to be 

25 
installed: "Z" to HPNWPROC directory 668 and "YY" to the 

HPNWDATA directory. Class "COE" cau:sed 1 file to be 

installed: "XXX" to HPNWPROC directory 668. Given this 

30 
'I' able 8 below shows the contents of HPOMF.INS for this case 

example: 

35 Table 8 

offset content comments 
0 CD AB 0, 01 File header/version check 
ll oc 00 Length of AB record ( , 2 

40 decimal) 
6 4 1 42 00 "AB" + Null 
9 011 Length or length byte "•Z" + 

Null 
A 2A SA 00 "'Z" + Null . 

45 D 05 Length of length byte .... "+YY• + 
Null 

E 2B 59 59 00 "•YY" + Null 
12 OA 00 Length or CDE record ( , 0 

decimal) 
50 1 4 43 44 45 00 "CDE" + Null 

'e 06 Length or length byte + "•XXX" 
+ Null 

1 9 2A 58 58 58 00 "•XXX" + Null 

55 
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System File 606, HPOMF.SDF is also referred to as the 

"shutdown file". HPOMF.SDF exists only when the system has 

been cleanly shut down. It is deleted as the system starts, 

ro and created as it shuts down. On startup, if this file is 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

missing, OMF assumes that the last session ended abnormally, 

and so it goes through its crash recovery procedures to 

validate and repair the system files as best it can. The 

system files can be in an invalid but predictable state on a 

crash. These errors are c~rrected without user 

interventio~. Certain other kinds of file consistency 

errors are detected, but are not really possible from an 

"ordinary" system crash. These errors are in general not 

correctable and the OMF will not allow the system to come up 

in this case. 

If HPO~f.SDF ~s present, it contains a list or objects. 

When the system is being shut down normally, each object 

which is active at the time can request that the OHF restart 

them when the system is restarted. The list or obJects, 

then is the list or tags or obJects which have requested 

that they be restarted when the system is restarted. 

The first wor~ in HPOMF.SDF is a flag word. lf this 

word is non-zero, OHF will execute its crpsh recovery code 

even though HPOHF.SDF exists. Normal shutdown will set this 

flag when producing the file if some serious error occurred 

in the session being ended. 

After the first word, the rest of the file is a 

ss sequence o~ three byte records. ihe first two bytes of each 
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record contain the tag of the object to be restored. The 
5 

least significant byte is first. The third byte is not used 

in the preferred embodiment, and is zero. 

10 For example, if the system is shut down cleanly in the 

last session and two objects, having tags or 2 and 7, 

respectively, have requested restart, the contents or 
15 

HPOMF.SDF will be as set out in Table 9 below. 

Table 9 

20 offset content comments 
0 00 00 Indicates no crash recovery 

needed 
2 02 00 Tag of first object to restart 
4 00 Unused and reserved 
5 07 00 Tag of second object to restart 
7 00 Unused and reserved 

25 

System file 7, HPOHF!CO.NWE, is a Microsoft Windows 

30 dynamic library executable file which contains a dummy entry 

point and no data. Microsoft Windows is a program sold by 

35 
Microsoft Corporation, having a business address at 16011 NE 

36th Way, ~edmond, WA 98073-9717. HPOMriCO.NWE also 

contains as "resources" the icons of each installed class. 

40 OMF modifies HPOMFICO.NWE directly during run time, and 

loads and unloads it to get the icon resources rrom it. The 

rormat of HPOMFICO.NWE is defined in Microsoft Windows 
45 

documentation distributed by Microsoft Corporation. 

Normally working with a view (see discussion on views 

so above) causes a child's application to be invoked. Where 

large applications are involved, this can cause a lot of 

55 

51 
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unnecessary ove~head. The use or snapshots allow this 

overhead to be eliminated. 

A snapshot is an object that uses executable code from 

a separate library referred to as a dynamic access library 

(or DAL) rather than using the full application executable 

code. The only data file associated with a snapshot 

contains data which is to be sent from a child object to a 

15 parent object. The code which encapsulates the data file 

20 

although referred to as a dynamic library, is still stored 

in directory HPOMFPROG (directory 668). 

For example, figure 81 shows a parent object 501 linked 

to a child object 502 through a link 504. Associated with 

25 link 504 is a snapshot 503. Once child object has designated 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

snapshot 503 in a view specification record for link 50!1, 

snapshot 503 is able to provide data from child object 502 

to parent 501 without the necessity of invoking an 

application associated with child object 502. 

As shown in Figure 82, when there is no snapshot, child 

object 502 must be active in order to send view data 522 to 

parent object 501, in order for parent object 501 to display 

view data 522 in a window display 521. In Figure 83, 

however, !!!napshot 503 is shown to provide. view data 522 to 

parent object 501 without the necessity or child 502 being 

active. Further implementation details or snapshots are 

given is Appendix 8, Appendix C and Appendix o. 

Appendix A is a list of major data structures within 

OMF '00. 

52 
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Appendix B is a description of funct1on3 which OMF 

interface 599 recognizes in the preferred embodiment or the 

s present invention. 

tO 

Appendix C (HP Newwave Environment: Program Design 

Examples) Gives examples of how the preferred embodiment or 

the present invention may be implemented.including detail as 

to how OMF 100 allows data to be viewed between windows 

ts displayed on monitor 14. 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

Appendix 0 (Chapter 2 or Programmer's Guide) gives a 

further overview of the preferred embodiment of the present 

invention. rurther detail as to the operation or the 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
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Claims 

1. An object based distributed computer system comprising a network of workstations and means tor 
transmitting objects between workstations characterised by objects including a first object type tor 

so storing data and a second object type for presenting data to a user, wherein objects of the second type 
(V-c) reference an associated object of the first type (V-s) to enable a plurality of users of workstations 
to access data of the object of the first type. comprising means for transmitting an object of the second 
type (V-c) between workstations thereby to create a reference to the assoc1ated ob)ect ol the first type 
(V-s) for each workstation receiving an object of the second type. 

55 

2. A system according to claim 1 comprising means tor copying an object of the second type (V·c) 
between workstations. 
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3. A system according to claim 1 or claim 2 wherein transmitted objects of the second type (V-c)include 
an identifier (60) for the associated object of the first type (V·s). 

4. A system according to any preceding claim in the form of a conferencing system comprising means 
5 enabling users of the workstations to participate in a meeting over the network wherein objects of the 

first type (V·s) store meeting data ana objects of the second type (V-c) are for presenting meeting data. 

5. A method of convening a meeting using a system as claimed in claim 4 comprising transmitting an 
object of the second type (V-c) between workstations thereby to create a reference to the associated 

ro object of the first type (V-s) for each workstation receiving an object of the second type. 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to the use of "electronic mail" for affording message exchange between computer 
users. In particular. the invention permits communication to be established between users at different terminals 

5 connected to a mini-computer or a main frame operating under a multi-tasking operating system, or between 
users at workstations or network stations (X-terminals) connected by a communication network. It should be 
noted that throughout the specification and claims, the term "workstation• is used generally to denote any de
vice for communicating interactively with a computer and including a display monitor and an input device such 
as a keyboard, mouse and so on. 

10 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In recent years, there has been a constant growth of computer network installations. This, coupled with 
the spread of minicomputers and main frames connected to a plurality of terminals, have encouraged the use 

15 of network orientated applications. A typical such application is "electronic mail", which enables at least two 
users to exchange messages. 

Several standards, such as "X.400" for OSI or "Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension" (MIME) for "Internet• 
have been defined to permit message exchange of multiple data types. The messages may consist of different 
authorized types, such as computer-executable files. computer program-processable files (such as spread-

20 sheets), audio and video sequences, or a combination thereof, as in the case of multi-media. 
The electronic mail methods used nowadays are of off-line or batched character, whereby a message, e.g. 

a text file, is sent from User A to User B and stored in User B's data storage device, usually referred to as a 
"mailbox". User B, at his earliest convenience which may, of course, be some considerable time later, accesses 
his mailbox to read any pending messages, and so finds User P\s text file. He may then respond by sending 

25 an acknowledgement message to User A This simplified protocol demonstrates the off-line character of the 
connection. 

It is possible to re-configure the computer prompt appearing on the screen of User B's computer at the 
moment the message arrives. whereby User B is provided with immediate feedback that a message is waiting 
for him. This, in turn, permits User B to generate an immediate response to User A. Nevertheless, the belched 

30 character oft he communication is retained, since User B's response resides in User P\s maObox, and in order 
to retrieve it, User A must invoke a series of instructions, including entering the mailbox and selecting therefrom 
the message whose contents are to be displayed. If he wishes to answer it immediately, he must prepare a 
message of a type supported by the electronic mail program, and send the message through the network to 
User B. 

35 It would clearly be preferable to invoke an interactive session in which a message sent by User A is im-
mediately displayed on User B's screen for direct response by User B. Consider, for example, a firm in which 
each employee uses a PC all of which are interconnected by a standard network. Suppose an employee (User 
A) sends a draft of an important letter to his boss (User B). The boss, after reviewing the received draft, wishes 
to establish an Interactive communication with User A, and optionally to involve In the discussion the depart· 

40 ment manager (User C). Obviously, a copy of User P\s draft is sent to User C, so as to permit a discussion to 
be conducted between the three participants. 

Alternatively, User A may be replaced by a "groupware application" running on a server. Such a groupware 
application is shared by several users as in the case of a document edited simultaneously by two or more au
thors. Conventional groupware applications permit each of the authors to effect simultaneous editing of the 

45 document whHst being logged into different workstations. However. suppose that during the course of editing, 
it is required to involve an additional author who is a specialist in a certain topic discussed in the groupware 
document In such case, it is required to establish an interactive session between the groupware application 
(running on one computer) and the specialist user who is generally logged into a different workstation. 

It is clear that the above requirements cannot be realized in currently available electronic mailing systems 
so which, as explained above, are not interactive. 

In contrast to batch-type electronic mailing systems, it is also known to provide an interactive on-line com
munication between users across a computer network. Thus, for computers operating under the UNIX oper
ating system, there is provided a facility "TALK" whereby such interactive communication may be achieved be
tween several users. However, "TALK" and other similar interactive communication methods are intrusive since 

55 only the user who establishes the communication has control as to when the communication is to be estab
lished, whilst all of the remaining users are likely to be disturbed during the performance of other tasks. Thus, 
typically, if User A invokes the ''TALK" facility in order to initiate an interactive communication with User B, a 
message flashes on the screen of User B's workstation in order to inform him that User A wishes to establish 
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a communication. If User B is otherwise preoccupied and ignores the message, it will reappear at regular in· 
tervals until finally User B also invokes the "TALK" facility in order to communicate with User A. Until such com
munication is established, the constant reappearance of warning-type messages on the screen of User B's 
workstation is inevitably intrusive and can be most irritating to User B. 

5 Furthermore, if User B repeatedly ignores the messages which appear on his screen advising him of User 
1\s desire to establish an interactive dialogue and User A responds in kind, by exiting from the "TALK" facility, 
no trace of the previous attempts to establish such dialogue is left in User 1\s workstation. Thus, if and when 
User B is eventually free to respond to the message originally dispatched by User A, there exists no trace on 
User /l\s workstatiOn of his original attempts to establish such communication and it is thus now User B. and 

10 no longer User A, who must initiate the communication. 

15 

Additionally, facilities such as "TALK" are intended only for invoking interactive communications between 
users working at respective workstations and have no provision for establishing such communication between 
a user and an application or between two applications such as, for example, a groupware document being edit
ed simultaneously by different users at respective workstations. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the invention to provide a method for establishing an Interactive dialogue between two 
or more workstations in such a manner as to preserve the non-intrusive character of batch-type electronic mail 

20 systems, whilst nevertheless permitting an interactive multi-way communication to be conducted between the 
participants. 

According to the invention there is provided for use in a computer network system comprising at least first 
and second workstations adapted to send. and receive messages by utilizing a suitable communication protocol 
and further adapted to exchange batch messages by means of an electronic mail program stored in each of 

25 said at least first and second workstations; 
a method for establishing an interactive communication between said at least first and second work

stations, said method characterized by the steps of: 
(i) categorizing said batch messages such that a batch message of a predetermined cat99ory informs a 
receiving workstation that a sending workstation wishes to establish an interactive communication be-

30 tween a specified first logical port in the sending workstation and a specified second logical port in the 
receiving workstation; 
(ii) sending a batch message oft he predetermined cat99ory having therein a reference to said first logical 
port from the first workstation to the second workstation so as to be received thereby and stored in storage 
means containing a list of batch messages; 

35 (iiQ monitoring at the second workstatiOn all batch messages in said storage means at specified periods 
of time; 
(iv) noting the presence in said storage means of a batch message of said predetermined category; 
(v) utilizing the communication protocol to send an initiation signal from the second logical port in the sec
ond workstation to the first logical port in the first workstation; and 

40 (vi) responsive to receipt of the initiation signal, establishing an interactive two-way communication be-
tween the first logical port of the first workstation and the second logical port of the second workstatiOn. 
In accordance with such a method, the message may be sent directly from an application running in the 

first workstation for subsequent storage in the mailbox In the second workstation. Upon scanning the mailbox 
in the second workstation, the user finds a message of the predetermined category, indicating that another 

45 user or application on the network wishes to establish a two-way interactive communication with him. 
In normal batch-orientated electronic mail systems, each message in a user's mailbox has a corresponding 

title, by means of which the awaiting message can be identified. It is preferable to embed within the title of the 
awaiting message some indication that the message is adapted for establishing a two-way interactive com
munication with a sending workstation. Alternatively, this fact may not be apparent from the tide oft he message 

50 itself, in which case the receiving workstation will not afford the awaiting message any special priority, although 
the very act of reading the message will invoke the required interactive communication. 

According to a preferred embodiment, the method is used in order to establish an interactive communica
tion between a groupware application running on the first workstation and at least one user working at a second 
workstation who accesses the groupware application via a suitable interface window. In such a system, the 

55 interface window at the second workstation Is associated with the second logical port thereof so that when 
the desired two-way interactive communication is established between the first and second logical ports of 
the first and second workstations, respectively, the groupware application running on the first workstation will 
interact directly with the user via the interface window of the second workstation. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a clearer understanding af the invention and to see how the same may be carried out in practice, some 
preferred embodiments will now be described, by way of non-limiting example only, with reference to the ac-

5 companying drawings, in which: 
Figs. 1a and 1b are block diagrams showing functionally a computer network system and a detail of a 
workstation thereof for implementing an electronic maa method according to the invention; 
Fig. 2 is a simplified flow diagram showing the principal operating steps associated with a sending work
station in the system shown in Fig. 1; 

10 Fig. 3 is a simplified flow diagram showing the principal operating steps associated with a receiving work
station in the system shown in Fig. 1; 

15 

Fig. 4 is a flow diagram showing in somewhat greater detail the operating steps shown in Fig. 3; and 
Fig. 5 is a composite flow diagram showing the principal operating steps of the system depicted in Fig. 1 
operating under UNIX and utilizing the Internet communication protocol. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Figs. 1a and 1 b show a computer network system 10 comprising a server 11 coupled, via a communication 
network depicted generally as 12 to a plurality of client computers 13 to 17. respectively. Each of the computers 

20 13 to 17 constitutes a workstation associated with which is a storage device 19 and a display device 20. Typ
ically, each of the computers 13 to 17 is adapted to run several tasks simultaneously, data associated with 
each task being displayed on the display device 20 in a corresponding window 21 thereof. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment, the communication network 12 utilizes the Internet standard 
as a communication protocol and further utilizes the so-called "Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension" (MIME) 

25 for the Internet standard. MIME provides means for exchanging messages between users in an Internet-ori
entated communication network. The messages may be one of several different categories such as, for ex
ample, computer executable files, computer program processable files (such as spreadsheets), audio and vid
eo sequences or a combination thereof. The MIME standard permits the definition of a application's specific 
category. This feature is exploited by the invention for defining a unique category to represent an electronic 

30 mail message which is configured to establish a two-way interactive communication between the server 11 
and one or more of the client computers 13 to 17. 

Typical mail exchange under the MIME standard between computers inter-connected in a network as 
shown in Fig. 1a is implemented as follows. The server 11 as well as each of the client computers 13 to 17 
has access to a stored mail reader program. Upon receipt of a mail message sent from a user of one of the 

35 client computers, the received message is stored in a so-called "mailbox'' in the storage device 19 associated 
with the receiving computer. The user of the receiving computer reads the stored message on the display de
vice 20, and by doing so he activates a mail reader program which, in turn, calls a metamail program which 
assumes that the messages stored in the maUbox are in a format which conforms to the MIME standard. 

Once the user has selected the desired mail message to be read, the metamail program accesses the 
40 desired message and retrieves therefrom the message category.lt will be recalled that the message category 

typically defines the type of data associated with the transmitted message. 
A list of authorized categories Is stored in a database file designated as •mailcap" which instructs the meta

mail program what action to perform with respect to each of the authorized categories. Thus, if the message 
iS a text file category, then a suitable entry in the maDcap file may cause a standard text editor to be invoked 

45 on the user's screen. If, on the other hand, the authorized category denotes that the message is an audio 
fOe, then a suitable entry within the mailcap file will specify an audio program which can play back the audio 
message. 

In accordance with the invention, a new authorized category is stored in the mailcap denoting that a batch
ed message associated therewith serves the purpose of establishing an interactive communication between 

so a specnied first logical port in the sending workstation and a window 21 In the receiving workstation bound to 
a specified second logical port. In the description which follows the new, authorized category will be denoted 
by the term "Active Mail". Associated with the Active Mail category is a procedure which performs a series of 
steps for establishing an interactive communication between the first and second logical ports in the sending 
and receiving workstations, respectively. 

55 Referring now to Figs. 2 and 3 of the drawings, there are shown simplified flow diagrams relating to the 
principal operating steps associated with the establishment of an interactive communication by means of elec
tronic mail in accordance with the modified MIME standard. Throughout the following explanation, it will be 
assumed that a groupware application running on the server 11 wishes to establish an interactive communi-
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cation with the client computer 13. In a manner that will be described in detail below, the network address of 
the logical port in the server 11 is encoded and embedded in a suitably constructed mall message which further 
includes the message category. 

Thus in accordance with the terminology introduced above. the message is categorized as "Active Mail" 
5 and specifies the name of the sending socket The thus encoded message is then sent to the client computer 

13 where it is stored in the mailbox thereof. Thereafter, the user working at the client computer 13 scans his 
mailbox and reads the awaiting message using the electronic mail program in the normal way. The awaiting 
message may, or may not, be flagged as being of type Active Mail in the tide by means of which it is identified 
in the mailbox, thereby prompting the user to read the message contents with some urgency. 

10 In any event, on reading the awaiting message, the message category is decoded and the mailcap is ac-
cessed in order to determine the operating instruction which must now be invoked responsive to a message 
category of the decoded type. 

Referring to Fig. 4, this step will now be elaborated on assuming that the relevant instructions stored in 
the mail cap is a program called "am connect". 

15 Initially, the •am connect" program decodes the network address of the logical port in the server 11 to 
which a connection is to be established and which is embedded in the received message. Thereafter, a suitable 
logical port is defined in the receiving workstation for communicating with the decoded network address of 
the logical port in the server 11. This is followed by a series of operating system primitives which open con
nection between the two network addresses of the respective logical ports. 

20 Upon completion of the open communication, there exists a bi-directional communication channel between 
the respective network addresses of logical port in the server 11 and that in the client workstation 13. The 
"am connect" program may now open a window on the screen of the client workstation 13 for displaying and 
mediating an interactive communication between the user of client workstation 13 and the groupware appli
cation running on the server 11. Obviously, the application which mediates between the user of client work-

25 station 13 and the groupware application running on the server 11 may independenUy conduct the interactive 
communication once the communication channel has been established. In such case, the •am connect• pro
gram may terminate upon establishment of a succassful connection. 

Referring now to Fig. 5, the situation described above generally with respect to Figs. 2 to 4 of the drawings 
will be described with particular reference to the UNIX operating system and with regard to a communication 

30 protocol and an electronic mail system which conform with the "Internet" and "MIME" standard, respectively. 
Suitable program modules written in the computer programming language •c• for carrying out the routines 
shown functionally in Fig. 5 are included in an Appendix hereto. 

Before describing how an interactive communication is established using a suitably modified electronic mail 
program operating under UNIX, a further consideration should be understood. In UNIX, the logical ports are 

35 implemented using the so-called "socker• mechanism. The socket mechanism enables a workstation having 
one global Internet address to support a plurality of tasks. In order to distinguish between the various tasks 
running on the same workstation, a unique global identifier is associated with each of the running tasks so 
as to render the task identifiable by other tasks running on the network. Thus, a message which is sent to a 
specific task in a workstation has to encode both the physical destination address of the receiving workstation, 

40 as well as the logical port ("socket") which identifies the application running thereon. 
In other words, since the UNIX operating system is a multi-tasking environment. it is not enough to define 

only the destination address of the receiving computer: a logical port associated with a specific task or appli
cation must also be specified. The combination of the physical address and the logical port is referred to as 
a "network address of the logical port". In the terminology of UNIX and Internet, a network address of the 

45 logical port is referred to as a "socket name•. 
The following description assumes that communication between two workstations employs the Internet 

•stream" communication protocol. However, it will be apparent that other protocols may equally well be em
ployed such as, for example, the Internet "datagram• protocol and so on. 

It should further be understood that, in accordance with the UNIX operating system. once a connection 
50 is established between respective sockets in different workstations, there exists a logical bidirectional connec

tion between the sockets, whereupon the application which interacts through the respective socket may refer 
thereto as if it were a standard output or input stream. Thus, if a connection is established between a first socket 
in a first workstation and a second socket in a second workstation, the application associated with the first 
socket may interact with the application associated with the second socket simply by invoking 'WRITE" or 

55 "READ" instructions. The underlying communication layers in the operating system structure wUI take care to 
ensure that the message is properly routed to the required destination. 

It should also be added, for the sake of completeness, that the socket mechanism is well known to those 
versed in the UNIX operating system and is therefore not discussed in greater detail. 
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In the description which follows, whenever a service supported by I he UNIX operating system is invoked, 
the service name will be symbolically indicated, omitting, for the sake of simplicity, reference to any parameters 
transferred to the service or received therefrom. The precise syntax for calling the UNIX services is familiar 
to those skilled in the art and likewise, since the services themselves are nota specific feature oft he present 

5 invention, a detailed description thereof is unnecessary. 
At the outset, the groupware application running on the server 11 invokes the "socket• primitive supplied 

by the operating system in order to obtain a socket number which will be associated therewith. This having 
been achieved, it is required to bind the socket number to a socket name (SN) and this is achieved by the "bind" 
service which is fed with the socket number obtained as a parameter in the previous stage. The "bind" service 

10 performs a series of steps, some of which are responsible for the binding of the logical socket to the global 
Internet address. To this end, the standing groupware application has a defined logical port or socket bound 
to which is a global Internet address through which communication with another workstation in the network 
may be established. 

Thereafter, the "listen• service is called, this being responsible for controlling the number of simultaneous 
15 communication acknowledgements that the server 11 can handle. Upon completion of the initialization phase, 

the groupware application running on the server 11 prepares an Active Mail message which conforms to the 
MIME standard. The message is categorized as "Active Mail" and has embedded therein the encoded socket 
name obtained by the previous step. 

The message is now sent across the network to its destination. i.e. client workstation 13. The server 11 
20 now performs the •accept" service which, when invoked, permits the server 11 to receive communication re

quests addressed to a specific socket name so as to establish communication with a calling workstation. 
Meanwhile, at the client workstation 13, the user activates the Read Mail program for accessing his mail

box. Upon selecting the message sent from the server 11, the "Metamail" service is activated which assumes 
that the message conforms to the MIME standard and retrieves therefrom the message category, i.e. "Active 

2s Mail". 
The thus decoded message category is cross-referenced in the mailcap file in order to determine which 

service is to be invoked responsive to a message of category Active Mail. 
In this case, it is assumed that the mailcap file includes an entry which specifies that the Active Mail cat

egory corresponds to the service "am connect•. As a result, the "am connect• program is invoked which per-
30 forms several steps. 

First, the encoded socket number embedded in the message is decoded. Thereafter, the "socket• service 
is invoked in order to obtain a socket number in client workstation 13-which will be connected to the pre-defined 
socket of the server 11. The "connect• service is now called whereby a bi-directional communication channel 
between the two respective sockets is established. 

35 From the perspective of the ~connecr• service, the originating computer is the client workstation 13 and 
the destination computer is the server 11. Since the server 11 is in the "Accept• status awaiting a communi
cation request for coupling a remote workstation to the same socket of the server 11 as is now requested by 
the "connecr' service, the required bi-directional connection is now established. At this stage, a window is 
opened on the user's screen of the client workstation 13, whereby the application in the client workstation 13 

40 mediates between the underlying socket connection and the thus-defined window. This gives rise to applica
tion-dependent communication between the groupware application running on the server 11 and the mediating 
application In the client workstation 13, whereby the user of the client workstation 13 may Interactively com
municate with the groupware application running on the server 11 through the corresponding sockets in the 
server 11 and the client workstation 13. 

45 In the case, as described above, where a groupware application initiates the communication so as to permit 
multiple, simultaneous processing thereof by a plurality of independent users, there is an implicit assumption 
that the server, on which the groupware application is loaded, is logged on or active when the user at the sec
ond workstation reads the appropriate mailbox message. Such an assumption is likely to be valid, particularly 
in cases in which the groupware application initiates the communication from a server. 

50 It should further be noted that, whilst In the preferred embodiment, only two workstations are intercon-
nected for two-directional interactive communication, in general a sending workstation can be connected to 
any number of receiving workstations in an analogous manner to that described. Thus, for example, the first 
workstation may be associated through a third logical port. different to the first logical port, to a fourth logical 
port associated with a third workstation. In similar manner, each of the second and third workstations may 

55 likewise be linked to yet further workstations. 
Thus, the invention as described, permits not only simultaneous, real-time editing, for example, of a group

ware document but allows another user not presenUy involved to be invited to participate. The invitation to par
ticipate, being effected through electronic mail, is non-intrusive, although the very act of reading the dispatch-
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ed message causes the desired two-way interactive communication to be established. 
In the preferred embodiment described above, only a single groupware application is connected to a single 

window in a receiving workstation. However, it will be readily appreciated that any number of applications can 
be connected to corresponding windows via appropriate logical ports in either a single workstation or, indeed, 

5 in a plurality of workstations. 
It will further be noted that the invention produces a bi-directional communication which at its most general 

is between a server application and a client application, as shown in Fig. 5. In such case, if the client application 
operates within a window on the client's workstation, then the client application must perform additional steps 
in order to route the communication to the appropriate window. 

10 However, if the window system of the receiver of an Active Mail message run a network-based window 
system, such as X under UNIX, then a simpler variant of the above protocol is available. In accordance with 
such a protocol, upon establishing the two-way interactive communication, the receiver notifies the sender of 
the global Internet address of its workstation (or X terminal) and executes a command which allows the server 
to interact directly with the receiver's window system. In such a case, the interactive communication is not be-

15 tween an application running on the server and a process on the dient's workstation which then talks to the 
window, but rather a direct connection between the application running on the server and the window on the 
receiver's screen. 

Furthermore, whilst in the preferred embodiment the two-way interactive communication or dialogue Is 
effected through the computer network. this is not a requirement of the invention. Thus. consider a receiving 

20 user whose workstation is connected to the receiving user's telephone line either directly or via a PBX. The 
act of reading his mailbox and finding a message of the Active Mail category, may, for example, automatically 
dial the sender and permit the receiving user to establish a dialogue with the sender via the telephone. This 
approach can, likewise, be extended to any number of participants using shared telephone or conferencing 
techniques. 

25 Yet a further use of the invention is to effect an interactive communication between two applications run-
ning on respective workstations, whilst obviating the need for human interference. Thus, for example, consider 
a program which prompts a user to enter information and then continues operation along different branches, 
in accordance with the data entered by the operator. 

Instead of a human operator providing the desired information, it is clearly possible to incorporate the re-
30 sponses in a data file for remote reading by the application. In such case, the invention may be employed to 

initiate an interactive communication between the workstation on which the application is loaded to the remote 
workstation on which the data file is loaded. The data file itself is, of course, incorporated within an application 
which. upon sensing the presence of an Active Mail-type message in its mailbox, automatically reads themes
sage so as to establish the required interactive communication with the sending workstation. 

35 The present invention also permits a logical port to be forwarded from a linked user to a non-linked user, 
so as to connect the non-linked user to the application. Thus, suppose that User B receives from User A a 
message of the Active Maa category having embedded therein the logical port associated with User ~s work
station. He may perform the steps according to the invention in order to establish an interactive communication 
with User A. Additionally, or alternatively, providing that the "listen" service will manage a sufficient number 

40 of connection requests, he may forward the Active Mail message to a third user. User C who will then see the 
message in his mailbox as if it were directed from User A, there being no reference at all to the fact that this 
message was, In fact, dispatched by User B. 

User C can then establish an interactive communication with User A in the normal manner. This facility is 
rendered possible because the logical port associated with the sending workstation is embedded in themes-

45 sage dispatched thereby: the embedding being effected when the message is configured and not when it is 
dispatched. 

Such an approach might be used, for example, when User A dispatches a message to User B who reads 
the Active Mail-type message in order to establish the required interactive communication, and then decides 
that it would be beneficial to involve a third participant. User C. In such case, he need only forward the Active 

so Mail message to User C, there being no requirement for User B to enter the electronic mail program, construct 
a suitable Active Mail-type message and dispatch it to User C. 

In the detailed description of a preferred embodiment, no mention has been made of the type of data as
sociated with the message other than that the message itself must, of course, be of the Active Mail category. 
However. in addition to the Active Mail message which simply establishes the required interactive communi-

55 cation, there may be attached thereto any other message of a supported category such as, for example, text, 
audio, graphics and so on. Such an approach obviates the need for two separate messages to be sent: one 
for establishing the required interactive communication and the other for dispatching electronic mail in the nor
mal manner. 
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It will be understood that such an approach is possible only under electronic mail standards which support 
multiple message categories and attachments. Whilst this true of the MIME standard for "Internet" it is not, of 
course, universally true. Nevertheless, with slight modification, the invention is applicable even to electronic 
mail standards which are less versatile than MIME. 

s Thus, suppose that the electronic man standard supports only text messages which may include typed 
attachments. Then the mail reading program can be upgraded to handle Active Mail attachments by calling AM 
Connect to process them. To invoke Active Mail, a suitably coded text message is written and despatched by 
electronic mail from the sending to the receiving workstations. Such a message might include an attachment 
of type "Active Mail" and the sending socket number (SN) might be included in the attachmenL On reading 

10 such a message, the mail reading program reads the attachment and knows to connect the receiving work
station to socket SN of the sending workstation. 

Suppose, however, that only text is supported by the electronic mail standard. In this case, to invoke Active 
Mail, a suitably coded text message is written and despatched by electronic mail from the sending to there
ceiving workstation. Such a message might indude a banner reading: "Active Mail" and the sending socket 

15 name (SN) might be induded as part of the message. The mail reading program can then be modified so that 
on reading such a message, the mail reading program sees the banner "Active Mail" and, upon decoding the 
socket name (SN) from the remainder of the message, knows to connect the receiving workstation to socket 
SN of the sending workstation. 

Although the invention described with particular reference to Fig. 5 of the drawings relates to a network 
20 operating under UNIX and employing the Internet communications protocol, the more general description re

lating to Figs. 2 to 4 is applicable both to the Internet protocol and to other network protocols. Thus, it is con
templated that the arrangement described with reference to Figs. 2 to 4 may be easily adapted to any system 
having mail capabilities and a Point-to-Point communication, such as NOVELL and Net-Bios based networks, 
including LAN-Manager. 

25 No mention has been made so far with regard to disconnecting a client from the server after having es-
tablished an Interactive communication in accordance with the invention. It should be noted that standard 
means may be employed by the client and/or the server in order to effect such disconnection. 

Finally, whilst the invention has been described with reference to establishing an interactive communica
tion between two or more workstations in the same network, it will be clear that it is equally feasible for the 

30 workstations to be in different interconnected networks. All that is required is for a unique network name to 
be reserved for the logical port in each workstation. 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 
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APPENDIX 

Example or Server Code 

r 
• Server Demo. 
* Send mail messages containing the local addr to several ~ail clients 
• and create a hand-shake. 

#define 

#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 

#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#in dude 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 

MarkError(Str,Code) {printf("Error: %s\n",Str); exit(Code);} 

MAX SIZE 1024 
QUEUE LEN 5 
TMP FILE NAME "/tmpjam.tmp" 
SEND MAIL CMD "/usrjlib/sendmail" 
SUBJECT -"Subject: ActiveMail connection\n" 
CONTENT_ TYPE "Content-Type: ActiveMail\n\n" 

<errno.b> 
<stdio.h> 

<string.h> 
<fcntl.h> 
<signal.h> 
<sys/time.h> 
<sysjioctl.h:: 
<sysjtypes.h> 
<sys/stat.b> 
<sys/socket.h> 
<netinet/in.h> 
<netdb.b> 
<sys/param.h> 

char Buffer[MAX _SIZE]; /"General purpose buffer •t 

main() 
{ 

struct hostent •bostP; 
struct sockaddr in ServerSa; 
char HostName[MAXHOSTNAMELEN); 
int ServerLen, ServerFd; 

r 
• Get host name and host network parameters. Fill the socket name 
• with the network addr. 
•t 

if ( getbostname(HostName,MAXHOSTNAMELEN) ) 
MarkError("Cannot get host name", 1); 
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if ( (hostP"' getbostbyname(HostName)) == NULL) 
MarkError("Canoot get host network params', 1); 

if (hostP->h _ addrtype != AF _INET) 
MarkError('Invalid address type", 1); 

r 
• Set the socket name parameters, and let" the UNIX choose a port for you. 
·; 

bzero((cbar *)(&ScrvcrSa), sizeof(ServerSa))i 
ServerSa..sin family= AF INET; 
bcopy(hostP:>h _ addr, &(S"trverSa.sin _ addr..s _ addr ), bostP->h _length); 
ServerSa.sin _port 0; 

if ((ServerFd = socket(AF INET, SOCK STREAM, O)) < O) 
MarkError('Cannot open-socket", 1}; -

if ( bind(ServerFd, &ServerSa, sizeof ServerSa} < 0) 
MarkError("Cannot bind socket', 1); 

r 
• Check that we got a valid port. 
·; 
ServerLen sizeof(ScrverSa); 
if ( getsockname(ServerFd, (struct soc:kaddr *) &ServerSa, &ServerLen) < 0) 

MarkError("Cannot get socket name", 1); 
if ( ntohs(ServerSa.sin port) ="' 0) 

MarkError('Uncorrect port number', 1) 

r 
* Listen on the socket and call the requests handling routine. 

"I 

if ( listen(ServerFd, QUEUE LEN) < -1 ) 
MarkError("Cannot listen", l}; 

HandleRequests(ServerFd, &ServerSa); 

} r main •; 

;······················•••+••··············································· 
t 

• For input Socket and ils name SocketName, send a formatted form of the 
• name to mail clients, and wait for connection requests from the client 
• on Socket. Upon such a request establish a hand-shake. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ... ••••••••• I 

HandleRequests(Socket, SocketName} 
int Socket; 
struct sockaddr _i •socketName; 
{ 

struct sockaddr in ClientSa; 

10 
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char Mai!Msg!30J; 
char •p; 
char SendMai!Cmd[MAX _ SIZEt, 
int ClientLen; 
int ClientFd, TmpFd; 
int NumOfCiients=O; 
short StrLen, BytesRead; 

/" 
• Format the Socket-Name, and write it to a temporary file. 
• The file will be sent by mail to the client. 
• I 

SocketNameToStr(SocketName, Mai!Msg); 

if ( (TmpFd =open( TMP _FILE_NAME, 0_ WRONLY I O_CREAT)) < 0) 
MarkError("Cannot open tmp file",TmpFd); 

if ( write(TmpFd,SUBJECT,strlen(SUBJECT)) != strlen(SUBJECT) ) 
MarkError("Cannot write to Imp file", 1); 

if ( write(TmpFd,CONTENT TYPE,strlen(CONTENT TYPE))!= strlen(CONTENT TYPE)) 
MarkError("Cannot write to Imp file", 1); - -

if ( write( TmpFd, Mai!Msg, strlen(MailMsg)) != strlen(MaiiMsg)) 
MarkError("Cannot write to Imp file", 1); 

close(Tmpfd); 
chmod( TMP _FILE_NAME, S_IRUSR I S_IWUSR I s_IROTH); 

r 
• Loop: 
• Get mail target, send it the local socket name and wait for a 
• connection request. 
• Once a connection is established, cr~ate a hand-shake. 
·; 

while(l) { 

priotf('\nEnter mail address [name@addr] > "); 
scanf("%s', Buffer); 
printf('Scoding mail to %s ··-\n", Buffer); 
sprintf( SendMailCmd, "%s %s < %s", SEND _MAIL_ CMD, Buffer, TMP _FILE_NAME); 
system(SendMaiiCmd); 

ClicntLen • sizeof(ClientSa); 
if ( (CiientFd = accepi(Socket, &CiientSa, &Client Len))< 0) 

MarkError("Cannot accept", 1); 

r 
• Write a message to the client. 
•; 

spriotf(Buffer, "You are client number %d", NurnOfClients++); 
StrLeo " strlen(Buffer); 
write(CiientFd, (char *)(&StrLen), sizeof(StrLcn)); 
write(Ciientfd, Buffer, strlen(Buffcr)); 
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r 
* Read the acknowledgment from the client. 
·; 
BytesRead = recv(CiientFd, (char ")(&StrLen), sizeof(StrLen), 0); 
if { BytesRead != siz.eof(StrLen}) 

MarkError("Cannot read message size•; 1); 

BytesRead = recv(CiientFd, Buffer, StrLen, 0); 
if ( BytesRead != StrLen ) 

MarkError("Cannot read message size", 1); 
Burfer(BytesRead] = '\0'; 
printf("Recieved message: %s\n", Buffer); 

} r while·; 

} r HandleRequests. I 

, ................................................................................ . 
• 
* Formal SocketName to a string containing the family, port and address. 
• Output the formatted form in Str. 

........................................................................... I 

SocketNameToStr(SocketName, Str) 
Hruct sockaddr in *SocketName; 
char •str; -

sprint£( Str, "o/o4hx %4hx %81x\n", SocketName->sin_family, 
SocketName->sin port, 
SocketName·>sin-addr.s addr ); 

} /" SocketNameToStr •j - -
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Example of Client Code 
r . Client Demo . 
• On input fn in the command line, connect to a server whose address is 
• formatted in the file. Establish a hand-shake and terminate. 

• I 

#define 

#define 
#define 

#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 

MarkError(Str,Code) {printf('Error: %s\n",Str); exit(Code);} 

MAX SIZE 1024 
HDR:LEN 2 

<errno.h> 
<stdio.h> 
<striog.h> 
<fcntl.h> 
<signal.h> 
<sys/time.h> 
<sys/i<X:tl.h> 
<sys/types.h> 
<sys/socket.h> 
<netinet/in.h> 
<nctdb.h> 
<sys/param.h> 

char Buffer(MAX_SIZE); /"General purpose buffer*/ 

main(argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char •argv[J; 
{ 

struct sockaddr in ServerSa; 
char 
int 
short 
FILE 

if (argc != 2) { 

•p; 
ClientFd; 
BytesRead, Strlen; 
*Fin; 

printf("Usage: client FileName\n'); 
exit(O); 

} 

/* 
• Open the file and read the formatted internet addr from it. 
•; 
if ((Fin= fopen( argvlll, "r")) NULL) 

MarkError('Cannot open file", 1 ); 

fscanf(Fin, "%4hx %4hx %8lx", &(ServerSa.sin family), 
&(ServerSa.sin port), -
&(ServerSa.sio=addr.s_addr) ); 

f close(Fi n ); 
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r 
• Connect with the server. 
• I 

if ((ClieotFd socket(AF _INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0)) < 0) 
MarkEtror("Cannot open socket", 1); 

if ( connect(CiientFd, &ServerSa, sizeof(ServerSa)) < 0) 
MarkError("Cannot connect to server·, 1); 

r 
• Read a message from the server. 
*I 

BytesRead recv(ClientFd, (char •)(&StrLen), sizeof(StrLen), 0); 
if ( BytesRead != sizeof(StrLen) ) 

MarkError("Cannot tead message ~ize", 1); 

BytesRead = recv(ClientFd, Buffer, StrLen, 0); 
if ( BytesRead != StrLeo ) 

MarkError("Cannot read message size", 1); 
Buffer{BytesRead} =- '\0'; 
printf("Receiveu message : %s\n", Buffer); 

I* 
• Write an acknowledgment to the server. ., 
strcpy(Buffer, "Got Your message"); 
StrLen "'strlco(BuHcr); 
write(CiientFd, (char *)(&StrLen), sizeof(StrLen)); 
write(ClientFd, Buffer, StrLen); 

close(ClientFd); 

} r main •; 

1. For use in a computer network system (10) comprising atleastfirst and second workstations (11. 13. 14, 
15, 16, 17) adapted to send and receive messages by utilizing a suitable communication protocol and fur· 
ther adapted to exchange batch messages by means of an electronic mail program stored in each of said 
at least first and second workstations; 

45 a method for establishing an interactive communication between said at least first and second 
workstations, said method characterized by the steps of: 

(i) categorizing said batch messages such that a batch message of a predetermined category informs 
a receiving workstation that a sending workstation wishes to establish an interactive communication 
between a specified first logical port in the sending workstation and a specified second logical port in 

50 the receiving workstation; 
(ii) sending a batch message of the predetermined category having therein a reference to said first 
logical port from the first workstation to the second workstation so as to be received thereby and stored 
in a storage means (19) containing a list of batch messages; 
(iii) monitoring at the second workstation all batch messages in said storage means (19) at specified 

55 periods of time; 
(iv) noting the presence in said storage means (19) of a batch message of said predetermined category; 
(v) utilizing the communication protocol to send an initiation signal from the second logical port in the 
second workstation to the first logical port in the first workstation; and 
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(vi) responsive to receipt of the initiation signal, establishing an interactive two-way communication be
tween the first logical port of the first workstation and the second logical port of the second workstation. 

2. The method according to Claim 1, wherein the first logical port oft he first workstation iS associated with 

5 a groupware application. 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

3. The method according to Claim 1, wherein the first logical port of the first workstation and the second 
logical port of the second workstation are each associated with respective applications which interactively 
communicate with each other. 

4. The method according to aaim 1, wherein the computer network system comprises at least two inter
connected networks and said first and second workstations are located in different ones of said intercon
nected networks. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

The method according to Claim 1, wherein said batch message includes an attachment having therein 
data of a category supported by the electronic mail program. whereby upon reading the message, said 
data is automatically output to the second workstation. 

The method according to Claim 1, wherein the first logical port in the first workstation serves only to es
tablish a communication whereupon the communication Is subsequently routed via a third logical port to 
the first workstation, thereby permitting multiple connections to be established to the first workstation via 
said first logical port. 

The method according to Claim 1, wherein the first workstation establishes said interactive two-way com
munication with said second workstation and with at least one third workstation whereby all three work
stations communicate simultaneously. 

The method according to aaim 7, wherein the second workstation and said at least one third workstation 
are each coupled to different logical ports in the first workstation. 

The method according to aaim 1, wherein the computer network system operates under UNIX. 

The method according to Claim 1, wherein the computer network system operates under NOVELL. 

The method according to Claim 1, wherein the computer network system operates under LAN Manager. 

The method acr.ording to Claim 1, wherein: 
multiple message categories are supported by the electronic mail program, and 
a unique message category is defined indicating I hat the sending workstation wishes to establish 

said communication with the receiving workstation. 

40 13. The method according to Claim 1, wherein: 

45 

50 

55 

multiple message categories are not supported by the electronic mail program, 
the electronic mail program supports attachments, and 
said reference to the first logical port is included within an attachment which serves as an argument 

to the electronic mail program on reading the batch message at the receiving workstation. 

14. The method according to aaim 1, wherein: 
multiple message categories are not supported by the electronic mail program, 
the electronic mail program does not support attachments, a banner is included within the batch 

message to inform the electronic maa program that the sending workstation wishes to establish said com
munication with the receiving workstation, and 

the first logical port of the sending workstation is encoded within the batch message and serves 
as an argument to the electronic mail program on reading the batch message at the receiving workstation. 

15. The method according to Claim 1. wherein: 
the second workstation runs a network based window system associated with a global network 

address of the second workstation and having means for determining whether a process running on a 
remote workstation is authorized to open a window (21) on the second workstation and communicate with 
said window (21), and 
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prior to step (v) I here is included the further step of: 
(ivb) authorizing the first logical port of the first workstation to open a window (21) on the second 

workstation: 
whereby: 

5 in step (v) the communication protocol is utilized in order to supply the global network address of 

10 

the second workstation to the first logical port in the first workstation, and 
upon performing step (vi), a signal is sent from the first workstation to the second workstation in 

order to open a window (21) on the second workstation with which the first workstation-may interact with 
a user on the second workstation. 

16. The methOd according to Claim 15, wherein: 
the network based window system is X said means for determining whether a process running on 

a remote workstation is authorized to open a window (21) on the second workstation and communicate 
with said window (21) comprising a list of addresses each in respect of a remote workstation which is au-

15 thorized to open said window (21) and communicate therewith, and 
in step (ivb) the first workstation is added to the list of addresses in the second workstation. 

20 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re PATENT APPLICATION OF: 

Net2Phone, Inc. 

Control No.: 

Issue Date: August 22, 2000 

Title: POINT-TO-POINT INTERNET 
PROTOCOL 

Attorney Docket: 2655-0188 

Group Art Unit: 3992 

Examiner: KOSOWSKI, Alexander 
J. -~ 

Date: June 11, 2009 

Confirmation No.: 1061 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Hon. Commissioner of Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.56, the attention of the Patent and Trademark 

Office is hereby directed to the reference(s) listed on the attached PT0-1449. One 

copy of each non-U.S. Patent reference is attached. It is respectfully requested 

that the information be expressly considered during the prosecution of this 

application, and that the reference(s) be made of record therein and appear among 

the "References Cited" on any patent to issue therefrom. 

The submission of any document herewith, which is not a statutory bar, is 

not intended that any such document constitutes prior art against any of the claims 

of the present application or is considered to be material to patentability as defined 

in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56(b). Applicants do not waive any rights to take any action 

which would be appropriate to antedate or otherwise remove as a competent 

reference against the claims of the present application. 
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In re Application of: Net2Phone, Inc. 
Control No.: 90/010,416 
Page 2 of4 

~ This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed within three (3) 

months of the U.S. filing date OR before the mailing date of a first Office Action 

on the merits. No certification or fee is required. 

D This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed more than three (3) 

months after the U.S. filing date AND after the mailing date of the first Office 

Action on the merits, but before the mailing date of a Final Rejection or Notice of 

Allowance. 

D I hereby certify that each item of information contained in this 

Information Disclosure Statement was cited in a communication from a 

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than 

three (3) months prior to the filing of this Information Disclosure 

Statement. 37 C.P.R. § 1.97(e)(l). 

D I hereby certify that no item of information in this Information 

Disclosure Statement was cited in a communication from a foreign patent 

office in a counterpart foreign application or, to my knowledge after 

making reasonable inquiry, was known to any individual designated in 37 

C.F .R. § 1.56( c) more than three (3) months prior to the filing of this 

Information Disclosure Statement. 37 C.P.R. § 1.97(e)(2). 

D Attached is our check no. in the amount required under 37 

C.F .R. § 1.17(p ). Please credit or debit Deposit Account No. 501860 as 

needed to ensure consideration of the disclosed information. A duplicate 

copy of this paper is attached. 

D This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed more than three (3) 

months after the U.S. filing date and after the mailing date of a Final Rejection or 

Notice of Allowance, but before payment of the Issue Fee. Applicant(s) hereby 

requests that the Information Disclosure Statement be considered. Attached is our 

check in the amount required under 37 C.P.R. § 1.17(p). Please credit or debit 
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In re Application of: Net2Phone, Inc. 
Control No.: 90/010,416 
Page 3 of4 

Deposit Account No. 501860 as needed to ensure consideration of the disclosed 

information. A duplicate copy of this paper is attached. 

0 I hereby certify that each item of information contained in this 

Information Disclosure Statement was cited in a communication from a 

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than 

three (3) months prior to the filing of this Information Disclosure 

Statement. 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(l). 

0 I hereby certify that no item of information in this Information 

Disclosure Statement was cited in a communication from a foreign patent 

office in a counterpart foreign application and, to my knowledge after 

making reasonable inquiry, was known to any individual designated in 37 

C.F.R. § 1.56(c) more than three (3) months prior to the filing of this 

Information Disclosure Statement. 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(2). 

D Relevance ofthe non-English language reference(s) is/are discussed in the 

present specification. 

D The reference(s) was/were cited in a counterpart foreign application. An 

English language version of the foreign search report is attached for the 

Examiner's information. 

D A concise explanation of the relevance of the non-English language 

reference(s) appear(s) in the Appendix hereto. 

D The Examiner's attention is directed to co-pending U.S. Patent Application 

No. , filed , which is directed to related technical subject matter. The 

identification of this U.S. Patent Application is not to be construed as a waiver of 

secrecy as to that application now or upon issuance of the present application as a 

patent. The Examiner is respectfully requested to consider the cited application 

and the art cited therein during examination. 
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In re Application of: Net2Phone, Inc. 
Control No.: 90/010,416 
Page 4 of4 

D Copies of the references were cited by or submitted to the Office in parent 

Application No. __ , filed __ , which is relied upon for an earlier filing date 

under 35 U.S.C. 120. Thus, Form PTO 1449 is attached without copies of these 

references. 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(d). 

CHARGE STATEMENT: Deposit Account No. 501860, order no. 2655-0188. 
The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter, or any missing 
or insufficient fee(s) filed, or asserted to be filed, or which should have been filed herewith or concerning any 
paper filed hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18 (missing or insufficiencies only) now or 
hereafter relative to this application and the resulting Official Document under Rule 20, or credit any 
overpayment, to our Accounting/Order Nos. shown above, for which purpose a duplicate copy of this sheet 
is attached 

This CHARGE STATEMENT does not authorize charge of the issue fee until/unless 
an issue fee transmittal sheet is filed. 

CUSTOMER NUMBER 

42624 
Davidson Berquist Jackson & Gowdey LLP 
4300 Wilson Blvd., 7th Floor, 
Arlington Virginia 22203 
Main: (703) 894-6400 • FAX: (703) 894-6430 

Respectfully submitted, 

Michael R. Casey, Ph.D. 
Registration No.: 40,29 
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1!1!' 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that, on June 11, 2009, the Information Disclosure 

Statements (with references in electronic format, as agreed by requestor) filed in Reexam Control 

Numbers: 

1) 90/010,422; 

2) 90/010,424; 

3) 90/010,421; 

4) 90/010,416; and 

5) 90/010,423 

were served by FedEx (tracking no. 796686808721), on Requestor: 

Blakely, Sokoloff, Taylor & Zafman LLP 
12 79 Oakmead Parkway 
Sunnyvale, CA 94085-4040 
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

FORM PT0-1449 (modified) 

Sheet 1 of67 

Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Signature 

Cite 
No. 

1-1 

1-2 

1-3 

1-4 

1-5 

1-6 

1-7 

1-8 

1-9 

1-10 

1-11 

1-12 

1-13 

1-14 

1-15 

1-16 

1-17 

1:-18 

1-19 

1-20 

1-21 

1-22 
'1-23 

1-24 

Document No. 

US-4313035 

US-4423414 

US-4491693 

US-4602132 

US-4653090 

US-4658093 

US-4706274 

US-4754479 

US-4755985 

US-4756020 

US-4759056 

US-4800488 

US-4823374 

US-4827411 

US-4899333 

US-4899373 

US-4914571 

US-4928306 

US-4953159 

US-4962449 

US-5109403 

US-5113499 

US-5127001 

US-5134648 

Reexam number 90/010,416 

First Named Inventor Hutton 

Patent Under Re-Exam 6108704 

Issue Date 2000/08/22 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name KOSOWSKI, ALEXANDER J 
Attorney Docket No. 2655-0188 

Confirmation No. 1061 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Publication/ Name of Patentee or 
Issue Date Applicant of Cited Document 

1982/01/26 Jordan et al. 

1983112/27 Bryant et al. 

1985/01/01 Sano et al. 

1986/07/22 Nagatomi et al. 

1987/03/24 Hayden, C. 

1987/14/04 Hellman 

1987/11/10 Bakeretal. 

1988/06/28 Bicknell et al. 

1988/07/05 Jayapalan et al. 

1988/07/05 Fodale 

1988/07/19 Akiyama 

1989/24/01 Agrawal et al. 

1989/04118 Verlohr 

1989/05/02 Arrowood 

1990/06/02 Roediger 

1990/02/06 Lee et al. 

1990/04/03 Baratz et al. 

1990/05/22 Biswas et al. 

1990/08/28 Hayden, C. 

1990/10 Schlesinger 

1992/04/28 Sutphin 

1992/05 Ankney et al. 

1992/30/06 Steagall, et al. 

1992/07/28 Hochfield et al. 

Date I· 
Considered . 

*Examiner. Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

FORM PT0-1449 (modified) 

Sheet 2 of 67 

Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Signature 

Cite 
No. 

2-1 

2-2 

2-3 

2-4 

2-5 

2--6 

27-
2-8 

2-9 

2-10 

2-11 

2-12 

2-13 

2-14 

2-15 
2-16 

2-17 

2-18 

2-19 

2-20 

2-21 

2-22 

2-23 
2-24 

Document No. 

US-5136716 

US-5153908 

US-5159592 

US-5164988 

US-5185860 

US-5195086 

US-5301324 

US-5315705 

US-5319705 

US-5325524 

US-5329619 

US-5388213 

US-5402477 

US-5402528 

US-5408526 

US-5408619 

US-5425028 

US-5434913 

US-5440632 

US-5452289 

US-5461668 

US-5469500 

US-5475819 

US-5481720 

Reexam number 90/010,416 

First Named Inventor Hutton 

Patent Under Re-Exam 6108704 

Issue Date 2000/08/22 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name KOSOWSKI, ALEXANDER J 

Attorney Docket No. 2655-0188 

Confirmation No. 1061 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Publication/ 
Issue Date 

1992/08/04 

1992/10/06 

1992/10 

1992/11117 

1993/02/09 

1993/03/16 

1994/04 

1994/24/05 

1994/07/06 

1994/06/28 

1994/07/12 

1995/02/07 

1995/03/28 

1995/03/28 
1995/04/18 . 

1995/04/18 

1995/13/06 

1995/07 

1995/08/08 

1995/09/19 

1995/10/24 

1995/21/11 

1995112 

1996/02/01 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Harvey et al. 

Kakizawa et al. 

Perkins 

Matyas et al. 

Wu 

Baumgartner et al. 

Dewey etal. 

lwami Naoko et al 

Halteret al. 

Black et al. 

Page etal. 

Oppenheimer et al. 

McMahan et al. 

Christopher et al. 

McFarland et al. 

Oran 

Britton et al. 
Tung et al. 

Bacon et al. 

Sharma et al. 

Zdenek et al. 

Satteretal. 

Milleret al. 

Loucks et al. 

Date 
Considered 

•Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

FORM PT0-1449 (modified) 

Sheet 3 of67 

Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Signature 

Cite 
No. 

3-1 

3-2 

3-3 

3-4 

3-5 

3-6 

3-7 

3-8 

3-9 

3-10 

3-11 

3-12 

3-13 

3-14 

3-15 

3-16 

3-17 

3-18 

3-19 

3-20 

3-21 

3-22 

3-23 

3-24 

Document No. 

US-5499295 

US-5502727 

US-5515508 

US-5533110 

US-5555290 

US-5608786 

US-5615257 

US-5621789 

US-5627978 

US-5649194 

US-5671412 

· US-5684951 

US-5689641 

US-5692180 

US-5724648 

US-5734828 

US-5774656 

US-5790803 

US-5815665 

US-5819084 

US-5825865 

US-5844978 

US-5883956 

US-5953350 

Reexam number 90/010,416 

First Named· Inventor Hutton 

Patent Under Re-Exam 6108704 

Issue Date 2000/08/22 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name KOSOWSKI, ALEXANDER J 

Attorney Docket No. 2655-0188 

Confirmation No. 1061 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Publication/ 
Issue Date 

1996/12103 

1996/03/26 

1996/05/07 

1996/02107 

1996/09/10 

1997/04/03 

1997/03/25 

1997/04/15 

1997/05/06 

1997/07 

1997/09/23 

1997/04/11 

1997/11/18 

1997/11 

1998/03/03 

1998/31/03 

1998/06/30 

1998/04/08 

1998/29/09 

1998/10/08 

1998/20110 

1998/12101 

1999/03/16 

1999/09 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Cooper 

Catanzaro et al. 

Pettus et al. 

Pinard et al. 

McLeodetal. 

Gordon 

Pezzullo et al. 

McCalmont et al. 

Altom etal. 

Miller et al. 

Christiano 

Goldman et al. 

Ludwig et al. 

Lee 

Shaughnessy et al. 

Pendse et al. 

Hattori et al. 

Kinoshita et al. 

Teperetal. 

Shapiro, E. 

Oberlander et al. 

Reuss et al. 

Le et al. 

Higgins 

Date 
Considered 

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if 
not in conformance and not considered. lndude a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

FORM PT0-1449 (modified) 

Sheet 4 of67 

Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Signature 

Cite· 
No. 

4-1 

4-2 

4-3 

4-4 

4-5 

4-6 

4-7 

4-8 

4-9 

4-10 

4-11 

4-12 

4-13 

4-14 

4-15 

4-16 

4-17 

4-18 

4-19 

4-20 

4-21 

4-22 

4-23 

4-24 

Document No. 

US-5956485 

US-6009469 

US-6031836 

US-6047054 

US-6067350 

US-6108704 

US-6131121 

US-6360266 

US-6513066 

US-6701365 

Reexam number 90/010,416 

First Named Inventor Hutton 

Patent Under Re-Exam 6108704 

Issue Date 2000/08/22 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name KOSOWSKI, ALEXANDER J 

Attorney Docket No. 2655-0188 

Confirmation No. 1061 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Publication/ 
Issue Date 

1999/09/21 

1999112 

2000/02 

2000/04 

2000/05/23 

2000/08 

2000/10 

2002/03/19 

2003/01 

2004/02/03 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Perlman 

Mattaway et al. 

Haseroqt 

Bayless et al. 

Gordon, A. 

Hutton et al. 

Mattaway et al. 

Pettus 

Hutton et al. 

Glenn W. Hutton 

Date 
Considered 

•Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

FORM PT0-1449 (modified) 

Sheet 5 of67 

Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Signature 

Cite 
No. 

5-1 

5-2 

5-3 

5-4 

5-5 

5-6 
5-7 

5-8 

5-9 

5-10 

5-11 

5-12 

5-13 

5-14 

5-15 

5-16 

5-17 

5-18 

5-19 

5-20 

5-21 

5-22 

5-23 

5-24 

Document No. 

EP-0455402-A2 

EP-0556012-A2 

EP-0581722 

EPO 0497022A 1 

W0~9219054 

Reexam number 90/010,416 

First Named Inventor Hutton 

Patent Under Re-Exam 6108704 

Issue Date 2000/08/22 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name KOSOWSKI, ALEXANDER J 

Attorney Docket No. 2655-0188 

Confirmation No. 1061 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Publication 
Date 

11-06-1991 

08-18-1993 

02/02/1994 

19920508 

10-29-1992 

Name of Patentee or 
Applicant of Cited Document 

Hewlett-Packard Company 

Wada etal. 

Veda R&D Co., Ltd. 

Jennings et al. 

Ferdinand et al. 

Date 
Considered 

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If identified, the 
following is provided: EA =English Abtract, T =Translation, PF =Patent Family. 

Notes 

, 
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Reexam number 90/010,416 

First Named Inventor Hutton 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Patent Under Re-Exam 6108704 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

2000/08/22 FORM PT0-1449 (modified) Issue Date 

Group Ar:t Unit 3992 

Examiner Name KOSOWSKI, ALEXANDER J 

Attorney Docket No. 2655-0188 

Sheet 6 of67 Confirmation No. 1061 

Examiner 
Initials* 

Examiner 
Signature 

Cite 
No. 

6-1 

6-2 

6-3 

6-4 

6-5 

6-6 

6-7 

NON-PATENT REFERENCES 

Non-patent Reference bibliographic information, where available 

~·A Low Cost Solution for: Using your WAN as a Voice Communication Tool" 
VocaiTec White Paper (dated 06/03/94) 

"CyberPhone Annoucement" Internet Posting in Newsgroups comp.speech, June 8, 
1995. 

"CyberPhone!" Internet Posting in Newsgroups comp.speech, April14, 1995. 

"Electric Magic Company Provides Internet Alternative to Long-Distance Calls", 
Electric Magic Company Press Release (March 13, 1995) 

"Electric Magic Company Releases NetPhone 1.2 and Netpub Server'', Electric 
Magic Company Press Release (June 1995) 

"Frequently-Asked Questions about Tribal Voices PowWow'' Version 0.34, March 4, 
1996. 

"Frequently-Asked Questions about Tribal Voices PowWow'' Version 0.43, May 1, 
1996. 

Date 
Considered 

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if 
not in conformance and not considered. lndude a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If identified, the 
following is provided: EA =English Abtract, T =Translation, PF = Patent Family. 

Notes 
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Reexam number 90/010,416 

First Named Inventor Hutton 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Patent Under Re-Exam 6108704 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

FORM PT0~1449 (modified} Issue Date 2000/08/22 

Group Art Unit 3992 

Examiner Name KOSOWSKI, ALEXANDER J 

Attorney Docket No. 2655-0188 

Sheet 7 of67 Confirmation No. 1061 

NON~PATENT REFERENCES 

Examiner Cite Non-patent Reference bibliographic information, where available Notes 
Initials* No. 

7-1 "Frequently-Asked Questions about Tribal Voices PowWow'' Version 0.45, May 31, 
1996. 

7-2 "Frequently~Asked Questions about Tribal Voices PowWow'' Version 0.47, June 12, 
1996. 

-

7-3 "Frequently~Asked Questions about Tribal Voices PowWow" Version 0.48, June 25, 
1996. 

7-4 "Frequently-Asked Questions about Tribal Voices PowWow" Version 0.59, October 
30, 1996. 

7-5 "NetPhone Gets Internet Users Talking at Local Rates" MacUser UK, March 3, 
1995, pg. 27. 

7-6 "NetPhone Gives Your Mac Voice Over the Internet" Inside the Internet Rocket 
Science for the Rest of Us. Vol. 2 Num. 3, June 1995. 

7-7 "NetPhone" MacWor1d, July 1995. 

Examiner 
Signature Considered 

Date I 
.._...!.-___ -&...-____ _____.. 

*Examiner. Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in confonnance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this fonn with next communication to applicant. Notes: If identified, the 
following is provided: EA = English Abtract, T = Translation, PF = Patent Family. 
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Examiner 
Signature 

Cite 
No. 

8-1 

8-2 

8-3 

8-4 

8-5 

8-6 

8-7 

NON-PATENT REFERENCES 

Non-patent Reference bibliographic information, where available 

"NetPhone" West Coast Online, Ver. 3.02 (#26), April1995. 

"PowWow 1.3b Now Available!" Google Newsgroup comp.os.ms-windows.misc 
Discussion Posting (dated April22, 1995) 

1996-1997 Buyer's Guide, CTI for Management 

Abbe Cohen, Inessential Zephyr (Aug. 23, 1993). 

Adam Gaffin, VocaiTec Ware Lets Users Make Voice Calls over 'Net, NETWORK 
WORLD (Feb. 13, 1995). 

Alexander Schill, ed., DCE-The OSF Distributed Computer Environment: 
Client/Server Model and Beyond, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 731, 
Karlsruhe University (1993). 

Analysis of DCE Security Draft (Sept. 18, 1996). 

Date 
Considered 

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if 
not in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If Identified, the 
following is provided: EA =English Abtract, T =Translation, PF =Patent Family. 
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Examiner 
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Cite 
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9-1 

9-2 

9-3 

9-4 
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

(1) Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a migration com
munication control device that controls a communica
tion between a mobile node and a corresponding 
node to enable them to communicate continuously 
when the former migrates by managing addresses 
assigned to the former each time it migrates across 
networks. 

(2) Description of the Related Art 

Recent progress in the field of electronic technol
ogy makes it possible to assemble smaller and lighter 
portable computers. These portable computers refer
red to as mobile nodes are designed so that they can 
migrate across networks: they are unplugged from a 
network and plugged in another and communicate 
with a stationary node. Thus, each of them is as
signed a specific address to prove its identity. The ad
dress, in general, includes location information as to 
which network the mobile nodes are currently plug
ged in, and for this reason, a new address is assigned 
each time they migrate. 

For example, the address composed of a net
work address unit for specifying a network in which 
the mobile node is currently plugged in and a node 
address unit for proving the mobile node's identity in 
the network, or the address used in a conventional 
network architecture such as Internet Protocol(de
tails of which are in Internet Protocol, RFC791, Jon 
Postel, Sep., 1981 ), they must be changed every time 
the mobile nodes migrate. 

However, once the mobile node migrates to an
other network, a communication with the stationary 
node will be terminated. This is because a packet is 
transmitted to its old address only to be wasted. 

Thus, to enable the mobile node and stationary 
node to communicate continuously when the former 
migrates, it is necessary to control the communica
tion by managing the steadily changing address. 

To date, two address managing methods have 
been proposed: one by Sony Computer Science Lab
oratory Inc. and one by the Department of Computer 
Science at Columbia University. 

Sony Computer Science Laboratory Inc. pro
posed a method using VIP(Virtuallnternet Protocol), 
details of which are on "VIP : Lower Layer Internet 
Protocol", Fumio Teraoka, Yasuhiko Yokota, Mario To
koro, Proceed of Data Processing Convention : Mul
timedia Communication and Distributed Processing. 

In this method, each mobile node is assigned a 
VIP(Virtual Internet Protocol) address and a 
PIP(Physical Internet Protocol) address. The former 
is an unchanged address used in a communication 
application for packet transmission and reception; 

and the latter is an address changed for every migra
tion to specify an update physical location of the mobil 
node. Data related to both addresses are held in a 
cache of a gateway. Under these conditions, the sta-

5 tionary node transmits a packet to the mobile node to 
the VIP address thereof, and the packet is converted 
into another packet addressed to the PIP address 
when it passes the gateway, thence transmitted to 
the mobile node via the gateways placed in a route 

10 onwards. These gateways collect data related to a 
correlation between the VIP and PIP addresses from 
the header of the packet upon the receipt thereof, 
thus updates data in the cache, and hence are able 
to convert other packets addressed to the VIP ad-

15 dresses into the packets addressed to the PIP ad
dresses based on the correlation entered in the 
cache. 

In this method, in short, the use of the address 
constituting with the VIP and PIP addresses enables 

20 the mobile node and the stationary node to commu
nicate continuously when the former migrates. 

The Department of Computer Science at Colum
bia University proposed a method using an Internet 
Protocol address of which network address unit does 

25 not specify the network which the mobile node is cur
rently plugged in but declares itself to be the mobile 
node, hence a certain value is given as the network 
address unit to all the mobile nodes. As well, the 
method uses an MSS(MobHe Support Station) instal-

30 led at each network to manage the IP addresses and 
control a packet route to the mobile node. The MSS 
is designed so that it collects data related to the up
date physical location of the mobile nodes by refer
ring other MSSs. 

35 Given these conditions, when the stationary 
node transmits a packet to the mobile node when it 
migrates, it first transmits the packet to a first MSS in
stalled in its network; thence the first MSS transfers 
the packet to a second MSS installed in a network 

40 which the mobile node is currently plugged in; and fi
nally the second MSS transfers the packet to the mo
bile node. 

In this method, in short. the use of the MSS en
ables the mobile node and the stationary node to con-

45 tinue the communication when the former migrates. 
In the first method, however, all the nodes must 

be constructed so that they understand both the VIP 
and PIP addresses, causing them to extend a scale 
functionally, otherwise making it impossible to apply 

so this method to apparatuses employed in existing net
works. In addition, the communication via the gate
ways reduces communication efficiency compared 
with direct packet transmission, because the gate
ways check whether they have received the packet 

55 addressed to the VIP address or PIP address each 
time they receive it, as well as whether or not to col
lect the data therefrom to update those in the cache. 

In the second method, each network must have 

2 
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the MSS, and the communication via the MSSs 
makes it impossible to transmit the packet directly, 
thereby reducing the communication efficiency. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention therefore has an object to 
provide a migration communication control device 
that is available to any apparatus employed in exist
ing networks. Also the present invention has another 
object to provide a migration communication control 
device that enables the mobile node and stationary 
node to communicate continuously when the former 
migrates by transmitting and receiving the packet di
rectly besides transferring the packet as has been 
done when the mobile node migrates across the net
works. 

The above objects are fulfilled by a migration 
communication control device constructed to control 
a communication between a mobile node and a part
ner node, the mobile node migrating across networks 
and obtaining an address assigned on each network 
while the partner node being a communication part
ner of the mobile node, comprising a first migration 
control unit, a second migration control unit, a third mi
gration control unit, the second migration control unit 
being placed on the mobile node and the third migra
tion control unit being placed on the partner node, 
wherein the first migration control unit comprises a 
packet transfer unit for receiving a packet which was 
destined for an outdated address of the mobile node, 
the outdated address assigned when the mobile node 
migrated to a network to which the first migration con
trol unit is attached, generating a conversion packet 
which holds an updated address instead of the out
dated address, and transmitting the conversion pack
et; and an address post unit for transmitting an ad
dress post message which indicates the updated ad
dress of the mobile node to the third migration control 
unit, the third migration control unit transmitting the 
packet received by the packet transfer unit, and the 
second migration control unit comprises a migration 
post unit for transmitting to the first migration control 
unit a migration post message which indicates the up
dated address of the mobile node when the mobile 
node migrates to another network; and a packet re
sumption unit for receiving the conversion packet 
from both the first migration control unit and the third 
migration control unit and resuming an original packet 
from the conversion packet, and the third migration 
control unit comprises a packet conversion unit for 
converting a destination address of a packet, the 
packet to be transmitted to the mobile node, into the 
updated address indicated by the address post mes
sage, the address post message sent by the first mi
gration control unit, and transmitting it to the mobile 
node. 

The migration post unit in the second migration 

control unit may transmit an identification key includ
ed in the migration post message, the identification 
key being employed to identify the mobile node. 

The identification key may be an address of the 
5 mobile node assigned atone network before the net

work to which the mobile node is currently attached. 
The identification key may be an address of the 

mobile node assigned before its initial migration. 
The second migration control unit may be con-

10 structed to transmit to the third migration control unit 
the packet which has the same format as the re
sumed packet. 

The first migration control unit may further com
prise an address hold unitfor holding the outdated ad-

15 dress and the updated address by corresponding 
them with each other; and an address comparison 
unit for comparing the destination address of the re
ceived packet with the outdated address, wherein the 
packet transfer unit generates the conversion packet 

20 and transmits it when the address comparison unit 
detects that the destination address of the received 
packet coincides with the outdated address. 

The first migration control unit may further com
prise an address hold unit for holding the outdated ad-

25 dress and the updated address by corresponding 
them with each other; and an address comparison 
unit for comparing the destination address of the 
packet received by the packet transfer unit with the 
outdated address, wherein the address post unit 

30 transmits the address post message which indicates 
the updated address of the mobile node to the third 
migration control unit, the third migration control unit 
transmitting the packet received by the packet trans
fer unit, when the address comparison unit detects 

35 that the destination address of the packet coincides 
with the outdated address. 

The second migration control unit may further 
comprise an address hold unit for holding the outdat
ed address and the updated address by correspond-

40 ing them with each other; and an address comparison 
unit for comparing the updated address with the des
tination address of the packet received from one of 
the first migration control unit and the third migration 
control unit, wherein the packet resumption unit re-

45 sumes the original packet from the conversion packet 
when the address comparison unit detects that the 
updated address coincides with the destination ad
dress of the packet received from one of the first mi
gration control unit and the third migration control 

so unit. 
The third migration control unit may further com

prise an address hold unit for holding the outdated ad
dress and the updated address of the mobile node by 
corresponding them with each other; and an address 

55 comparison unit for comparing the outdated address 
in the address hold unit with the destination address 
of the packet to be transmitted to the mobile node, 
wherein the packet conversion unit converts the des-

3 
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tination address of the packet to be transmitted to the 
mobile node into the updated address which corre
sponds to the outdated address in the address hold 
unit when the address comparison unit detects the 
outdated address in the address hold unit coincides 
with the destination address of the packet. 

There may be a plurality of the first migration con
trol units, and the second migration control unit trans
mits the migration post message to at least one of the 
first migration control units. 

The migration post unit in the second migration 
control unit may transmit the migration post message 
to the first migration control unit which is attached to 
the network to which the mobile node was attached 
before its migration, each of the first migration control 
units has a migration post unit for transmitting to one 
of the other first migration control units a migration 
post message to post the same address as the updat
ed address indicated by the migration post message 
received from the second migration control unit, and 
each of the first migration control units has a migra
tion post unit for transmitting a migration post mes
sage from one of the other first migration control units 
to another first migration control unit to post the same 
address as the updated address indicated by there
ceived migration post message. 

Each of the first migration control units and the 
second migration control unit may further comprise a 
pointer hold unit for holding pointers related to the first 
migration control unit to which the migration post mes
sage is transmitted, and wherein the migration post 
unit in each of the first migration control units and the 
migration post unit in the second migration control unit 
transmit the migration post message to each of the 
addresses related to each of the pointers. 

Each of the pointers may be a broadcast address 
of the network to which one of the first migration con
trol units is attached. 

Each of the pointers may be an address which is 
assigned to one of the first migration control units 
uniquely. 

Each of the pointers may be the address of the 
mobile node which is assigned when the mobile node 
is attached to the same network as is the first migra
tion control unit, and the migration post unit in the first 
migration control unit and the migration post unit in 
the second migration control unit obtain the broad
cast address of the network to which each of the first 
migration control units is attached with referring to the 
address of the mobile node, and transmits the migra
tion post message to the obtained broadcast address. 

The pointer hold unit in the second migration con
trol unit may hold a pointer related to a first migration 
control unit for the latest migration, which is the first 
migration control unit being attached to one network 
before the network to which the mobile node is cur
renUy attached, and the pointer hold unit in the first 
migration control unit holds a pointer related to an-

other first migration control unit attached to the same 
network as was the mobile node attached before mi
grating to the network to which the first migration con
trol unit is attached. 

6 The second migration control unit may further 
transmit to the first migration control unit the pointer 
by sending thereto the migration post message, the 
pointer to be held by the first migration control unit. 

The first migration control unit may store into the 
to pointer hold unitthe pointer when it receives from the 

second migration control unit the migration post mes
sage by corresponding the pointer with the updated 
address indicated by the received migration post 
message. 

15 Each of the first migration control units may fur-
ther comprise an address hold unitfor holding the out
dated address and the updated address by corre
sponding them with each other, wherein a migration 
post message unit stores into the address hold unit 

20 the outdated address and the updated address by 
corresponding them with each other when it receives 
from the second migration control unit the migration 
post message, while converts the updated address in 
the address hold unit into the updated address indi-

25 cated by the migration post message when it receives 
from the first migration control unit the migration post 
message and the outdated address indicated by the 
migration post message coincides with one of the up
dated addresses in the address hold unit. 

30 The first migration control unit may be placed on 
a gateway, which connects networks. 

The first migration control unit may be placed on 
the network as an individual node. 

The migration post unit in the second migration 
35 control unit may transmit the migration post message 

to a home migration control unit, the home migration 
control unit being the first migration control unit which 
is attached to a network where the mobile node left 
for its initial migration, and the home migration control 

40 unit may further comprise a home migration post unit 
for transmitting a migration post message to a first mi
gration control unit for the latest migration, the first 
migration control unit fort he latest migration being the 
first migration control unit which is attached to the 

45 network where the mobae node left for the latest mi
gration, to post the same updated address as is indi
cated by the migration post message received from 
the second migration control unit. 

The first migration control unit may further com-
so prise a migration post unit for transmitting the migra

tion post message indicating the updated address of 
the mobile node to one of the other first migration 
control units when the conversion.packet destined for 
the outdated address of the mobile node was sent 

55 therefrom to the first migration control unit. 

4 

The migration post unit in the second migration 
control unit may transmit to the home migration con
trol unit the migration post message where a home 
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address and the updated address are corresponded 
with each other, the home address assigned when 
the mobile node is attached to the same network as 
is the home migration control unit, and each of the 
packet transfer unit and the address post unit in the 
home migration control unit may transmit the conver
sion packet and the address post message respec
tively with referring to the above home address and 
the updated address. 

The second migration control unit may further 
comprise an outdated address post unit for transmit
ting to the first migration control unit for the latest mi
gration an outdated address post message where the 
outdated address and the home address are corre
sponded with each other, the outdated address being 
assigned to the mobile node before the latest migra
tion, the home migration post unit in the home migra
tion control unit may transmitto the said first migration 
control unit for the latest migration the migration post 
message where the above home address and the up
dated address are corresponded with each other, and 
the packet transfer unit and the address post unit in 
the first migration control unit for the latest migration 
may transmit the conversion packet and the address 
post message respectively in accordance with the 
outdated address and the updated address, the out
dated address and the updated address being corre
sponded with each other via the home address. 

The outdated address post unit in the second mi
gration control unit may transmit the above outdated 
address post message at a migration of the mobile 
node preceding the latest migration, and each of the 
migration post units in the second migration control 
unit and the home migration post unit in the home mi
gration control unit may transmit the above migration 
post message at the latest migration of the mobile 
node. 

The second migration control unit may further 
comprise a home migration control unit pointer hold 
unit for holding a pointer related to the home migration 
control unit, the migration post unit in the second mi
gration control unit transmits the migration post mes
sage to the address related to the pointer. the home 
migration control unit may further comprise a pointer 
hold unit for the latest migration for holding a pointer 
related to the first migration control unit for the latest 
migration, and the home migration post unit in the 
home migration control unit may transmit the migra
tion post message to the address related to the poin
ter. 

Each of the above pointers may be the broadcast 
address of the network to which each of the first mi
gration control units is attached. 

Each of the above pointers may be the address 
assigned to each of the first migration control units 
uniquely. 

The second migration control unit may further 
comprise a pointer obtainment unit for requesting to 

the first migration control unit for the latest migration 
the pointer related to the first migration control unit for 
the latest migration, and the migration post unit in the 
second migration control unit may post the obtained 

5 pointer to the home migration control unit together 
with the updated address by sending thereto the mi
gration post message. 

The migration post unit in the second migration 
control unit may post to the home migration control 

10 unit the pointer at the migration of the mobile node 
preceding the latest migration, while the migration 
post unit may post the above updated address at the 
latest migration of the mobile node. 

The first migration control unit may further com-
15 prise an address post suppressing unit for suppress

ing transmission of the address post message from 
the address post unit to the third migration control 
unit, and the address post suppressing unit may sup
press transmission of the address post message 

20 when none oft he first migration control units is attach
ed to the same network as is the mobile node. 

The second migration control unit may further 
comprise a detect unitfor detecting whether or not the 
first migration control unit is attached to the network 

25 to which the mobile node migrates, the migration post 
unit in the second migration control unit may transmit 
to the home migration control unit the migration post 
message which includes the detecting result of the 
above detect unit together with the updated address, 

30 the home migration post unit in the home migration 
control unit may transmit to the first migration control 
unit for the latest migration the migration post mes
sage which indudes the detecting result of the above 
detect unit together with the updated address, and 

35 the address post suppressing unit in each of the 
home migration control unit and the first migration 
control unit for the latest migration may suppress the 
transmission of the address post message in accor
dance with the detecting result of the above detect 

40 unit. 
The first migration control unit may further com

prise a packet transfer suppressing unit for suppress
ing transfer of the packet conducted by the packet 
transfer unit. 

45 The first migration control unit may further com-
prise an address post suppressing unit for suppress
ing transmission of the address post message from 
the address post unit to the third migration control 
unit, and the address post suppressing unit in the first 

50 migration control unit being attached to a network to 
which the mobile node is not attached, may suppress 
the transmission of the address post message when 
the packet transfer suppressing unit in the first migra
tion control unit for the latest migration suppresses 

55 transfer of the packet. 

5 

The second migration control unit may further 
comprise a detect unit for detecting whet her or not the 
packet transfer suppressing unit in the first migration 
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control unit suppresses the transfer of the packet, the 
first migration control unit being attached to the net
work to which the mobile node migrates, and the mi
gration post unit in the second migration control unit 
transmits to the home migration control unit the mi
gration post message which includes the detecting re
sult oft he above detect unittogether with the updated 
address, the home migration post unit in the home mi
gration control unit may transmit to the first migration 
control unit for the latest migration the migration post 
message which includes the detecting result of the 
detect unit together with the updated address, and 
the address post suppressing unit in each of the 
home migration control unit and the first migration 
control unit for the latest migration may suppress the 
transmission of the address post message in accor
dance with the detecting result of the above detect 
unit 

The packet transfer suppressing unit in the first 
migration control unit fort he latest migration may sup
press the transfer of the packet conducted by the 
packet transfer unit, when the packet transfer sup
pressing unit in the first migration control unit being 
attached to the network to which the mobile node mi
grates suppresses the transfer of the packet 

The above objects may also be fulfilled by a pack
et transfer migration control unit in a migration com
munication control device, the migration communica
tion control device being constructed to control a com
munication between a mobile node and a partner 
node, the mobile node migrating across networks and 
obtaining an address assigned on each network while 
the partner node being a communication partner of 
the mobile node, comprising a packet transfer unit for 
receiving a packet which was transmitted by the part
ner node to an outdated address of the mobile node, 
the outdated address being assigned when the mo
bile node migrated to a network to which the packet 
transfer migration control unit is attached, generating 
a conversion packet which holds an updated address 
instead of the outdated address, and transmitting the 
conversion packet; and an address post unit for trans
mitting an address post message which indicates the 
updated address of the mobile node to the partner 
node, the partner node transmitting the packet re
ceived by the packet transfer unit. 

The above objects may further be fulfilled by a 
mobile node migration control unit in a migration com
munication control device. the migration communica
tion control device being constructed to control a com
munication between a mobile node which migrates 
across networks and obtains an address assigned on 
each network and a partner node which is a commu
nication partner of the mobile node, being placed on 
the mobile node and comprising a migration post unit 
for transmitting to a packet transfer migration control 
unit a migration post message which indicates an up
dated address of the mobile node when the mobile 

node migrates to another network, the packet trans
fer migration control unit for receiving a packet which 
was transmitted by the partner node to an outdated 
address oft he mobile node, the outdated address as-

5 signed when the mobile node migrated to a network 
to which the migration control unit for packet transfer 
is attached, generating a conversion packet which 
holds the updated address instead of the outdated 
address, and transmitting the conversion packet; and 

10 a packet resumption unit for receiving the conversion 
packetfrom both the packet transfer migration control 
unit and the mobile node, and resuming an original 
packet from the conversion packet. 

The above objects are finally fulfilled by a partner 
15 node migration control unit in a migration communica

tion control device, the migration communication con
trol device being constructed to control a communica
tion between a mobile node which migrates across 
networks and obtains an address assigned on each 

20 network and a partner node which is a communica
tion partner of the mobile node, being placed on the 
mobile node and comprising an address post mes
sage receiving unitfor receiving an address post mes
sage which indicates an updated address of the mo-

25 bile node from a packet transfer migration control unit, 
the packet transfer migration control unit transmitting 
an address post message which indicates the updat
ed address of the mobile node to the partner node; 
and a packet conversion unit for converting a destin-

30 ation address of a packet, the packet to be transmit
ted to the mobile node, into the updated address in
dicated by the address post message, and transmit
ting it to the mobile node. 

According to the above construction, the migra-
35 tion communication control device of the present in

vention transfers and converts the packet using the 
address assigned to the mobile node each time it mi
grates across networks, obviating particular address
es or devices such as the VIP address used conven-

40 tionally. For this reason, the migration communica
tion control device of the present invention can be ap
plied to the existing partner node and mobile node so 
that they can communicate continuously by transfer
ring the packet. Moreover, it is advantageous that the 

45 migration communication control device of the pres
ent invention is not necessarily applied to all the 
nodes to enhance communication efficiency; the 
present invention can be applied only to where nec
essary on the existing networks. More precisely, 

50 when any existing partner node communicates with 
the mobile node when it migrates, the packet can be 
transmitted directly from the mobile nodes to the ex
isting partner node; and it can be transferred via the 
first migration control unit from the existing partner 

55 node to the mobile node, thereby enhancing commu
nication efficiency. 

6 

Furthermore, when the partner node employs 
the migration communication control device of the 
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present invention, communication efficiency is fur
ther enhanced thanks to the direct packet transmis
sion and reception made possible by posting the UP
date address of the mobile node from the first migra-
tion control unit to the third migration control unit. s 

Also, the devices such as MSS or a gateway em
ploying the VIP are not necessarily installed at every 
network to which the mobile node migrates. To be 
precise, according to the present invention, the con-
tinuous communication is implemented even when 10 

the mobile node migrates to a network at which no 
special devices including above ones are installed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and the other objects, advantages and 
features of the invention will become apparent from 
the following description thereof taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings which illustrate a 

15 

specific embodiment of the invention. In the draw- 20 

ings: 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting a construction 
of a migration communication control device in a 
first embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting a detailed con- 25 

struction of the migration communication control 
device employed as a mobile node in the first em
bodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram depicting a detailed con-
struction oft he migration communication control 30 

device employed as a gateway in the first em
bodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a detailed con
struction of the migration communication control 
device employed as a stationary node in the first 35 

embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing a detailed con
struction of the migration communication control 
device employed as an individual node in the first 
embodiment of the present invention; 40 

FIG. 6 is an illustration showing a first example of 
a network to which the migration communication 
control devices in FIG. 2. 3, 4 are attached; 
FIG. 7 is an illustration showing a second exam-
ple of the network to which the migration commu- 45 

nication control devices in FIG. 2, 3, 4 are attach-
ed; 
FIG. 8 is an illustration showing a third example 
of the network to which the migration communi-
cation control devices in FIG. 2, 3, 4 are attached; so 
FIG. 9 is an illustration showing a fourth example 
of the network to which the migration communi
cation control devices in FIG. 2, 3, 4 are attached; 
FIG. 10 is an illustration showing (a) data in a data 
hold unit 1 in the mobile node (b) data in a data 55 

hold unit 1 in the migration communication control 
devices each employed as the gateway, the sta
tionary node, and the individual node. 

7 

12 

FIG. 11 is an illustration showing a format of a 
packet in the first embodiment of the present in
vention; 
FIG. 12 is an illustration showing a format of a 
packet in the first embodiment of the present in
vention; 
FIG. 13 is an illustration showing a content of the 
data hold unit 1 in the migration communication 
control device employed as the gateway; 
FIG. 14 is an illustration showing a content of the 
data hold unit 1 in the migration communication 
control device employed as the individual node; 
FIG. 15 is an illustration showing an example of 
a network to which the migration communication 
control device is attached in a second embodi
ment of the present invention; 
FIG. 16 is a detailed block diagram depicting a 
home migration communication control device in 
the second embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 17 is an illustration showing a content of a 
home mobile host list hold unit in the second em
bodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 18 is a detailed block diagram depicting the 
visitor migration communication control device in 
the second embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 19 is an illustration showing a content of a 
visitor mobile host list hold unit in the second em
bodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 20 is a detailed block diagram depicting ami
gration address unit in the second embodiment of 
the present invention; 
FIG. 21 is an illustration showing a content of an 
address hold unit in the migration address unit in 
the second embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 22 is a detailed block diagram depicting ami
gration address unit in the second embodiment of 
the present invention; 
FIG. 23 is an illustration showing a content of the 
address hold unit in the migration address unit in 
the second embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 24 is an illustration showing a format of a 
data packet in the second embodiment of the 
present invention; 
FIG. 25 is an illustration showing a format of a 
packet transfer message in the second embodi
ment of the present invention; 
FIG. 26 is an illustration showing a flow of a data 
packet transmitted between devices in the sec
ond embodiment oft he present invention; 
FIG. 27 is an illustration showing a communica
tion sequence in FIG. 26; 
FIG. 28 is an illustration showing a construction 
of each data packet in FIG. 26; 
FIG. 29 is an illustration showing a change in the 
content of each hold unit in FIG. 26; 
FIG. 30 is an illustration showing a flow of each 
data packet transmitted between devices at an 
operation example in the second embodiment of 
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the present invention; 
FIG. 31 is an illustration showing a communica
tion sequence in FIG. 30; 
FIG. 32 is an illustration showing a construction 
of each data packet in FIG. 30; s 
FIG. 33 is an illustration showing a change in the 
address hold unit in each device in FIG. 33; 
FIG. 34 is an illustration showing a flow of a data 
packet transmitted between devices at an opera-
tion example in the second embodiment of the 10 

present invention; 
FIG. 35 is an illustration showing the communica
tion sequence in FIG. 34; 
FIG. 36 is an illustration showing a construction 
of each data packet in FIG. 34; 15 

FIG. 37 is an illustration showing a change in the 
address hold unit in each device in FIG. 34; 
FIG. 38 is an illustration showing a flow of each 
data packet transmitted between devices at an 
operation example in the second embodiment of 20 

the present invention; 
FIG. 39 is an illustration showing a communica
tion sequence in FIG. 38; 
FIG. 40 is an illustration showing a construction 
of each data packet in FIG. 38; 25 

FIG. 41 is an illustration showing a change in the 
address hold unit in each device in FIG. 38; 
FIG. 42 is an illustration showing a flow of each 
data packet transmitted between devices in the 
second embodiment of the present invention; 30 

FIG. 43 is an illustration showing a flow of each 
data packet transmitted between devices in the 
second embodiment' of the present invention; 
FIG. 44 is an illustration showing a flow of each 
data packet transmitted between devices in the 35 

second embodiment oft he present invention; and 
FIG. 45 is an illustration showing a flow of each 
data packet transmitted between devices in the 
second embodiment of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[Embodiment 1] 

A construction of a migration communication con
trol device in a first embodiment of the present inven
tion is described hereunder with referring to FIGs. 
Hereinafter, the mobile node and partner node in the 

40 

45 

related art as well as in the summary of the invention 50 

are referred to as a mobile host and a stationary host, 
respectively. 

FIG. 1 is an illustration showing the construction 
of the migration communication control device com-
prising a data hold unit 1, an application unit 2. a mi- 55 

gration address unit 3, and a communication control 
unit4. 

The data hold unit 1 holds a couple of addresses 

8 

of a mobile host by corresponding them. Each of the 
addresses in the data hold unit 1 is assigned before 
and after a migration of the mobile host. 

The application unit 2 checks a connection as 
well as monitors a timer. The unit 2 is relevant for a 
higher layer in OSI model, which includes an applica
tion layer. For example, the unit 2 operates as TCP at 
TCPIIP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Pro
tocol) or a layer which is higherthan TCP. 

The migration address unit 3 processes a migra
tion address with referring to data in the data hold unit 
1. The concrete operation of the migration address 
unit 3 varies depending on a type of the migration 
communication control device comprising the unit 3, 
and this will be described in detail later. 

The communication control unit 4 controls the 
communication. The unit4 is relevantfor a lower layer 
in the OSI model. For example, the unit 4 operates as 
a layer which is lower than IP at TCP. 

The application unit 2 and the communication 
control unit 4 are the same units as ones implemented 
on a general host. Besides the unit 2 and 4, the mi
gration communication device in the first embodiment 
of the present invention includes the data hold unit 1 
and the migration address unit 3; thereby implements 
an operation unique to this case. That is, the data hold 
unit 1 and the migration address processing unit 3 are 
attached to the mobile host which migrates across 
networks, or a stationary host which is attached to a 
network fixedly (for example, a gateway or a server); 
otherwise, they operate alone. Each device compris
ing the unit 1 and 3 supports a continuous communi
cation unaffected by migration oft he mobile host be
sides providing its own function. 

The data hold unit 1 and the mobile address unit 
3, which are included in the devices attached to the 
network, are described in FIGs. 2, 3, 4, 5. FIG. 2 
shows a migration communication control device 
where the unit 1 and the unit 3 are attached to the mo
bile host which migrates across networks; FIG. 3 
shows a migration communication control device 
where the unit 1 and the unit 3 are attached to a gate
way which connects the networks; FIG. 4 shows ami
gration communication control device where the unit 
1 and the unit 3 are attached to the stationary host, 
which is the communication partner of the mobile 
host; and FIG. 5 shows a migration communication 
control device attached to the network itself. 

The migration communication control device in 
FIG. 2 (hereinafter referred to as a mobile host) fur
ther includes the application unit 2, the communica
tion control unit 4, and an address obtainment unit 25, 
besides the data hold unit 1 and the migration ad
dress unit 3. 

Each of the application unit 2 and the communi
cation control unit 4 operates as the above; while the 
unit 2 together with the unit 4 operate as a conven
tional stationary host. 
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The address obtainment unit 25 obtains an ad
dress of the mobile host assigned when It has migrat
ed to another network. Although other options can be 
considered, such as employing a manual setting by 
an operator or communicating with a server computer 
which administrates addresses of the network, it is 
supposed here that the address is obtained in accor
dance with an instruction of a system administrator or 
the operator. The address obtainment unit 25 is also 
possessed by a general host and will not be described 
in detail. 

The addresses held in the data hold unit 1 are ob
tained by the address obtainment unit 25. 

The migration address unit 3 (enclosed with a 
broken line) consists of a response message trans
mission unit 20, a marked packet conversion unit 21, 
a migration address setting unit 26, a migration post 
transmission unit 27, a reception packet unit 28, and 
a marked packet resumption unit 29. 

The response message transmission unit 20 
transmits the packet which responds to the received 
packet if the response is needed. 

The marked packet conversion unit 21 converts 
a packet received from the response message trans
mission unit 20 as well as the application unit 2 into a 
marked packet by converting the address of the re
ceived packet and marking the packet. 

The migration address setting unit 26 stores the 
address obtained by the address obtainment unit 25 
into the data hold unit 1. The address obtained by the 
unit 25 is the address of the mobile host assigned af
ter the migration, and the unit 26 stores it into unit 1 
by corresponding it to the address of the mobae host 
assigned before the migration. 

The migration post transmission unit 27 posts via 
the communication control unit 4 that the address ob
tained by the unit 25 is held in the data hold unit 1 to
gether with the correspondence between a couple 
addresses each of which assigned before and after 
the migration. 

The reception packet unit 28 detects whether or 
not the received packet is marked, and sends the un
marked packet to the application unit 2 while sending 
the marked packet to the marketed packet resump
tion unit 29. 

The marked packet resumption unit 29 resumes 
the marked packet. 

The migration communication control device in 
FIG. 3 (hereinafter referred to as a gateway) further 
includes the application unit 2 and the communication 
control unit 4 besides the data hold unit 1 and the mi
gration address unit 3 (enclosed with a broken line). 

Each of the application unit 2 and the communi
cation control unit 4 operates described the above, 
and the unit 2 together with the unit 4 operate as a 
conventional gateway. 

The data hold unit 1 holds the correspondence 
between a couple oft he addresses of the mobile host 

each of which assigned before and after migration. 
The migration address unit 3 consists of a recep

tion packet unit 35, a migration post information unit 
36, an address comparison unit 37, an address con-

s version post transmission unit 38, and a marked pack
et conversion unit 39. 

The reception packet unit 35 detects whether or 
not the received packet is the packet comprising ami
gration post message, which is transmitted by the mo-

10 bile host. The unit 35 then sends the migration post 
message to the migration post information unit 36 
while sending the other packets to the address com
parison unit 37. 

In accordance with the migration post message 
15 received from the reception packet unit 35, the migra

tion post information unit 36 stores in the data hold 
unit 1 the correspondence between a couple of the 
addresses of the mobile host each of which assigned 
before and after the migration. The unit 36 also sends 

20 the migration post message to the address conver
sion post transmission unit 38. 

The address comparison unit 37 detects whether 
or not the destination address of the packet received 
from the reception packet unit 35 coincides with the 

25 address oft he mobile host assigned before migration, 
which is held in the data hold unit 1. When they coin
cide with each other, the unit 37 further sends to the 
marked packet conversion unit 39 the address as
signed after the migration, which corresponds to the 

30 address which coincides with the destination ad
dress, as well as the packet received from the recep
tion packet unit 35. On the other hand, when they do 
not coincided with each other, the unit 37 implements 
a function of a gateway by sending the packet to the 

35 application unit 2. 
The address conversion post transmission unit 

38 transmits to the destination address of the above 
packet received from the reception packet unit 35 an 
address conversion post message to inform that the 

40 address of the mobile host changes when the ad
dress comparison unit 37 detects a coincidence. Also 
the unit 38 transmits the address conversion post 
message to the network which satisfies the following 
two conditions: (1) the network where the address 

45 assigned before the migration, which is held in the 
data hold unit 1, is other than 0 (2) the migration com
munication control device employs as the gateway is 
not attached to the network. When the address con
version post message is transmitted to the network, 

so which satisfies the above conditions, its destination 
address is a broadcast address of the network. The 
broadcast address consists of a network part and a 
host part, and every bit of the host part is 1. 

The marked packet conversion unit 39 generates 
55 a marked packet when the address comparison unit 

37 detects a coincidence. The unit 39 generates it by 
marking a general packet after converting the destin
ation address of the packet. Then, the unit 39 trans-

9 
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mits il 
The migration communication control device in 

FIG. 4 (hereinafter referred to as a stationary host) 
further indudes the application unit 2 and the com-
munication control unit 4 besides the data hold unit 1 6 

and the migration address unit 3 (endosed with a 
broken line). 

Each of the application unit 2 and the communi
cation control unit 4 operates as described the above, 
and the unit 2 together with the unit 4 operate as a 10 

conventional stationary host (not migrate). 
The data hold unit 1 holds the correspondence 

between a couple oft he addresses of the mobile host 
each of which assigned before and after the migra-
tion. 15 

The migration address unit 3 consists of a receP
tion packet unit 45, a marked packet resumption unit 
46, an address conversion post information unit 47, 
an address comparison unit 48, and a marked packet 
conversion unit 49. 20 

The reception packet unit 45 detects whether the 
received packet is the packet comprising the address 
conversion post message, the marked packet, or the 
other packets. The address conversion post message 
is transmitted by the gateway. Then the unit 45 sends 25 

the address conversion post message to the address 
conversion post information unit 47, the marked 
packet to the marked packet resumption unit 46, and 
the other packets to the application unit 2. 

The marked packet resumption unit 46 resumes 30 

the unmarked packetfrom the marked packet, which 
is received from the reception packet unit 45. 

The address conversion post information unit 47 
obtains from the packet comprising the address con-
versions post message, which is received from there- 35 

ception packet unit 45, the correspondence between 
the address of the mobile host assigned before the 
migration and the one assigned after the migration, 
and stores it into the data hold unit 1. 

The address comparison unit 48 detects whether 40 

or not destination address of the packet received from 
the application unit 2 coincides with the address of 
the mobile host assigned before migration, which is 
held in the data hold unit 1. When they coincide with 
each other, the unit 48 further sends to the marked 45 

packet conversion unit 49 the address assigned after 
the migration, which corresponds to the address 
which coincides with the destination address, as well 
as the packet received from the application unit 2. On 
the other hand, when they do not coincided with each so 
other, the unit 48 sends the packet to the communi
cation control unit 4. 

The marked packet conversion unit 49 generates 
a marked packet when the address comparison unit 
37 detects a coincidence. The unit 49 generates it by 55 

marking a general packet after converting the destin-
ation address of the packet. Then, the unit 49 trans-
mits it. 

10 

The migration communication control device in 
FIG. 5, which is attached to the network by itself, con
sists oft he data hold unit 1, the migration address unit 
3 (enclosed with a broken line), and the communica
tion control unit 4. 

The data hold unit 1 holds the correspondence 
between a couple of the addresses of the mobile host 
each of which assigned before and after the migra
tion. 

The migration address unit 3 consists of the re
ception packet unit 35, the migration post information 
unit 36, the address comparison unit 37, the address 
conversion post transmission unit 38, and the marked 
packet conversion unit 39. The units integrating the 
migration address unit 3 operate substantially same 
as equivalent units integrating the gateway in FIG. 3 
except the following. 

In FIG. 3 the address conversion post transmis
sion unit 38 transmits the address conversion post 
message to the network satisfying both of the two 
conditions, which are described in the above; where
as, the address conversion post transmission unit 38 
in FIG. 5 transmits the address conversion post mes
sage to the broadcast address of the network as long 
as the network satisfies the first condition, that is it 
transmits the address conversion post message to 
the network when the address assigned before the 
migration, which is held in the data hold unit 1, is other 
than 0. 

FIG. 6 shows a first example of a network to 
which the migration communication control device as 
the mobile host in FIG. 2, the migration communica
tion control device as the gateway in FIG. 3, and mi
gration communication control device as the station
ary host in FIG. 4 are attached. In the figure numeral 
11 denotes a mobile host in FIG. 2, which migrates 
from a network A to a network B and obtains an ad
dress a assigned on the network A as well as an ad
dress p assigned on the network B. 

Numeral 12 denotes a stationary host in FIG. 3, 
which is attached tot he network B and obtains an ad
dressy assigned thereon. 

Numeral 12' denotes a stationary host in FIG. 3, 
which is attached tot he network A and obtains an ad
dressy' assigned thereon. 

Numeral 13 denotes a gateway in FIG. 3, which 
has an address g. The gateway 13 is attached to both 
the network A and the network B. 

The address on each network is assigned by a 
system administrator. 

FIG. 7 shows a second example of a network to 
which the mobile host in FIG. 2, the gateway in FIG. 
3, and the stationary host in FIG. 4 are attached. The 
stationary host is not illustrated in FIG. 7 since its lo
cation does not affect the communication with the 
mobile host. 

In the figure the mobile host 11 migrates across 
network 1-4, and obtains an address m, m', m", m"' 
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assigned on each network respectively. 
The network 5 as well as each of the network 1-

4 (hereinafter referred to as the net 5, and the net 1-
4 respectively) are connected with each other by a 
gateway 1-4, as shown in the figure. s 

A gateway 1·4 (hereinafter referred to as gw 1-gw 
4) is the migration communication control device em
ployed as the gateway in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 8 shows a third example of the network to 
which the mobile host in FIG. 2, the gateway in FIG. 10 

3, and the stationary host in FIG. 4 are attached. Con
struction of this network is substantially same as the 
second example of the network in FIG. 6 although op
eration thereof is different from the second example, 
which will be described later. 15 

FIG. 9 shows a fourth example of the network to 
which the mobile host in FIG. 2, the migration com
munication control device in FIG. 5, the stationary 
host in FIG. 4 are attached. The migration communi-
cation control device as the stationary host will not be 20 

described here. 
In the figure, numeral11 denotes the mobile host 

which migrates across the network 1-4 and obtains 
the address m, m', m", m"' assigned on each network 
respectively. 25 

The network 5 as well as each of the network 1-
4 (hereinafter referred to as the net 5, and the net 1-
4 respectively) are connected with each other by a gw 
1-4, as shown in the figure. 

Each oft he migration communication control unit 30 

1-4 (hereinafter referred to as S1-S4) is relevant for 
the one in the FIG. 5. 

An address used in the first embodiment of the 
present invention is described hereunder. Each ad-
dress consists of a network part, which is assigned on 35 

each network and shared by every host attached to 
that network, as well as a host part, which is assigned 
to each host uniquely. 

A broadcast address is a special kind of address, 
which can be divided into two types. The first one is 40 

the broadcast address used as the destination ad
dress in transmitting a packet from a network to an-
other network, such as the broadcast address where 
every bit of the host part is 1. When the first type of 
the broadcast address is used as the destination ad- 45 

dress of the packet, the packet is transferred by the 
gateway to the network directed by the network part 
of the broadcast address. The other one is used in 
transmitting a packet within a network, such as the 
broadcast address where every bit of both the host 50 

part and the network part is 1. When the second type 
of the broadcast address is used as the destination 
address of the packet, the packet is transmitted to all 
the devices attached to the network, which includes 
the broadcast address. However, the gateway does 55 

not transfer the packet to any other network. 
Operations of the migration communication con

trol device in the first embodiment of the present in-

11 

vention are described hereunder with referring to 
drawings. 

(operation example in FIG. 6) 

In FIG. 6, when the mobile host migrates from the 
network A to the network B, the migration communi
cation control device is operated as follows. 

In a first operation, the mobile host and the gate
way operate when the mobile host migrates across 
networks. 

In a second operation, the stationary host trans
mits a packet to an address of the mobile host which 
was assigned before the migration. 

In a third operation, the stationary host transmits 
the packetto an address oft he mobile host which has 
been assigned after the migration. 

In a fourth operation, the mobile host receives 
the packet which is transmitted by the stationary host. 

In a fifth operation, the mobile host sends a re
sponse message to the stationary host. 

(first operation in FIG. 6) 

In FIG. 6 the mobile host 11 attached to the net
work A (enclosed with a broken line) migrates to the 
network B to complete ongoing communication with 
the stationary host 12, which is attached to the net
work B. When migrating to the network B, the ad
dress obtainment unit 25 in the mobile host 11 (FIG. 
2) obtains the address fl assigned on the network B. 

Immediately after obtaining the address p, the 
address obtainment unit 25 gives the address 13 to the 
migration address setting unit 26 and the migration 
post transmission unit 27. The migration address set
ting unit26 stores the address 13 into the data hold unit 
1 by corresponding it to the address a, which is the 
address assigned before the migration. FIG. 10 (a) 
shows the content of the data hold unit 1. The migra
tion post transmission unit 27 gives to the gateway 13 
via the communication control unit 4 a packet com
prising migration post message and the correspon
dence between the address a and the address p, so 
that the gateway 13 will know that the mobile host 11 
has migrated to the network B. The mobile host 11 
can transmit the packet both before and after the mi
gration.ln FIG. 6 a packet 51 is transmitted before the 
migration, and its format is shown in FIG. 11 (a). As 
shown in FIG. 11 (a). the packet 51 consists of a des
tination address 91, a source address 92, and data 
93. The data 93 further comprise a message type 98, 
an address before migration 94, and an address after 
migration 95. 

Receiving from the communication control unit 4 
the packet 51, the gate way 13 sends it to the recep
tion packet unit35, the unit 4 and the unit 35 being in 
FIG. 3. From the message type 98 in FIG. 11 (a), the 
gateway 13 identifies the packet 51 with the migra-
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tion post message, and gives the packet 51 to the mi
gration post information unit 36. The migration post in
formation unit 36 obtains from the data 93 in the data 
packet 51 the address before migration a and the ad
dress after the migration ~; then stores them into the 
data hold unit 1 by corresponding them with each 
other. The content of the data in the data hold unit 1 
is shown in FIG. 10 (b). 

Additionally, the destination address 91 of the 
packet in FIG. 11 (a), can be the broadcast address 
of the network A, where the network part names the 
network A and every bit of the host part is 1. When 
the broadcast address is employed, every stationary 
host attached to the network A, including the gate 
way 13, receives the correspondence of I he address
es each of which assigned before and after the migra
tion. In this case communication control unit 4 in the 
stationary host 12' receives the data packet 51, and 
gives it to the reception packet unit 45, the unit 4 and 
the unit 45 in FIG. 4. From the message type 98 in 
FIG. 11 (a), the reception packet unit 45 identifies the 
packet 51 with the migration post message, and gives 
the packet 51 to the address conversion post infor
mation unit 47. The unit 47 obtains from the data 93 
in the data packet 51 the address before migration a. 
and the address after the migration f1 and stores them 
into the data hold unit 1 by corresponding them with 
each other. Once those addresses are stored in the 
data hold unit 1, the stationary host 12' can transmit 
a packet to the address assigned after the migration 
instead of transmitting it to the address before the mi
gration, the same to other stationary hosts attached 
to the network A. 

(second operation in FIG. 6) 

In the second operation, the stationary host 12 
transmits a packet to the address assigned before the 
migration after the mobile host 11 migrates to the net
work B and obtains the address ~ assigned on the 
network B. It is supposed that the mobile host 11 
transmits the packet 51, which comprises the migra
tion post message, to the gateway 13 rather than to 
the broadcast address of the network A. 

The stationary host 12, which is not notified that 
the mobile host 11 has migrated to the network B, 
transmits the packet to the address a. of the mobile 
host, which was assigned before the migration. A 
packet 52 in FIG. 6 is transmitted by the stationary 
host 12 to the address a of the mobile host 11, and 
its format is shown in FIG. 11 (f). The packet 52 is re
ceived by the gateway 13. Because the gateway 13 
is located between the source address of the packet 
52 and the address of the mobile host a assigned be
fore the migration, and also it is attached to the net
work A, to which the mobile host 11 was attached be
fore the migration. 

The gateway 13 employs its devices in FIG. 3 to 

implement its functions including reception of the 
packet That is, the communication control unit 4 in 
the gateway 13 receives the packet 52, and sends it 
to the reception packet unit 35 in the migration ad-

5 dress unit 3. The reception packet unit 35 identifies 
the packet 52 with a general packet and gives it to the 
address comparison unit 37. The unit 37 compares 
the destination address a. of the packet 52 with the 
address before the migration, which is held in the data 

to hold unit 1; then detects whether or not they are co
incide with each other. When the destination address 
of the received packet does not coincide with the ad
dress assigned before the migration, the address 
comparison unit 37 sends the packet to the applica-

t5 tion unit 2. On the other hand, when they coincide 
with each other, the address comparison unit 37 ob
tains from the data hold unit 1 the address ~of the 
mobile host assigned after the migration, which cor
responds to the address a.; then sends it both to the 

20 address conversion post transmission unit 38 and the 
marked packet conversion unit 39. 

As is described the above, the packet 52 is trans
mitted to the address a. of the mobile host 11 by the 
stationary host 12. Therefore, the address conver-

25 sion post transmission unit 38 notifies the stationary 
host 12 that the address of the mobile host 11 has 
changed by transmitting thereto the packet 53. FIG. 
11 (b) shows the packet 53. Simultaneously, the 
marked packet conversion unit 39 converts the pack-

30 et 52 into the packet 53 by rewriting the destination 
address of the packet 52 to the address f3 assigned 
after the migration, returning thereto the previous 
destination address of the packet 52 as additional in
formation, and marking to show that its destination 

35 address has changed; then sends the packet to the 
communication control unit 4. Thereby, the packet 52, 
which is converted into the marked packet 52', is 
transferred from the address a of the mobile host 11 
assigned before the migration to the address ~ as-

40 signed after the migration. FIG. 12 (e) shows the 
packet 52'. 

Receiving the packet 53 from the communication 
control unit 4 in the stationary host 12. it sends its 
packet 53 to the reception packet unit 45, the unit 4 

45 and the unit 45 being in FIG. 4. From the message 
type 98 in FIG. 11 (b), the reception packet unit 45 
identifies the packet 53 with the address conversion 
post message, and gives the packet 53 tot he address 
conversion post information unit 4 7. The address con-

so version post information unit 47 obtains from the data 
93 in the data packet 53 the address before migration 
a. and the address after the migration f3; then stores 
them into the data hold unit 1 by corresponding them 
with each other. Thereby, the stationary host 12 ob-

55 tains the address of the mobile host 11 assigned after 
the migration, so that a direct communication be
tween the stationary host 12 and the mobile host 11 
is implemented. 

12 
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In the second operation the migration communi
cation control device comprising the units in FIG. 4 is 
employed as the stationary host 12. However, a con
ventional stationary host, which is not constructed as 
the migration communication control device can also 5 

be communication partner of the mobile host if it is at
tached to a network. Therefore, hereunder a commu
nication between the mobile host 11 and the conven-
tion stationary host is described. 

When the conventional stationary host transmits 10 

a packet to the address of the mobile host 11 as
signed before the migration after the mobile host 11 
has migrated to another network, the gateway 13 
transfers the packet to the address of the mobile host 
11 assigned after the migration as well as sends to 15 

the stationary host the packet 53 comprising the ad
dress conversion post message in FIG. 11 (c). This 
operation is same as the above. 

However, when receiving the packet 53, the sta-
tionary host disposes it since it does not support the 20 

address conversion post message and judges the 
packet 53 is not a required packet. Thus, the conven-
tional stationary host cannot utilize the packet 53 to 
detect the address of the mobile host assigned after 
the migration nor hold the correspondence of the ad- 25 

dresses each assigned before and after the migra-
tion. 

Therefore, the stationary host gives the packet 
only to the address oft he mobile host 11 assigned be-
fore the migration. Then, the gateway transfers the 30 

packetto the address of the mobile host 11 assigned 
after the migration, and the mobile host 11 receives 
the packet. The message from the mobile host 11, 
such as the response message, is transmitted to the 
stationary host directly, so that it is received by the 35 

stationary host without fail. 
Thus, the conventional stationary host transmits 

a packet to the mobile host indirectly and receives a 
packet from the mobile host directly. Continuous com-
munication unaffected by the mobile host's migration 40 

can be implemented, even when the conventional sta
tionary host is employed. 

(third operation in FIG. 6) 

In the third operation, the stationary host 12 
transmits the packet to the address 13 of the mobile 
host 11 assigned after the migration with referring to 
the correspondence oft he addresses each assigned 

45 

before and after the migration, which is held in the so 
data hold unit 1. The third operation is described here
under with referring to FIG. 4. 

The stationary host 12 employs its devices in 
FIG. 4 to implement conversion of the destination ad-
dress and the transmission of the packet, both of 55 

which integrate the third operation. That is, applica-
tion unit 2 sends to the address comparison unit 48 
the packet 54, whose destination address is the ad-

13 

dress a. of the mobile host 11 assigned before the mi
gration. FIG. 11 (f) shows a format oft he packet 54. 
Then, the comparison unit 48 obtains the destination 
address of the packet 54 and detects whether or not 
it coincides with the address before the migration, 
which is held in the data hold unit 1. 

The comparison unit 48 sends the packet 54 to 
the communication control unit4 when the above ad
dresses do not coincide with each other while it sends 
the packet 54 to the marked packet conversion unit 
49 when the above addresses coincide with each 
other. In the third operation the coincidence is detect
ed since the corresponded between the address a 
and the address f) is stored in the data hold unit 1. 
Therefore, the packet 54 is sentto the marked packet 
conversion unit 49. Then the marked packet conver
sion unit 49 obtains from the data hold unit 1 the ad
dress 13 of the mobile host assigned after the migra
tion, which corresponds to the address a. as well as 
converts the packet 54 into the packet 54' by convert
ing the destination address a. into the address (3, re
turning thereto the original destination address a. as 
additional information, and marking the packet 54 to 
show that its destination address has changed; then 
sends the packet 54' to the communication control 
unit 4. FIG. 11 (c) shows a format of the packet 54'. 
Since the destination address of the packet 54' is an 
updated address of the mobile host 11, the packet 
54' is given to the mobile host 11 without fail. 

(fourth operation in FIG. 6) 

In the fourth operation, the mobile host 11 re
ceives the marked packet 54' and obtains the original 
unmarked packet 54 by resuming the packet 54'. This 
operation is described hereunder with referring to 
FIG.2. 

The mobile host 11 employs its devices in FIG. 2 
to implement its operation. That is, the communica
tion control unit 4 receives the packet 54' and sends 
it to the reception packet unit 28. The reception pack
et unit 28 detects that the received packet 54' is 
marked, and sends it to the marked packet resump
tion unit 29. The unit 29 obtains the original destina
tion address a., which is held in the additional informa
tion 97, and replaces the current destination address 
13 of the packet 54' with the address a.. Then it sends 
the packet 54' to the application unit 2. Thus, the mo
bile host 11 can receive the packet destined for its out
dated address. 

(fifth operation in FIG. 6) 

In the fifth operation. the mobile host 11 sends to 
the stationary host 12 a packet comprising a re
sponse message (hereinafter referred to as a re
sponse packet) or a packet excluding the response 
message (hereinafter referred to as a non-response 
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packet). A type of the received packet determines 
whether or not it is responded with the response 
packet. 

When the packet 54' is responded with a re
sponse packet, the mobile host 11 employs its devic
es in FIG. 2 to send the response packet. That is, the 
response message transmission unit 20 builds there
sponse packet, and sends it to the marked packet 
conversion unit 21 together with the destination ad
dress a of the packet 54'. 

The mobile host 12 also employs its devices to 
send the non-response packet 55. That is, the appli
cation unit 2 gives the address a assigned before the 
migration and the non-response packet to the 
marked packet conversion unit 21. The unit 21 sends 
the received packet to the stationary host 12 via the 
communication control unit 4 without marking it. FIG. 
11 (e) shows the packet sent by the unit21 to the sta
tionary host 12. 

The communication control unit 4 in the station
ary host 4 receives the packet 55, and gives it to the 
reception packet unit 45. The unit 45 detects that the 
packet 55 is the non-response packet, so that it gives 
the packet 55 to the application unit 2. Thus, the sta
tionary host and the mobile host implement a contin
uous communication unaffected by mobile host's mi
gration. Although the migration communication con
trol device is employed as the stationary host 12 in 
this embodiment, the conventional host can also be 
employed to transmit the non-response packet. 

In the above, the unmarked response packet and 
the unmarked non-response packet are sent to the 
mobile stationary host 12. On the other hand, here
under the operation of the mobile host 11 at conver
sion of the response packet and the non-response 
packet into the marked ones is described. This will be 
employed effectively in a communication between 
mobile hosts. 

Receiving the unmarked packet from the applica
tion unit 2, the marked packet conversion unit 21 gen
erates a packet 55' where the destination address 
and the source address are the address y of the sta
tionary host 12 and the address (3 assigned after the 
migration respectively. Also in generating the packet 
55', the application unit 2 gives to the received packet 
the address a assigned before the migration as addi
tional information as well as marks the received pack
et to indicate that the destination address has con
verted. FIG. 11 (d) shows a format oft he packet 55'. 
Then the application unit 2 sends the packet 55' to 
the stationary host 12 via the communication control 
unit 4. 

The communication control unit 4 in the station
ary host 12 receives the packet 55', and sends it to 
the reception packet unit 45. Detecting the packet 
55' is the marked packet, the reception packet unit 45 
sends it to the marked packet resumption unit 46. The 
unit 46 resumes the packet 55' into the packet 55 by 

unmarking it and replacing the source address there
of with the address ll assigned before the migration, 
which is held as the additional information. A format 
of the packet 55 is shown in FIG. 11 (e). Thus, the sta-

5 tionary host and the mobile host implement a contin
uous communication unaffected by mobile host's mi
gration. 

10 

{operation example in FIG. 7) 

In FIG. 7, when the mobile host migrates across 
the network 1, 2, 3, and 4, and obtains a temporary 
address assigned on each network, the newest ad
dress of the mobile host is transmitted to the station-

15 ary host, which operates as communication partner. 

(migration from network 1 to network 2) 

The address of the mobne host is m when it is at-
20 tached to the network 1. When migrating from the 

network 1 to the network2, the mobile host 11 replac
es its address with m' assigned on the network 2. 
Then the mobile host 11 notifies the migration com
munication control device attached to the network 1 

25 that it has migrated to the network 2 by sending 
thereto a packet comprising a migration post mes
sage. In FIG. 7 the migration communication control 
device gw 1, gw 2 attached to the network 1 receive 
the migration post packet 61, and store it into its own 

30 data hold unit 1. The operation in FIG. 7 is substan
tially same as the operation in FIG. 6 except that in 
FIG. 7 the packet 61 holds the address of the mobile 
host assigned before the la·st migration besides the 
correspondence of the addresses each assigned be-

35 fore and after the current migration. The address as
signed before the last migration makes the gws pre
pare for further migration of the mobile host, which 
will be described later. A format of the packet 61 is 
shown in FIG. 12 (a). Since the migration from the 

40 network 1 to the network 2 is the first migration in 
FIG. 7, the packet 61 holds 0 atthe address assigned 
before the last migration. 

The gw 1 and the gw 2 store in the data hold unit 
1 the correspondence of the addresses each as-

45 signed before and after the migration, as well as the 
address assigned before the last migration. As shown 
in FIG. 13 (a), m-m' and 0 are stored in the data hold 
unit 1 of each of the gw 1 and the gw 2. 

Then, the gw 1 and the gw 2 detects from 0 at the 
50 address assigned before the last migration that no mi

gration had been conducted before the current migra
tion. 

The broadcast address of the network 1 can be 
employed as the destination address oft he migration 

55 post packet 61.1fthe packet is destined for the broad
cast address, every host attached to the network 1, 
which includes the gw 1 and the gw 2, will hold the 
correspondence of the addresses each of which as-

14 
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signed before and after the migration as well as the 
address assigned before the last migration. Thereby, 
the hosts attached to the network 1 can communicat
ed with the mobile host directly. 

(migration from network 2 to network 3) 

When migrating from the network 2 to the net
work 3, the mobile host 11 obtains m" atthe address 

5 

assigned after the migration. Then the mobile host 11 10 

notifies the gw 2 and a gw 3, both of which are attach-
ed to the network 2, that the mobile host 11 has mi
grated to the network 3 by transmitting thereto a 
packet comprising the migration post message, refer-
red to as a packet 62 in FIG. 7. FIG. 12 (b) shows a 15 

format oft he packet62, which is transmitted to the gw 
2. The broadcast address oft he network 2 can be em
ployed as the destination address of the packet 62. 
When the packet 62 is transmitted to the broadcast 
address of the network 2, every host attached to the 20 

network 2, which indudes the gw 2 and the gw 3, 
holds the correspondence of the addresses each as
signed before and after the migration. 

The gw 2 employs its devices in FIG. 3 to process 
the packet62. That is, receiving the packet62, the gw 25 

2 sends it to the migration post information unit 36 via 
the communication control unit 4 and the reception 
packet unit 35, then refers to the data hold unit 1 
where m~m· and 0 are still held at the address cor-
respondence and at the address assigned before the 3o 

last migration respectively. The migration post infor
mation post unit 36 obtains from the packet 62 m'-
m" as the newly assigned correspondence between 
the addresses each of which assigned before and af-
ter the current migration, the migration from the net- 35 

work 2 to the network 3. Then, it detects whet her or 
not the address m' coincides with the address held in 
the data hold unit 1 as the address assigned after the 
last migration. Since the unit 36 detects the coinci-
dence, it replaces the address m' in the unit 1 with the 40 

address m" as well as replaces the correspondence 
m-m' with the correspondence m-m". 

Also the migration post information unit 36 sends 
to the data hold unit 1 the address m assigned before 
the last migration together with the address corre- 45 

spondence m'-m" obtained from the current migra-
tion. Now the data hold unit 1 in the gw 2 holds the 
address mat the address assigned before the last mi
gration and the address correspondence m'-m" at 
the correspondence of the addresses each of which so 
assigned before and after the migration as well as the 
address 0 at the address assigned before the last mi
gration as well as the address correspondence m-
m' at the correspondence of the addresses each of 
which assigned before and after the migration. After 55 

updating as well as adding the addresses in the data 
hold unit 1, the migration post information unit 36 
sends to the address conversions post transmission 

15 

unit 38 m' -m" as the newly obtained correspondence 
of the addresses before and after the current migra
tion. 

The address conversion post transmission unit 
38 detects the network satisfying the following con
ditions with referring to the data hold unit 1 and then 
transmits the address conversion post message to 
the broadcast address of the detected network. That 
is, the address conversion post message is transmit
ted to the network where the address assigned be
fore the migration, which is held in the data hold unit 
1, is other than 0 as well as the migration communi
cation control device employed as the gateway is not 
attached. Although in the migration from the network 
2 to the network 3, the data hold unit 1 holds mat the 
address assigned before the last migration, the gw 2 
is attached to the network 1; therefore, the unit 38 
does not transmit the address conversion post to the 
network 1. 

The packet 62 is also received by gw 3. When re
ceiving the packet 62, the gw 3 employs its own de
vices in FIG. 3 to process the packet62, which is sub
stantially same as does the gw 2 except the following. 
That is, the address conversion post transmission 
unit 38 of the gw 3 detects that the gw 3 is not attach
ed to the network 1. Also it is detected that the mobile 
host 11, attached to the network 1, has the address 
m as the address assigned before the last migration. 
Therefore, the unit 38 of the gw 3 transmits to the 
broadcast address of the network 1 a packet compris
ing the address conversion post message, which is 
referred to as a packet 63. FIG. 12 (c) shows the 
packet 63. 

The packet 63 is received by the gw 2, the gw 1, 
both of which are attached to the network 1. Although 
it is also received by the stationary host 11, this will 
not be described here. Obtaining the current address 
correspondence m'-m" from the packet 63, where 
m' coincides with the address which has been held in 
the hold unit 1 at the address obtained after the mi
gration, the gw 1 changes the m-m' in the data hold 
unit 1 into the m-m" by replacing m' with m" as the 
address assigned after migration. 

On the other hand, the data hold unit 1 of the gw 
2 had gained from the packet 62 the above informa
tion before receiving the packet 63. Therefore the 
content of the unit 1 of the gw 2 does not change 
across reception oft he packet 63. This is because the 
gws of the present invention locate on a gateway, 
which connects a couple of networks. Due to its loca
tion, each gw receives packets from two networks. 
However, actually the packet 62 is destined for the 
network 2 and the packet 63 is destined for the net
work 1. Therefore, even though the gw 2, which are 
attached to both the network 1 and the network 2, re
ceives both the packet 62 and 63 by the gw 2, this will 
not cause any problem in the communication be
tween the stationary host 12 and the mobile host 11. 
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FIG. 13 (b) shows the content of the data hold unit 
1 in each of the gws. 

(migration from network 3 to network 4} 

When migrating from the network 3 to the net
work 4, the mobile host 11 obtains m"' as the address 
assigned after the migration. Then the mobile host 11 
sends to the gw 3 and a gw 4, both of which are at
tached to the network 3, a packet comprising the mi
gration post message. The packet received by the gw 
3 is referred to as a packet 64. The broadcast address 
of the network 3 can be employed as the destination 
address of the packet 64. When the packet 64 is des
tined for the broadcast address of the network 3, ev
ery host attached to the network 2, which includes 
the gw 3 and the gw 4, obtains from the packet the 
correspondence of the addresses each of which as
signed before and after the migration from the net
work 3 to the network 4. 

The gw 3 employs its devices in FIG. 3 to process 
the packet64. That is, receiving the packet 64, the gw 
3 converts the content of the data hold unit 1 by re
placing the address correspondence m-m" with m
m•·•, newly holding m" -m"' obtained from the packet 64 
as well as the address m' assigned before the last mi
gration. Then, the address conversion post transmis
sion unit 38 of the gw 3 transmits the address conver
sion post message to the network satisfying the fol
lowing condition. That is, the address conversion post 
message is transmitted to the network where the ad
dress assigned before the migration, which is held in 
the data hold unit 1, is other than 0 as well as the gw 
3 it self is not attached. The packet including the ad
dress conversion post message is referred to a pack
et 65, and the packet is transmitted to the broadcast 
address of the network 1. FIG. 7 {c) shows the packet 
65. 

The packet 64 is also received by gw 4. When re
ceiving the packet 64, the gw 4 renews the content 
of the data hold unit 1 by replacing m'-m" with m'-m"' 
as well as newly holding the address m' as the ad
dress assigned before the last migration. Further, the 
address conversion post transmission unit 38 of the 
gw 4 detects that the gw 4 is not attached to the net
work 2 which has the address other than 0 at the ad
dress assigned before the last migration; therefore, 
the unit 38 of the gw 4 transmits a packet comprising 
the address conversion post message, which is refer
red to as a packet 66, to the broadcast address ofthe 
network 2. FIG. 7 {c) shows the packet 66. 

Receiving the packet 65, 65, the gw 2 and the gw 
1 renew the content of its data hold unit 1, which is 
substantially the same as the above. 

The gw 3 and the gw 2 receives the same infor
mation twice since the former receives the packet 64 
and 65 while the latter receives the packet 65 and 66. 
This is because gws of the present invention locate on 

a gateway and receives packets from a couple of net
works, which is described the above. 

FIG. 13 {c) shows the content oft he data hold unit 
1 in each of the gws. Thus, according to the gws of 

5 the present invention, the packet transmitted to any 
of the addresses m, m', m" is transferred by the gws 
to the updated address of the mobile host, the gws 
also notify the stationary host of the updated ad
dress. 

10 For example, when the stationary host is not no-
tified of the updated address of the mobile host and 
transmits a packet to the address m', the packet is re
ceived by the gw 2 and the gw 3, both of which are 
attached to the network 2. Then, the gw 2 and the gw 

15 3 transfers the packet to the updated address of the 
mobile host as well as notifies the stationary host of 
the updated address. Thereby, the stationary host 
obtains the updated address of the mobile host, so 
that it will be able to communicate with the mobile 

20 host directly. The packet destined for the address 
m' is received by both the gw 2 and the gw 3, since 
they are attached to the network 2. Thus, the mobile 
host receives the same packet twice, once from the 
gw 2 and the other time from the gw 3, and the sta-

25 tionary host receives the same message twice; how
ever, the repeated packet or the message can be sim
ply ignored, so that this will not cause any problem in 
the communication between the stationary host and 
the mobile host. The repeated packet or the message 

30 is observed when the two gws are attached to each 
network in FIG. 7; whereas it is not observed when 
only one migration communication control device is 
attached to each network, which will be described lat
er at the operation in FIG. 9. 

35 

{operation example in FIG. 8) 

In FIG. 6, FIG. 7, the stationary host transmits the 
data packet to the outdated address after mobile host 

40 notifies the gws that it has migrated to another net-. 
work. Then the gws transmit the address conversion 
post message to the stationary host. However, in FIG. 
8 the gws convert the destination address of data the 
packet from the outdated address into the updated 

45 address assigned after the migration instead of trans
mitting the address conversion post message. 

A packet 71, 72 in FIG. 8 are substantially same 
as the packet 51, 52 in FIG. 6. The operation conduct
ed before the packet 72 is transmitted by the station-

so ary host 12 and is received by the gateway 13 is sub
stantially same as the first operation in FIG. 6. The op
eration which follows reception of the packet 72 is de
scribed hereunder with referring to FIG. 3. 

The gate way 13 employs its units in FIG. 3 to 
55 process the packet 72. The communication control 

unit 4 receives the packet 72 and gives it tot he recep
tion packet unit 35 in the migration address unit3. De
tecting that the packet 72 is a general packet, there-

16 
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ception packet unit 35 sends it to the address compar
ison unit 37. The address comparison unit 37 detects 
whether or not the destination address of the packet 
72 coincides with the address in the data hold unit 1 
at the address assigned before the migration. 5 

When no coincides is found, the address compar
ison unit 37 gives the packet 72 to the application unit 
2. On the other hand, a coincidence is found, the ad
dress assigned after the migration, which corre-
sponds with the address identical to the destination 10 

address of the packet 72, is obtained from the data 
hold unit 1, and is sent to the marked packet conver-
sion unit 39 together with the packet 72. The marked 
packet conversion unit 39 generates a packet 
72' where the destination address of the packet 72 is 15 

replaced with the address assigned after the migra-
tion, which is sent by the address comparison unit 37, 
the destination address of the packet 72 is added as 
additional address, and a mark is set to indicate that 
the destination address has converted. Then the 20 

packet 72' is sent to the communication control unit4. 
FIG. 12 (e) shows a format of the packet 72', where 
identical numerals denotes the same units in FIG. 11. 
The packet 72' is sent to the mobile host 11 without 
fail since its destination address is the updated ad- 25 

dress thereof. 

(operation example in FIG. 9) 

In FIG. 9, the mobile host migrates across net- 30 

work 1, 2, 3, and 4. In FIG. 7 the gw 1-gw 4 are em
ployed as the migration communication control devic-
es; whereas in FIG. 9 the gw 1-gw 4 are employed 
simply as gateways to connect networks, and also an-

. other migration communication control device is at- 35 

!ached to each network. The operation of the migra-
tion communication control device, which is connect-
ed to the network alone, at processing the migration 
post message or the address conversion post mes-
sage is substantially same as one of the gw 1-gw4 in 40 

FIG. 7. The flow of the migration post message and 
the address migration post message are mainly de
scribed hereunder. 

(migration from network 1 to network 2) 45 

When migrating from the network 1 to the net
work 2, the mobile host 11 sends a packet comprising 
the migration post message.to the migration commu-
nication control device. which is attached to the net- 50 

work 1. In FIG. 9 (a) a migration post packet 81 is 
transmitted to a migration communication control de-
vice S1, which is attached to the network 1. The des
tination address of the packet 81 can be the broad-
cast address oft he network 1. 55 

The device S1 processes the packet 81 by em
ploying its devices in FIG. 3. Receiving the packet 81, 
the device S1 stores into the data hold unit 1 the cor-

17 

respondence of the addresses each assigned before 
arid after the migration as well as the address as
signed before the last migration. The migration post 
information unit 36 transmits the packet 81 to the ad
dress conversion post transmission unit 38; however, 
since the unit 38 detects that the address assigned 
before the last migration is 0, it does not transmit the 
address conversion post message to any network. 
The content of the data hold unit 1 in the S1-S4 are 
shown in FIG. 14 (a). 

(migration from network 2 to network 3) 

When migrating from the network 2 to the net
work 3, the mobile host 11 notifies the S2, which is 
attached to the network 2, that it has migrated to the 
network 3 by transmitting thereto the packet compris
ing the migration post message, which is referred to 
as a packet 82 in FIG. 9 (b). 

The S2 employs its devices in FIG. 3 to process 
the packet 82. That is, it converts the content of the 
data hold unit 1 by renewing and adding new informa
tion, and finally holds in the unit 1 the address m'
m" at the correspondence of the addresses each of 
which assigned before and after the migration as well 
as the address m assigned before the last migration. 
Then, the migration post information unit 36 gives the 
newly obtained correspondence m'-m" to the ad
dress conversion post transmission unit 38. 

The address conversion post transmission unit 
38 detects whether or not the address assigned be
fore the last migration, which is held in the data hold 
unit 1, is 0. lfthe address is not 0, the unit 38 transmits 
the address conversion post message to the broad
cast address of the network which includes the de
tected address. In FIG. 9 (b) the address m is held at 
the address assigned before the last migration, so 
that the unit 38 transmits the packet 83 to the broad
cast address oft he network 1. 

When receiving the packet 83, the migration 
communication control device S1, which is attached 
tot he network 1, renews the content oft he data hold 
unit 1 by newly holding the address correspondence 
m-m" as well as the address 0 at the address as
signed before the last migration. Detecting 0 at the 
address assigned before the last migration, the ad
dress conversion post transmission unit 38 does not 
transmit the address conversion post to any network. 
The content of the data hold unit 1 in the S1-S4 are 
shown in FIG. 14 (b). 

(migration from network 3 to network 4) 

When migrating from the network 3 to the net
work 4, the mobile host 11 notifies the communica
tion migration control device S3, which is attached to 
the network 3, that it has migrated to the network 4 
by transmitting thereto a packet comprising the mi-
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gration post message, referred to as a packet 84 in 
FIG. 9 (c). 

The migration communication control device S3 
employs its devices in FIG. 3 to process the packet 
84. That is, it newly holds into the data hold unit 1 the 
address correspondence m"-m'" as well as the ad
dress m' assigned before the last migration. Then, 
the address conversion post transmission unit 38 in 
the S3 transmits a packet comprising the address 
conversion post message, referred to a packet 85 in 
FIG. 9 (c), to the broadcast address of the network 2 
since the address m' is held at the address assigned 
before the last migration in the data host unit 1. 

When receiving the packet 85, the migration 
communication control device S2 employs its devices 
in FIG. 3 to process it. That is, it newly holds into the 
data hold unit 1 the address correspondence m'
m" as well as the address m assigned before the last 
migration. Then. the address conversion post trans
mission unit 38 in the S2 transmits a packet compris
ing the address conversion post message, referred to 
a packet 86 in FIG. 9 (c), to the broadcast address of 
the network 2 since the address m is held at the ad
dress assigned before the last migration in the data 
hold unit 1. 

When receiving the packet 86, the migration 
communication control device S1 employs its devices 
in FIG. 3 to process it. That is, it newly holds into the 
data hold unit 1 the address correspondence m-m"' 
as well as the address 0 at the address assigned be
fore the last migration. The address conversion post 
transmission unit 38 in the S1 does transmit the ad
dress conversion post since 0 is detected at the ad
dress assigned before the last migration. The content 
of the data hold unit 1 in each of the S1-S4 are shown 
in FIG. 14 (c). Thus, according to the migration com
munication control device S1-S4 oft he present inven
tion, the S1-S4 are notified of the updated address of 
the mobile host at every migration, so that the packet 
transmitted to any of the addresses m, m', m" is trans
ferred thereby to the updated address of the mobile 
host. The S1-S4 also notify the stationary host of the 
updated address of the mobile host. 

The operation in FIG. 9 differs from the operation 
in FIG. 7 in that each network has just one communi
cation migration control device (one of the S1-S4), so 
that the migration post and the address conversion 
transmitted to S1-S4 are not duplicated. 

In the format shown in FIG. 11 and 12, the mark 
96 or the message type 93 indicates kind of packet. 
That is, mark 96 indicates whether or not the packet 
is marked while the message type 93 indicates 
whether it is the packet comprising the migration post 
message, the packet comprising the address conver
sion post message, and the general packet. Further. 
a protocol type can also be employed to indicate 
which migration communication control device is em
ployed. For example, when TCP/IP is employed, the 

protocol number at the IP header thereof distin
guishes the packet employed in the embodimentfrom 
other packets. That is, when the protocol number in 
the packet is identical with the one, which has been 

s assigned to the protocol number field, the packet is 
the one employed in the embodiment. 

In the first embodiment of the present invention, 
a nonvolatile storage can be employed as the data 
hold unit 1 of the mobile host. If so, the communica-

10 tion can be resumed even after the host or the gate
way is turned off as well as after the system is reset. 

Also even when the stationary host employs the 
nonvolatile storage as the data hold unit 1, it can re
sume the communication, which has interrupted by 

15 the switch off or the system reset, rather fast since it 
obtains from another host the updated address of the 
mobile host instead of receiving from the gateway the 
address conversion post message which shows the 
updated address. 

20 For example, it is supposed in FIG. 7 thatthe mo-
bile host 11 migrates from the network 1 to the net
work 4. The data hold unit 1 of the migration commu
nication device holds the address correspondence 
m-m'" since it has communicated with the mobile 

25 host, which is attached to the network 4. at least 
once. According to the migration communication con
trol device in the embodiment described the above, 
the packet is transferred from the outdated address 
to the updated address of the mobile host and the sta-

30 tionary host is notified of the updated address; there
fore, even when the address information in the data 
hold unit is lost by switch off thereof, the stationary 
host will obtain the updated address. Restart of the 
communication can also be implemented by employ-

35 ing a specific host such as a server. That is, the ser
ver may be constructed to obtain the updated ad
dress of the mobile host at every migration, and give 
it to the stationary host whenever requested. In this 
case a packet comprising the address inquiry should 

40 be generated beforehand. 
Also in the fifth operation in FIG. 6, the mobile 

host 11 employs the application unit 2 and sends to 
the marked packet conversion unit21 the address as
signed before the migration when transmitting the 

45 non-response address to the stationary host after it 
has migrated to another network. Instead of sending 
the non-response address, the application unit 2 can 
transmit a connection identifier to the marked packet 
conversion unit 21. In this case the data hold unit of 

so the migration communication control device, em
ployed as the mobile host, holds a correspondence 
between the connection identifier and the address 
that had been assigned when the connection was es
tablished instead of holding the correspondence be-

55 tween the correspondence of the addresses each as
signed before and after the migration. Then, the unit 
21 obtains the source address of the packet by de
tecting the address which corresponds to the identi-

18 
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fier, which is held in the data hold unit 1. 
As is described the above, the mobile host can 

employ the broadcast address of the network when 
transmitting the migration post to the migration com
munication control devices. When the broadcast ad
dress is employed, every host attached to the net
work, to which the migration communication control 
device is also attached, obtains the updated address 
of the mobile host. This implements a direct commu
nication between the mobile host and the stationary 
host, which improves efficiency of the communica
tion. 

The address assigned before the last migration, 
which is held in the hold unit 1, can be replaced with 
the broadcast address assigned to the network to 
which the mobile host is attached before the last mi
gration. If the broadcast address is employed, the 
gateway employed as the migration communication 
control device (gws) or the migration communication 
control device (Ss) needs to include the broadcast ad
dress in the address conversion post message. In this 
case both devices can obtain the broadcast address 
from the data hold unit; therefore, the operation 
thereof at requesting the broadcast address will be 
eliminated. 

When storage capacity of the data hold unit 1 is 
limited, the data hold unit 1 holds only the useful data 
by disposing the unuseful data, which is least recently 
retrieved therefrom by the address comparison unit. 

[Embodiment 2] 

In FIG. 15 network A, B, and Care connected in 
a line via gateways 143 and 143', the gateway 143 
placing between the network A and B while the gate
way 143' placing between the network B and C. 

A home migration communication control device 
101 including a migration address unit 144 is attached 
to the network A; a visitor migration communication 
control device 109 including a migration address unit 
145 is attached to the network B; and a visitor migra
tion communication control device 1 09' including a 
migration address unit 145' is attached to the network 
C. A mobile host 146 including a migration address 
unit 115 is attached to the network A as its home net
work, and a stationary host 151 including a migration 
address unit 125 is also attached to the network A. 

The mobile host 146 migrates across the network 
A, B. and C. It has a home address a assigned when 
it is attached to the network A, as well as other ad
dresses assigned depending on where it migrates, 
such as a temporary address p on the network B and 
a temporary address yon the network C. 

Also each of the home migration communication 
control device 101, the visitor migration communica
tion control device 109, 1 09' which are identical in its 
construction and the stationary host 151 has an ad
dress Ha, Va, Va', and Sa respectively assigned on 

the network. 
Detailed function of the above devices 101, 109, 

109', 146, and 151 is described hereunder, in which 
like components are labeled with like reference nu-

s merals. 

[home migration communication control device 101] 

When the mobile host 146 migrates from the 
10 home network to another network, it is assigned the 

temporary address. However if the stationary host 
151 is not notified of that migration, it transmits an 
original data packet (hereinafter referred to as a non
capsulated data packet) to the home address a oft he 

15 mobile host 146. When the noncapsulated data pack
et is destined for the outdated address of the home 
mobile host 146, the home migration communication 
control device 101 transfers that noncapsulated data 
packet from there to the updated address, that is the 

20 temporary address p oryofthe mobile host. Then, the 
device 101 posts to the stationary host 151 the tem
porary address 13 ory here, so that the stationary host 
151 will be able to communicate directly with the mo
bile host. The device 101 also posts the same infor-

25 mation to the visitor migration communication control 
device 109, 109', so thatthedevices 109, 109'will im
plement the same function with the home migration 
communication control device 101. 

As shown in FIG. 16 the home migration commu-
30 nication control device 101 consists of the migration 

address unit 144 and a communication control unit 
108. The migration address unit 144 further compris
es a home mobile host (MH) list hold unit 102, a pack
et transfer unit 103, a mobile host (MH) transfer unit 

35 104, an address inquiry unit 105, a packet monitoring 
unit 106, an address post unit 107. 

Next the function of each component integrating 
the device 101 will be described. The communication 
control unit 108 mainly controls the communication of 

40 protocols located in lower layers including a physical 
layer, such as the protocol lower than IP. 

The address post unit 107 receives from the mo
bile host 146 an data packet including an address post 
message. The address post message is generated 

45 when the mobile host 146 migrates to the network 8 
or C, and posts the temporary address 13 or y of the 
mobile host to the device 101. The unit 107 sends the 
address post message to the mobile host transfer unit 
104 as well as sends a response message to the mo-

50 bile host 146. FIG. 28 (3) is an example of the address 
post message, which includes the home address a as 
well as the temporary address p orr of the mobile 
host 146, a value of an autonomous flag F, and a 
broadcast address Bba, Cba on the network B, C. 

55 The autonomous flag F will be described later. FIG. 28 
(4) is an example of the response message. 

19 

A mobile host transfer unit 104 stores the address 
post message into the home mobile host list hold unit 
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102, notifies the visitor migration communication con
trol device 109 or 109' of the migration of the mobile 
host 146 by sending thereto a mobile host transfer 
message, and receives the data packet including the 
response. Further, according to a direction given by 
the packet transfer unit 103, the unit 104 transmits 
the mobile host transfer message both to the station
ary host 151 and the device 109 or 109'. The unit 103 
gives the direction when the value oft he autonomous 
flag F is 1. 

FIG. 32 (3) and FIG. 36 (5) are examples of the 
mobile host transfer message including the home ad
dress a, the temporary address 1J or y, and the auton
omous flag F. Since the mobile hosttransfermessage 
is sentto the stationary host 151 is sent only when the 
autonomous flag F is 1; therefore, it does not neces
sarily include the value of the flag F. However, the 
identical message is sent both to the stationary host 
151 and the visitor migration communication control 
device 109, 109' in this embodiment to simplify the 
construction of the mobile host transfer unit 104. FIG 
32 (4) is an example of the response message. 

As shown in FIG. 17, the home mobile host list 
hold unit 102 holds the home address u, the tempor
ary address 13, y, the value of the autonomous flag F. 
and the broadcast address Bba, Cba on the network 
8, C, all of which are obtained from the mobile host 
transfer unit 104. 

The packet monitoring unit 106 receives the 
packet destined for the home address a of the mobile 
host 146, then sends it to the packettransferunit 103 
when the stationary host 151 transmits the packet to 
the home address a of the mobile host 146 after the 
mobile host 146 has migrated to another network. 

The packet transfer unit 103 has a payload includ
ing the noncapsulated data packet and the packet 
transfer message informing the transfer of the non
capsulated data packet, generates another data 
packet, and sends it to the temporary address 13, y of 
the mobile host 146. FIG. 32 (2) is an example of the 
packet transfer message. As is described the above, 
the packet transfer unit 103 directs the mobile host 
transfer unit 104 to transmit the mobile host transfer 
message to the stationary host 151 only when the au
tonomous flag in the home mobile host list hold unit 
102 shows the value of 1. The operation conducted 
when the flag F is 1 will be described later. 

When the stationary host 151 has problems in 
communicating with the mobile host 146 such as re
ceiving the unusual mobile host transfer message, 
the address inquiry unit 105 is employed to solve the 
problems. That is, receiving from the stationary host 
151 an address inquiry message, the address inquiry 
unit 105 transmits to the stationary host 151 a data 
packet which responds to the address inquiry by 
showing the address to be used in the communica
tion. The address inquiry message includes a type 
field 132, a flag field 133, a sequence field 134, and 

a home address field 138, each of which having value 
5, 1, a certain number, and a respectively; while the 
response message includes a temporary address 
field 139filled with the temporary address J3, y as well 

5 as the flag field with 2, besides the type field 132, the 
sequence field 134, and the home address field 138 
filled with the same values in the address inquiry 
message. 

to [visitor migration communication control device 109] 

The visitor migration communication control de
vice 109 implements the same function with the home 
migration communication control device 101. That is. 

15 when the stationary host 151 transmits an encapsu
lated data packet to the temporary address f3 of the 
mobile host 146, which is the updated address there
of since the mobile host has migrated to the network 
C, the visitor migration communication control device 

20 109 transfers that encapsulated data packet from the 
temporary address f3 to temporary address y. Then, 
the device 109 posts to the stationary host 151 the 
temporary address y, so that the stationary host 151 
will be able to communicate directly with the mobile 

25 host 146. However. whether or not the device 109 
provides the above packet transfer service will be de
termined in accordance with a processing load put on 
the device 109 or with a initial setting given by a sys
tem operator; thus, the packet transfer service of the 

30 device 109 is not necessarily an obligation. 
As shown in FIG. 18, the visitor migration commu

nication control device 109 consists of the migration 
address unit 145 and the communication control unit 
108. The migration address unit 145 further compris-

35 es the packet monitoring unit 106, a visitor mobile 
host list hold unit 110, a packet transfer unit 111, a mo
bile host transfer unit 112, a mobile host visit unit 113, 
and an autonomous support unit 114. The unit 106 
and the unit 108 function the same as those in the 

40 home migration communication control device 101. 
Receiving an autonomous packet transfer sup

port check message inquiring if the visitor migration 
communication control device 109 provides the pack
et transfer service, the autonomous support unit 114 

45 responds to it with the response message where the 
autonomous flag F shows 1 when the device 109 pro
vides that service or 0 when it does not provide that 
service. FIG. 28 (1) is an example of the autonomous 
packet transfer support check message, while FIG. 

so 28 (2) is an example of the response message includ
ing the autonomous flag F and the broadcast address 
Bba. 

Receiving from the mobile host 146 the mobile 
host visit message which informs that the mobile host 

55 146 has migrated to the network B, the mobile host 
unit 113 responds it with the response message after 
storing the mobile host visit message into the visitor 
mobile host list hold unit 110. The mobile host visit 

20 
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message includes the home address u and the tem
porary address f3 of the mobile host 146. FIG. 28 (5) 
is the format of the mobile host visit message, while 
the FIG. 28 (6) is the format of the response mes-
sage. s 

Receiving from the mobile host transfer unit 104 
in the device 101 the mobile transfer message in
forming that the mobile host 146 has migrated to the 
network C, the mobile host transfer unit 112 stores in 
the visitor mobile host list hold unit 110 the updated 10 

temporary address r of the mobile host 146 and the 
value of the autonomous flag F by corresponding 
them to the home address a. The unit 112 also trans-
mits to the stationary host 151 the mobile host trans-
fer message in accordance with the direction from the 15 

packet transfer unit 111, as does the mobile host 
transfer unit 104 in the device 101. 

As shown in FIG. 19, the visitor mobile host list 
hold unit 110 holds the home address u and the tem-
porary address f3 on the network B. which are ob- 20 

tained from the mobile host 146 via the mobile host 
visit unit 113, as well as the temporary address y and 
value on the autonomous flag F, which are obtained 
from the home migration communication control de-
vice 101 via the mobile host transfer unit 112. 25 

The packet transfer unit 111, as does the packet 
transfer unit 103 in the home migration communica
tion control device 101, transmits to the temporary ad
dress y the data packet including the transfer mes-
sage as well as orders the mobile host transfer unit 30 

112 to transmit the mobile host transfer message. 

·.[mobile host 146] 

As shown in FIG. 20, the mobile host 146 includes 35 

the migration address unit 115, an address obtain-
ment unit 116, the communication control unit 108, 
and an application processing unit 124 which mainly 
controls the communication of protocols located in 
higher layers including an application layer, such as 40 

TCP or layers located higher than it. 
The migration address unit 115 comprises the a 

packet transmission unit 117, a transfer packet recep
tion unit 118, an address hold unit 119, a migration unit 
120, an autonomous support unit 121, an address 45 

post unit 122, a mobile host visit unit 123. 
The migration address unit 115 comprising the 

above units is employed in transfer of data to the tem
porary address f3 orr when the mobile host 146 mi-
grates to the network 8 or C. Also receiving the data so 
packet destined for the temporary address 13 or yin
cluding the packet transfer message and the noncap
sulated data packet, the device 115 transmits the 
noncapsulated data to the application processing unit 
124. M 

In accordance with the order given by the appli
cation processing unit 124 when the mobile host mi
grates to the network B, C, the migration unit 120 con-

21 

trois the address obtainment unit 116, the autono
mous support unit 121. the address post unit 122, the 
mobile host visit unit 123, and the address hold unit 
119. 

Directed by the migration processing unit 120, 
the address obtainment unit 116 obtains the tempor
ary address f3, r of the mobile host 146 assigned when 
it migrates to the network B, C respectively. BOOTP 
in "Bill Croft and John Gilmore, BOOTSTRAP PRO
TOCOLRFC951, Sep., 1985" is an example of obtain
ing the temporary address; besides employing the 
BOOTP, the operator may input the temporary ad
dress p, r assigned by a system administrator of the 
network B. C. 

Directed by the migration unit 120, the autono
mous support unit 121 sends the autonomous packet 
transfer support check message to inquire if the visi
tor migration communication control device 109, 
1 09' attached to the network B. C provides the pack
et transfer service and receives the response mes
sage to the inquiry. The autonomous packet transfer 
support check message is also sent to obtain the 
broadcast address Bba and Cba on the network B 
and C respectively. 

Directed by the migration unit 120, the address 
post unit 122 sends the address post message to no
tify the home migration communication control device 
101 oft he temporary address Jl, y. The address post 
message also informs whet her or not the device 109, 
109' provides the packet transfer service as well as 
the broadcast address Bba, Cba on the network B, C. 
If the response message from the visitor migration 
communication control device 109, 109' has the val
ue 1 of the autonomous flag F, the mobile host visit 
unit 123 transmits to the visitor migration communica
tion control device 109, 109' the mobile host visit 
message including the home address u as well as the 
temporary address Jl, y respectively. 

As shown in FIG. 21, the address hold unit 119 
previously holds the home address ex of the mobile 
host 146 and the broadcast address Aba on the net
work A. Now, the unit 119 newly holds the temporary 
address 13 or y obtained from the address obtainment 
unit 116 via the migration unit 120 and the broadcast 
address Bba or Cba obtained from the autonomous 
support unit 121 via the migration unit 120. 

When the mobile host 146 is attached to the net
work A and receiving a data packet destined for the 
home address u, the transfer packet reception unit 
118 sends data etc. in the noncapsulated data packet 
to the application processing unit 124. On the other 
hand, when the mobile host 146 is attached to the 
network B and receiving a data packet destined for 
the temporary address Jl, the data packet including 
the packet transfer message and the noncapsulated 
data packet destined for ex, the unit 118 sends to the 
application processing unit 124 data etc. in the non
capsulated data. Thus, the application processing 
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unit 124 receives the data without being affected by 
the migration of the mobile across the networks. 

Receiving the data to be transmitted and the in
struction from the application processing unit 124, the 
packet transmission unit 117 generates a noncapsu- 5 

lated data packet whose destination address is the 
home address a and transmits il 

[stationary host 151) 

As shown in FIG. 22, the stationary host 151 
comprises the migration address unit 125 and the ap
plication processing unit 161 which mainly controls 
the communication of a protocol located in higher lay-

10 

ers including application layer, such as TCP or layers 15 

located higher than the TCP and the communication 
control unit 108. 

The migration address unit 125 comprises a 
transfer packet transmission unit 126, a packet recep-
tion unit 127, an address hold unit 128, an address in- 20 

quiry unit 129, and the mobile host transfer unit 130. 
The migration address unit 125 comprising the 

above units generates a noncapsulated data packet 
and sends it to the home address a when it is not no-
tified that the mobile host 146 migrate to the network 25 

8 or C and obtained the temporary address ~ or y re
spectively. The unit 125 also generates an encapsu-
lated data packet including as a payload the noncap
sulated data packet and a data transfer message, 
which informs transfer of the noncapsulated data 30 

packet and sends it to the temporary address ~. y, 
when it is notified of the migration. 

Receiving from the home migration communica
tion control device 101 and the visitor migration com-
munication control device 109, 1 09' the data packet 35 

including the mobile host transfer message which in
forms the migration of the mobile host 146, the mo-
bile host transfer unit 130 stores into the address hold 
unit 128 the home address a and the temporary ad-
dress jl or y of the mobile host 146 assigned on the 40 

network B or C respectively. 
As shown in FIG. 23, the address hold unit 128 

holds the home address a, the temporary address jl 
ory by corresponding them. 

Directed by the application unit 161, the transfer 45 

packet transmission unit 126 generates a data packet 
destined for the home address a, and transmits it. 
However, if the address hold unit 128 holds the tem
porary address f3 or y besides the home address a, 
the unit 126 generates an encapsulated data packet 50 

destined for the temporary address 13 or y, which in
cludes as a payload a noncapsulated data packet and 
a packet transfer message, which informs transfer of 
the noncapsulated data packet, and transmits it. 

As is described the above, both the home migra- 55 

tion communication control device 101 and the visitor 
migration communication control device 109, 
109' generate the encapsulated data packet includ-

22 

ing the packet transfer message and the noncapsu
lated data and transmits it to the current temporary 
address of the mobile host 146. Owing to the device 
101 or 109, 109', the stationary host 151 is able to 
transmit to the mobile host 146 both the noncapsulat
ed data packet destined for the home address a and 
the encapsulated data packet destined for the tem
porary address 13 or y without failure even when the 
address hold unit 128 fails to hold the current tempor
ary address f3 or y and the stationary host 151 trans
mits the data packet to the outdated address of the 
mobile host 146. 

The packet reception unit 127 receives a data 
packet which is sent from the mobile host 146 and has 
Sa as its destination address, and sends the data etc. 
in it to the application unit 161. 

When the address inquiry unit 129 has problems 
such as that it received an illegal mobile host transfer 
message or that it cannot communicate with the mo
bile host 146 successfully, it transmits a data packet 
including an address inquiry message in order to in
quire of the host migration communication control de
vice 101 the address which is currently used to com
municate with the mobile host 146. 

[construction of data packet) 

As shown in FIG. 24 (a), (b), (c), there are three 
kinds of data packets, each data packet 210, 220, 
230, includes each of header 211, 221, 231 and pay
load 212, 222, 232 respectively. 

The header 211 of the data packet 210 includes 
a destination address 201, and a source address 202. 
Also the payload 212 consists of a transmission data 
203. 

The header 221 of the data packet 220 includes 
the destination address 201 and the source address 
202. Also the payload 222 consists of a message 204. 

The header 231 of the data packet 230 includes 
the destination address 201 and the source address 
202. Also the payload 232 consists of the message 
204, which is employed as the packet transfer mes
sage, and a noncapsulated data packet 210. Also 
each header 211. 221. 231 includes information 
showing presence or absence of the message 204 as 
a protocol number etc. 

The message 204 includes some of the fields in 
FIG. 25 in accordance with its type. 

The type of the message 204 is indicated in the 
message type field 132. Besides the above types, 
the message 204 is also employed as an echo mes
sage for examining whether or not a host employs an 
appropriate operation in accordance with the mes
sage. 

A flag field 133 indicates whether or not themes
sage 204 is a response. When the message 204 is not 
the response, the field 133 further indicates whether 
or not the message 204 requests a response. 
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A sequence field 134 gives a single number both 
to the request message and its response message, 
thereby the request message and the response mes
sage are corresponded. 

An autonomous flag field 135 contains a value of 
the autonomous flag F indicating whether or not the 
visitor migration communication control device 
109,109' provide the packet transfer service. 

A counter field 136 contains a counter indicating 
the number of the visitor migration communication 
control devices employed to transfer the encapsulat
ed data packet consisting of the packet transfer mes
sage and the noncapsulated data packet. The visitor 
migration communication control device increments 
the counter in the received message packet by 1, and 
gives it to the message to be transmitted. When the 
incremented number is greater than the predeter
mined number, the received message packet is dis
posed. 

A status field 137 of the response message indi
cates presence or absence of an error in a transmis
sion/reception of the data packet. For example, it in
dicates an error in authentication information, which 
will be described later, or the address inquiry mes
sage which cannot or should not be responded. 

A home address field 138, a temporary address 
field 139, and a broadcast address field 140 indicates 
the home address as well as the temporary address 
of the mobile host 146 or the broadcast address on 
its home network or on the network it migrates. How
ever, what the broadcast address field 140 indicates 
depends on type of the message 204. Whether the 
message 204 is the request or the response also de
vices the content of the broadcast address field 140. 

The authentication information field 141 indi
cates if a source address coincides with the sender's 
address. 

[outline of communication operation] 

The home migration communication control de
vice 101 and the visitor migration communication con
trol device 109,1 09' is basically employed to transfer 
the data packet transmitted by the stationary host 151 

work as is the mobile host 146, provides the 
packet transfer service. Otherwise, the data 
packet transmitted by the stationary host 151 to 
the posted temporary address will not be re-

s ceived by the mobile host 146 when the mobile 
host 146 migrates to another network. 

[communication operation 1] 

10 An example of the communication operation is 
described hereunder. In the communication operation 
1 the visitor migration communication control device 
109,109' provides the packet transfer service when 
the mobile host 146 migrates from the network A to 

15 the network B, further from the network B to the net
work C. 

[migration from network A to network B) 

20 The operation at the migration of the mobile host 
146from the network A to the network B is described 
with referring to FIGs. 26-29. FIG. 26 shows a flow of 
the data packet transmitted between the devices; 
FIG. 27 shows a communication sequence of the data 

2fi packet; FIG. 28 shows construction of each data 
packet; and FIG. 29 shows the contentofthe address 
hold unit 119 etc. 

When the mobile host 146 is attached to the net
work A, the home mobile host list hold unit 102 in the 

30 home migration communication control device 101 
holds the home address a both as the home address 
and the temporary address of the mobile host 146. 
Thereby the home migration communication control 
device 101 detects that the mobile host 146 is attach-

35 ed to the network A. 

40 

The address hold unit 119 in the mobile host 146 
holds the home address a and the broadcast address 
Aba on the network A. 

When the mobile host 146 migrates to the net-
work B, the application unit 124 orders the operation 
of the migration unit 120 in accordance with the in
struction given by the operator. The temporary ad
dress pis assigned to the mobile host 146 on the net-

as well as post to the stationary host 151 the updated 45 

work B, and the address obtainment unit 116 obtains 
it. The migration unit 120 stores into the address hold 
unit 119 the temporary address p together with the temporary address of the mobile host 146. Under

standing of such operations will be helped by the fol
lowing two points. 

1. Transfer of the data packet and posting of the 
updated temporary address are conducted only 50 

when the mobile host 146 migrates from its home 
network to another network. The home network 
refers to the one to which the home migration 
communication control device is attached. 
2_ Posting of the updated temporary address is 55 

conducted only when the autonomous flag F is 1, 
which indicates the visitor migration communica-
tion control device 1 09, attached tot he same net-

23 

home address a and the broadcast address Aba. 
(1) The autonomous support unit 121 transmits to 
the visitor migration communication control de
vice 109, which is attached to the network B, the 
data packet including the autonomous packet 
transfer support check message 14 7 which holds 
the home address a and the temporary address 
j3. The destination address of the data packet is 
the broadcast address shared by every network, 
such as an address where every bit is 1. Themes-
sage 147 does not necessarily hold the home ad
dress a and the temporary address ~ although 
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they can be used in checking the security of the 
network if it does. Also the message 147 holding 
the home address a and the temporary address 
y can take the place of a mobile host visit mes-
sage 146, which will be described later. s 
(2) The autonomous support unit 114 in the visitor 
migration communication control device 109 re
sponds to the autonomous support unit 121 with 
the response message 147R where broadcast 
address Bba is set and the autonomous flag F in 10 

the autonomous flag field 135 indicates 1 to in-
form that the device 109 provides the packet 
transfer service. 

The mobile host 146 transmits the data pack-
et to the visitor migration communication control 15 

device 109. The broadcast address Bba is em
ployed as the destination address of the data 
packet and it is set in the response message 
147R; however, this is not an obligation. 

That is, when the response message 147R 20 

does not hold the broadcast address Bba, the fol
lowing means can be employed. First, the broad-
cast address shared by every network can be 
employed, which is described in the above. Sec-
ond, the source address, which is set in the head- 25 

er of the data packet comprising the response 
message 147R, can be employed. Third, a so 
called name service can be employed, where a 
server device on the network system informs the 
broadcast address Bba. Finally, when the ad- 30 

dress assigned to each of the devices, which are 
attached to the network, consists of the network 
address being unique for the network and a de-
vice address being unique for the devices, and 
the broadcast address on each network consists 35 

of such network address and the device address 
where the value of every bit is 1, the network ad
dress Bba can be generated by employing the 
network address included in the temporary ad-
dress~ of the mobile host 146. 40 

(3) The address post unit 122 transmits to the 
home migration communication control device 
101 the address post message 148. The mes-
sage 148 includes the value 1 of the autonomous 
flag F, which is obtained from the response mes- 45 

sage, home address a, the temporary address j3 
on the network 8, and the broadcast address 
Bba, and the broadcast address Aba is the des
tination address of the address post message 
148. 50 

When the address post unit 107 in the home 
migration communication control device 101 re
ceives the address post message 148, the mo
bile host transfer unit 104 stores in the home mo-
bile host list hold unit 102 the temporary address 55 

~. the value 1 of the autonomous flag 1, and the 
broadcast address Bba by corresponding them to 
the home address a. Since the home address a 

24 

had been stored as the temporary address before 
the temporary address p was stored, the mobile 
host transfer unit 104 knows that the mobile host 
146 has migrated from the network A to the net
work B; therefore, it does not transmit the mobile 
host transfer message to the visitor migration 
communication control device 109,1 09'. That is, 
the data packet transmitted by the stationary host 
151 to the home address a. oft he mobile host 146 
is received by the home migration communica
tion control device 101 and transferred thereby to 
the temporary address p; therefore, the visitor 
migration communication control device 
109,1 09' is not employed here. 
(4) The address post unit 107 notifies the address 
post unit 122 that it has received the address post 
message 148 by sending the response message 
148R. 
(5) Since the visitor migration communication 
control device 109 provides the packet transfer 
service, the mobile host visit unit 123 transmits to 
the visitor migration communication control de
vice 109 the mobile host visit message 149 in
cluding the home address a and the temporary 
address p, so that the device 109 is notified that 
the mobile host 146 has migrated to the network 
B. The mobile host visit message 149 is destined 
for the broadcast address Bba. 

The mobile host visit unit 113 in the visitor mi
gration communication control device 109 re
ceives the mobile host visit message 149 and 
stores into the visitor mobile host list hold unit 110 
the home address a as well as the temporary ad
dress p. The temporary address j3 is stored also 
as the updated temporary address of the mobile 
host 146, which will be assigned when the mobile 
host 146 migrates from the network B to another 
network; thereby, the visitor migration communi
cation control device 1 09 detects that the mobile 
host is currently attached to the network B. 
(6) The mobile host visit unit 113 notifies the mo
bile host visit unit 123 by sending the response 
message 149R that it has received the mobile 
host visit message 149. 

[communication between the stationary host 151 
and the mobile host 146 on the network B) 

The operation at the communication between the 
stationary host 151 and the mobile host 146 when the 
mobile host is attached to the network B is described 
hereunder with referring to FIGs. 30-33, which are rel
evant for FIGs.26-29. 

(1) The application unit 161 in the stationary host 
151 directs the transmission of the noncapsulat
ed data packet, whose destination is the home 
address a., despite the migration of the mobile 
host 146. Immediately after the mobile host146 
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migrates to the network B, that is, when the ad
dress hold unit 128 does not hold the home ad
dress a and the temporary address fl, the trans
fer packet transmission unit 126 is not notified of 
the migration; therefore, it generates the noncap- 6 

sulated data packet 152 and transmits it to the 
home address a in accordance with the direction 
from the application unit 151. 

The noncapsulated data packet 152 is notre-
ceived by the mobile host 146, which is not at- 10 

tached to the network A, but by the packet mon
itoring unit 106 in the home migration communi
cation control device 101 since the home mobile 
host list hold unit 1021n the device 101 holds the 
home address a as well as the temporary ad- 15 

dress fl, which coincides with the destination ad
dress of the noncapsulated data packet 152. 
(2) The packet transfer unit 103 in the home mi
gration communication control device 101 gener-
ates an encapsulated data packet including the 20 

noncapsulated data packet 152. which is re
ceived by the packet monitoring unit 106, and the 
packet transfer message 153, which informs the 
transfer of the noncapsulated data packet 152; 
and transmits it to the temporary address fl. The 25 

packet transfer message 153 indudes the value 
0 in the field 133, which indicates that no re
sponse is requested, as well as the value 0 on the 
counter in the field 136, which indicates that the 
packet transfer message is the first message 30 

added to the noncapsulated data packet 152. As 
is described, no response is requested by the 
packet transfer message 153. That is, the appli
cation unit 161 of the stationary host 151 and the 
application unit of the mobile host 146, rather 35 

than the home migration communication control 
device 101 and the migration address unit 115, 
confirm that the mobile host 146 receives the 
noncapsulated data packet 152. 

The transfer packet reception unit 118 in the 40 

mobile host 146 receives the encapsulated data 
packet including the packet transfer message 
153 and the noncapsulated data packet 152, 
since it is destined for the temporary address p, 
which is held in the address hold unit 119. The 45 

unit 118 then detects that the destination address 
of the noncapsulated data packet 152 is the 
home address a, and sends the data etc. in the 
noncapsulated data packet 152 to the application 
unit 124. so 

Thus, the communication between the appli
cation unit 124 and the application unit 161 is not 
affected by the migration of the mobile host 146. 
(3) The packet transfer unit 103 transmits the en-
capsulated data packet induding the data packet 55 

transfer message. It also directs, after detecting 
that the autonomous flag F indicates 1, the mo-
bile host transfer unit 104 to transmit to the sta-

25 

tionary host 151 the data packet including the 
mobile host transfer message 154 where the 
home address a and the temporary addressf3 are 
set. Finally, the unit 104 transmits the data packet 
to the stationary host 151. 

The mobile host transfer unit 130 in the sta
tionary host 151 receives the mobile host transfer 
message and stores into the address hold unit 
128 the home address a and the temporary ad
dress fl. 
(4) The mobile host transfer unit 130 responds to 
the mobile host transfer unit 104 with the re
sponse message 154R. 
(5) When the application unit 161 directs the 
transmission of the noncapsulated data packet to 
the home address a after the address hold unit 
128 holds the home address a and the temporary 
address p, the transfer packet transmission unit 
126 first generates a noncapsulated data packet 
destined for the home address a, then generates 
an encapsulated data packet including it and a 
packet transfer message 155. The encapsulated 
data packet is then transmitted to the temporary 
address p. Thus, once the home migration com
munication control device 101 notifies the sta
tionary host 151 of the home address a and the 
temporary address fl, the stationary host 151 is 
able to transmit the data packet to the temporary 
address fl of the mobile host 146, and the home 
migration communication control device 101 is 
not employed. 
On the other hand, when data is transmitted from 

the mobile host 146 to the stationary host 151, the Sa 
is employed as the destination address a and the 
home address is employed as the source address; 
and the noncapsulated data packet is transmitted 
from the address a to the address Sa. 

Thus, even when all the noncapsulated data 
transmitted by the stationary host 151 is destined for 
the home address a, the home migration communica
tion device 101 transfers the data to the updated tem
porary address ofthe mobile host; thereby, the com
munication between the mobile host 146 and the sta
tionary host 151 is implemented, and the convention
al device can be employed as the stationary host 151, 
which broadens a practicability of the network sys
tem. 

Whereas, when the network system checks the 
original source address of the data packet or a trans
fer path of the data packet, the transmission unit may 
be built in the mobile host 1461ike the transfer packet 
transmission unit 126 in the stationary host 151, and 
also the reception unit may be built in the stationary 
host 151 like the transfer packet reception unit 118 in 
the mobile host 146; and the encapsulated data pack
et including the packet transfer message and the non
capsulated data packet may be transmitted there
between. 
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[migration from network B to network C) 

The operation at the migration of the mobile host 
146from the network B to the network Cis described 
hereunder with referring to FIGs. 34-37, relevant for 6 

FIGs. 26-29. 
( 1 )-(4) The operation related to transmission of an 
autonomous packet transfer support check mes
sage 147', a response message 147R', an ad-
dress post message 148', and a response mes- 10 

sage 148' between the mobile host 146 and the 
visitor migration communication control device 
109' is substantially same as the operation relat-
ed to transmission of messages between the mo-
bile host 146 and the visitor migration communi- 15 

cation control device 109, which is conducted 
when the mobile host 146 migrates to the net-
work B. However, the operation at the migration 
from the network A to the network Band the op-
eration at the migration from the network Band 20 

the network C are different from each other in 
part of the operation of the home migration com
munication control device 101 conducted after it 
responds to the received address post message 
148' with the response message 148R. 25 

(5) When the address post unit 107 receives the 
address post message 148', the mobile host 
transfer unit 104 in the home migration commu
nication control device 101 detects that the mo-
bile host been attached to the network B before 30 

migrating to the network C since the temporary 
address~ has been stored as the temporary ad
dress. Then, the mobile host transfer unit 104 
sends to the visitor migration communication 
control device 109 the data packet including both 35 

the home address a and the temporary address 
y, so thatthe device 109 transfers the data packet 
transmitted by the stationary host 151 from the 
temporary address~ to the temporary address y. 
The data packet received by the visitor migration 40 

communication control device is destined for the 
broadcast address Bba. 

In accordance with the address post mes
sage 148', the mobile host transfer unit 104 
stores into the home move host list hold unit 102 45 

the temporary address y, the value 1 of the au
tonomous flag F, and the broadcast address Cba 
by corresponding them to the home address a. 

Receiving the data packet including the mo-
bile host transfer message 150, the mobile host so 
transfer unit 112 in the visitor migration commu
nication control device 109 stores into the visitor 
mobile host list hold unit 110 the temporary ad
dress y newly assigned to the mobile host 146 
and the value 1 of the autonomous flag F by cor- 55 

responding them to the home address a. 
(6) The mobile host transfer unit 112 notifies the 
mobile host transfer unit 1 04 that it has received 

26 

the mobile host transfer message 150 by sending 
thereto the response message 150R. 
(7), (8) The transmission of a mobile host visit 
message 149' and a response message 
149R' between the mobile host 146 and the vis
itor migration communication control device 1 09', 
which is conducted when the device 109' pro
vides the packet transfer service, is substantially 
same as the transmission of messages between 
the mobile host 146 and the visitor migration 
communication control device 1 09, which is con
ducted when the mobile host 146 migrates to the 
network B. 

[communication between mobile host 146 attached 
to network C and stationary host 151] 

Transmission of the data packet from the station
ary host 151 to the mobDe host 146 when the mobile 
host is attached to the network Cis described with re
ferring to FIG. 38-41, which are relevant for FIG. 26-
29. 

The transmission is substantially same as the 
transmission between the stationary host 151 and 
the mobile host 146 when the mobile host 146 is at
tached to the network B, except that the visitor migra
tion communication control device 109 instead of the 
home migration communication control device 101 is 
employed. 

(1) When the stationary host 151 is not notified 
that the mobile host 146 has migrated from the 
network B to the network C, the stationary host 
151 generates the encapsulated data packet in
cluding the noncapsulated data packet, which is 
destined for the home address a, and the packet 
transfer message 156; then transmits it to the 
temporary address fl. This is substantially the 
same as (5) in the communication between the 
stationary host 151 and the mobile host 146 at
tached the network B. 

The data packet transmitted by the station
ary host is not received by the mobile host 146 
since the mobile host is not attached to the net
work B. The data packet is received by the packet 
monitoring unit 106 in the visitor migration com
munication control device 109 since the visitor 
mobile host list hold list unit thereof holds the 
temporary address fl besides the temporary ad
dressy. 
(2) The visitor migration communication control 
device 109 transmits to the temporary address y 
of the mobile host 146 the data packet including 
the packet transfer message 157, which is sub
stantially same as (2) in the communication be
tween the stationary host 151 and the mobile 
host 146 on the network B except a difference 
described hereunder. 

The home mobile host migration communi-
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cation control device 101 receives the noncapsu
lated data packet 152 and generates an encapsu
lated data packet comprising the received non
capsulated data packet 152 and I he packet trans
fer message 153. On the other hand, the visitor 
migration communication control device 109 re
ceives the encapsulated data packet comprising 
the packet transfer message 156 and the packet 
transfer unit 111 converts the data packet by 
changing the destination address from the tem
porary address fl into the temporary address y as 
well as converting the packet transfer message 
156 into the packet transfer message 157, whose 
value on the counter is Incremented by 1. 
(3)-(5) The visitor migration communication con
trol device 109, the stationary host 151, and the 
mobile host 146 on the network C operate sub
stantially same as the home migration communi
cation control device 101. the stationary host 
151, and the mobile host 146 on the network B, 
which is described the above in (3)-(5); thereby 
the mobile host transfer message 158 and the re
sponse message 158R are transmitted, and the 
data packet including the packet transfer mes
sage 160 is transmitted by the stationary host 
151 to the mobile host 146 attached to the net
work C. 
If the stationary host 151 does not transmit any 

data packet to the mobile host 146, which is attached 
to the network B, the stationary host is not notified of 
either the temporary address 13 or the temporary ad
dressy; therefore, the stationary host 151 transmits 
the data packet to the home address a. even when the 
mobile host 146 has migrated from the network B to 
the network C. When this occurs, the home migration 
communication control device 101, as does the visitor 
migration communication device 109, transfers the 
data packet from the home address a. to the tempor
ary address y; then notifies the stationary host 151 of 
the updated temporary address y of the mobile host 
146 so that the stationary host 151 will be able to di
rectly transmit the data packet, which comprises the 
packet transfer message, to the mobile host 146 at
tached to the network C. 

Further, when the mobile host 146 migrates to 
the network, to which the visitor migration communi
cation control device is attached to provide the packet 
transfer service, the stationary host 151 may transmit 
the data packet destined for any of the addresses a, 
13, or y. When the data packet is transmitted to the 
home address a. or the temporary address y, the 
home migration communication control device 101 or 
the visitor migration communication control device 
109', which is notified of the updated temporary ad
dress of the mobile host 146, transfers the data pack
et to the updated temporary address; then it notifies 
the stationary host 151 of the updated temporary ad
dress of the mobile host. 

When the data packet is transmitted to the tem
porary address 13 of the mobDe host 146, the visitor 
migration communication control device 109 receives 
it. Since the device 109 is notified of only the tempor-

5 ary address y, it transmits the data packet comprising 
the packet transfer message to the temporary ad
dressy as well as transmits the mobile host transfer 
message to notify the stationary host 151 of the tem
porary address y. The visitor migration communica-

10 lion control device 1 09' receives the data packet com
prising the packet transfer message, which is des
tined for the temporary address y, and transmits it to 
the updated temporary address of the mobile host 
146; then transmits the mobile host transfer message 

15 to notify the stationary host 151 of the updated tem
porary address. Also the visitor migration communi
cation control device 1 09' obtains the address of the 
visitor migration communication control device 109 
from the source address of data packet transmitted 

20 thereby, and transmits the mobile host transfer mes
sage to the device 109. Thus, the visitor migration 
communication control device 109' obtains the updat
ed temporary address of the mobile host 146, and 
transfers the data packet to the mobae host 146 as 

25 well as notifies stationary host 151 of the obtained up
dated temporary address. 

[communication operation 2] 

30 Another example of the communication opera-
tion is described hereunder. In the communication op
eration 2 the visitor migration communication control 

· device 109 does not provide the packet transfer ser
vice when the mobile host 146 migrates from the net-

35 work A to the network B, further from the network B 
to the network C. 

As shown in FIG. 42, when the device 109 does 
not provide the packet transfer service, the autono
mous packet transfer support check message 181, 

40 transmitted by the mobile host 146 which has migrat
ed from the network A to the network B, is responded 
with the response message 181R where the autono
mous flag F In the autonomous flag field 135 indi
cates 0. Thereby, the autonomous flag field 135 in 

45 the address post message 182, which is transmitted 
by the mobile host 146tothe home migration commu
nication control device 101, obtains the value 0, and 
the value 0 is held in the home mobile host list hold 
unit 102 in the device 101. The mobile host 146 does 

so not transmit the mobile host visit message to the vis
itor migration communication control device 109. 

As shown in FIG. 43, receiving from the station
ary host 151 the noncapsulated data packet 183, 
which is destined for the home address a., the home 

55 migration communication control device generates 
the encapsulated data packet comprising the re
ceived noncapsulated data packet 183 and the pack
et transfer message 184, and transmits it to the tern-

27 
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porary address p, as is in the communication opera
tion 1. 

However, recognizing the value 0 on the autono
mous flag F, which is held in the home mobile host list 
hold unit 102, the device 101 does not transmit to the 
stationary host 151 the mobile host transfer message 
including the temporary address fl. Therefore, every 
data packet transmitted by the stationary host 151 is 
destined for the home address a., and it is transferred 
to the mobile host 146 by the home migration commu
nication control device 101. Thus, the stationary host 
151 is not notified of the temporary address p since 
the data packet transmitted to the address other than 
the home address a. is not transferred by the device 
109; therefore it is not received by the mobile host 146 
when it departs the network B to migrate to the net
work C. 

When the visitor migration communication con
trol device 1 09', which is attached to the network, pro
vides the packet transfer service, the home migration 
communication control device 101 notifies the sta
tionary host 151 of the temporary address y when it 
transmits the noncapsulated data to the home ad
dress a., so that the stationary host 151 is able to di
rectly transmit the data packet comprising the non
capsulated data packet and the packet transfer mes
sage to the mobile host 146 on the network C. 

When the visitor migration communication con
trol device 109 does not provide the packet transfer 
service, the home migration communication control 
device 101 does not necessarily notify the device 109 
oft he temporary address y oft he mobile host 146 as
signed when it has migrated from the network B to the 
network C. However, the construction of the device 
101 will be simplified if it conducts the same operation 
either or not the packet transfer service is provided 
since the visitor migration communication control de
vice 1 09 ignores the mobile host transfer message. 

Also the device 109 may respond to the autono
mous packet transfer support check message 181 
only when it provides the data packettransfer service; 
therefore, the presence or absence of the response 
message 181 R indicates to the mobile host 146 
whether or not the data packet transfer service is pro
vided. In the above operation the value 0 of the au
tonomous F also indicates that the packet transfer 
service is not provided, whereas absence of the re
sponse message to the message 181 can indicate the 
absence of the packet transfer service. which will sim
plify construction of mobile host 146. 

[communication operation 3] 

The final example of the communication opera
tion is described hereunder. In the communication op
eration 3 the visitor migration communication control 
device 1 09' does not provide the packet transfer ser
vice while the visitor migration communication control 

device 1 09 does. 
As shown in FIG. 44, when the packet transfer 

service is not provided by the visitor migration com
munication control device 109', the mobile host 146 

6 transmits to the home migration communication con
trol device 101 the address post message 182' where 
the value 0 is set at the autonomous flag F. Then, the 
home migration communication control device 101 
transmits to the device 109 the mobile host transfer 

to message 185 by setting the value 0 at the autono
mous flag F. 

When detecting the value 0 at the autonomous 
flag F, the visitor migration communication control de
vice 109 ceases to provide the packet transfer ser-

15 vice. 
As shown in FIG. 45, even after cease of the data 

packet transfer service, the stationary host 151 may 
transmit to the temporary address the data packet 
comprising the noncapsulated data packet and the 

20 packet transfer message 186. 
When this happens, the visitor migration commu

nication control device 109 obtains the noncapsulat
ed data packet 187 from the received encapsulated 
data packet and transmits it to its destination address, 

25 the home address a.. The noncapsulated data packet 
187 is then received by the home migration commu
nication control device 101, which is attached to the 
network A. Finally, the home migration communica
tion control device 101 transfers the noncapsulated 

30 data packet 187 together with the packet transfer 
message 188 to the temporary address y of mobile 
host 146, which is attached to the network C. 

The visitor migration communication control de
vice 109 notifies the stationary host 151 thatthe mo-

35 bile host 146 is attached to the network A instead of 
the network C by sending the mobile host transfer 
message 189 where the home address a is set in the 
temporary address field 139. Then, the stationary 
host 151 transmits the noncapsulated data packet 

40 187to the home address ex, and itis transferred by the 
home migration communication control device 101, 
which is employed to take the place of the visitor mi
gration communication control device 109. As an
other option, the device 109 may send the mobile 

45 host transfer message 189 where the invalid address 
is set, such as the address where every bit is 1. Then, 
the home migration communication control device 
101 may notify the stationary host 151 of the home 
address ex in accordance with the address inquiry ob-

50 tained from the stationary host 151. 
The operation described the above will be em

ployed when the visitor migration communication 
control device 109 ceases to provide the packet 
transfer service operation regardless whether or not 

55 the device 109' provides the packet transfer service. 

28 

On the other hand, the visitor migration commu
nication device 109 may restart the packet transfer 
service even when the device 109' ceases to provide 
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the service. 
In this case, the home migration communication 

control device 101 needs to provide the visitor migra
tion communication control device 109 with the up
dated temporary address at every migration of the 
mobile host 146 unless the mobile host migrates to 
the network to which another visitor migration com
munication control device is attached and provides 
the packet transfer service. To realized it, for exam
ple, when the value of the autonomous flag F in the 
address post message is 0 to indicate thatthe device 
1 09' does not provide the packet transfer service, the 
broadcast address Bba as the destination address of 
the mobile host transfer message, which is transmit
ted to the device 109, will not be renewed. 

Additionally, the broadcast address as the des
tination address of the data packet, which is transmit
ted by the mobile host 146, can be replaced with the 
address Ha, Va, Va', each of which is unique to each 
device. The address unique to each device will be ob
tained by detecting the source address of the data 
packet received from each device, or by employing a 
so called name service. 

Also in the second embodiment, the home migra
tion communication control device 101 detects 
whether or not the mobile host 146 is attached to the 
same network from what is held as the temporary ad
dress in the address hold unit; to be precise, whether 
or not the home address a is held as the temporary 
address. However, this can also be detected by know
Ing in which table the temporary address is held. For 
example, when the device 101 and the mobile host 
146 are attached to the same network, the first table 
holds the addresses, such as the home address a; 
whereas, the second table holds the addresses when 
the device 101 and the mobile host 146 are attached 
to the different network from each other. Value of the 
autonomous flag F, 0 or 1, can also be utilized in the 
same way. 

Further, the home migration communication con
trol device 101 and the visitor migration communica
tion control device 109, 109' may be employed as a 
host such as the mobile host 146 or the stationary 
host 151. 

Finally, the home migration communication con
trol device 101, the visitor migration communication 
control device 109, the mobile host 146, and the sta
tionary host 156 may be constructed identically and 
can be replaced with each other. 

Although in the embodiment the application unit 
124 starts its operation before being notified of updat
ed temporary address Jl; therefore it always transmits 
the data packet to the home address a of the mobile 
host 146, it can transmit the data to the temporary ad
dress 13 if is starts its operation after obtaining the 
temporary address J3. 

Although the present invention has been fully de
scribed by way of examples with reference to the ac-

companying drawings, it is to be noted that various 
changes and modifications will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art. Therefore, unless otherwise such 
changes and modifications depart from the scope of 

5 the present invention, they should be constructed as 
being Included therein. 

10 

Claims 

1. A migration communication control device con
structed to control a communication between a 
mobile node and a partner node, the mobile node 
migrating across networks and obtaining an ad-

15 dress assigned on each network while the part
ner node being a communication partner of the 
mobile node, comprising a first migration control 
unit, a second migration control unit, a third mi
gration control unit, the second migration control 

20 unit being placed on the mobile node and the 
third migration control unit being placed on the 
partner node, 

wherein the first migration control unit 
comprises: 

25 packet transfer means for rece1vmg a 
packet which was destined for an outdated ad
dress of the mobile node, the outdated address 
assigned when the mobile node migrated to a 
network to which the first migration control unit is 

30 attached, generating a conversion packet which 
holds an updated address instead of the outdated 
address, and transmitting the conversion packet; 
and 

address post means for transmitting an ad-
35 dress post message which indicates the updated 

address of the mobile node to the third migration 
control unit, the third migration control unit trans
mitting the packet received by the packet transfer 
means, and 

40 the second migration control unit compris-
es; 

migration post means for transmitting to 
the first migration control unit a migration post 
message which indicates the updated address of 

45 the mobile node when the mobile node migrates 
to another network; and 

packet resumption means for receiving the 
conversion packet from both the first migration 
control unit and the third migration control unit 

so and resuming an original packet from the conver
sion packet, and 

the third migration control unit comprises: 
packet conversion means for converting a 

destination address of a packet, the packet to be 
55 transmitted to the mobile node, into the updated 

address indicated by the address post message, 
the address post message sent by the first migra
tion control unit, and transmitting it to the mobile 

29 
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node. 

The migration communication control device of 
Claim 1, wherein the migration post means in the 
second migration control unit transmits an identi-
fication key included in the migration post mes-
sage, the identification key being employed to 
identify the mobile node. 

The migration communication control device of 
Claim 2, wherein the identification key is an ad-
dress of the mobile node assigned at one net-
work before the network to which the mobile 
node is currently attached. 

The migration communication control device of 
Claim 2, wherein the identification key is an ad-
dress of the mobile node assigned before its ini-
tial migration. 

The migration communication control device of 
Claim 1; wherein the second migration control 
unit is constructed to transmit to the third migra-
tion control unit the packet which has the same 
format as the resumed packet. 

The migration communication control device of 
Claim 1, wherein the first migration control unit 
further comprises: 

address hold means for holding the out-
dated address and the updated address by cor-
responding them with each other; and 

address comparison means for comparing 
the destination address of the received packet 
with the outdated address, wherein 

the packet transfer means generates the 
conversion packet and transmits it when the ad-
dress comparison means detects that the destin-
ation address of the received packet coincides 
with the outdated address. 

The migration communication control device of 
Claim 1, wherein the first migration control unit 
further comprises: 

address hold means for holding the out-
dated address and the updated address by cor-
responding them with each other; and 

address comparison means for comparing 
the destination address oft he packet received by 
the packet transfer means with the outdated ad-
dress, wherein 

the address post means transmits the ad-
dress post message which indicates the updated 
address of the mobile node to the third migration 
control unit, the third migration control unit trans-
mitting the packet received by the packettransfer 
means, when the address comparison means de-
tects that the destination address of the packet 
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coincides with the outdated address. 

8. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 1, wherein the second migration control 
unit further comprises: 

address hold means for holding the out
dated address and the updated address by cor
responding them with each other; and 

address comparison means for comparing 
the updated address with the destination ad
dress of the packet received from one of the first 
migration control unit and the third migration con
trol unit, wherein 

the packet resumption means resumes 
the original packet from the conversion packet 
when the address comparison means detects 
that the updated address coincides with the des
tination address of the packet received from one 
of the first migration control unit and the third mi
gration control unit. 

9. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 1, wherein the third migration control unit 
further comprises: 

address hold means for holding the out
dated address and the updated address of the 
mobile node by corresponding them with each 
other; and 

address comparison means for comparing 
the outdated address in the address hold means 
with the destination address of the packet to be 
transmitted to the mobile node, wherein 

the packet conversion means converts 
the destination address of the packet to be trans
mitted to the mobile node into the updated ad
dress which corresponds to the outdated address 
in the address hold means when the address 
comparison means detects the outdated address 
in the address hold means coincides with the 
destination address of the packet. 

10. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 1, wherein there are a plurality of the first 
migration control units, and the second migration 
control unit transmits the migration post message 
to at least one of the first migration control units. 

11. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 10, wherein the migration post means in 
the second migration control unit transmits the 
migration post message to the first migration con
trol unit which is attached to the network to which 
the mobile node was attached before its migra
tion, 

each of the first migration control units has 
migration post means for transmitting to one of 
the other first migration control units a migration 
post message to post the same address as the 
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updated address indicated by the migration post 
message received from the second migration 
control unit, and 

each of the first migration control units has 
migration post means for transmitting a migration 6 

post message from one of the other first migra-
tion control units to another first migration control 
unit to post the same address as the updated ad
dress indicated by the received migration post 
message. 10 

12. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 11, wherein each of the first migration con
trol units and the second migration control unit 
further comprise pointer hold means for holding 15 

pointers related to the first migration control unit 
to which the migration post message is transmit-
ted, and wherein 

the migration post means in each of the 
first migration control units and the migration post 20 

means in the second migration control unit trans-
mitt he migration post message to each of the ad
dresses related to each of the pointers. 

13. The migration communication control device of 25 

Claim 12, wherein each of the pointers is a broad-
cast address of the network to which one of the 
first migration control units is attached. 

14. The migration communication control device of so 
Claim 12, wherein each of the pointers is an ad
dress which is assigned to one of the first migra-
tion control units uniquely. 

15. The migration communication control device of 35 

claim 12, wherein each of the pointers is the ad
dress of the mobile node which is assigned when 
the mobile node is attached to the same network 
as is the first migration control unit, and 

the migration post means in the first mi- 40 

gration control unit and the migration post means 
in the second migration control unit obtain the 
broadcast address of the network to which each 
of the first migration control units is attached with 
referring to the address of the mobile node, and 46 

transmits the migration post message to the ob
tained broadcast address. 

16. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 12, wherein the pointer hold means in the so 
second migration control unit holds a pointer re-
lated to a first migration control unit for the latest 
migration, which is the first migration control unit 
being attached to one network before the net-
work to which the mobile node is currently attach- 55 

ed,and 
the pointer hold means in the first migra

tion control unit holds a pointer related to another 

31 

first migration control unit attached to the same 
network as was the mobile node attached before 
migrating to the network to which the first migra
tion control unit is attached. 

17. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 12, wherein the second migration control 
unitfurther transmits to the first migration control 
unit the pointer by sending thereto the migration 
post message, the pointer to be held by the first 
migration control unit. 

18. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 17, wherein the first migration control unit 
stores into the pointer hold means the pointer 
when it receives from the second migration con
trol unit the migration post message by corre
sponding the pointer with the updated address 
indicated by the received migration post mes
sage. 

19. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 11, wherein each oft he first migration con
trol units further comprises: 

address hold means for holding the out
dated address and the updated address by cor
responding them with each other, wherein 

migration post message means stores into 
the address hold means the outdated address 
and the updated address by corresponding them 
with each other when it receives from the second 
migration control unit the migration post mes
sage, while converts the updated address in the 
address hold means into the updated address in
dicated by the migration post message when it re
ceives from the first migration control unit the mi
gration post message and the outdated address 
indicated by the migration post message coin
cides with one of the updated addresses in the 
address hold means. 

20. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 1, wherein the first migration control unit is 
placed on a gateway, which connects networks. 

21. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 1, wherein the first migration control unit is 
placed on the network as an individual node. 

22. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 10, wherein the migration post means in 
the second migration control unit transmits the 
migration post message to a home migration con
trol unit, the home migration control unit being the 
first migration control unit which is attached to a 
network where the mobile node left for its initial 
migration, and 

the home migration control unit further 
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comprises home migration post means for trans
mitting a migration post message to a first migra
tion control unit for the latest migration, the first 
migration control unit for the latest migration be-
ing the first migration control unit which is attach- 6 

ed to the network where the mobile node left for 
the latest migration, to post the same updated ad
dress as is indicated by the migration post mes-
sage received from the second migration control 
u~ w 

23. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 22, wherein the first migration control unit 
further comprises migration post means for trans-
mitting the migration post message indicating the 15 

updated address of the mobile node to one ofthe 
other first migration control units when the con
version packet destined for the outdated address 
of the mobile node was sent therefrom to the first 
migration control unit. 20 

24. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 22, wherein the migration post means in 
the second migration control unit transmits to the 
home migration control unit the migration post 25 

message where a home address and I he updated 
address are corresponded with each other, the 
home address assigned when the mobile node is 
attached to the same network as is the home mi-
gration control unit, 30 

and each oft he packet transfer means and 
the address post means in the home migration 
control unit transmits the conversion packet and 
the address post message respectively with re-
ferring to the above home address and the updat- 35 

ed address. 

25. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 24, wherein the second migration control 
unit further comprises an outdated address post 40 

means for transmitting to the first migration con-
trol unit for the latest migration an outdated ad
dress post message where the outdated address 
and the home address are corresponded with 
each other, the outdated address being assigned 45 

to the mobile node before the latest migration, 
the home migration post means in the 

home migration control unit transmits to the said 
first migration control unit for the latest migration 
the migration post message where the above so 
home address and the updated address are cor
responded with each other, and 

the packet transfer means and the ad
dress post means in the first migration control 
unit for the latest migration transmit the conver- 55 

sian packet and the address post message re
spectively in accordance with the outdated ad
dress and the updated address, the outdated ad-

32 

dress and the updated address being corre
sponded with each other via the home address. 

26. The migration communication control device of 
the Claim 25, wherein the outdated address post 
means in the second migration control unit trans
mits the above outdated address post message 
at a migration of the mobile node preceding the 
latest migration, and 

each of the migration post means in the 
second migration control unit and the home mi
gration post means in the home migration control 
unit transmits the above migration post message 
at the latest migration of the mobile node. 

27. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 22, wherein the second migration control 
unit further comprises home migration control 
unit pointer hold means for holding a pointer re
lated to the home migration control unit, 

the migration post means in the second 
migration control unit transmits the migration post 
message to the address related to the pointer, 

the home migration control unit further 
comprises pointer hold means for the latest mi
gration for holding a pointer related to the first mi
gration control unit for the latest migration, and 

the home migration post means in the 
home migration control unit transmits the migra
tion post message to the address related to the 
pointer. 

28. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 27, wherein each of the above pointers is 
the broadcast address of the network to which 
each of the first migration control units is attach· 
ed. 

29. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 27, wherein each of the above pointers is 
the address assigned to each of the first migra
tion control units uniquely. 

30. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 27, wherein the second migration control 
unit further comprises pointer obtainment means 
for requesting tot he first migration control unit for 
the latest migration the pointer related to the first 
migration control unit fort he latest migration. and 

the migration post means in the second 
migration control unit posts the obtained pointer 
to the home migration control unit together with 
the updated address by sending thereto the mi
gration post message. 

31. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 30, wherein the migration post means in 
the second migration control unit posts to the 
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home migration control unit the pointer at the mi
gration of the mobile node preceding the latest 
migration, while the migration post means posts 
the above updated address at the latest migra-
tion of the mobile node. 5 

32. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 22. wherein the first migration control unit 
further comprises address post suppressing 
means for suppressing transmission of the ad- 10 

dress post message from the address post 
means to the third migration control unit, and 

the address post suppressing means sup
presses transmission of the address post mes-
sage when none of the first migration control 15 

units is attached to the same network as is the 
mobile node. 

33. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 32, wherein the second migration control 20 

unit further comprises detect means for detecting 
whether or notthe first migration control unit is at
tached to the network to which the mobile node 
migrates, 

the migration post means in the second 25 

migration control unit transmits to the horne mi
gration control unit the migration post message 
which includes the detecting result of the above 
detect means together with the updated address, 

the home migration post means in the 30 

home migration control unit transmits to the first 
migration control unit for the latest migration the 
migration post message which includes the de
tecting result of the above detect means together 
with the updated address, and 35 

the address post suppressing means in 
each of the home migration control unit and the 
first migration control unitfor the latest migration 
suppress the transmission of the address post 
message in accordance with the detecting result 40 

of the above detect means. 

34. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 22, wherein the first migration control unit 
further comprises packet transfer suppressing 45 

means for suppressing transfer of the packet con
ducted by the packet transfer means. 

35. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 34, wherein the first migration control unit 50 

further comprises address post suppressing 
means for suppressing transmission of the ad
dress post message from the address post 
means to the third migration control unit. and the 
address post suppressing means in the first mi- 55 

gration control unit being attached to a network to 
which the mobile node is not attached, suppress-
es the transmission oft he address post message 

33 

when the packet transfer suppressing means in 
the first migration control unitfor the latest migra
tion suppresses transfer of the packet. 

36. The migration communication control device of 
Claim 35, wherein the second migration control 
unitfurther comprises detect means for detecting 
whether or not the packet transfer suppressing 
means in the first migration control means sup
presses the transfer oft he packet, the first migra
tion control means being attached to the network 
to which the mobile node migrates, and 

the migration post means in the second 
migration control unit transmits to the home mi
gration control unit the migration post message 
which indudes the detecting result of the above 
detect means together with the updated address, 

the home migration post means in the 
home migration control unit transmits to the first 
migration control unit for the latest migration the 
migration post message which includes the de
tecting result of the detect means together with 
the updated address, and 

the address post suppressing means in 
each of the home migration control unit and the 
first migration control unit for the latest migration 
suppresses the transmission of the address post 
message in accordance with the detecting result 
of the above detect means. 

37. The communication control device of Claim 36, 
wherein the packet transfer suppressing means 
in the first migration control unit for the latest mi
gration suppresses the transfer of the packet 
conducted by the packet transfer means, when 
the packet transfer suppressing means in the first 
migration control unit being attached to the net
work to which the mobile node migrates sup
presses the transfer of the packet. 

38. A packet transfer migration control unit in a migra
tion communication control device, the migration 
communication control device being constructed 
to control a communication between a mobile 
node and a partner node, the mobile node migrat
ing across networks and obtaining an address 
assigned on each network whUe the partner node 
being a communication partner of the mobile 
node, comprising: 

packet transfer means for receiving a 
packet which was transmitted by the partner 
node to an outdated address of the mobile node, 
the outdated address being assigned when the 
mobile node migrated to a network to which the 
packet transfer migration control unit is attached, 
generating a conversion packet which holds an 
updated address instead of the outdated ad
dress, and transmitting the conversion packet; 
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and 
address post means for transmitting an ad

dress post message which indicates the updated 
address of the mobile node to the partner node, 
the partner node transmitting the packet received 5 

by the packet transfer means. 

39. A mobile node migration control unit in a migration 
communication control device, the migration 
communication control device being constructed 10 

to control a communication between a mobile 
node which migrates across networks and ob-
tains an address assigned on each network and 
a partner node which is a communication partner 
of the mobile node, being placed on the mobile 15 

node and comprising: 
migration post means for transmitting to a 

packet transfer migration control unit a migration 
post message which indicates an updated ad-
dress of the mobile node when the mobile node 20 

migrates to another network, the packet transfer 
migration control unitforreceiving a packet which 
was transmitted by the partner node to an outdat-
ed address of the mobile node, the outdated ad-
dress assigned when the mobile node migrated 25 

to a network to which the migration control unit for 
packet transfer is attached, generating a conver-
sion packet which holds the updated address in
stead of the outdated address, and transmitting 
the conversion packet; and 30 

packet resumption means for receiving the 
conversion packet from both the packet transfer 
migration control unit and the mobile node, and 
resuming an original packet from the conversion 
packet. 35 

40. A partner node migration control unit in a migra
tion communication control device, the migration 
communication control device being constructed 
to control a communication between a mobile 40 

node which migrates across networks and ob-
tains an address assigned on each network and 
a partner node which is a communication partner 
of the mobile node, being placed on the mobile 
node and comprising: 45 

address post message receiving means 
for receiving an address post message which in
dicates an updated address of the mobile node 
from a packet transfer migration control unit, the 
packet transfer migration control unit transmitting so 
an address post message which indicates the up
dated address of the mobile node to the partner 
node; and 

packet conversion means for converting a 
destination address of a packet, the packet to be ss 
transmitted to the mobile node, into the updated 
address indicated by the address post message, 
and transmitting it to the mobile node. 

34 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to computer systems and 
more particularly to computer networks that intercon
nect computers. Even more particularly, the invention 
relates to determining the nodes connected to a net
work. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Computer networks are collections of hardware 
and software that connect computers and allow them 
to send information from one computer to another 
electronically. A computer network is comprised of the 
physical hardware connections between the various 
computers, for example telephone lines or a coax 
cable, and the software used to send and receive data 
and to route the data to the selected computer on the 
network. 

A local area network (LAN) Is a network connec
tion between computers in close proximity, typically 
less than one mOe, and usually connected by a single 
cable such as coax cable. A wide area network (WAN) 
is a network of computers located at longer distances, 
often connected by telephone lines or satellite links. 
Network software may sometimes be used with both 
types of networks. For example, a popular network is 
the Department of Defense lntemetworklng protocol 
suite, known as Transmission Control Protocotnnter
net Protocol (TCPIIP). This system was originally 
developed by the Defense Advanced Research Pro
jects Agency (DARPA) arid has now been widely dis
tributed to Universities and industry. 

When a network is fast growing, that Is, network 
elements or nodes are being added frequently, a net
work administrator may not know all of the nodes con
nected to the network. Also, a network administrator 
new to his or her job may not be familiar with the nodes 
on the network. Determining the nodes manually is a 
difficult problem. The administrator may contact all 
the users of the network known to the administrator, 
however, infrequent users may be forgotten and not 
contacted. Also, if a node is connected to the network, 
but not active because the computer is not powered 
up or Is inoperative, that node may not be included In 
the list. In a very short local area network, a network 
administrator may physically trace the cable of the 
network to determine which nodes are located on the 
network. However, since longer local area networks 
can extend as far as a mile, through many floors and 
offices within a building, physical tracing may be 
impossible. In a wide area network, physical tracing is 
almost always impossible. 

For some commonly used networks, special 
equipment can be purchased that will determine the 
nodes located on the network and the distance be
tween them. This equipment, called a probe, is often 
limited by the other components of the network, how-

ever. For example, in a local area network, a repeater 
unit may be used to extend the effective distance of 
the local area network to a distance greater than is 
capable with a single cable. A repeater unit amplifies 

s signals, and therefore will not allow a probe to deter
mine the location of nodes beyond the repeater. 

Other unils connected to the network may 
obscure nodes. For example a bridge unit connects 
two similar networks but only passes messages that 

10 are being sent from a node on one side of the bridge 
to a node on the other side of the bridge. It will not 
pass messages between nodes on the same side, in 
order to reduce the traffic on the other side of the 
bridge. A bridge will prevent a probe from determining 

15 the nodes on the other side of the bridge. A gateway 
is a unit that connects dissimilar networks to pass 
messages. Because a gateway may have to reformat 
a message to accommodate a different network pro
tocol, It will prevent a probe from finding nodes 

20 beyond the gateway. 
There is need in the art then for a method of deter

mining the nodes on a local area network. There is 
further need in the art for determining such nodes 
without the use of special equipment A still further 

25 need is for a method that will determine which nodes 
are located beyond the repeater units, bridges, and 
gateways on a network. 

3(1 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide 
a method of determining the elements or nodes con
nected to a network. 

It Is another object of the invention to provide a 
35 method of discovering network nodes on a TCPIIP 

network. 
Another object of the invention is to determine 

which discovered nodes are discovery agents and 
can convey knowledge of the existence of other 

40 nodes on the network. 
Another object is to query all discovery agents 

and ask for other nodes on the network 
A further object is to query all TCP/IP nodes to ret

rieve the address translation table from the TCPIIP 
45 node. 

The above and other objects of the invention are 
accomplished in a system which provides a general 
way of discovering network elements, or nodes, and 
a specific algorithm for discovering nodes within a 

so TCP/IP network, using a standard Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP), which is available 
within the TCP/IP network. 

Some nodes on a network can convey knowledge 
of the existence of other nodes on a network, and are 

55 called discovery agents. When a network contains 
discovery agents, these agents can be queried to 
obtain the information they have about other nodes on 
the network. By obtaining a list of nodes from a single 

3 
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discovery agent, and querying each of the nodes 
obtained to detennlne If it is also a discovery agent, 
most of the nodes on a network can be discovered. 

The process of querying discovery agents to 
obtain a list of nodes known to be discovery agents. 5 

must be repeated at timed intervals. At any given time 
on a network, one or more nodes may not be respond· 
ing to the network. either because it is inoperative, or 
because it is not powered up. Therefore, if the discov-
ery process is attempted during this Hme, these 10 

unavaBable nodes will not be discovered. By repeat-
ing the discovery process over time at regular inter-
vals, additional nodes on a network can be 
discovered. 

In a TCPJJP networK. discovery agents are nodes 15 

that respond to queries for an address translation 
table. Within TCPJJP network, every node wHI have an 
internet protocol (IP) address. This address is a 32 bit 
number and is unique to all nodes within the TCPJIP 
networi<. Although the IP address is probably unique 20 

to all nodes everywhere that use the TCPIIP protocol, 
the physical address of a node on a particular network 
will be different from the IP address. For example, 
scrne types of LANs use an 8 bit address, and can 
therefore use the low order 8 bits of the IP address, 25 

however, some other types of LANs use a 48 bit 
address and cannot use the internet address. There-
fore, every node within a TCP/IP network must have 
an address translation table which translates the JP 
address to the physical address. The data from each 30 

node's address translation table can be used to obtain 
both the IP and the physical address of other nodes 
on the network. Again, as described in the above gen-
eral algorithm, the queries should be repeated at 
timed intervals to insure that recently activated nodes 35 

are discovered. Another reason for repeating the dis
covery process over timed intervals in a TCPIIP net· 
work is that aome of the Information within a node's 
address translation table may be purged if the node 
does not use the information after a period of time. 40 

This purge is used to reduce the table size require
ments within a node. By repeating the queries at timed 
intecvals, the greatest amount of translation table 
Information may be obtained. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above and other objects, features, and 
advantages of the invention will be better understood 

45 

by reading the following more particular description of so 
the invention, presented in conjunction with the fol
lowing drawings, wherein: 

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the hardware of 
the node that runs the process of the present 
invention; ss 
F'IQ. 2 shows a diagram of a typical computer 
interconnection network; 
Figs. 3through 5 show a hierarchy diagram of the 

4 

modules of the discovery system of the present 
invention; 
Fig. 6 shows a flowchart of the main module oft he 
invention; 
Fig. 7 shows a flowchart of the self-seed module 
of the invention; 
Fig. 8 shows a flowchart of the process-node 
module of the invention; 
Fig. 9 shows a flowchart of the process-ping mod
ule ofthe invention; 
Fig. 10 shows a flowchart of the process-lAP 
module of the invention; 
Fig. 11 shows a flowchart of the store-IP module 
of the invention; 
Fig. 12 shows a flowchart of the store-IF module 
of the invention; 
Fig. 13 shows a flowchart of the invalid node mod
ule of the invention; 
Fig. 14 shows a flowchart of the findnode module 
of the invention; 
Fig. 15 shows a flowchart of the add node module 
of the invention; 
Fig. 16 shows a flowchart of the process-AT mod
ule ofthe invention; and 
Fig. 17 shows a flowchart of the store-AT module 
of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The following description is of the best presently 
contemplated mode of carrying out the pr~sent inven
tion. This description is not to be taken in a limiting 
sense but is made merely for the purpose of describ
ing the general principles of the invention. The scope 
or the Invention should be determined by referencing 
the appended claims. 

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the computer 
hardware that contains the discovery system of the 
present Invention. Referring now to Fig. 1, a computer 
system 100 contains a processing element102. The 
processing element 1 02 communicates to other ele
ments within the computer system 100 over a system 
bus 104. A keyboard 106 is used to input information 
from a user of the system, and a display 108 is used 
to output information to the user. A network interface 
112 is used to interface the system 1 00 to a network 
11 8 to allow the computer system 1 00 to act as a node 
on a network. A disk 114 is used to store the software 
of the discovery system of the present invention, as 
well as to store the data base collected by the discov
ery system. A printer 116 can be used to provide a 
hard copy output of the nodes of the network discov
ered by the discovery system. A main memory 110 
within the system 100 contains the discovery system 
120 of the present invention. The discovery system 
120 communicates with in operating system 122 and 
network software 124 to discover the nodes on the 
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network 118. 
Fig. 2 shows a diagram of a network. Referring 

now to Fig. 2, a network 202 contains a node 206. 
Node 206 contains the processor 100 {Fig. 1) which 
contains the discovery system software of the present 5 

invention. Node 2061s attached to a first network seg
ment 118. The networt< segment 118 is connected to 
a repeater 212 which is connected to a second net
work sequent 214. This second network system 214 
has nodes 216 and 218 attached to it. A repeater, 10 

such as repeater 212, allows networt< sequents to be 
connected to allow a network to be extended over a 
longer distance. An Important characteristic of a repe-
ater is that there is no translation of data passing 
through it That is. every message that is transmitted t5 

on one network segment, will pass unchanged 
through a repeater to the other network segment. 
Therefore, any messages broadcast, for example, by 
node 206 wDt be received by node 216 and node 218 
after these messages pass through repeater 212. 20 

Network segment 118 is also attached to a bridge 
208 which connects it to a third networt<sequent 210. 
A bridge will only pass messages that are being trans.. 
mltted from a node on one side of the bridge to a node 
on the other side of the bridge. It will block messages 25 

that are transmitted from a node on one side of the 
bridge to a node on that same side of the bridge. This 
characteristic reduces networi<: traffic on various 
sequents of a network. 

Segment 1181s also attached to a router/gateway Jo 

220 which connects is to a fourth network segment 
222. Routers are devices that connect network seg
ments which have similar characteristics. Gateways 
are devices which connect networks having different 
types of characteristics. For example, a gateway 35 

might connect a local area networi<: to a wide area net-
work. 

Because bridges, routers, and gateways, must 
process the messages sent over the network. they 
also must contain information about which nodes are 40 

on the networi<:. Therefore, bridges, routers, and gate-
ways are authoritative sources of information for 
determining the nodes on the network. A protocol 
defines the format of messages that are sent across 
a network. One popular protocol is the Department of 45 

Defense lnternetworking Protocol Suite, popularly 
known as TCP/IP. Because it was developed by the 
Department of Defense, this protocol is widely ava~-
able and used extensively, particularly in a university 
environment. Also, this suite of protocols is very popu- so 
lar on the UNIX operating system and has seen wide 
distribution there. The internet protocol {IP) uses a 
single thirty-two bit address for all nodes that can be 
connected to the internet at any location. Physical 
addresses within a particular type of network, are nor- 55 

mally different from an IP address. If a network 
address Is very small, perhaps eight bits, it may be the 
same as the low order eight bits of the IP address. If 

5 

a network address is large, for example, some LANs 
use forty-eight bit addresses, it is impossible for these 
addresses to correspond directly to IP addresses. 
Therefore, both an IP address and a physical address 
exist for each node on a network. Devices such as 
routers, gateways, and bridges, which can send mes
sages from one networt< to another must be able to 
translate between IP addresses and physical addres
ses. Therefore, these devices have translation tables 
which allow them to translate between these two 
types of addresses. By accessing these translation 
tables, one of the nodes on a network can obtain infor
mation about the other nodes on the network. The 
existence of these translation tables allow the method 
of the present invention to perfonn its function. 

A network probe 224 is also attached to the net
work 118. A network probe 224 is a device that assists 
in locating defective nodes and assists in repairing 
those nodes. Since it is a testing device, it may or may 
not be attached to a network at any given time. When 
a probe is attached to a network, the discovery system 
of the present invention can query the probe and use 
information obtained from the probe to assist In dis
covering other nodes on the networt<. 

Figs. 3 through 5 show a hierarchy diagram of the 
modules of the software of the present invention. Ref
erring now to Figs. 3 through 5, discovery module 302 
Is the main module ofthe system. Discovery calls self
seed block 304 to start the process of building a 
database about the network, and it calls process
node block 306 to process information about each 
node that it obtained from self-seed. Process-node 
block 306 calls process-ping block 308 to query a 
node on the network to determine if that node is 
active. Process-node block 306 also calls process
IFIP block 310 for each IP address that it obtains. Pro
cess-tFIP block 310 calls store-IP block 402 for each 
IP address, and store-IP block 402 calls invalldnode 
block 406, findnode block 408, and addnode block 
410, for each IP address. For each IF entry (physical 
address) received, process-IFIP block 310 calls 
store-IF block 404. For each address translation table 
entry, process--node block 306 calls process-AT block 
312 which in tum calls store-AT block 502. Store-AT 
block 502 calls invalidnode at block 504, findnode 
block 506, and addnode block 508. 

Fig. 6 shows a flowchart of the discovery module 
block 302 (Fig. 3). Referring now to Fig. 6, after entry 
block 602 gets any options that the user wishes to 
enter. Block 604 then initializes the database used to 
permanently store the nodes, and loads node list from 
existing entries in the database. If a database for the 
network does not exist, the discovery system has the 
ability to create that database. If a database of the net
work already exists, the discovery system will use the 
node information which is already available in that 
database to query other nodes within the system. 

Block 606 then initializes domains. A domain 
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defines the limit beyond which the user of the discov
ery system does not wish to find nodes. That is, the 
domain limits the range of the discovery process. This 
limitation Is necessary on large networks, to keep the 
amount of processing to reasonable level. Further
more, a user usually is only interested in the nodes on 
a particular network segment, or the network segment 
connected by repeaters and possibly bridges. 

Block 608 then calls Fig. 7 to self-seed the sys
tem. tf no entries were avaUable in the database, the 
discovery system can self-seed by sending a broad
cast message and detennlne who responds to that 
~T~eSSege. After returning from self-seed, block 610 
points to the first node list entry. As discussed earlier. 
the node fist will contain a list of the nodes already 
known to the system. This list can be input from the 
datsbase. or the list can be started from self-seed 
module. After pointing tn the first entry, block 812 
determines if there are more enbies to process. If 
there are no more entries to process, block 612 trans
fers to block 614 which will wait a predetennined 
period oftime before reprocessing the entire node list 
Typically, block 614 will wan for approximately thirty 
seconds. By reprocessing the node list periodically, 
additional nodes can be discovered. This is because 
a node may be inactive on the system at any given 
time and might not be discovered by a single pass 
through the network. By waiting and reprocessing the 
node list, nodes that were inactive may now be active 
and additional information can be obtained. 

If more entries in the node list exist, block 612 
transfers to block 616 to process one of the nodes. 
After processing that node. block 61 6 transfers to 
block 618 which points to the next node list entry and 
returns to block 612 to process the next node. 

Fig. 7 shows a flowchart for the self-seed block 
304 (Fig. 3) which obtains initial information about 
nodes on the network. Refening now to Fig. 7, after 
entry, block 702 sends an SP broadcast request to all 
nodes on the networi<. SNMP stands for Simple Net
work Management Protocol, and is a part of the 
TCPilP network software. After sending the broadcast 
request, block 702 transfers to block 704 which 
receives SNMP messages from the nodes. If more 
SNMP messages are available, block 704 transfers to 
block 706 which adds a node to the node list for each 
message received. In this manner, all nodes that are 
currently active on the network can be queried to 
obtain Initial Information about the node. After all 
SNMP messages have been received, block 704 
returns to the caller. 

Another way of self-seeding is to query the 
address translation table for the node that is executing 
the discovery system. This table wDI contain the 
addresses of other nodes on the network, and these 
addresses are then used to start the discovery pro
cess. 

Fig. 8 is a flowchart of the process-node block 306 

(Fig. 3). The process-node module of Fig. 8 Is called 
from the discovery module of Fig. 6 once for each 
entry in the node list Therefore, whin Fig. 8 is called. 
the address of a single node is passed to it. Refening 

5 now to Fig. 8, after entry, block 802 detennines 
whether the node is within a domain. As discussed 
earlier, the domain defines the limits beyond which 
the discovery program does not wish to discover new 
nodes. If the node is within the domain, block 802 

10 transfers to block 804 which calls the process-ping 
module of Fig. 9 to detennine whether the node is 
active. After reb.Jming from Fig. 9, block 804 transfers 
to block 806 to detennine whether the state of the 
node has changed since the last infonnalion was 

15 obtained. That is, when the process-ping module 
queries the node, it determines the state of the node 
at the present time. This state is compared, in block 
806, with the state of the node as it wes known previ
ously in the database. If that state has changed, block 

20 806 transfers to block 806 to store the new state in the 
database. Control then returns to block 810 which 
calls process-IFIP to retrieve the IF and IP tables from 
the node. After returning from Fig. 10, block 810 trans
fers to block 812 which determines whether the node 

25 responded to an SNMP requesl If the node did res~ 
pond to the SNMP request, block 812 transfers to 
block 814 which detennines whether the node is cur
renUy in the database. If the node is not In the datab
ase, block 814 transfers to blOCk 616 to add the node 

30 to the database. Control then continues at block 818 
which calls Fig. 16 to retrieve the address translation 
table from the node. Control then returns to the caller. 

Fig. 9 shows a flowchart of the process-ping mod
ule block 308 (Fig. 3). This module is called tn deter-

35 mine whether a node is active on the network. 
Referring now to Fig. 9, after entry block 902 deter
mines whether the ping interval has elapsed. The ping 
interval is used to prevent a node from being queried 
too often. If the ping interval has not elapsed, block 

40 902 returns to the caller. If the ping interval has elap
sed, block 9021ransfers to block 904 which sends an 
ICMP-echo message to the node. The ICMP-echo 
protocol is defined as a part of TCPIIP and is used to 
cause the node to return an acknowledgement to a 

45 message. Block 904then transfers to block 906 which 
detennines whether a response has been received 
from the other node. If a response has not been 
received within a predetennined amount of time, typi
cally block 906 transfers to block 910 which sets a flag 

50 to indicates that the node failed to respond. If the node 
does respond, block 906 transfers to block 908 which 
sets a ftag to indicate that the node did respond and 
then block 912 sets a new ping interval which will pre· 
vent the node from being pinged for the period of the 

55 interval. The ping interval is typically five minutes. 

6 

Block 912 then returns to the caller. 
Fig. 10 shows a flowchart of the process-IFIP 

module block 310 (Fig. 3). The IF and tP tables are 
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available in a node to define the translation of physical 
addresses to IP addresses. The Information is evan
able as two different tables, with an index contained 
in the IF table to cross-reference to the IP table within 
the node. By obtaining these two tables, the discovery s 
system can determine what the other interfaces to 
which a node is connected, and therefore determine 
other networks to which the node is connected. Ref
erring now to Fig. 10, after entry, block 1002 deter-
mines whether the IFIP interval has elapsed. The tFIP 10 

interval is similar to the ping interval described with 
respect to Fig. 9, and is used to keep a node from 
being queried too often. If the IFIP interval has not 
elapsed, block 1002 returns to the caller. If the IFIP 
has elapsed, block 1 002 transfers to block 1004 which 15 

sends an SNMP message to request the node to send 
its next IP table entry to the discovery node. When an 
entry is received, block 1006 calls store-IP module of 
Fig. 11 to store the node within the node list. Block 
1007 then transfers back to block 1004 if more IP 20 

entries are available. After all the entries are all stored 
In the node list, block 1007 transfers to block 1008 
which sets a new IFIP interval of typically greater than 
10 hours. Block 1010 then sends an SNMP message 
to request that the node send its next IF table entry to 25 

the discovery node. When an IF table entry is 
received, block 1012 calls the store-IF module of Fig. 
12. Block 1014 then transfers back to block 101 if 
more entries are available. After receiving and storing 
all the IF table entries, block 1014 returns to the caller. JO 

Each IF table entry contains an index Into the IP table. 
By·using this index, physical addresses in the IF table 
can be matched with the IP address. 

Fig. 11 shows a flowchart of the store-IP process 
block 402 (Fig. 4). Referring now to Fig. 11, after entry 35 

block 11 02 calls Fig. 14 to find the node in the node 
list. The nodewBI be found if the discovery system has 
already encountered this node in its process. Block 
1304 then determines whether the node exists, and if 
the node does not exist, block 1104 transfers to block 40 

1106 which calls Fig. 13 to determine whether the 
node is valid. Block 1108 then determines If the node 
_is valid and if it is valid, block 1108transfers to block 
1110 to add the node to the node list. After adding the 
node, or if the node already existed, control goes to 45 

block 1112 which updates the state information about 
the node. After updating the node state Information or 
if the node was not valid, Fig. 11 returns to the caller. 

Fig. 12 is a flowchart of the store-IF process of 
block404 (Fig. 4). This module is called for each table so 
entry in the IF table received from a node. Referring 
now Fig. 12, after entry, block 1202 finds the IP index 
within the IF record. As described earlier, each IF 
table entry will have a corresponding IP table entry, 
and the IP entry is referenced by an index value con- ss 
tained in the IF entry. Block 1204 then determines 
whether a matchingiP record exists. If a matching IP 
record does exist, block 1204 transfers to block 1206 

7 

which moves the physical address from the IP record 
to the node record in the node list. Block 1208 then 
updates any state infonnatlon in the node record. 
After updating the state infonnation, or if there were 
no matching IP record, Fig. 12 returns to Its caller. 

Fig. 13 shows a flowchart of the invalid node mod
ul~ block 406 (Fig. 4). Referring now Fig. 13, after 
entry, block 1302 determines whether the address of 
the node is simply the loopback address of another 
node. Each node has a loopback address associated 
with It for use in testing the node. Because the loop
back address refers to the same node, no additional 
information can be obtained from that node and the 
loopback address Is never stored as a node address. 
If the IP address is not equal to the loopback address, 
block 1302 transfers to block 1304 to determine 
whether the node Is within the domain. As described 
earlier, the domain is used to determine the limits 
beyond which the discovery system wm not attempt to 
discover new nodes. If the node is within the domain, 
block 1304 transfers to block 1306 which returns an 
indication that the node is valid. If the node is not 
within the domain or if the IP address equals the loop
back address, control transfers to block 1308 which 
returns an error indication indicating that node is not 
valid. Control then returns to the caller. 

Fig. 14 is a Howchartofthe find node module block 
408 (Fig. 4). The module Is used to find a node within 
the node list. Referring now Fig. 14, after entry, block 
1402 gets the node list entry. Block 1404 them deter
mines whether the IP address matches the entry in 
the list. If a match does occur, block 1404 transfers to 
block 1408 which returns an indication that the node 
is in the node list If the IP address does not match, 
block 1404 transfers to block 1406 which gets the next 
node list entry and block 1410 then determines 
whether the end of table has been reached. If the end 
of the list has not been reached, block 1410 transfers 
back to block 1404 to check the entry justfound.lfthe 
end of the list has occurred, block 1410 transfers to 
block 1412 which returns an error indication indicating 
that the node is not in the node list. 

Fig. 15 shows a flowchart of the process of adding 
a node to the node list. Referring now to Fig. 15, after 
entry, block 1502 performs a hash operation on the IP 
address to create a pointer into the node list Block 
1504 then allocates memory for a node record, and 
block 1506 stores the data avaUable for the node Into 
the node record at the location pointed to by the 
hashed IP address. Block 1506then returns to the cal
ler. 

Fig. 16 shows a flowchart of the process-AT mod
ule of block 312 (Fig. 3). This module is called by the 
process-node module for each entry in the node list. 
Referring now to Fig. 16, after entry, block 1602deter
mines whether the AT interval has expired. The AT 
interval is used to prevent a node from being polled 
too frequenUy.lf the AT interval has not expired, block 
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1602 simply relllms to the caller. If the AT interval has (b) repeating step (a) for each of said other 
expired, block 1602 transfers to block 1604 which nodes obtained; and 
sends an SNMP message to request that the node (c) storing said list of node addresses in a file 
send its next address translation table entry to the dis· (808); whereby said list of node addresses 
covery node. 'Nhen an entry is received, block 1606 5 may be displayed to a user of said computer 
Is caUed to store the table entry. Block 1607 then network. 
transfers back to block 1604 if more table entries are 
avaDable. After storing all the table entries, block 1607 2. The process of claim 1 further comprising the step 
transfers to block 1608 which updates the node's of: 
state information in the node list. Block 1610 then sets 10 (d) repeating steps (a) through (c) at regular 
a new AT interval, typicaOy fifteen seconds, and time intervals. 
returns to the caner. 

Fig. 17 shows a flowchart of the store-AT module 3. The process of claim 2 further comprising the step 
of block 502 (Fig. 5). Referring now to Fig. 17, after of: 
entry, block 1702 calls thefindnode module Fig.14 to 15 (a1) obtaining from each bridge unit (208) con-
determine whether the node is already in the node list. nected to said network (118} a list of addres-
If the node is in the node list, block 1704 transfers to ses of ail nodes accessible by said bridge unit 
block 1712. If the node is not in the node list, block (208). 
1704 transfers to block 1706 which calls Fig. 13 to 
determine whether the node is a valid node. If the 20 4. The process of claim 3 further comprising the step 
node is not valid, block 1708 returns to the caller. If the of: 
node Is valid, block 1708 transfers to block 1710 (a2} obtaining from each router unit (220} con-
which calls Fig. 15 to add the node to the node list. nected to said network (118} a list of addres-
After adding the node to the node list. or if the node ses of all nodes accessible by said router unit 
already existed, control to transfers block 1712 which 25 (220). 
updates the state infonnation about the node in the 
node list before relllming to the caller. 5. The process of claim 4 further comprising the step 

In addition to querying nodes on the network, the of: 
discovery system can also query any network probes (a3) obtaining from each gateway unit (220) 
that may be attached to the network. Information 30 connected to said network ( 118) a list of 
about other nodes on the netwOO<: can be obtained addresses of all nodes accessible by said 
from these probes, and the discovery system can use gateway unit (220). 
this information to assist in discovering other nodes 
on the network. 6. The process of claim 5 further comprising the step 

Having thus described a presently preferred 35 of: 
embodiment of the present invention, it will now be (a4) obtaining from any network prol>e device 
appreciated that the objects of the invention have (224) connected to said network (118) a list of 
been fully achieved, and it wm be understood by those addresses of all nodes known to said network 
akiUed in the art that many changes in construction probe device (224). 
and circuitry and widely differing embodiments and 40 

applications of the invention will suggest themselves 7. A computer network node discovery process 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the pre- (120) for determining nodes connected to a 
sent invention. The disclosures and the description TCPnP computer network (118), said process 
herein are intended to be illustrative and are not in any comprising the steps of: 
sense limiting of the invention, more preferably 45 (a) obtaining (306), from one node of a set of 
defmed in scope by the following daims. known nodes on said computer network, an 

address lranslatlon table containing a list of 
addresses of other nodes with which said one 

Claims node communicates; 
5() (b) repeating step (a) for each of said other 

1. A computer netwOO<: node discovery process nodes in said address translation table; 
(120) for detennining nodes (206, 216, 21 8) con- (c) storing said list of nodes in a file (808); and 
nected to a computer network (11 8), said process (d) repealing steps (a) through (c) at regular 
(120) comprising the steps of: time intervals. 

(a) obtaining (306), from one node of a set of 55 
known nodes on said computer network ( 118), 8. The process of daim 7 further comprising the 
a list of addresses of one or more other nodes steps of: 
with which said one node communicates; (a1) obtaining from each bridge unit (208) con-

8 
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nected to said network (118) an address 
translation table containing a list of addresses 
of nodes accessible from said bridge unit 
(208); 
(a2) obtaining from each router unit (220) con- 5 

nected to said network (118) an address 
translation table containing a list of addresses 
of nodes accessible from said router unit 
(220); 
(a3) obtaining from each gateway unit (220) 10 

connected to said network (118) an address 
translation table containing a list of addresses 
of nodes accessible from said gateway unit 
(220); 
(a4) obtaining from any network probe 15 

devices (224) attached to said network (118) 
a list of addresses of all nodes known to said 
network probe (224); and 
(a5) obtaining from each node In said network 
(11 B) an interface table and an internet pro- 20 

tocol table which defines other networks and 
nodes to which said node is connected. 

9. A computer network node discovery process 
(120) for determining nodes connected to a com· 25 

puter network (118), said process comprising the 
steps of: 

(a) sending a general response message 
(307) to all nodes on said network; 
(b) creating a node list (410) containing the 30 

address of each node responding to said gen-
eral response message; 
(c) obtaining (306), from each node in said 
node list. a second list of addresses of other 
nodes with which said node communicates; 35 

(d) adding each node (410) in said second list 
to said node list; 
(e) repeating steps (c) through (d) for each of 
said nodes in said second list; 
{f) storing said node list in a tne (808); and 4lJ 

(g) repeating steps (a) through (f) at regular 
time intervals. 

10. The process of claim 9 further comprising the 
steps of: 45 

(c1) obtaining from each bridge unit {208) con-
nected to said network (118) a list of addres-
ses of all nodes accessible by said bridge unit 
(208); 
(c2) obtaining from each router unit (220) con· 50 

nected to said network {118) a list of addres· 
ses of all nodes accessible by said router unit 
(220): 
(c3) obtaining from each gateway unit (220) 
connected to said network (118) a list of 55 

addresses of all nodes accessible by said 
gateway unit (220); and . 
(c4) obtaining from any network probe devices 

9 

14 

(224) attached to said network (118) a list of 
addresses of an nodes known to the network 
probe (224). 
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